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Abstract
Public spaces in cities offer a diversity of experiences, as well as the possibility to produce a
variety of spaces. In the pursuit of the increased liveability of cities, these spaces are subject
to targeted design interventions that are often based on instrumental functions. However,
non-instrumental and informal encounters among strangers in urban life account for the
dominant type of human social interactions. Arguably, play, as a type of informal and noninstrumental activity, can reveal the potential held by public spaces. Stevens’ (2007)
research on ‘The Ludic City’ provides the theoretical foundation for the urban analysis of
public space through play as an activity in comparison to established public life studies.
This thesis fills a gap around the empirical application of play in public spaces to facilitate
the understanding of public spaces through an activity as a form of spatial practice that
makes up part of people’s everyday lives in urban core areas. The aim of the thesis is to
develop and test a novel framework, labelled as PLAY framework, which allows researchers
to comprehensively understand public spaces in a different way. Thus, the present thesis
argues that the PLAY framework reveals certain qualities and dynamics in public spaces that
are produced by play activities.
The thesis uses two case study sites: Canberra, Australia and Potsdam, Germany. After
testing and refinement of the PLAY framework, it will be compared to another public space
study in Canberra, which uses established methods without an articulated focus on play.
The case study in Potsdam functions as a validation case of the PLAY framework, allowing its
potential for replicability in an intercultural context to be investigated. The thesis
interrogates three sets of data: 1) data obtained through observational research in Garema
Place, Canberra, derived from established methods; 2) data collected via mixed methods
relating to the PLAY framework in the same location in Canberra; and 3) data collected via
this same PLAY framework in Potsdam, Germany. The discussion formulates a response to
the research questions, including a reflection on related theory regarding both the PLAY
framework and the hypothesis. Overall, the data produced lateral findings that open up
additional avenues for further research.
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Glossary
The following section outlines some key definitions that are relevant to the aim of this
thesis. This will allow for a better and more concerted understanding of the thesis and
associated concepts. It should be noted that some of these definitions, such as ‘play’, will be
further discussed throughout this thesis; therefore, this section will only summarise them
and provide a confined taste of the theoretical discourse.

Activity
A physical pursuit or condition where things are happening, moving or being done.

Behaviour setting
Personal behaviour is a result of an ongoing pattern of forces, including their direction and
strength, and personal properties, including disposition, intentions and skill, which can lead
to separation from the setting as long as the person behaves according to the resultant
pattern of forces established in space. The empirical information associated with space as a
result of the types of behaviours a person displays within the boundaries of spaces can be
referred to as behaviour setting (Barker & Schoggen, 1973). Heft (2007) described Barker’s
concept as the “relationship between dynamic, ongoing pattern of actions among
individuals and the “milieu” – mean[ing the] inanimate features present that support the
intended activity” (p.97).

Character
The character of something is defined by how things are and provides an investigation on a
conceptual basis in relation to a special issue as part of everyday life. Character can only be
captured by grasping an understanding of the genius loci (spirit of a place) – it is, literally,
the essence of a place (Larice & Macdonald, 2007, p. 129).

Complexity
Originates from the Latin word complexus meaning ‘entwined’ or ’embraced’. If one seeks
to have a complex, there are two elements required: firstly, the existence of two or more
special elements; secondly, the interconnection of these elements in such a way that it is
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difficult to separate them. This link allows us to observe a duality between the parts, which
are simultaneously distinct and linked together. Simply separating the elements from each
other and looking at them in turn may destroy the connection. Examples of complexities
include ecosystems, the brain or a city (Battram, 1998, p. 49).

Dialectics
Dialectics encompasses two elements: it can be a statement of what the world is as well as a
method that organises the world for the purposes of research (Ollman 1990, 1993). Its
dynamic mechanisms are fundamental to reality and all matter as they manifest through
change, processes, relations, flow, movement and contradictions. Lefebvre’s spatialised
dialectics offer a framework that facilitates a better understanding of the interaction
between space and place, as well as the overcoming of dualistic conceptions (Merrifield,
1993).

Everyday life
Everyday life refers to the social needs and effects of human existence and perceptions that
occur within routines, often outside of conscious choice.

Exchange value
Worthiness due to the opportunities for the transaction of goods, commodities, objects or
signs (language or discourses) as a product of labour that follows a logic of order. The
definition is based on Marx (1981) and Lefebvre (1991b).

Functional activities
Human activities in space that are subject to regulation through social norms.

Ludus
That part of the spectrum of play that is rule-based (Caillois, 1961).

Non-linear
Possibilities for actions in space being generated and eventuating into actualities (physical
outputs) when the conditions are right, and which have the characteristic of non-linearity
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(Hawkins, 2011). Non-linear thought processes are holistic, rely more on dialectics, and may
appear difficult to predict, unlike those thought models that are based on analytical
cognition in the Western research tradition (e.g. the concept of causality, including the
cause and effect principle; (Nisbett, Peng, Choi, & Norenzayan, 2001).

Play
Play is an intrinsically motivated activity that takes place on a voluntary basis and creates
opportunities for positive experiences in space through enjoyment in its temporary
transformational nature. Furthermore, play constitutes the acceptance of risk and happens
outside of the ordinary. This activity is necessary to human identity as an exploratory pursuit
of enjoyment outside of social purpose.

Paidia
That part of the spectrum of play that encompasses spontaneous activity; the opposite of
ludus (Caillois, 1961).

Public life
Public life encompasses all human activities that occur in public spaces.

Public place
The public place shall be understood as an overarching term that encompasses the e.g. park,
streetscape, public square and plaza. Lynch (1981, p. 443) defined it as follows: “intended as
activity focus, at the heart of some intensive urban area. Typically, it will be paved, enclosed
by high- density structures, and surrounded by streets, or in contrast with them. It contains
features meant to attract groups of people and to facilitate meetings.” Jackson (1985)
emphasises the human element of the plaza in his definition, describing it as a place that
brings people together for enjoyment. For the purpose of this thesis, it shall be defined as a
highly visible paved outdoor public space from which vehicle access is generally excluded,
and with features purposefully designed for enjoyment such as sitting, resting and
flâneuring. Furthermore, although the public square is usually associated with the concept
of a historic place and is typically framed by built structures on all four sides, it comprises
the same features outlined in the definition above.
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Public space
A definition of public space has been adopted, based on research that conceives of play as
activity within public space analysis. Thus, a public space can be “a street, alley, buildings,
squares, bollards: simply everything that is considered to be a part of the built environment”
according to Gehl, Svarre, and Steenhard (2013, p. 2). Public spaces can incorporate
properties such as the atmosphere or character of a place and function as a gathering place
for a community, allowing for informal activities to occur10.

Reappropriation
Human occupation of space or movement through space as part of their everyday life
routines.

Social activity
A spontaneous outdoor activity that happens in the presence of other people under the
right conditions. It can also be referred to as a ‘resultant’ activity, as it is linked to necessary
and optional activities in space (Gehl & Koch, 1987).

Social life
Social life refers to interpersonal social relations with other people within proximity of each
other in a space (E. T. Hall, 1966).
Social space
Social space is a means of human reappropriation in space through the development of
activities linked to social life through the expression of a set of values that reflect symbolic
superstructures, joyful endeavours or social resistance (Brenner, 1997, p. 140; Butler, 2012).

Space
Space, in its most simplistic form, suggests a three-dimensional constellation or the
perceptual fields of those elements that contribute to a place (Norberg- Schulz, 1976,
in:Larice & Macdonald, 2007, p. 129). For the purpose of this thesis, “any space implies,
contains and dissimulates social relationships – and this despite the fact that a space is not a
10

Ray Oldenburg’s iteration on the third place in his essay ‘The Problem of Place in America’, from The Great Good Place (1989), informed
the development of this part of the definition.
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thing but rather a set of relations between things (objects and products)” (Lefebvre, 1991b,
p. 83). Lefebvre’s idea that space can be socially produced and that spatial experience can
change over time (Gieseking, Mangold, Katz, Low, & Saegert, 2014) creates a suitable
conceptual frame around play and the production of space.

Street
Streets are three-dimensional spaces with linear characteristics enclosed on opposite sides
by buildings. The street is unlike a ‘road’, which is designed for the primary purpose of
acting as a thoroughfare for motorised vehicle movement. Nevertheless, streets are visually
dynamic and can be modulated into discrete sections or space elements that facilitate flow
through space (Carmona, Tiesdell, Heath, & Oc, 2010, pp. 182 - 183 ).

Time
The behavioural dimension of social space is affected by time, which can take on many
forms: these include physical time, personal time, biological time, metaphysical time, micro
time, sync time, sacred time, profane time or meta time (E. T. Hall, 1989, pp. 16 - 27). The
conceptual meaning of time in the context of this thesis is a self-actualisation of an
individual in space that develops from a core that has a relative point of origin as an inner
resource. Time is distinguishable, but cannot be completely separated, from space
(Lefebvre, 1991b, pp. 130, 175).

Use value
The worthiness of things in nature as an outcome of creative and productive processes in
the absence of the labour involved that created them in the first place. This definition is
based on Marx (1981) and Lefebvre (1991b).
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Chapter 1: Introduction
“It is evident, that the eye is educated by the things it sees from childhood on, and
therefore Venetian painters must see everything clearer and with more joy than
other people.” (Goethe, 1976, Day 8)

1.1 Background
Cities are complex systems, encompassing spaces and networks, which provide
possibilities for social encounters and informal activities. From a functional
perspective, public spaces in cities have historically been associated with
socialisation and participation in a wide range of different social encounters and
activities (Simões Aelbrecht, 2010). However, since the mid-20th century, public
spaces in post-industrial cities have been suffering from a loss of diversity of human
experiences as part of public life (Akkar, 2005).
The likely causes of this phenomenon relate to the failure of modernist architecture
and urban design to take the range of human lived experience into consideration.
This has ultimately led to the homogenisation, separation and fragmentation of
spatial practices (Iveson, 1998; Kingwell, 2008; Low, 2006, 2017; Mitchell, 1995).
Furthermore, continuous privatisation and the associated regulation of space has
contributed to a shift in the public sphere from a realm for public discourse
(Habermas & Mccarthy, 1991) into spaces that are owned and operated by private
landholders (although many users perceive these spaces as public). One example of
this shift in the public sphere is that of the ‘third places’, which include not only
public spaces but also bars, shopping centres, libraries and cafés (Oldenburg, 1999,
2007)11. Mierzejewska (2011) even claims that spatial structures that promote the
privatisation of public spaces can impoverish interpersonal relations and ultimately
lead to socio-cultural degradation. This would mean that the full range of
possibilities for appropriating public spaces cannot be realised, as opportunities for
11

Ray Oldenburg’s iteration on the ‘third place’ in his essay ‘The Problem of Place in America’ from The Great Good Place
(1999) informed the development of this part of the definition.
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human activities are spatially predetermined and restricted. This indicates that a
debate around public space cannot simply reduced to spatial structures without
taking interpersonal relations (activities) and conceptual design thinking into
consideration.
After the 1960s there is a proliferation of research on various ways of
understanding the successful cities and then applying that knowledge in the design
of new places. Thus, in 1970s there are number of tools specifically developed for
the analysis of public space, most of which were applying and transforming the
existing research methods from social science, anthropology and environmental
psychology as well as geography. During that period prominent research emerged
from researcher such as Lynch (1960), Cullen (1971) and Whyte (1980), committed
to develop new theory in parallel with decline of Modernist architecture and
emerging post-modernism. The trend continued to gain momentum with
researchers such as Jan Gehl (1987), Christopher Alexander (1977), Jane Jacobs
(1961) - all developing an understanding of the qualities of public space from
interdisciplinary perspectives that informed approaches in urban design and
enriched the academic discourse. This thesis aims to contribute to this growing
discourse by expanding this study of human behaviour within the spatial dimension.
Today, the complexity continues to create a fertile ground for a debate that
commenced at the beginning of industrialisation and has continued to shape the
discourse on the role of public spaces in cities and the function of design to
encourage social encounters (Benjamin, 1997; Bravo, Carmagnini, & Matityhou,
2013; Carmona, 2014; Chawla, 2002; Debord, 1957; Harvey, 2006; Lefebvre, 1991b,
1996; Madanipour, 1999; McCann, 1999; United Nations, 2016; Zieleniec, 2018).
For example, the impact of functional design decisions made without consideration
of human behaviours was prominently recognised by Jane Jacobs (J. Jacobs, 1961,
2010), one of the first researchers to recognise the damaging effects of urban
design and planning decisions on social life in cities. Since the second half of the
20th century, this nexus has been explored by social science, anthropology, culture,
environmental psychology, human geography, urban design and architecture
(Alexander, 1965/ 1996; Alexander, Ishikawa, & Silverstein, 1977; Freeman &
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Tranter, 2011; A. Kaplan, 2017; S. Kaplan & Kaplan, 1982, 2009; Larkin, Kaplan, &
Rushton, 2010; Lynch, 1960; Lynch & Banerjee, 1977; Norberg-Schulz, 1980).
In response, novel design theories and methods for studying and understanding
social life in public spaces have emerged and brought empirical evidence to the fore
(Appleyard, Gerson, & Lintell, 1981; Appleyard & Lintell, 1972; Bosselmann, 1998;
Brewster & Bell, 2009; Gehl & Gemzoe, 1996; Gehl et al., 2013; Goffman, 1961,
1974, 1989; A. B. Jacobs, 1995; J. Jacobs, 1961; Matan & Newman, 2012). For
example, in their observational research on public space, Gehl and Koch (1987)
found that functional designs in residential areas were unable to respond to the
subtle qualities of social needs and the ways in which people interact in public
spaces. Over time, research methods aimed at understanding social life in public
spaces have become more established, refined and mainstreamed (Gehl et al.,
2013).
However, existing research methods have both advantages and weaknesses. On the
one hand, established research methods for studying public life effectively capture
a wide range of important features, such as object-related user experiences (Gehl,
1968; Moore, 1986a; Peri Bader, 2015), quantitative aspects of people’s activities in
space (including movement patterns; (Hillier & Hanson, 1989), duration of space
use (Gehl & Koch, 1987) and spatial features, as well as built environment
characteristics; this is done in order to understand, protect, enhance and ultimately
improve the qualities of social life (Goffman, 1961; E. T. Hall, 1966; B. B. Sommer &
Sommer, 1997; R. Sommer, 1969). On the other hand, there is surprisingly little
empirical research available that examines informal social and non-instrumental
interactions in urban core areas within public space analysis. Unfortunately, it
appears that urban design practitioners have yet to realise the potential of
empirical research related to informal and non-instrumental activities (Borden,
2001; Day, 2017; Simões Aelbrecht, 2018). Established public life research methods
have not adequately addressed the role of informal and non-instrumental activities
that cannot be easily planned for. Therefore, research methods addressing the
analysis of human behaviours in public spaces require rethinking and reframing in
order to examine informal, non-instrumental activities (Stevens & Dovey, 2004).
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Fortunately, this reframing of public spaces has been pioneered by Stevens (2003,
2007), who examined play as a type of informal and non-instrumental activity,
along with its uses in urban public spaces. In his book ‘The Ludic City’, Stevens
explored play from a theoretical perspective and examined play in public spaces
through several case studies, including Melbourne, London, Berlin, New York and
Brisbane (Stevens, 2007). The word ‘ludic’, which describes spontaneous and
undirected playfulness, originates from the Latin word ‘ludus’, referring to play. In
addition to Stevens’ work, other valuable insights into the temporary use of space
and bodily experiences in space have been gained in relation to several specific
types of play, including skateboarding (Borden, 2001) and parkour (Lamb, 2014;
Rawlinson & Guaralda, 2011, 2012) while other researchers have explored novel
methods of examining play as an experience in space (B. Shirtcliff, 2015, 2018; B.
Spencer, 2013).
The anthropological concept of playfulness or play is not easy to define or qualify in
the city context. The leisurely aspects of life in cities create a distinct realm of life in
which an escape from instrumentality of everyday life is possible (Stevens, 2007).
This voluntary escape from mundane everyday life can become spatially visible
through different active forms of play that override and transform spatial functions
(Stevens, 2007). These escapes create possibilities of imbuing spaces with life that
can lead to the realisation of diverse human needs. Simões Aelbrecht (2018)
stresses that despite the asocial nature of non-instrumental activities and
interaction with strangers, these types of interaction have profound implications
for public life, as they constitute the dominant type of human social relations.
Arguably, a fundamental function of public spaces is to realise their potential for
meeting rich and diverse human needs, including those for non-instrumental and
informal activities, as a distinct form of spatial practice (Stevens, 2007).
This thesis aims to provide additional empirical research on the qualities and
dynamics of public spaces by interrogating them through the window12 of a type of

12

The term ‘window’ has been adopted from Fischer and Altrock (2018) as a metaphor that stands for a ‘way of seeing’ in
order to perceive changes urban spaces in a different light. They explain that “Opening new ‘windows’ by taking a fresh look
at the complex realities in which architecture, planning and urban politics operate has had dramatic consequences for the
way in which cities and city regions have developed.” (Fischer & Altrock, 2018, p. 21). The window metaphor is originally
derived from Henry James’s novel ‘The Portrait of a Lady’.
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informal and non-instrumental activity (i.e. play). This in turn will provide urban
designers with a framework and with data to help them realise the potential of play
in public spaces to actively facilitate such non-instrumental activities.

1.2 Purpose of the study
This thesis provides empirical research on public space through the window of play
as an activity to enable understanding public spaces in ways that overcome the
shortcomings discussed above. Play is a complex concept that allows people to
construct meaning and to form social relationships with each other in space. The
concept of play applies not only to children, who are arguably the natural experts
when it comes to play, but also to adults (Brown & Vaughan, 2010; Hamayon &
Simon, 2016; Mouledoux, 1977; Sutton-Smith, 1997). People of all ages are exposed
to a range of stimuli and experiences in cities (public spaces). Due to the complexity
of the concept of play, a thesis-specific definition for the concept has been
developed, which is explained in detail in Chapter Two. In brief, in the context of
this thesis, play is defined as an intrinsically motivated activity, which takes place on
a voluntary basis and creates opportunities for positive experiences in space
through enjoyment of its temporary transformational nature.
However, it should be noted that this thesis is less concerned with play as an
anthropological concept than as a framework for understanding temporary
dynamics related to the production of space through play as an activity and as a
form of spatial practice. Furthermore, the concept of play has both an internal and
an external dimension; only the observable dimension of play in public spaces is of
primary concern in this thesis. This observable dimension of play is referred to as
‘play activity’ throughout the thesis.

In the range of existing research methods that help us understand how spaces are
conducive to social encounter and public life, play has thus far been allocated a
minor role in public life studies and their methods. The study of play in public
spaces has largely been approached quantitatively with respect to the total number
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of instances and their duration (Gehl & Koch, 1987). However, as indicated in the
background, there has been no application of play as a framework for use in
understanding the spatial practice and dynamics of public spaces in a study of a
specific public place. The hypothesis of the present thesis is that a framework
designed around play can reveal certain qualities and dynamics in public spaces
that are produced by play activities. In this thesis, this framework that the author
developed shall be referred to as the PLAY framework. This framework is based on
the theory in relation to play as a form of spatial practice in the nexus of everyday
life, leisure and play in the urban realm of ‘The Ludic City’.
In the research for this thesis, the PLAY framework will be evaluated by means of a
two-step data collection process. The first step aims to test the PLAY framework,
while the second step involves collecting a full dataset in one case study to
compare findings.
First, the PLAY framework will be tested in the sites of each case study – Canberra,
Australia and Potsdam, Germany – and then further refined. The sites have been
selected based on the researcher’s familiarity with the cultural codes (the
researcher was born in Germany and lives in Australia) and their comparability in
terms of size (mid-sized cities). Despite their different histories, both function as
capital cities within a Western post-industrial context. Second, the refined PLAY
framework will be deployed in the Canberra case study to facilitate collection of a
complete dataset. The results of this dataset will be compared with the findings of a
conventional study of the same place in Canberra. The PLAY framework will then be
deployed at the Potsdam case study site to enable collection of a full dataset. The
application of the framework in a different cultural context (i.e. Potsdam) aims to
validate its applicability in the wider context of urban public space analysis. The
case studies are anchored in observational research and use qualitative mixed
methods, including the urban diary method, photography, video and time-lapse.
The selection process of the method mix has been informed by Lefebvre’s (1991b)13
conceptual triad of space in order to ensure spaces are holistically understood

13

Chapter Two discusses the rationale behind the philosophy in more detail, including the conceptual triad of space and
related theory.
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beyond the physical dimension by taking lived experiences and the abstract
(theoretical) dimension into consideration.
As previously suggested by Stevens (2007), the pedestrian zone and shared space
hold the best possibility for high volumes of human encounters in an urban core
area. Hence, this thesis targets the urban morphology of these zones and spaces.
The data derives from two pedestrian zones with comparable urban morphologies,
despite their different place histories. The results will inform a discussion of the
PLAY framework’s effectiveness in light of the research problem. This process
allows the identification of potential patterns that have occurred dynamically over
time and can provide additional insights into the production of social space. As a
result, this thesis is designed as a contribution to the wider understanding of the
qualities of public spaces and their dynamics in urban centres.

1.3 Research questions
The following research questions are based on the theoretical concepts that
support an understanding of the functional dimension of public spaces in urban
core areas through play activities as part of the methodological building process of
the PLAY framework.

The four main research questions are as follows:
1. What is play in the context of public space?
2. How can play be made observable in public space?
3. What can play as a spatial practice reveal about public space?
4. How can the application of the PLAY framework advance the
understanding of public space?

1.4 Aim
The overall aim of the present research is to develop and test the PLAY framework,
which allows researchers to understand public spaces in a different way, by
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identifying the informal and non-instrumental use of this space through the
window of play. The PLAY framework is a combination of established public life
methods framed around play as a spatial practice and combines mapping,
exploration and play.
In order to achieve this aim, eight steps have been devised to constitute the
research process:
1. Outline the theory related to the definition of public space, along with
existing research related to activities in space as part of public life studies;
2. Examine the concept of play and explore ways to identify and describe (or
even map) play in public spaces;
3. Analyse the suitability of established public space research methods to
study space dynamics through play;
4. Develop and pilot the PLAY framework, which facilitates research into public
spaces through play as an activity in both case study sites (Canberra,
Australia and Potsdam, Germany);
5. Refine the framework based on the findings of the pilot, then collect
sufficient empirical data to enable an advanced understanding of public
space dynamics in both case studies;
6. Compare the PLAY framework, as applied to the Canberra case study site,
with a public life study of Canberra that uses established public life research
methods;
7. Validate the PLAY- framework in a different cultural setting, Potsdam, in
order to strengthen the use and overall effectiveness of the framework;
8. Reflect on the process and discuss the findings in order to answer the
research questions and the hypothesis.

1.5 Thesis structure
The thesis is structured in seven chapters: the background theory, literature review,
research design and methodology, case studies, discussion of results and findings
(figure 1.1).
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Chapter Two summarises the literature that contextualises the proposed research
questions. The chapter begins with the theoretical framework of the ‘Ludic city’,
play and public spaces will be explored further in more detail. The explanation of
everyday life and leisure will frame the scope of the investigation of specific public
spaces in urban core areas. The role of play in space as a spatial practice and its
urban space dynamics, along with the perception of public spaces and public space,
will be explored before a thesis-specific definition of public space and a definition
of the concept of play is being introduced. The chapter concludes with a summary
of knowledge gap.
Chapter Three builds the research design and overall methodology applied to
address the research problem. This chapter has a strong emphasis on established
research methods in public space studies and contains the development process of
the PLAY framework, with elaborations on building this framework with a
philosophical anchor in Lefebvre’s conceptual triad of space, as well as outlining
how play can be made visible for the purposes of this thesis. The case study
selection criteria and ethical consideration form part of this chapter.
The following Chapter Four provides further context around the findings during the
development process of the PLAY framework when piloting and testing the early
stages in the field.
Chapter Five contains the application of the PLAY framework, then compares
findings between the PLAY framework and an earlier study by Street Furniture
Australia (2017) that uses an established research approach to public life studies in
Canberra, Australia. Chapter Five follows the structure of Chapter Six, as it
replicates the application of the PLAY framework in Potsdam, Germany, with the
aim of validate, corroborate its applicability in a different cultural setting and
comparing the results with the Canberra findings. Chapter Seven discusses the
findings from both case studies in order to answer the set of research questions
and outline the space dynamics that can be made visible through play.
Furthermore, it articulates the idea of ‘singulation’ in opposition to ‘triangulation’,
as introduced by Whyte (1980), in relation to the human reappropriation of space.
Finally, Chapter Eight provides the overall conclusion to the thesis by reflecting on
the outcomes, their potential to advance knowledge and significance. It concludes
9

with a critical observation regarding the limitations of the research and
recommendations for further research.

Producing spaces, changing places - the role of play
Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 2: Literature review
‘Ludic City’, everyday life, public space, urban analysis, play, knowledge gap
Chapter 3: Research design and methodology
Research paradigm & design, methodological approach, study of established
methods, development of the PLAY framework, selection criteria for sites and
cities, pilot testing and ethics
Chapter 4: Findings PLAY framework pilot testing

Chapter 5: Case study- Canberra
Deployment of PLAY framework, comparison with established public space
methods in the Canberra case
Chapter 6: Case study- Potsdam
Corroboration of PLAY framework, reflection and comparison of findings
Chapter 7: Discussion
Answers to the research questions and lateral findings
Chapter 8: Conclusion
Summary of findings, limitations, significance and recommendation for future
research
Figure 1.1: Thesis structure (Source: author’s illustration)
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Chapter 2: Public space theory and
play
“Theories provide cognitive maps for finding our way in a complex and changeable
environment. The cognitive map may not be stable or even coherent. Experience
leads us to construct, transform and modify it all the time. Purposeful theory
constructions, in much the same way, seek an ordered and consistent though never
entirely closed map, to improve our understanding and command of daily
practices.” (Harvey, 1989, p. 2)

2.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the concepts of public space and play in the context of
everyday life in cities. Without undertaking a comprehensive review of the
literature on the history of public space or the history of play in theory, it canvases
contemporary approaches to these fields. These approaches distinguish between
play as concept, play as observable activity, and the relationship between play and
public space. This thesis focuses primarily on the physical (externally observable)
dimension of play as a form of spatial practice, which is referred to as ‘play activity’,
rather than the subjective (internal non-observable) dimension. The literature
reviewed here indicates that it is possible to consider play as an activity in space as
a window through which to gain different insights into the qualities of a public
space and the dynamics of public life therein, beyond the evidence provided by
existing research. The literature indicates a knowledge gap regarding empirical
evidence on play, a complex type of joyful and non-functional activity, in space as a
form of spatial practice. Play as part of the analysis of the city has been introduced
by Stevens in the concept of Ludic City, however, ever since the concept has not
been fully explored in the applied analysis of the cities. The development of a
framework that builds on the complexity of play in urban analysis of a specific
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public space, can advance the overall understanding of existing public spaces in
urban core areas and the possibilities they hold for playful encounters.

2.2 Ludic city
To date, the most comprehensive work in urban theory on public space(s) and play
(a type of activity) has been undertaken by Quentin Stevens, as pointed out in the
introduction. In The Ludic City (2007) Stevens looks at the ways in which cities
provide opportunities for people to meet their social needs and to explore novel
possibilities of life through play. Play as a type of informal and non-instrumental
encounter in cities is a distinct characteristic of the urban experience in public
space (Franck & Stevens, 2013; Stevens, 2007, 2009). Stevens’ theoretical discourse
on play as a social need is rooted in French Marxist philosophy and is concerned
with everyday life and the concept of the production of space introduced by Henri
Lefebvre (Lefebvre, 1967, 1991a, 1991b, 1996). Stevens explores concepts such as
habitus, the approaches of the Situationist International (SI) and leisure theory to
frame play in the context of everyday life in cities, which will be explained in the
following section.
As this thesis seeks to develop a framework for understanding space through
perception of a particular type of activities, namely play activities, ‘The Ludic City’ is
well suited to inform the theoretical foundation of this thesis. The book explores:
everyday life; tensions associated with alienation and separation; and
manifestations of the concept of play, which the book examines in several
international case studies. The following section provides an account of the key
aspects of the theory related to play in public space. Concepts discussed in the
existing body of literature on play and public space are explained to further support
the argument of this thesis. These concepts include everyday life in cities and
leisure as well as perception of experiences in cities. The next section will attempt
to defining public space for urban analysis
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Everyday life in cities
This thesis explores public spaces through the window of everyday life. Cities
contain a diverse range of possibilities for human experiences in which people often
act spontaneously and in playful ways without necessarily thinking consciously
about their actions. The focus on everyday life within leisure comes with the
anticipation that empirical research on play in public space contributes to a deeper
understanding of everyday life in urban core areas. Thus, the following section
provides an account not just of the concept of everyday life, but also introduces
theoretical frames that lend themselves to this type of research.
Everyday life as a concept emerged in the second half of the twentieth century and
was applied to the analysis of cities. Historically, in Marxist theory the concept of
everyday life in an urban context was introduced to better understand the deep
connections between urbanisation, consumer culture and power. Urban life
encompasses, from Lefebvre’s point of view, meanings, confrontation of difference,
reciprocal knowledge and an acknowledgement of the ways of living and their
patterns that coexist in the city (Lefebvre, 1996). His prominent work, The critique
of everyday life, explored the banality and repetitions of day-to-day life under the
umbrella of social practice rooted in alienation and the complexities under neo
capitalist conditions (Butler, 2012).
The concept of everyday is an incomplete translation of la quotidienne – meaning
repetition in daily life, the banal or real life (Butler, 2012; Lefebvre, 1991a). Daily
life, la vie quotidienne, refers to the ‘habits’ of day-to-day human existence. For
Lefebvre the definition includes:
“The word everyday designates the entry of […] daily life into
modernity: the everyday as an object of a programming […] whose
unfolding is imposed by the market, by the system of equivalences, by
marketing and by advertisements. As to the concept of
‘everydayness’, it stresses the homogeneous, the repetitive, the
fragmentary in everyday life.” (Lefebvre, 1991a, p. 87).
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‘Everyday life’ would then relate to the ‘repetition of day to day habits’ with an
emphasis on the everydayness. The mental habit of ‘habitus’ as developed by
Bourdieu (2005) refers to a type of human disposition characterised by
comprehension, motivation and desires in the social context; habitus refers to a
disposition towards adapting to a range of different situations within social
elements of everyday life through acting, feeling and thinking in a certain way
(Bourdieu, 1990, 2005; Stevens, 2007, p. 23). The habitus is both a principle, in
which judgements of people, described by Bourdieu as ‘agents’, can be objectively
classified, and a system of classification of those practices. The capacity to produce
and appreciate certain practices and products (taste) within a represented social
world can be described as life-style (Bourdieu, 1984). As a result, these life-styles
are systematic products of habitus in which everyday life culture is one of them.
Unfortunately, the concept of everyday life14 can only be partly explained through
the ‘habitus’, as the habitus limits play to appropriate times and places, and
everyday life in cities is not neatly structured (Brand, 2007).
The concentration of people in cities creates an everyday life culture that can be
referred to as untidy, leading to spatial practice that is multiple, contradictory and
dynamic (Stevens, 2007). This untidiness of everyday life culture in the 20th century
has been explored by Stevens (2007) by interrogating the writings by Lefebvre
(1991a), but also Benjamin (1997), Debord (1983) and the Situationist movement.
Each of the authors has introduced his own theoretical approach to explain
dynamics and contradictions in spatial practice in everyday life of cities. Whilst
acknowledging that each of their concepts could be fully interrogated over a
chapter’s length, the contribution of this thesis is mainly empirical and therefore
these concepts function as theoretical anchors to position the contribution in the
research context. As part of their critique of the consumer society of the 1960s and
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Interestingly, the failure to fully understand the concept of everyday life might be found even earlier as it is deeply
embedded in the origin of Greek philosophy. During Plato’s time, the ‘habitus’ was inseparable from the social and mental
until Aristotle created theories of discourse and classification and therefore separation of the mind from the social by
introducing ‘intuitus’ (Lefebvre, 1991). However, a contradiction comes to the fore when contemplating the Roman success of
creating unity through playful activities such as introduced at the public baths as part of people’s everyday life experience.
Even by distinguishing spatially form, structure and function between ‘habitus’ and ‘intuitus’, play as a ‘social need’ of
everyday life stands the test and remains a unification framework. Lefebvre (1991, p. 241) supports this conclusion by
admitting that “So long as time and space remain inseparable, the meaning of each was to be found in the other, and this
immediately (i.e. without intellectual mediation).”
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1970s, the Situationist International (SI)15 understood that time and space remain
inseparable, meaning that space can only be properly understood by integrating the
dimension of time. The SI theorised on the concept of alienation and modes of
production in cities and ultimately found that life of whole societies manifests in
the form of immense accumulation of what Debord calls the ‘spectacle’ (Debord,
1983). The ‘spectacle’ is an inversion of life in cities as well as the autonomous
movement, described by Debord as non-life, in which relations have been reduced
to commodities and are in fact replacing relations between people. Nevertheless,
cities and life are inherently interconnected. When looking at life of a society in
isolation, Debord16 fears that a false consciousness is being created, where the only
type of unity that prevails is the perspective of separation (Debord, 1983).
“Separation is itself part of the unity of the world […] The social
practice which the autonomous spectacle confronts is also the real
totality which contains the spectacle. But the split within this totality
mutilates it to the point of making the spectacle appear as its goal.
The language of the spectacle consists of signs of the ruling
production, which at the same time are the ultimate goal this
production” (Debord, 1983).
Stevens and Dovey (2004) suggest that in an urban context, the spectacle is not allencompassing or total but contains what they call ‘cracks in the spectacle’
producing a certain ‘looseness’. For example, a crack can be a failed or forgotten
place amongst spatial attractors such as a casino or businesses. Those cracks
provide opportunities for breaks and escapes from those everyday life repetitions
and can reveal tensions in social practices and the way spaces are produced. One
way to become open or sensitive to those cracks, for example, is by encouraging
people to leave their everyday life routines and to explore their city off the beaten
track. The concept is called ‘dérive’17 or ‘dériviste’18 and responds to the need for
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The Situationist was an international network of social revolutionaries or theorist that based their work on antiauthoritarian Marxism, finding ways to work with the capital modes of production and the concept of alienation. Unitary
urbanism and psychogeography were two of their preferred concepts and areas of attention.
16
Guy Debord, the lead figure of the Situationists, critiqued capitalism’s primary concern for production through objects or
the ‘spectacle’. Guy Debord’s work on The Society of the Spectacle became one of the significant publications of the
movement.
17 French word for drift.
18 French word for drifting or drifter.
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people to seek stimuli and experiences beyond the physical space of everyday life,
but without falling into the trap of separation. Wolfe described Debord’s vision of
‘dérive’ as a “mode of experimental behaviour linked to the condition of urban
society: a technique of rapid passage through varied ambiances.” (Wolfe, 2016, pp.
40 - 41). At the same time the concept allows for understanding everyday life
beyond the arbitrary divisions of work and leisure (Webb, 2011). The city becomes a
playground and allows for new ways of being in a space by which spatial practice is
not subject to division by commodity and production (Webb, 2011).
Patterns in everyday life cultures reflect and reveal moments where ‘social needs’
are met and where dynamics in public spaces emerge (Stevens, 2007). The
satisfaction of social needs requires striking a balance between complementary or
even opposite elements such as security or opening, certainty or adventure,
predictability or unpredictability, isolation or encounter (Lefebvre, 1991a; Stevens,
2007). In this context, Lefebvre refers to play, creative activities, sport or art as
expressions of moments and fundamental desire of specific individual needs that
can be experienced as part of everyday life (Lefebvre et. al., 1996; Stevens, 2007).
Arguably, play is a mode of experimental behaviour that allows us to better deal
with the complexity of everyday life without reducing and resolving challenges
associated with social pursuits. Therefore, concepts such as the ‘habitus’ or the
‘dérive’ are useful to explain people’s everyday life and stimulations of the
environment. No matter whether the behaviour is experimental or part of everyday
life routines, it is being born within the ‘spectacle’ and then escapes. For example,
social encounters or play can create a temporary escape from everyday life routines
as they override order and daily routines if situated in opposition to dominant
activities in space. In order to realise the underlying connectedness between
everyday life and play as whole, can be found in conceiving play as an activity that
reveals spatial tensions through the escape of everyday life routines in space.
Debord’s idea of spectacle becomes visible as a realisation of human potential to
temporarily break free of the commodified dimension of human existence in cities.
Everyday life in the context of play lends itself to the research topic as a point of
reference for six different reasons (Stevens, 2007) based on Lefebvre (1991a):
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1. Embracing of concrete experiences (behaviours) as well as abstract concepts
(space).
2. Life activities can be seen as an undifferentiated totality with a collective
style which is locally and historically specific.
3. The concept has depth, authenticity and a sense of immediacy.
4. Everyday life highlights the cyclical and repetitive nature of life itself.
5. Oppositions and tensions are brought together in a temporal and
behavioural framework (sociological).
6. Ambiguity is a valid category of everyday life.
Play depends on circumstance and can be experienced in everyday life as a form of
escape from aspects of everyday life in cities. The concept of play lends itself as a
framework, not just to understand public spaces, but to highlight some forms of
underlying spatial tensions.

Leisure and play in cities
To understand the ludic elements of a city, the concept of leisure and how it
impacts the ways people act and spend time for recreation and other social
activities in urban spaces is relevant.
The discourse on everyday life and the concept of leisure in cities is not new.
Following Veblen’s famous Theory of the Leisure Class (Veblen, 1899/ 1970) and
less influential discussions on leisure society in the decades since the 1920s (Veal,
2009), the discourse on the concept of a leisure society emerged with increasing
prominence in urban design analysis since the early 1960s (Gehl et al. (2013). Due
to shorter working hours, the concept became mainstreamed and politicised in the
following decades and translated into more time for people for recreational
activities. Urban societies have experienced a significant increase of leisure as a
component of everyday life since then.
Historically, leisure is dualistically associated with the concept of work. However,
given that this thesis utilised dialectics, a definition is offered that describes leisure
as non-work. Therefore, non-work is defined as “a period of time referred to as
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discretionary time. It is that period of time when an individual feels no sense of
economic, legal, moral or social compulsion or obligation nor of physiological
necessity. The choice of how to utilize this time period is solely his” (Voss, 1967, p.
101). It is evident that the early definitions of leisure were based on time. In order
to overcome some of the conceptual constraints, the definition has also been
approached with attributes and channels that defuse the configuration from a
social research perspective, which ultimately highlights that leisure is something
conspicuous and elastic (Rapoport & Rapoport, 1974). For example, according to
Stebbins (2013) the concept of leisure can be subdivided into three general
categories (figure 2.1): casual leisure, project-based leisure and serious pursuit.
Stebbins (1997) associates play with casual leisure. However, many of the other
attributes within this category offer elements that are aligned with the overall
definition of play, including: relaxation; sensory stimulation; active and passive
entertainment; pleasurable aerobics; as well as social conversation. In Stebbins’
concept of leisure there are other elements of play, suggesting that play can occur
within the scope of a project, serious leisure (amateur or hobby) as well as part of
devoted work.

Figure 2.1: Diagram of serious leisure perspective (Source: prepared by Jenna Hartel, based upon the work of
Robert A. Stebbins the Serious Leisure Perspective Website, www.seriousleisure.net)
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Overall, Stebbins’ definition leaves much space for ambiguity when the inquiry is
directed towards issues that relate to social integration within an urban society.
Leisure is part of everyday life and demonstrates a critique of other aspects of life
(Lefebvre, 1991a). In other words, everyday life exposes people to a range of stimuli
and experiences including play as part of non-work. Whilst everyday life in the
context of leisure captures more than instrumentality and obligations, it reveals the
broader aspects and needs of life (Lefebvre, 1991a; Stevens, 2007). There is a need
to pay attention to the issue of separation as cities have become spatially
fragmented and isolated outside of instrumentalised forms of labour or work
(Stevens, 2007). Spatial fragmentation and associated tensions even occur within
the concept of leisure, no matter if play creates conflict or a space for relaxation
(Stevens & Dovey, 2004). Discretionary time promotes demands for social
reproduction or ‘leisure’ and allows newly created responses to social needs to be
created. Consequently, Stevens’ elaborates on three characterisations of leisure
derived from Lefebvre’s writings. The first two suggest that leisure is a part of
everyday life as a form of critique from other aspects of life. The third characteristic
defines leisure in which the term is described as a distinct realm of life which
“emphasizes the idea of a separation or liberation from other aspects of everyday
life. Escape can be spatial, where people distance themselves from instrumentality”
(Stevens, 2007, p. 21).

The impact of the ways people act and spend time for recreation and other social
activities in urban spaces, including play, have been politicised and critiqued over
the last decades in several different ways. For example, Lloyd and Auld (2003) argue
that social values have been compromised in favour of increasing economic
activities, and an increased emphasis on social outcomes can improve the quality of
urban leisure environments. Rowe and Lynch (2012) argue that cities affect the
proximity to spaces for leisure in dense urban environments, which can be
beneficial to play but also creates tensions. Rowe and Lynch explore
intergenerational conflicts in relation to play in space in the case of Sydney with an
increase of night time leisure activities. Young people choose to spend their leisure
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time with activities such as dancing, parades, art, park ‘hanging out’, graffiti,
parkour or skateboarding (Rowe & Lynch, 2012; B. Shirtcliff, 2018), whilst adults
and older people choose to engage in institutionalised leisure activities that can be
consumptive (opera, theatre, bars, shopping, art galleries) or targeted activities for
relaxation (picnics, enjoying the sun, reading, socialising in an open space setting)
(Rowe & Lynch, 2012). Again, time seems to be an important factor, even outside
the domain of the leisure definition, when one aims to better understand space
dynamics. The temporal occurrence of play becomes an important aspect within
people’s leisure time, where inversions, possibilities and intensities of life occur
(Stevens, 2007). However, to date, the spatial perspective of public space in the
leisure and everyday life context remains a largely underexamined aspect in urban
analysis calling for more emphasis on accessibility and ownership (Johnson &
Glover, 2013).
In conclusion, an emphasis needs to be placed on possibilities for experiences that
allow for leisurely users of a space that captures the physical, the social and
psychological factors to further advance knowledge in this space (Lloyd & Auld,
2003). In the leisure context, play with its positive psychological effects (Gray,
2015), contains in the leisure context elements in which one distances oneself from
instrumentality and can override control, social order and predictability in public
spaces (Stevens, 2007). Thus, spontaneous playful forms of social encounter allow
for new temporary and intense forms of ownership in space that meet social needs
and support possibilities for shared experiences.

2.3 Defining public space for urban analysis
In urban design theory, approaches that seek to define public spaces have led to a
plethora of different terms and definitions. Depending on the context, the
literature has discussed (for example) the ‘public sphere’ (Habermas & Mccarthy,
1991), ‘public realm’ (Lofland, 1989, 2017; Sennett, 2010), and ‘third place’
(Oldenburg, 1999), and has also distinguished between ‘parochial’ and
‘domesticated space’ along with varying forms of public or private ownership
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(Amin, 2008; Koch & Latham, 2013). The conceptual focus on public space19
adopted by the present thesis is centred on the functional dimension of public
space that relates to how places work and how a designer can make them
‘better’ (Carmona et al., 2010). Gehl and Koch (1987) define public spaces as all
kinds of spaces which are considered to be a part of the built environment in
between buildings and accessible to all, such as the street, paved surfaces and
bollards. In the context of this thesis, this includes the following space typologies:
urban public squares and plazas, shared spaces, streets, and pedestrian zones.
However, as stated in the introduction chapter this thesis focuses on public spaces
that are pedestrian zones and shared spaces in urban core areas as these spaces
hold the best possibility for high volumes of human encounter.
Public spaces are generally publicly open to all user groups and social encounter as
a right to be in space. Therefore, it is useful to clearly distinguish between public
spaces and public places in analysis. Public place shall be understood as an
overarching term that encompasses for example parks, streetscapes, public squares
or plazas. Lynch (1981, p. 443) defined public place as follows: “intended as activity
focus, at the heart of some intensive urban area. Typically, it will be paved, enclosed
by high- density structures, and surrounded by streets, or in contrast with them. It
contains features meant to attract groups of people and to facilitate meetings.”
Jackson (1985) emphasises the human element of the plaza in his definition,
describing it as a place that brings people together for enjoyment. For the purpose
of this thesis, public place shall be defined as a highly visible paved outdoor public
space from which vehicle access is generally excluded, and with features
purposefully designed for enjoyment such as sitting, resting and flâneuring.
Although public square is usually associated with the concept of a historic place and
is typically framed by built structures on all four sides, it comprises the same
features outlined in the definition above.
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The meaning of the term ‘public’ as part of ‘public space’ or ‘public life’ is based on Habermas and Mccarthy's (1991)
introduction of ‘Öffentlichkeit’ as a word that provides an account of the emergence and transformation of the bourgeois in
relation to public discourse culture in modern society during the 20th century. The meaning of ‘Öffentlichkeit’ suggests
something beyond what is purely understood as ‘public’ in English and is more closely associated with the ‘public realm’.
‘Öffentlichkeit’ softens the clear distinction between public and private, as one can be ‘private’ in a space that is publicly
accessible to all (Hampton, Livio, & Sessions Goulet, 2010).
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Over time, the discourse on urban design and the role of public spaces in public life
has changed. Simões Aelbrecht (2010) critiqued that, over the past decades, public
spaces have essentially been designed with an orientation towards aesthetics and
safety. However, as highlighted by Gehl and others, understanding spaces as public
spaces must go beyond these aspects to include public life, which includes a range
of outdoor activities (Gehl & Koch, 1987). Research into public life in cities provides
insights into the rich possibilities that public spaces hold for life experiences, which
include formal and informal activities. Studies related to public life in public spaces
can contribute to a deeper understanding of the functions of public spaces. For
example, when taking informal activities such as play into consideration, the noninstrumental element of public life reveals insights into the potentials held by public
spaces (Stevens, 2007). Within public space analysis, Gehl conceived of play as an
outdoor activity that can be externally observed (Gehl, 1968; Gehl & Gemzoe, 1996;
Gehl & Koch, 1987; Gehl et al., 2013). This probabilistic approach creates a direct
connection between urban design and activities in public spaces. Hence, this thesis
adopts Gehl’s definition of public space which will be further explained in this
chapter. Detailed elaborations on public space analysis, activities in public spaces
and the role of play as part of urban analysis will further strengthen the framing of
the topic.

Investigating public spaces and places: phenomenology and experience
This section establishes the overview of the observational studies of how people
behave and use the public space and how that affects its quality. This includes
aspects from phenomenology to behavioural studies. Phenomenological research
approaches integrate visual and kinaesthetic experiences of the human experiences
in space and provides an additional perspective of places that can become a setting
for meaning and richness of urban life experiences. In relation to play activities in
public spaces this is important as it links experiences in space with sensory qualities
of space.
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Within the urban design discipline, the ontological state of being and what that
might mean for the human experience within an existentialist paradigm has been
introduced by application of the Martin Heidegger’ philosophical concepts into
theoretical discussions (1953/ 2010, 1971; Sharr, 2007). Heidegger’s discourse on
existential phenomenology aimed to shed light on the nature of truth which unfolds
as a process of revealing and concealing when experiencing the world in its
essence. Sartre (2007) even argues that existence precedes essence. NorbergSchulz (1980) highlights that the possibilities of experiences in the world are shaped
phenomenologically by individual perceptions. These perceptions have been
produced by distinct characteristics and patterns that link history with landscape,
climate and materials and the ways people socially encounter space.
Montgomery suggests that there is a need to better understand how places,
crowds, views, architecture and movement affect people’s wellbeing (Montgomery,
2013) and how they create opportunities for social encounter. Wellbeing is
connected to the sensory experience and perceptions of the world around us
(Carmona et al., 2010). If one focuses on the process of revealing insights of a public
space through perceiving experiences in space to enhance the understanding of the
world, the work of Gibson (1950) and E. T. Hall (1966) provide valuable information.
For example, in relation to vision, Gibson (1950) suggests that the ‘visual field’ is
made up of constantly shifting light patterns recorded by the retina of the eye in
which people create their own visual world. Perceiving impressions of the visual
world stimulates the retina and allows one to gain sensory data from other sources
within the visual field of the observer. With vision, humans are able to identify
friends, food and other material compositions. Vision also allows humans to
navigate in a physical space filled with obstacles and supports activities such as
making tools or to collect information (E. T. Hall, 1966). Although the sense of vision
is the dominant sense in a human, there are other senses that play a role in
perceiving urban spaces (E. T. Hall, 1966). Hall demonstrated this by revealing
insights into the concept of proximity between people in cities and their related
sensory perceptions in a cross-cultural context. If one seeks to deliberately close
one sense off, the sensations become targeted and focused. For example, if one
closes both eyes, hearing and smell become sharper in order to cope with making
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sense of the world around. To achieve positive rich sensations for an urban
experience, unhelpful sounds such as noise of vehicle engines need to be reduced
and other specific sounds supported (Lang, 1994; Stevens, 2007). This includes
children’s voices, bird songs, crushing of waves, waterfalls or rain. Lang suggests
that the environment orchestrates visual elements through different material and
the nature of objects that operate within the space (Lang, 1994). The scholarly work
by R. Sommer (1969), B. B. Sommer and Sommer (1997) provides further insights
into empirical research on perception and impacts of human experiences related to
personal space. Sommer understands personal space in two distinctly different
ways. First, emotionally charged space around a person and second, the space
people choose to mark as their own territory or inhabitable space. Stevens (2007)
also explores the concept of interpersonal distance in relation to playful activities in
space, and bases his approach to bodies, posture and gestures as part of their social
encounters.
Cullen (1971) had a strong interest in how people perceive urban environments and
developed the concept of ‘Serial Vision’. The concept was used to urban scenes of
people’s everyday life as a series of revelations, in which tensions can be articulated
on the basis of the body-environment relationship. Unfortunately, his approach
prioritises aesthetic qualities before other kinaesthetic experiences (Larice &
Macdonald, 2007).
Another approach has been taken by Lynch (1960) who deployed process to create
a mental construct of a shared or common image of a space based on sensory
experiences in the urban environment. During the process a structural composition
provides a spatial reference framework for the observer of the objects in space. A
common image of those objects is being constructed as each object based on
special meaning to the observer. As a result, Lynch found five physical key elements
in urban morphology that contribute to common image to navigate an urban
environment including paths, edges, districts, nodes and landmarks (Lynch, 1960).
Stevens (2006) undertook a re-evaluation of Lynch’s five key elements in relation to
play and interrogated paths, intersections, boundaries, thresholds and physical
props. For example, according to Stevens the possibility to play on urban paths is
not limited to fixed physical conditions and include always a dynamic element of
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human encounter. Creative users introduce new uses for a street, other ways of
moving through them and enable new meanings (Stevens, 2007). He found that
very little play occurs on streets with major vehicle movement during rush hours
and speculates that his may due to the sensory perception related to noise and
fumes of the vehicles (Stevens, 2007). He also found that play on minor paths
happens within the balance of security and exposure, as enclosures are physical
comfortable and other including small arcades with few pedestrian movements
psychological comforting. Changes of use and mode, official and unofficial street
festival also provide a setting for play (Stevens, 2007). No matter if serious or joyful
play, all situations challenge the instrumental function of a space and enable
changes in meaning through a collective image through perception. Play is
stimulated by diversity and related activities can flourish in areas that offer a choice
of different types of paths –vehicle/pedestrian, indoor/exposed, wide/narrow,
direct/meandering as well as also choices of routes (Stevens, 2007).
Consequently, research inquiries that take human perception and activities into
account enable different pathways to understand public spaces and reveal
something about the continuously evolving processes of life in cities as a setting for
meaning.

Investigating public spaces and places: behavioural studies
Public space in analysis is generally more abstract, universal, unlimited and
continuous then public places. Spaces allow the investigation of flow, flux,
dynamics or the metaphorical (Gieseking et al., 2014). Researchers such as Cullen
(1971), Lynch (1960), Appleyard (1981) and Bosselmann (1989) had influential ideas
on how to analysis people’s perception of spaces and places. Unlike places, in
which specifications of a location take shape, social norms materialise, and daily
practice shape the meaning in a continuous cycle enabling distinct qualities that can
stimulate a sense of belonging (Gieseking et al., 2014). When contextualising public
space spatially, then space defining structural elements such as boundaries, history
of form giving and novel interpretations to concrete spaces where people engage in
everyday life experiences are subject to investigation (Norberg-Schulz, 1976). They
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can include properties such as atmosphere or character of a place and function as
a gathering place for a community allowing for informal activities to occur20.
In addition to morphological approaches there is also rich literature on public
space analysis that follows neo-Marxist theory. Under this approach urban spaces
are analysed from a conflicted research perspective, which is often connected to
terminology such as social fragmentation, alienation, separation and tensions.
Ultimately if this approach would be neglected, then urban environments that
allow for easy consumption, favouring spatial experiences for resource rich
minorities and access is prevented for other user groups. Separation is being
created between those who can and cannot take part in this experience based on
resource production, accumulation and consumption (Harvey, 1989, 2006, 2008;
Low, 2006, 2017). Contemporary spatial structures that promote privatisation of
public spaces can impoverish interpersonal relations through access restrictions,
and consequently lead to the socio- cultural degradation of public life in cities
(Mierzejewska, 2011). Under these conditions a reorganisation of space over
generations can produce homogenised, fragmented and isolated spaces, that
create a need to find new ways to engage with the issue of separation and finding
new ways to bridge these divisions (Sennett, 1990). In pursuit to better understand
of public spaces, Iveson offers a framework that explores public space factors that
include ceremonial, community, liberal and multi-public perspectives (Iveson,
1998). The ceremonial factor involves places where people can genuinely celebrate
or demonstrate. Depending on size and layout, these places can also function to
exercise control (Harvey, 1985) while lacking of sufficient attention to quality
(Iveson, 1998). Within the community factor the debate ranges from deterministic
design21 to discourses on needs, rights and the range of meanings associated with
public spaces. Iveson suggests that the liberal factor focuses on inclusion and
exclusion as critique point to the many contemporary uni-functional places that
provide a space for consumption (Iveson ,1998). The multi-public factor of public
spaces is a natural extension of the liberal model focusing on the elements that are

20

Ray Oldenburg’s iteration on the third place in his essay “The Problem of Place in America” from “The Great Good Place”
(1989) informed the development of this part of the definition of ‘public place’.
21 Deterministic design includes the school of ‘New Urbanism’, that upholds the believe that purely a well-designed public
space can generate community.
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subject to underrepresentation. Iveson refers to the work of Young (1990) who
argued for an alternative design paradigm, where instead of designing for all, the
focus is on celebrating the continuation of social differences and building on
unrealised possibilities for distinct social groups. His comparison of the different
definitions of public space concludes with the need for further refinement in order
to address the spatial approach and the nature of social encounter. Gehl’s (1987,
2013) body of work based on a simple definition of public space enabled him to test
and develop a range of different observational research methods aimed towards a
better understanding of spatial qualities associated with public life. While Wolfe
(2016) has now gone one step further and developed a method that empowers the
users to become researchers themselves in the space, documenting and narrating
their qualitative experience of a public space.
Consequently, a reframing the dominant understanding of public spaces through
human behaviour can add value to a conceptual approach that is based on public
life methods. This may open up a realm to explore possibilities for non-instrumental
activities as pioneered by Stevens (2007). In conclusion, the possibility for research
related to human activities in space from a spatial practice perspective shall be
further explored when taking play in urban spaces into consideration.

Public space analysis in relation to public life
Public life encompasses not only activities occurring in public spaces, but also those
in spaces that only appear to be public but are in fact under private control
(Banerjee, 2001). This includes the open parts of coffee shops, bars or outside
dining establishments. Such spaces have also been referred to as ‘third places’
(Oldenburg, 1999). These spaces are used for collective socialisation and
participation in everyday life (Simões Aelbrecht, 2010). Socialisation is closely
related to social life and shall be understood as interpersonal social relations with
other people in proximity to each other in a space (E. T. Hall, 1966). In its broadest
sense, participation refers to the possibilities of taking part in urban life in spaces in
which social encounters occur.
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The literature distinguishes between two types of public life: formal and informal.
Informal public life happens beyond formal and institutional contexts and emerges
out of choices made on a voluntary basis (Carmona et al., 2010). Furthermore,
informal public life can be used as a key to a deeper understanding of external
public spaces with their qualities and functions, including social encounters,
participation and various other types of experiences. It is in this sense that this
thesis focuses on informal public life, i.e. the sense invoked by the literature in the
field. According to Tiesdell and Oc (1998), public life can best be studied in public
spaces; these studies will ideally address qualities such as neutrality of territory,
universal access and inclusiveness. An additional quality of public space is its
symbolic representation of the collective and sociable, rather than the private and
individualistic. This quality is closely linked to the social and participation function
of public spaces. Whyte (1980) suggests that although public spaces may not be the
ideal places to make new acquaintances, these places do offer opportunities for
social encounter and participation. Only very limited empirical research on this
aspect is available to date (Mehta, 2009; Simões Aelbrecht, 2010; van Leeuwen &
Westwood, 2008), although the majority of social encounters in public spaces
happen with strangers through informal experiences. This calls for further research
on informal social encounters as part of public life studies to improve
understanding of public spaces (Simões Aelbrecht, 2018). Stevens suggests that
play, as a type of informal public life activity, “reveals the potentials that public
spaces offer” (Stevens, 2007, p. 1). Another promising aspect of play is that it
includes social, antisocial and non-instrumental interactions in public space, during
which people can act in unpredictable ways and embrace experiences that may be
impractical or economically inefficient but are nevertheless rich (Stevens, 2007).
This indicates that by considering informal human activities as part of public life in
urban analysis, the shared understanding of public spaces becomes more holistic.
However, there is another stream of research argues and critiques the very idea or
belief that urban design with an emphasis on safety and stylish appearance will
improve our collective experiences of public life (Simões Aelbrecht, 2010; Stevens,
2007). This approach is now increasingly being contested. The social and
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participatory aspects of public life have always been and will always be contested
as our collective understanding continues to evolve and our behaviours change. The
reasons for this include the widespread desire for exclusivity that reinforces spatial
separation (Carmona et al., 2010; Devereux & Littlefield, 2017; Iveson, 1998; Low,
2006). Sennett’s (1970) early elaboration in his book ‘The Uses of Disorder’, which
addresses how people’s personal lives change from childhood to adulthood and
how a loss of imagined omnipotence in relation to identity manifests in cities,
creates a strong argument for the need to provide spaces for social encounter.
Furthermore, Alexander (1965/ 1996) highlights that the very nature of a city,
which includes public life, is complex and full of overlapping interactions,
ambiguities and multiplicities rather than being a system of simple closed networks.
Consequently, Alexander saw a need for designers to continue searching for the
abstract ordering principles that have not yet been identified for contemporary
conceptions of cities.
The task of examining human activities in public spaces in order to understand
public space through public life has been tackled by a number of remarkable
scholars since the 1960s. Jane J. Jacobs (1961), one of the most influential voices in
the public space discourse, famously introduced the human-centred focus by
arguing that the busy streets of her urban neighbourhood of New York are
characterised by an animation and vitality that she described in terms of a ‘street
ballet’. Her observations of the tensions that occur as part of the ongoing urban
regeneration processes brought to the fore the question of what constitutes social
life in the streets of her neighbourhood, as well as highlighting the elements that
preserve the social fabric, diversity and natural dynamics. The term ‘social life’
refers to interpersonal social relations with other people who are in proximity to
each other in space.
Later, within different urban neighbourhoods and a more spatial analysis-focused
approach, the social dynamics in urban streets were revealed by Appleyard et al.
(1981) by connecting urban morphologies with social life. Appleyard combined
urban streetscape morphologies with social experiences of local residents in three
cases. Each street had different regulations on vehicle speed and volume. The
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street that had few traffic and low volume of cars had the richest density of social
dynamics and encounter among residents. This research presented a convincing
case showing how social life in streets unfolds and how conditions can be modified
to enhance these places as liveable sanctuaries for play (Gehl et al., 2013). Further
Whyte (1980) work, which pre-dates Gehl’s research, explored the environmental
qualities of small public spaces from a different perspective in order to understand
the social life that takes place in them. His research is of particular interest for three
reasons: there is a clear emphasis on the urban analysis of social activities in public
spaces in urban core areas through a method of outsider observation (Birch, 1986),
the testing of different methods to capture social encounters such as play, and
explanations of environmental design conditions in relation to human behaviour
and climate (Gehl et al., 2013). Again, from an observational perspective,
Bosselmann (1998) focused heavily on the experience of public places and
developed a method that brought the representations of places to the fore. His
accounts depict user experiences in terms of comfort and microclimate in relation
to sun, light and wind conditions. Bosselmann’s research deepened the
understanding of the ways in which sun, light and wind conditions are relevant to
where people choose to be and clarified the value of empirically capturing these
environmental aspects. It should be noted that not until the late 1990s public life
research methods became recognised as strategic tools in city planning (Gehl et al.,
2013). However, since then, the methods used to understand public spaces through
public life have advanced even further. One exemplar is the LENS method,
introduced by Wolfe (2016), in which novel technologies such as social media and
mobile phones can be used to explore and understand sensory-rich experiences
and activities in public spaces. LENS, which stands for Look, Explore, Narrate and
Summarise, is a method that ultimately aims to empower people to develop a
deeper perception of their public spaces. The method is equally useful to capture
the bodily experience from a user perspective as well as an analysis method for
researchers from an outsider perspective.
Thus, all of the abovementioned studies indicate that the urban analysis of public
space can enrich our collective understanding when taking public life and people’s
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experiences into consideration. These examples indicate that conceptual
frameworks in urban analysis can comprehensively account for public life with
regard to spatial practice, experience and social use.

2.4. Activities in public space
Gehl distinguished between three different types of activities that can occur in
public spaces: necessary, optional and social activities (Gehl & Koch, 1987).
Necessary activities take place under all conditions, including transiting or walking
to shops. These can be perceived as more or less compulsory, as the person has no
choice but to take action; the physical setting plays only a limited role in influencing
this type of activity (Carmona et al., 2010). Optional activities take place under
conducive external conditions and include enjoying life, sunbathing and play (Gehl
et al., 2013). Figure 2.2 provides an overview of Gehl’s activity classification. The
figure highlights that playful activities (light red) are more ambiguous, as they fit in
spaces that belong to optional and necessary activities, while also separating
activities into three types of behaviour (walking, sitting and standing).

Optional activities

Walk

Stroll

Degree of activity increase towards necessity

Walk to window shop
(experience something)

Walk to do something
(walk the dog or joining
demonstrations)

Necessary activities

Walk to do
Errands (delivery)

Walk to shop

Transit

Stand to
eat

Stand

Stand to
enjoy life

Stand to
trade (sell
or buy)

Stand to Quench
Thirst (soda, ice
cream, etc.)
Stand to do
something
(take
pictures or
feed
pigeons)

Sit to
enjoy life

Sit

Sit to
enjoy the
sunshine

Sit to eat

Sit to
read

Stand to
look at
something
(display)

Stand to
greet/ talk

Stand to
look at
activity
(crowd or
as an
individual)

Stand to do
something
(reorganise /
tie shoelaces
(verify
location)

Sit to
supervise
(children
at play)

Stand to deal
with hindrance
(red light
traffic)
Stand to wait
(for bus or
someone)

Sit to rest
(in need
for a
break)

Figure 2.2: Activities in public space (Source: author’s illustration based on Gehl (1968))
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Gehl argues that, since the 20th century, necessary activities have become less
prevalent, while optional activities in public spaces have increased (Gehl, 1968;
Gehl et al., 2013). Novel activity types, such as chatting on a mobile phone and
changes in smoking behaviour caused by legislative changes, add to the diversity in
public space (Gehl et al., 2013).
Gehl’s third type of outdoor activity, social activity, relies on the presence of other
people in public spaces and streets. It encompasses communal activities, which
include a range of ‘passive’ contacts (occurring at a low activity level, such as
hearing other people) as much as spontaneous activities in public space. Usually,
these places already possess distinct environmental qualities, as people have
already been drawn to them. Gehl notes that all sorts of social activities could be
described as ‘resultant’ activities as, in nearly all cases, they are linked and based
on necessary and optional activities. Thus, by looking at public spaces through the
window of the activities taking place in them, he examined the ways in which
design quality can affect the use of a public space.
Active forms of engagement also affect the relationships people establish in public
spaces. One way to create social encounters is through active engagement in public
spaces. Active forms of engagement, which include (for example) street
performances, are activities that create a certain quality through their effects on
the use of public space (Stevens, 2007). Similarly, play as a form of active
engagement in public space is enhanced by density, diversity, complexity and
disorder. Furthermore, physical features of the environment can be directly
associated with play and articulated under the category of ‘props’ (Stevens, 2007);
props include physical objects in public spaces that can facilitate play, including
bollards, steps, seats etc.
Gehl’s working definition of public space provides a clear distinction between the
objects in spaces and the activities that happen in them as part of public life. These
activities include specific forms of active engagement, such as play, which Stevens
has successfully analysed and related back to objects. Thus, Gehl’s definition of
public space is well established and proven to be effective in the context of urban
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analysis with a focus on understanding human activities in space. Hence, this
definition shall be adopted for the purposes of this thesis.

Role of play in public space analysis
This section articulates thesis specific foundations towards an understanding of the
role of play as a spatial practice in public space analysis. Based on the scanned
literature the researcher suggests a focus on four theoretical aspects:
•

The player as urban adventurer seeking to satisfy social needs in space

•

The framing of play activities in public space, its meaning and temporary
nature

•

Play activities and their transformative role in changing dynamics whilst
producing social spaces

•

The symbolic role of play for transfunctionality in spatial practice and its
value to urban designers in relation to exchange value and use value.

On this basis, the following section develops a hypothesis regarding the value of
play in urban analysis that shall be tested in the thesis.
People in cities are born into a well-established pattern of ideas and objects that
shape their perception of reality. The reality of the player can be perceived as that
of a type of adventurer that escapes everyday life routines to fulfil a social need in
space. The sociologist and philosopher Georg Simmel was one of the first who
followed the anti-positivist school of thought and explored meaning in the context
of Zeitgeist, the spirit of its age, with deployment of dialectical thinking in a city
context. Hendricks explores Simmel’s essay on flirtation as a form of social practice
and argues that a human who acts and operates outside of the ordinary and in
opposition to life circumstances (e.g. plays) is arguably an adventurer. He notes that
“To experience something as an adventure is to find oneself isolated from the
normal activities of life. However, life in general is marked by patterns of
discontinuity; one set of activities ends and another begins” (Henricks, 2015, p.
122). He continues and outlines characteristics that distinguish the adventurer from
everyday life (Henricks, 2015, pp. 122-123):
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•

Degree of separation (from other activities)

•

An island which is far away from the ordinary

•

Different from trivial interruptions of life but also the chaotic occurrences
that no one can control or comprehend

•

Like works of art, in the sense that the player takes a small segment of life
and converts it into some kind of self-sufficient totality.

Another characteristic should be added that is mentioned in Simmel’s original essay
is that flirtation as a form of play awakens delight and desire. Stevens (2003) also
suggests that play in public space is associated with desire.
For Henricks (2015), the adventurer is someone that is placed between chance and
necessity or need of life. The four characteristics mentioned above are closely
related to the working definition of play, which implies that the adventurer may
very well be a person who plays regardless of age. The commonality refers to
several of Hendricks’ characteristics: that of being outside of the ordinary in the
play definition in relation to the island metaphor22; that of separation in light of
escape from everyday life; and that of ‘works of art’ or a play that is a temporary
element related to a small segment of life in space, in which the player converts to
a state of existence where the totality of life becomes visible. For the remainder of
the thesis a player shall be referred to as an adventurer.
Play in relation to its social value can be conceived as a human need (Lefebvre,
1996; Stevens, 2007). Social needs23 such as play are often met outside in public
spaces through shared experiences passively or actively. For example, passive
activities include relaxing and listening to a musician in the street, and active
activities include ball play, taking pictures or chasing birds that hop and run over
the pavement. The potential that public spaces hold for the production of meaning
on an individual or shared level through play becomes apparent in Stevens’
observation (Stevens, 2007, p. 197): “When someone encounters a setting in an
open, playful state of mind, they may for example inductively explore the physical
potential of the space, generating bodily sensations […] taking advantage of
22
23

The island stands for another space or imaginary world in which the adventurer enacts within while he or she plays.
Play as ‘social need’ has been explained earlier in this chapter 2.4 section under ‘Everyday life and city’.
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potentials which the space offers for a desired outcome, for example
communicating with an audience; or they may respond in unexpected ways to
conditions such as crowding, slipperiness or unfamiliarity. The process of discovering
and developing playful use of public spaces is a dynamic one, and for this reason
public space should seek to also be incremental and open-ended, flexible and
workable. ” Through a realisation of the potential that public spaces hold for
unexpected bodily sensations, a place becomes meaningful. If this bodily sensation
in space can be frequently enjoyed by many people, a public space becomes a
performance space that caters for social needs within the established pattern and
dynamics of a city.
Public spaces are ideal for observing adventurers, as the urban space typology of
pedestrian zones offers the greatest volume of people and the highest chance to
encounter sensory-rich activities. Thus, the adventurer becomes an agent who
produces temporary meaning in public space and the observer is able to generate
meaning out of patterns related to play. With a particular emphasis on play in
public spaces Stevens (2006) undertook a re-evaluation of Lynch’s five spatial key
elements (path, edges, districts, nodes and landmarks) and established a
counterpart to Lynch’s five elements by suggesting that they play a dual role in the
cognition of wayfinding but more importantly for diverse, non-instrumental
activities of play. This includes paths, nodes (intersections) and edges (boundaries).
Further, Stevens argues that districts and landmarks are not as relevant with regard
to play as spatial experiences except for wayfinding. Therefore, he introduces two
novel elements for play which is thresholds and physical props. Props include smallscale components in public spaces (street furniture, art, play equipment). These
components create a stimulus for play (Carmona et al., 2010). Thresholds are to be
found at the point of transition between inside and outside spaces as a locations
that are commonly associated with movement. These places offer rich insights into
play activities. The urban environment that favours the perception of sensory-rich
play activities in space is a pedestrian area where the greatest volume of people is
provided (Stevens, 2007). Stevens’ case studies from Melbourne, Australia and
Berlin, Germany describe in detail the spatial relationships related to play within his
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redefined elements in the city centre. Within each case the adventurer becomes an
agent who creates some sort of meaning in public space. Also Simmel (1903)
suggests that understanding fundamental human experiences in cities needs to
take into account the study of social interactions and the analysis of particular
forms of human interaction, group affiliations and their existence because of
interactions. He refers to this type of experience as sociation or sociability. He
acknowledges that to maintain individuality and independence, the human
existence stands against the powers of society and is influenced by layers of
culture, life and history of a place (Simmel, 1903). On the one hand, a person is an
autonomous being and theoretically able to create new norms. On the other hand,
a person is bound to the structures and layers created in history over time.
However, people have the ability to create meaning together and agree on what is
perceived as true or fact and therefore change the future (Simmel, 1903). For
Simmel, the effects of modern society on human experience are captured in the
characteristics of different forms of human interaction. These different forms of
human interaction in cities are founded psychologically in the intensity of emotion
that shifts constantly between internal and external stimulation. For example, play
provides the possibility for people to grow out of themselves and through social
encounter share generously moments of joy (Simmel & Hughes, 1949). This type of
deviance from the social norm has the potential to change society on a collective
social level with positive effects. For example, play can function as a way to
cultivate ethical generosity for all generations in cities (Woodyer, 2012), which
reinforces the positive notion to create spaces for social encounter for everyone.
However, it is unfortunate that Simmel treats sociability merely as play and cuts
play from other parts of life (Goffman, 1961). Subjective experiences of life also
undergo a form of transformation making a person turn outward (Sennett, 1990).
This type of individual transformation requires the activation of ‘artistic’ energies of
the player in everyday life situations. People synthesise these and apply them in
their own patterns. Intentionally play activities such as parkour, buildering or
skateboarding are good examples of this temporary transformation (Lamb, 2014;
Rawlinson & Guaralda, 2011). Csikszentmihalyi considers this energy as ‘optimal
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experiences’, which enable a flow and therefore a playful experience
(Csikszentmihalyi & LeFevre, 1989). If this experience unfolds individually in space
and remains as escape to the dominant activity, then the experience can only
contribute passively to play as a social practice. As soon the player engages in
something proactive then there is a high probability that there will be an audience
and it becomes part of a social space.
Play activities transform and change the dynamics of public places and can produce
social spaces. A social space is much more than a lived experience, which becomes
clear in Lefebvre’s critique of phenomenological theories with their narrower focus
on the lived experience (Dovey, 2008). Lefebvre’s (1991b) social space becomes
something that reconciles with the lived and the everyday as it bridges the divide
between object and subject through a set of relations (Dovey, 2008). For the
purpose of this thesis, social space is a means of human reappropriation through
the development of activities linked to social life through a set of value expressions
that reflect symbolic superstructures, joyful endeavours and social resistance
(Brenner, 1997; Butler, 2012). Human re-appropriation refers to space that unfolds
out of human occupation or movement through space within the concept of
everyday life. Social life refers to interpersonal social relations with other people
within proximity of each other in a space.
Butler’s (2012) conceptual approach on Lefebvre’s definition is very broad in scope.
If this approach is to be applied in practical urban analysis to understand social
encounter in space as part of everyday life, then a narrower conception of the
approach is necessary. For example, perceived non-instrumental modes of play,
such as engaging in leisurely activities in outdoor public spaces, create spaces
where social life can unfold. However, these spaces are carefully curated and
organised products (objects) of a larger superstructure that supports a second layer
of social space production through joy or social resistance based on physical
presence of people in space. The benefit of this definition is that it focuses on the
immediate activity in a space but acknowledges the interdependency with other
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larger curated products and forms of manipulation24. This emphasis holds the
potential to understand place-based production of spaces and raises further
questions towards their dynamics related to social encounters.
Before introducing a brief discourse on dynamics of public spaces, it is necessary to
define public place in connection to public space as part of the case study ‘sites’ of
the thesis.
These sites are public places that are not permanently designed to serve purposeful
play rather than everyday life. Lynch (1981, p. 443) defined a public place as
“intended as activity focus, at the heart of some intensive urban area. Typically, it
will be paved, enclosed by high- density structures, and surrounded by streets, or in
contrast with them. It contains features meant to attract groups of people and to
facilitate meetings.” Public places include also typologies such as the public square
and the plaza. Jackson (1985) emphasised the human element of a plaza in his
definition and describes the plaza as a place that brings people together for
enjoyment. However, perceptions and activities in those places continue to operate
with the term space as it encompasses more than the spatial dimension. Based on
the observation of the Situationist International, play can create new ways of being
in, moving through and perceiving space (Debord, 1983; Stevens, 2007).
It should be highlighted that discourses on dynamics and public space often relate
to culture and uneven power distribution. As public spaces are multi-facetted,
complex and tensions emerge in public spaces physically manifest in different
places. Historically, neo-Marxist theory provides clues in relation to tension. For
example, literature on conflicted spaces is often linked to social fragmentation,
alienation, separation and tensions of urban space in relation to the human
experience (Harvey, 1989, 2006, 2008; Iveson, 1998; Kingwell, 2008; Manfredini,
Gharaghooshi, & Leardini, 2017; Sennett, 1990; Tucker & Matthews, 2002). A
refreshing outlook has been proposed in the ‘Ludic city’ highlighting that “Playful
actions show that urban public spaces provide new experiences and produce new
social relations, which are often non-instrumental, active, unexpected and risky”

24

Lefebvre (1991) developed a conceptual triad of space as part of the production of space. This theory will be explained in
chapter three as an element during the selection process of the methods of the PLAY framework.
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(Stevens, 2007, p. 196). Dynamic activities associated with play include graffiti
tagging, skateboarding, flash mobs, parkouring and ‘sticky’ activities including
playing music, artists endeavours and temporary place making installations. Sticky
activities refer to the creation of spaces that attract a wide range of people, which
choose to spend more time (longer than a minute) in a specific space. These
activities create a break from mundane everyday life in which public spaces
function as the common ground (Kingwell, 2008). Through these breaks,
possibilities are created to imbue spaces such as streets or public places with life
(Sennett, 1990). There is a need for play because if these possibilities were to be
supressed, for example through limitation (privatisation and regulation), then
dynamics for life would also be reduced and would trivialise the city by purpose
(Sennett, 1990). Many contemporary spatial structures in urban core areas have
been reduced and trivialised when promoting the privatisation of public spaces.
According to (Mierzejewska, 2011) this process contributes to impoverishment of
the variety of interpersonal relations through access restrictions, and ultimately
leads to the socio- cultural degradation of public life in cities. The reorganisation of
space over generations have, in many cases, successfully produced homogenised,
fragmented and isolated spaces that create a need to find new ways to engage with
the issue of separation and finding new ways to bridge these divisions (Sennett,
1990). Simmel suggested that there is even a bigger struggle underpinning the state
of existence as “The decisive fact here is that in the life of a city, struggle with
nature for the means of life is transformed into a conflict with human beings, and
the gain which is fought for is granted, not by nature, but by man” (Simmel, 1903 In:
Gieseking et al., 2014, p. 226). This implies that everyday life in public spaces
through man’s will and pursuit of privatisation, superficial interpersonal relations
and so forth, has removed us further from our true nature of being and only
mankind can reverse that. What should be alluded to is the point that the fate of
humanity in cities is self-determined and only humans have the possibility to
resolve the conflict of separation by reconnecting with each other and ultimately
back to nature. History has shown that when consciously designing for conflicted
spaces in an environment that has previously experienced homogenisation and
separation, social encounter with strangers intensifies the degree of life in space.
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For example, this has been successfully demonstrated by designers when creating
shared street spaces or tactical space in which people actively need to make eye
contact with strangers to navigate safely through the space (Carmona et al., 2010;
Lydon & Garcia, 2015). No matter if politicised or not, play related to
transfunctionality can unify and contradict spatial functions. In its purest state,
descriptions of play activities and their dynamics function as an illumination tool or
a dialectical comment on spatial contradictions between the manifestation of ideas.
However, since Stevens’ (2007) major contribution, only a surprisingly limited
amount of research has been undertaken explicitly relating to play and public space
(Simões Aelbrecht, 2018).
Play as a social practice is a symbolic representation for transfunctionality of life in
public spaces. For Stevens (2007), the social practice of play is ambiguous,
contradictory and diverse, but it is connected with the overall function of human
needs. He refers back to Lefebvre (1996) who conceives play as one of human
needs functions, meaning the full diversity of human actions. With the concept of
‘oeuvre’, Lefebvre (1996) presents a critique of the totality of undifferentiated
everyday life, arguing for social practice to become an ‘oeuvre’, essentially meaning
everyday life in which every moment is a work of art25. The ‘oeuvre’ is a feature
that contrasts money and commerce. For example, the ‘oeuvre’ encompasses not
only institutions, but spaces appropriated for festivities, parades, and
entertainment. Zieleniec (2018, p. 5) highlights that “who owns and makes space
through planning and design must also provide opportunities for play […] for the
imaginative use of public and social space rather than a sterile monotony of
function over fun, exchange value over use value, profit over people.” Play as a
human need, then, is one of the pathways towards the ‘oeuvre’ as the aspirational
state of existence. The activity offers the possibility to drive people back into an
everyday life in which creative processes enable once more many possibilities,
spaces that are deeply connected to the human spirit and human experience,
rather than continuously dominated by endless attempts of optimisation for

25

Lefebvre’s vision of the ideal urban life it once was during the age of the Greek polis, a form of city state in which the higher
morals and the creativity of the collective was highly valued (Kitto & Davy, 2017; Zieleniec, 2018).
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production and function as well as privatised and commodified experiences. In
contemporary urban environments in which overcoming the division of labour
between work and leisure seems unrealistic in favour of fulfilling flow experiences,
human qualities emerge only in fragments. Arguably it is a time of crisis for the
‘oeuvre’. However, only “under conditions of crisis do we have the power to think
radically new thoughts because it then becomes impossible to reproduce
“naturalization’ of our own arbitrariness” (Harvey, 1989, p. 277). Furthermore,
Harvey notes that a shift can only occur if the currently disempowered people, in
the case of the thesis the adventurers, are to possess “the material and symbolic
means of rejecting the definition of the real that is imposed on them” (Bourdieu &
Nice, 1977, p. 169). Consequently, play as spatial practice is an activity that
becomes a symbolic representation for transfunctionality in public spaces in which
the ‘oeuvre’ can be realised.
The quote of Zieleniec (2018) already highlighted that the value proposition of play
can be related back to Lefebvre’s theories on separation in spaces along the bipolar
continuum of exchange value and use value. However, before discussing the value
proposition in detail, the two types of values- ‘exchange value’ and ‘use value’ need
to be explained (Lefebvre, 1991b). Contemporary capitalist cities favour the
production of spaces that follow a logic of order driven by goods and commodities
with ‘exchange value’26, but in nature things are created and not produced, as
nature does not understand the concept of labour (Lefebvre, 1991b). On the
contrary, creative and productive activities provide a ‘use value’ that is generally
available to all and includes for example flowers, seeds or trees (Lefebvre, 1991b).
However, Lefebvre admits that in cities the whole space becomes an object of
productive consumption (Butler, 2012). The fact that the entire collective social
practice in neo-capitalist societies favours ‘exchange value’ over ‘use value’ is a
direct reflection of the anti-nature tendencies of modern society (Lefebvre, 1991b).
Also Gehl (1987) suggests that social contacts in city centres are generally more
superficial than in neighbourhoods. Arguably, the majority of people must engage
26

Marx found that the general manifestation of social relationships in capitalist cities is ‘exchange value’ (Marx, 1981). Time is
money and a person that does work is receiving money in order to engage in exchange of material goods and services to
compensate for the lost time through let’s say leisure activities Lefebvre (1991, p. 100). Butler (2012) suggest that the
exchange of goods is distinct but not different from exchange of signs (including language or discourses).
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passively in the city centre, which implies that this theory might be obsolete if that
is desired. Nevertheless, this theory provides an intriguing entry point to propose
and test an idea towards a theory in urban analysis. The idea can be used to
understand the potential that specific public spaces offer for play as a spatial
practice on the bipolar continuum of exchange value and use value. After all, public
spaces as social spaces in cities contribute to the human experience and social
human interaction in cities as a particular way of life (Wirth, 1938). Cities as a way
of life are a symbol of one form of collective unity and in which people create
theatre and the city therefore becomes theatre (Mumford (1937).
Exchange value in the context of this thesis is in its purest form a mechanism that
commodifies space and therefore excludes those that are resource-poor. Ultimately
exchange value alienates certain user groups with its anti-nature tendencies in neocapitalist societies. Alienation is a form of separation that reveals itself spatially
through fragmentation of life in contemporary urban societies (Lefebvre, 1991b).
For example, the fragmentation of life, demonstrated through the use of
specialised technology, externally conveyed meanings or curated places for the
purpose to stimulate exchange value is conducive to exclusion, which ultimately
deprives people to fulfil their inner purpose. This inner purpose is that of
experiencing life as the ‘oeuvre’. Alienation in this context stands for the
deprivation of people of their own humanity and social needs, alongside
estrangement from bodily and natural needs as well as separation from one
another (Butler, 2012; Lefebvre, 1991a).
Separation relates to activities that are purposefully introduced to provide a
platform for commodity exchange on a non-temporary basis in public spaces such
as bars, outdoor dining, events, vendors and festivals with clear commercial
objectives. These places are not fully inclusive, as they separate people as one
either needs to follow ‘house’ rules or is required to engage in an exchange of
goods, services or even signs. By contrast, public spaces that offer a use value in its
purest form are fully inclusive and open to all users. They allow for self-regulation
and co-creation and connect the space user with elements of nature. With all
likelihood, in a shared reality, neither value is fully expressed. Contradictory
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elements are present in both. For example, an outdoor public space that is owned
and accessible to all can very well attract a vendor (children selling lemon juice)
that occupies the space in order to attract a distinct user group. Alternatively, an
outdoor bar might decide to have a public good day that services those who could
otherwise not afford to come in order to liven a place up. The symbolic
representation of play as spatial practice for transfunctionality might be able to
reveal distinguishable but not separable information about public spaces to fulfil
non-instrumental social need functions by positioning the public place on the
bipolar value continuum of exchange value and use value.
In conclusion, the role of play has been conceptually approached from a neoMarxist theory point of view in relation to four aspects. The first aspect suggests
that the player can be perceived as an adventurer in urban public space, stepping
with each play activity into something that is outside of the ordinary and in
opposition to prevailing activities as part of everyday life. The adventurer is in
pursuit of a social need. Second, to date the study of play activities in space
suggests that props and thresholds are more relevant than landmarks, while
meaning can be created and extracted from the study of human interaction in
space. Third, the role of play in the context of Marxist theory has been highlighted
in a discourse related to the transformative role in changing dynamics whilst
producing social spaces. Fourth, the symbolic role of play for transfunctionality in
spatial practice and its value to urban designers has given rise to an idea of
exchange value versus use value to understand dynamics in public spaces and their
potential to fulfil non-instrumental social need functions. Having now clarified the
role of play from an urban design perspective it is important to attempt defining
the interdisciplinary concept of play itself and linking it back again to urban design.

2.5 Defining the concept of play
The concept of play is much broader and more difficult to grasp than the
observable elements that support or initiate play in space, as it includes the
individual’s internal state of mind in which play may not be observable as an
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attributable play activity. In order to more easily separate play as concept from play
as activity, the observable element of play is approached as follows: play is an
activity that creates the possibility of capturing play through visible behaviours in
space, which usually occur as an escape from something. For example, people
routinely walk through a particular space, but one person starts to jump on the
pavement. This person is escaping the dominant behaviour type of the surrounding
people. The following section introduces an approach to the concept of play, along
with a classification of play activities, in order to answer research question one:
‘What is play in the context of public space?’.
Most people have an immense problem conceptualising play, as the term can be
used to refer to a range of different things (Sutton-Smith, 1997). Wittgenstein
(2009) even claims that play is indefinable. Play, as a concept with no clear
boundaries, presents itself with a great diversity across different disciplines ranging
from animal biology (Burghardt, 2005, 2015; P. K. Smith, 1982), to child
development (Bundy et al., 2017; Elkind, 1981; Freeman & Tranter, 2011; Hart,
1979; Moore, 1986b; Piaget, 1962; Renz-Polster & Hüther, 2013; Tremblay et al.,
2015; Zimmer, 2009), psychology and human development (Renz-Polster & Hüther,
2013), sociology (Brewster & Bell, 2009; Goffman, 1961), culture (Huizinga, 1950/
2014), art (Brown, 2014; Dissanayake, 1974) and gamification (Jagoda, 2013;
Mäyrä, 2008; Nicholson, 2015; Walz, 2010). Theories that define play originate
mainly from the work of a number of scholars, including Huizinga (1950/ 2014),
Sutton-Smith (1997), Caillois (1961), Henricks (2006), Gray (2015), and
Csikszentmihalyi and Bennett (1971), as well as institutional approaches put
forward by the United Nations (1989).
Accordingly, to operationalise play in a meaningful way, a thesis-specific approach
has been constructed in which one can navigate from an outsider perspective in
urban analysis. For the purpose of this thesis, the definition of play is as follows:
Play is an intrinsically motivated activity that takes place on a voluntary basis and
creates opportunities for positive experiences in space through enjoyment in its
temporary transformational nature.
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This definition can best be put into operation by examining related terminology in
play theory. Figure 2.3 visualises the observable elements of play as an activity in
support of the overall conceptual approach.

Attributes of play as an
activity:

Outside
of the ordinary

Play as an activity
Enjoyment

Voluntary

Play as an experience

Play

Temporary

Intrinsic

Figure 2.3: Definition of play as an activity; author’s illustration, based on the theoretical literature on play
(Caillois, 1961; Huizinga, 1950; Spencer, 2013; Stevens, 2007; Sutton-Smith, 1997).

A non-instrumental approach to play
Before explaining the defining characteristics of play in detail, it shall be clarified
where play is positioned as a certain type of activity in the context of public life and
public space research. While play is only one type of informal activity that takes
place in public spaces, it has the benefit of being a non-instrumental activity that
forms part of public life and can thus reveal insights about the potentials offered by
public spaces (Stevens, 2007). The meaning of ‘non-instrumental’ in the context of
play might best be explained by referring to Stevens (2007, p. 29), who suggests
that play is in opposition to instrumentality and “embraces the issue of purpose,
functionalism and productivity.” Adopting a non-instrumental approach to play
broadens the conceptualisation far beyond the constraints of human development
or biological functions. According to Stevens (2007), play activities are irrational
because they are not formed around conscious goals. An example for this can be
the intent to play in a space for a certain amount of time in order to fulfil the
human need. Play rarely happens with a predetermined goal in mind in relation to
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purpose, notions of functionalism or productivity. For example, empirical research
by B. Shirtcliff (2018) highlights the need to understand different forms of play
amongst adolescents through symbolic actions in online posted play spaces.
Graffiti, skating or ‘hanging out’ are some of these symbolic actions; in turn, some
of these actions are more non-instrumental than others. Caillois (1961) introduced
the continuum of two types of play, namely ‘ludus’ and ‘paidia’, which is useful for
explaining play as a non-instrumental activity. ‘Ludus’ is that part of the spectrum
of play that is rule-based and refers to arbitrarily determined complexities and
constraints in play, such as games (Caillois, 1961). Within ‘ludus’, rules are
imperative, can be negotiated and allow for the development of skills and
knowledge in an environment in which the player is very much in control (Stevens,
2007). Variations and changes of rules have their place within play. However, the
introduction of rules does not necessarily imply that human behaviours will be
restricted. When practicing ‘ludus’, people involve more of their own skill to
navigate freely within their realm of influence (Stevens, 2007). For example, this
can include expansion of rules as the playful human continues to develop and grow
competencies. For its part, ‘paidia’ represents spontaneous and improvisational
play, also described as unstructured activities, and includes playful behaviour
(Caillois, 1961). Practicing ‘paidia’ is non-instrumental, as it escapes any form of
routine or embraces new social forms (Stevens, 2007). Both ‘ludus’ and ‘paidia’
resist a set of established rules; in an attempt to escape restrictions, they create
their own temporary rules, through which play as an activity progresses from
‘paidia’ to ‘ludus’. Caillois refers to a theatre play as an example. Meanwhile, the
activity remains freely determined and non-instrumental (Caillois, 1961; Stevens,
2007). During this rule-based activity, an endless amount of small variation can take
place. These variations can be self-directed and function as an improvised escape,
and hence remain non-instrumental to a certain degree. Similarly, in a public space,
some type of rules or boundaries are retained in order to establish a foundation
that emphasises the observable dimension of play in space. For example, a skater
seeks to improve his skill; however, in order to develop, he pushes the general rules
or boundaries of what it is possible to do with the skateboard. The skater escapes
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the established rules in order to test out and try new variations simply because he
can.

Characteristics of play
Play is one of those conceptual manifestations that is perhaps most easily defined
by its characteristics and attributes (Brown & Vaughan, 2010; Caillois, 1961; SuttonSmith, 1997). Therefore, the following section will discuss some key characteristics
of play: being outside of the ordinary, being intrinsically motivated, voluntary, being
positive, being temporary and transformational, and being for all ages.

Play is outside of the ordinary
Play as an experience is something outside of the ordinary. This experience is set
apart from ‘real’ life and reoccurring routine (ordinary) life experiences: “We find
play present everywhere as a well-defined quality of action which is different from
‘ordinary’ life” (Huizinga (1950/ 2014, p. 4). In play, there is a level of awareness of
the creation of a second reality, or as Caillois describes it, ‘free unreality’ compared
to ‘real’ everyday life. Caillois (1961) highlights that despite (some) play being
governed by rules, the ordinary rules of everyday life are suspended during play,
creating space for rules that temporarily supersede the generally applicable rules.
Life experiences related to play are a response to what Stevens (2007) calls ‘specific
historical socio-spatial circumstances’ that can be most easily described as a form of
escape. He further notes that play involves actions conditioned by boundaries that
make play distinguishable from what it is not, along with rules that separate play
from everyday life. He summarises several aspects in relation to the boundary
condition of play activities, which can be distinguished from instrumental labour
physically (framing activities in space), psychologically (free, risk, voluntary, intrinsic
etc.) and social conditions (culture, disinterest in everyday life) (Stevens, 2007).
These boundary conditions and rules can be interpreted in various ways over time.
This variation of conditions provides an indication that the occurring play activity is
outside of the ordinary.
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A remark on physical boundary conditions: When researching the qualities of
community life, Barker and Schoggen (1973) established the term ‘behaviour
setting’, which refers to the empirical information associated with a space as a
result of types of behaviours, which can include play, displayed by a person within
the boundaries of a physical space. Personal behaviour is a result of an ongoing
pattern of forces (direction and strength), as well as the personal properties of the
person (including disposition, intentions and skill), which can lead to separation
from the setting as long as the person behaves according to the resulting pattern of
forces established in space. When referring to the circumstances of play in the
context of physical conditions, the term ‘behaviour setting’ shall be applied in this
thesis.

Play is intrinsically motivated
A number of authors consider in their definition of play that play is based on
intrinsic motivation. For example, Huizinga (1950/ 2014) reached the conclusion
that play is simply instinct-driven. A contrasting definition put forward in the UN
Convention on the Rights of the Child (UN-CRC) (United Nations, 1989) highlights
that play is “undertaken for its own sake, rather than as a means to an end”,
meaning that it is intrinsic in nature. For Gray (2015) and B. Spencer (2013),
furthermore, play is an ‘intrinsically motivated’ state of mind; B. Spencer (2013) in
particular stresses that play is a state of mind or attitude that is based on
experiential encounters in the imagined or real world. This indicates that play is
something that is deeply ingrained in us humans and, as a form of attitude, derives
from experiential encounters regardless of whether or not they are real.

Play is voluntary
The meaning of ‘voluntary’ is somewhat difficult to determine, as it depends on the
perceived impression of the observer in the context of its circumstance. B. Spencer
(2013) referred to this element in his definition as “perceived to be freely chosen”.
The quality of freedom is inherently an integral part of play (Huizinga, 1950/ 2014),
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as play would not be a voluntary activity if one ordered another to play. Caillois
(1961) also associates the concept of play with the attribute ‘free’, in the sense of
being voluntarily engaged in something. The terms ‘free’, ‘freely’ and ‘freedom’ as
used above indicate that this activity happens voluntarily.

Play is positive
Play is something that happens in pursuit of ‘positive affect’, as suggested by B.
Spencer (2013), or contributes to enjoyment, as it produces and creates an
incentive to continue to play (United Nations, 1989). This observation is consistent
with research by Csikszentmihalyi (1990), who identifies play as ‘optimal
experience’ through which people can accomplish something worthwhile, or even
temporarily difficult or unpleasant, in order to reach a level of mastery towards a
state of enjoyment. Csikszentmihalyi (1990) found that through play, people gain a
sense of excitement and exhilaration and reach a level of enjoyment that has a
lasting impact in their memories and the memories of others. These experiences
are not necessarily only passive ones, but rather ones that allow people to create
and make things happen. This experience is based on the concept of ‘flow’: a state
of mind where one is so immersed in an activity that nothing else seems to matter
and the pursuit of this activity receives personal value for its own sake
(Csikszentmihalyi & LeFevre, 1989). Engaging in a subjective flow experience as part
of everyday life can be a pathway to having fulfilling experiences that create
opportunities for spontaneous involvement. Play is a non-serious activity as it is
neither fixed nor conclusive (Huizinga, 1950/ 2014; B. Spencer, 2013). In many
cases, laughter or smiling in combination with other characteristics can be a
physical indicator of positivity and non-seriousness. As this thesis is concerned with
people’s public everyday lives, non-seriousness and forms of play that can be
associated with a positive affect are a primary focus.
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Play is temporary and transformational
Play has a transformational potential and a temporary limitation. The latter is
determined by two elements. First, play begins at a certain moment in time;
second, play continues until it is called ‘over’, i.e. at the time at which the action
plays itself to an end (Huizinga, 1950/ 2014). The provision of a limitation in space
and time can be defined and settled beforehand by the player unless interrupted by
external forces. The transformational characteristic, in the context of the dominant
type of activity in space, can be more obvious when play is being studied using
specific categories (Caillois, 1961). For example, during the process of change,
separation and alternation, the transformational characteristic becomes evident
when someone pretends or simulates a scenario of an alternative reality. Caillois
(1961) described this as ‘simulation’, regarding it as one particular category of play,
while Woodyer (2012) understood it as ‘as-ifness’. To be more precise, ‘as-ifness’
refers to a pretending or an escape from what is ‘real’ and is again closely
associated with being ‘outside of the ordinary’. Play also has transformational
potential when playing with limits, boundaries set by rules, meanings or related
behaviours (Stevens, 2007; Woodyer, 2012). For example, a street musician sets up
a space and starts playing a melody. This activity sets itself apart from the prevalent
behaviour of people in the area and expands the boundaries of what is allowed or
possible in this space. The more play contests limits or boundary conditions and
sets itself distinctively apart from the prevalent behaviour, the easier is it to be
perceived by others in its transformational character.

Play for all ages
The thesis-specific definition of the concept of play highlights that play is the result
of an interplay of different characteristics. However, the literature survey has
shown that play has attracted extensive research interest in the childhood context;
this creates the impression that the concept of play is commonly associated with
the process of growing up. However, this thesis does not focus on child play
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specifically, but rather on play as a type of non-instrumental activity in public space
that can theoretically be engaged in by all people who participate in public life.
Unlike that pertaining to childhood play, the literature on adult play is limited, but
indicates that play can encompass all ages. For example, Woodyer (2012) notes in
her ethical discourse on play within human geography that play is a fundamental
part of the human experience across the lifespan, and argues that play has wrongly
been assumed to be an activity only for children. Mouledoux (1977) suggests that
play in fact only unfolds fully when humans have achieved a certain degree of
maturity. Sutton-Smith highlights that “If play is a preparation for maturity (Groos
1901), then what are the mature doing when they play? Are they preparing for
death? Perhaps they are not preparing for anything” (Sutton-Smith, 1997, p. 47).
Sutton-Smith (1997) further indicates that the social, emotional and cognitive
complexity of play increases with age. Winnicott (1971) offers a balanced approach
by suggesting that play experiences in childhood develop progressively through
different developmental stages as we get older. Beginning with playful engagement
with objects in space from an individual perspective, children develop to participate
in social play with others. Ultimately, once grown up, people can engage in the full
complexity of play. Sutton-Smith (1997) also recognises the difference in play
between children and adults: play in adulthood does not go forward, as in the
childhood context, but rather sideways; here, ‘forward’ is used in the sense that
children are growing up, compared to adults who have completed the process of
growing. One example that illustrates Sutton-Smith’s point is that of ball play. A
child develops skills related to playing with a ball until it reaches a certain level of
maturity. Then, later in life, when the child has reached adulthood, play with a ball
can take on very different and highly diverse forms as a result of the growth in
social, emotional and cognitive skills accumulated over time. Other specific types of
public play activities include ‘parkouring’, ‘playing music’, ‘dancing’, ‘skateboarding’
or ‘buildering’, which are forms of bodily play experience that unfold progressively
and in diverse ways as maturity is reached. Burghardt suggests that play in
adulthood also opens up possibilities for adults to engage in adaptive behaviours,
where one can respond to changes in social and ecological demands (Burghardt,
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2005). B. Spencer (2013) found that play in the context of older adults offers
benefits such as enjoyment, interaction, bonding, physical activity, a sense of
control and freedom, caring for others, and the development of self-identity
through new experiences.
The fact that the majority of play theory focuses on children highlights the fact that
children are a group that may perhaps engage in play more often, or simply have
more time available for play. Nevertheless, play encompasses all ages and should
therefore be observable in public spaces, not just in children. Luckily, a few scholars
have applied the concept of play across the lifespan within urban analysis and
proposed their own definitions of play.

Play definitions related to urban analysis
There are different approaches to the concept of play that have shaped the
academic discourse in the context of urban analysis. While Gehl does not offer a
definition of play, B. Spencer (2013), Rawlinson and Guaralda (2011), and Stevens
(2007) are some of the scholars that have succeeded in establishing a practical
working definition that includes all age groups in the urban analysis context.
Spencer approached play through a focus on the qualities of open spaces and their
suitability for the play of older people from a wellbeing perspective. Rawlinson and
Guaralda explored the relationship between play and the urban environment as an
essential part of wellbeing and a type of emotional engagement through activities,
in their case parkour. Furthermore, Stevens’ approach explored the potential of
public spaces in cities for play across the lifespan.
Spencer referred to play as a type of engagement and describes it as follows: “Play
is a state of mind where thoughts and actions are perceived to be freely-chosen,
personally directed and intrinsically motivated in pursuit of positive affect. Play is
non-serious, engaging in the moment with the real and imagined social and physical
environment, with thoughts and activities undertaken for their own sake” (B.
Spencer, 2013, p. 30). This definition acknowledges that although play is a state of
mind that allows for subjective internalised experiences to occur, it also has an
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observable (externally visible) dimension in urban everyday life. For Stevens, play
involves actions that are non-instrumental, in which boundary conditions occur and
rules exist that distinguish play from everyday activity. Stevens further argues that
there are specific activities that can be categorised under Caillois’ (1961) four
categories of play (vertigo, simulation, chance, competition), and that play can also
involve encounters with strangers. For their part, Rawlinson and Guaralda (2011,
2012) conceive of play as an activity that depends on context and the environment
(including architecture). Play also encompasses changes in stimuli (environmental
conditions such as the weather, social conditions or activities) and is linked to the
body in relation to an event or object in space through an activity (movement of
the body and the way it interacts with objects/props such as walls, benches, gaps
etc.).
The three definitions proposed by B. Spencer (2013), Rawlinson and Guaralda
(2011) and Stevens (2007) have in common the idea that play can be observed in
urban environments as actions in space framed as an activity, as well as
distinguished as such from other activities as a result of the context or boundary
conditions in the social and physical environment.

Play as an activity in urban analysis
Although Gehl does not offer a definition of play, his approach to studying activities
in public spaces includes play as one of thirteen criteria for use in assessing the
quality of a public space (Gehl et al. 2013). This section explores the link between
the study of public life and play activities by taking additional theory into
consideration in order to make play as an activity empirically visible in public space.
For the purposes of this thesis, the term ‘play activity’ refers to the observable
dimension of play in public space.
Gehl et al. (2013) established a research checklist for use in assessing the qualities
of public space, which comprises the following essential criteria:
1. Protection against traffic and accidents (traffic accidents, fear of traffic)
2. Protection against crime and violence (street life, social structure)
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3. Protection against unpleasant climate (wind, rain)
4. Protection against unpleasant experiences (noise, smog, smell, dirt)
5. Possibility for walking (space for walking, distance)
6. Possibility for standing (standing zones, spots)
7. Possibility for sitting (zones, maximising advantage)
8. Possibility to see (distance, views, light)
9. Possibility of hearing/talking (noise level, talking distance)
10. Possibility for play/unwinding (play, dance, music, theatre, soapbox
speeches)
11. Small-scale service (friendly gestures including signs, noticeboards, maps of
town)
12. Being designed for enjoying positive climate elements (sun, warm, cold,
breeze)
13. Designing for positive sense experiences (views, aesthetics).
Play was described as being included in category 10 but was only very narrowly
defined by Gehl. This includes possibility for play/unwinding (play, dance, music,
theatre, soapbox speeches) and is also connected to category 12 and 13 in which
environmental qualities of public space (climate, sensory experience) and context
have an effect. There is scope for enhancement of this criterion.
Based on the reviewed literature focusing on the definition of play, the researcher
has identified a possibility of broadening the conceptual approach in urban analysis
associated with play as an activity, and thus of identifying a more comprehensive
range of play activities in public space. The combined works of Caillois (1961) and
Sutton-Smith (1997) lend themselves to this broadening process, as these works
incorporate both the categories of play activities identified by Caillois and the play
activity terms defined by Sutton-Smith, as discussed below.

Four categories of play activities
Caillois (1961) identified a set of four principal classifications associated with games
as a form of play. These classifications aid comprehension of the infinite variety of
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play activities that take shape on the spectrum of ‘ludus’ to ‘paidia’ and avoid the
emergence of a state of despair when undertaking research on play. These
classifications provide practical categories for different types of play activities in
light of the characteristics defined earlier in this thesis and comprise the following:
competition (agôn), chance (alea), simulation (mimicry) and vertigo (Illinx) (Caillois,
1961, pp. 15 - 26).
Competition (agôn): found in games where, instead of a challenge of strength, the
competition involves feats of prowess in which champions do not directly confront
each other. Some agôn-related activities include collecting things, races, board
games, ground games, card games, sport, ball games etc. (Caillois, 1961).
Chance (alea): can be an attempt of fatefulness, including activities that depend
largely on luck, and can be found in unplanned situations. Elements of alea can be
found in activities such as bird-watching, playing around with one’s voice, loud
laughter etc. Alea and agôn are both examples of escaping from the ordinary
routines of everyday life, but are paradoxically also born out of mundane situations
arising in everyday life (Caillois, 1961).
Simulation (mimicry): a way to escape the real world; a temporary activity that
creates an imaginary universe. Children can imitate adults, while adults can engage
in theatrical performances or carnivals. The joy found in the activity lies in sharing
and passing it onto other people, regardless of whether they are active or passive.
Mimicry includes, for example, listening to music, making art, reading/writing,
window-shopping, festivals, gardening, modelling, construction, using computer
devices (virtual reality), celebrations, magic tricks, yoga or walking a pet (Caillois,
1961).
Vertigo (Ilinx): a state of altering the perception of reality through physical activity
such as running, twisting, rotating, dancing, sliding, jumping etc. (Caillois, 1961).
Stevens (2007) states that “Callois’ four categories have some claim to being a
comprehensive delineation of play behaviours” (p. 45). B. Spencer (2013), in his
endeavour to make play observable in space, concurs with Stevens’ approach of
using Caillois’ types of play, and finds them suitable for an analysis of play in
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different physical settings. However, even Caillois acknowledges that while these
four categories of play incorporate many play types and sometimes overlap, they
are unable to reflect all dimensions of play (Caillois, 1961). Although incomplete,
Caillois’ four categories provide a useful reference point from which to understand
play as an activity by providing a structural framework in which an
operationalisation of play in space can be identified. Hence, this approach will
become one integral component in the development of a framework for analysis of
public space in this thesis, which is aimed at identifying what perceivable play
activities in space are observable from an outsider’s perspective.

Play activity terms
After having identified a classification framework for different types of play, the
literature has been scanned for other researchers that have theorised on the
variety of play activities and proposed specific terms associated with play types.
Sutton-Smith’s (1997) approach to play is expressed through seven ‘rhetorics’:
progress, power, fate, the identity of a community, imagination, the self, and
frivolity. He not only admits that explicitly defining play is almost impossible, but
also suggests that play activity terms can reveal the ambiguities of play when the
concept is analysed through the use of these ‘rhetorics’. Sutton-Smith’s research
associates the concept of ‘play’ with play activity terms. The list of the play activity
terms are as follows (Sutton-Smith, 1997, pp. 4 - 5): mind or subjective play
(daydreaming, fantasy, imagination, etc.); solitary play (hobbies, collections, playing
on computers, toys, travel, bicycling, photography, etc.); playful behaviours (playing
tricks, playing up in the sense of being silly, wordplay, etc.); informal social play
(joking, parties, dancing, losing weight, speech play, time in bars, etc.); vicarious
audience play (films, concerts, festivals); performance play (playing piano, playing
music, games for others/ for an audience, play with gestures such as pantomime,
etc.); celebrations and festivals (birthdays, weddings, carnivals, etc.); games and
sports that take the form of contests (gambling, cricket, games of chance, board
games, card games, etc.); and risky and deep play (skateboarding, extreme games,
street luge, etc.). By defining these terms, he confesses the existence of three
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limitations when applying this approach. First, each of these play activity terms
requires adequate explanation and theorising, as they are often referred to by
different names. Second, the boundaries of their meaning are never discrete. Third,
play activity terms such as these are never fully complete nor valid on their own
without taking the ‘setting’ (e.g. public and/ or private) or circumstances, as
described by Stevens (2007), into consideration. Accordingly, for the purposes of
this thesis, the terms proposed by Sutton-Smith have been examined to identify
instances of duplication or similarities with Caillois’ four categories of play.
Following this examination, a resultant list of play activities has been produced. A
full list of the adopted terms is presented in figure 2.3.
In conclusion, Sutton-Smith’s provision of an extensive list of play activity terms is
of value, as this list can function as both a conceptual anchor underpinning Caillois’
classification framework and a conceptual bridge between theory and play as
spatial practice, which is a criterion in Gehl et al. (2013) analytic framework for
public spaces.

Play activity classification framework
Play is not a set of clearly distinct activities that can stand alone; rather, the
concept involves specific types of activity that can be categorised, but that require
the ‘setting’ to be taken into consideration. A combination of both the
characteristics and terms associated with these activities may constitute a basis for
constructing a framework that can make play activities visible to an outside
observer.
The proposed classification framework for play as an activity in public space
comprises three components, allowing for an expansion of the play ‘sphere’27 in
urban analysis. Gehl’s criterion of play, which is not clearly defined, functions as the
conceptual reference and starting point in the public space analysis context. The
first expansion component applies Caillois' (1961) four categories of play

27

The term ‘sphere’ is specifically chosen by the author as it acknowledges the complex and dynamic systems perspective of
play based on the coevolution potential in sustainability and its constant openness to the elevation of changes (O’Connor,
2006).
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(competition, chance, vertigo and simulation) to urban analysis. These four
categories offer a practical and proven method of articulating the concept of play
activities in the urban analysis context.
The second expansion component makes play even more ‘tangible’ by introducing
play activity terms, based on Sutton-Smith’s iterations on play activities, that can
function as a window to understand what play in space might be. However, it
should be noted that these terms cannot stand alone, as several variables (such as
the setting) need to be considered when determining what a play activity is and the
specifications of a space. The third and final expansion is the proposed PLAY
framework for urban analysis, in which these play activities can be mapped in a
matrix (Appendix B). Sutton-Smith’s attributes of play activities were allocated by
the researcher to Caillois’ categories based on perceived suitability. For example,
Sutton-Smith’s attributes such as bicycling, roller-skating, losing weight, and
dancing fit well under the category of ‘vertigo’. The sphere subsumes all expansions
and creates a more comprehensive, albeit incomplete, approach to play as an
activity in the context of public space analysis. Figure 2.4 visualises the play activity
framework for making play visible in space.
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Figure 2.4: Classification framework of play activities in space (Source: author’s illustration, based on (Caillois,

1961; Gehl et al., 2013; Sutton-Smith, 1997)).

In conclusion, the existing categories of play activity terms provide a conceptual

orientation as part of the framework. Indeed, play categories and the terms contain
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(Source: based on Gehl
et al., 2013)

Possibility for play/
unwinding (play, dance,
music, theatre, soapbox
speeches) and the
wider context relating
to public space qualities
(climate, sensory
experiences)

Play and public space
qualities

Current use
in public
space
analysis

(Source: based on
Caillois, 1961)

Competition
Chance
Simulation
Vertigo

General categories

Competition
Collections, auto racing, ball games, board games, ground games, arm wrestling, card games, martial arts,
drinking, street luge

(Source: based on
Sutton-Smith, 1997)

(Source: Mews’s play activity framework based on:
Gehl et al., 2013, Caillois,1961, and Sutton- Smith, 1997)

Simulation
Affection / compassion, daydreaming, fantasy, imagination, role play, listening to music, art project, flower
arranging, watching films, novels / reading, travel, photography, shopping / window shopping ,
needlework/ quilting, night out fun, festivals, carnival, Mardi Gras etc., dog walker, play on digital device/
virtual reality, costume , construction, woodwork, gardening, toys, yoga / thai chi, collecting, backpacking,
pets walking, wedding
Chance
Bird watching, crosswords, joking, parties, gambling, play with objects, speech play, bars / tavern, magic,
playing the piano, playing music, playing voices, lotteries, playing with objects

Vertigo
Bike racing if alone, bicycling,
jumping / twisting, skateboarding, scooter, jogging / running, dancing
walking with aid

Framework for expanded use: Observable play activities in space

Progress, fate, power,
identity, imaginary, self,
frivolous à list of play
attributes associated to:
mind or subjective play,
solitary play, playful
behaviours, informal
social play, vicarious
audience play,
performance play,
celebrations and
festivals, contests
(games & sports), risky
and deep play

Play rhetoric and play
activities

inherent potential to overlap; in fact, the concept of play is at its very core
ambiguous and will likely continue to remain so, regardless of what framework is
applied or the extent to which the sphere is expanded. However, for the purposes
of this thesis, this approach is considered to be sufficient to allow for the
conclusiveness of the results in the field. Any framework can function as a starting
point for a conversation (Gehl et al., 2013, p. 106). With Gehl’s advice in mind, it
should be noted here that the present thesis is more concerned with public spaces
by using play activities as a window to help understand the use of public space. The
methodology chapter provides further details regarding the process of constructing
the PLAY framework, as well as the mechanism used for coding and decoding to
facilitate analysis of public spaces through play as an activity.

2.6 Knowledge gap
There is a need to further address the full potential of positive interactions, such as
play, in public spaces and its wider implications on environmental design within the
urban design discipline. Selected forms of play have been made visible and
theorised spatially, experientially and socially to enhance the design approaches to
improve them (Rawlinson & Guaralda, 2011, 2012; B. Shirtcliff, 2015; Simões
Aelbrecht, 2010; Stevens, 2007). To date only a few scholars that have written on
contemporary spatial practices that encompass a wide range of activities in
relation to knowledge production through non-reductive neo-Marxist perspectives,
mainly derived from Lefebvre’s body of work, that has been utilised for enriching
discourses around social encounters framed around everyday life in public space
(Dovey & Ristic, 2017; Low, 1996; Manfredini et al., 2017; McCann, 1999; Mitchell,
1995; N. Smith, 2008). In order to further advance Stevens’ approach on play as a
spatial practice we need to rethink the way we analyse public places. Whilst the
professional design community continues to work with analysis methods that
deliver homogeneous and deterministically designed public spaces, the concept of
play holds an untapped potential within urban analysis.
The presented literature highlights a specific research gap:
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•

Lack of empirical studies that apply play with its full complexity, as a form of
non-functional use and spatial practice as part of everyday life (Stevens,
2007).

•

Only a few studies elaborate on the role of the material and social
environment in relation to playful behaviour (Mehta, 2009; van Leeuwen &
Westwood, 2008). Many of which on deploying theory and methods by
opening new windows that focus on particular forms of play such as skating,
parkouring or buildering as an embodied experience in public space (Joyce &
Guaralda, 2013; Kidder, 2009; D. C. Spencer, 2001). However, so far Stevens
(2007) as one of the very few actually bridged the material and social
environment through play as a spatial practice with its full complexity in
urban design. Thus, there are few analyses that focus on understanding the
character and quality of public space within the framework of play.

•

Simões Aelbrecht (2010, pp. 115, 126) suggests that “In general, public realm
behaviour is a research area that remains rather unknown and
unexplored.” […] “Urban design needs to be much more sensitive to all
locations and the favourable spatial, experimental and social conditions
people make use of and which can provoke positive interactions. It is in those
locations and with those elements, that public life is being made, negotiated
and contested”. Later in 2018, she observed that the use and behaviour
remain a largely overlooked part in existing public space analysis as well as
urban studies in general (Simões Aelbrecht, 2018). Therefore, play as one of
those joyful interactions should be further researched. Given that already a
few studies theorised on play as bodily experience, the window on play as a
spatial practice in public space should be opened wider. From a geographic
perspective Woodyer (2012, p. 313) explicitly calls for more academic
engagement with play across the lifespan in its own right.

Based on the literature discussed in chapter two a specific research gap has been
identified. The thesis will fill a gap around the empirical application of play across
the lifespan in urban analysis to understand spatial practice of public spaces
through an activity as part of people’s everyday life in urban core areas. Simões
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Aelbrecht’s (2018) recent work on methods of informal social and interaction
potential of public spaces, as well as Franck and Stevens’ research on loose space
(2013) are good indicators that this thesis can complement and build on their
research to advance the collective knowledge in the nexus of urban analysis in
urban core areas and non-instrumental space appropriation. The next chapter
will explain the research design and methodology with an emphasis on the
development process of the PLAY framework in relation to established research
methods in public space analysis.
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Chapter 3: Research design and
methodology
“Everything has beauty, but not everyone sees it.”
Confucius

3.1 Introduction
Chapter Three outlines five key components of the present thesis. First, it provides
an account of the research paradigm and the research strategy by applying a mixed
method research approach with multiple case studies (in Canberra, Australia and
Potsdam, Germany). Second, the chapter introduces the methodology and its fourstage research approach. Third, a conceptual anchor associated with the production
of space (Lefebvre, 1991b) will be used to aid in identifying a suitable mix of
methods that can reveal deeper insights about public space. An overview of the
established research methods commonly applied to the study of public life entitled
the Canberra Backyard Experiment (Street Furniture Australia, 2017). Furthermore,
the third component discusses the selection of established methods for the PLAY
framework by taking Lefebvre’s conceptual triad of space into consideration.
Fourth, the PLAY framework will be introduced. This framework incorporates a
systematic three-phase approach to enable a non-reductive understanding a
specific public space. The fifth section outlines the case study selection process
before outlining the process of the data collection which took place in Canberra,
Australia, and Potsdam, Germany. The chapter concludes with the ethical
considerations that were taken into account to enable the collection of the data for
the purposes of this thesis.

3.2 Research paradigm
For the purposes of this thesis, the following explanation summarises the
ontological perspective of the researcher, which is based on a balance of
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constrained idealism and cautious realism (Blaikie, 2007). Our shared reality is a
result of an accumulation of different individual interpretations of experiences,
unconsciously and consciously constructed by the user and validated through
externalised identities (humans) in space. The possibilities for action in the world
are initially generated internally by the capable human intellect through ideas and
thoughts. An idea or thought eventuates into actualities (physical outputs) when
the conditions are right. This can be described as a non-linear process (Hawkins,
2011). Actualities should be understood as the translation of a thought or construct
in the human mind into an action. For example, a builder takes bricks and creates a
shelter based on a plan he/she has created on paper through active thought
processes. Similarly, everyday life activities in public spaces manifest in patterns
that are conducive to established environmental conditions, making a person’s
internal processes turn outward toward observable activities. Apart from the
constrained idealism, there is also a degree of cautious realism within the
researcher’s perspective, which is founded on the acceptance of the existence of an
external reality that we will be unable to fully perceive (Blaikie, 2007) for as long we
remain in the current state of collective consciousness (Hawkins, 2011). Although
idealism provides long-term vision and stimulation, this might not be achievable as
long as the prevailing level of collective unconsciousness cannot fully comprehend
‘reality’. ‘Synchronicity’ is a concept that holds useful clues as to why our collective
understanding of ‘reality’ remains limited. According to Carl Jung, synchronicity can
be described as events that temporally and coincidentally occur in an acausal
manner (Jung, 1973). Only once ‘reality’ is fully comprehended can our level of
awareness go beyond synchronicity and form-giving, bringing an absolute truth
within reach. Another access point to idealism derives from the Latin phrase
‘Veritatem in lucem prodit’ (Truth comes to light), which suggests that only when
light from within has been reached will truth be in reach. This ‘light within’ has
often been associated with the state of being in or reaching a state of inner
spaciousness in which a person becomes one with the universe (Hawkins, 2011;
Tolle, 2003). This means that in order to reach absolute truth and to fully
understand ‘reality’, one must first realise this from within through being. Within
the prevalent state of the perceivable reality, no single truth exists, while context64

specific urban conditions evolve and change along with the state of the human
condition that fills them with life. Hence, there are multiple perspectives on truth,
all of which depend on the construction and interpretation of a shared reality at a
particular moment in time and space (Blaikie, 2007).
One might ask what this might mean for the purposes of this thesis. The choice of
the applied theory is informed by the underlying epistemological assumption that
knowledge within our current state of consciousness can be constructed. When
constructing different windows, frameworks or perspectives, our outlooks can
change. Within urban design, these outlooks can contribute to a change in
perception through ‘eureka’ moments and eye-openers (Fischer & Altrock, 2018).
For example, dialectics are a useful vehicle to bring closely aligned or contrasting
concepts together in order to produce new knowledge that is relative to truth. This
approach starts from a set point of our abstract conceptions by exploring shared
human and urban conditions within theory, which opens a pathway to challenge
dominant conceptions in urban design thinking: namely, that urban conditions are
fixed, bound and universally generalisable (Brenner & Schmid, 2015). Furthermore,
in order to progress in a meaningful incremental way and to allow for impact, one
must be realistic regarding what is possible within a given context by following a
cautious realism perspective. This includes construction through shared meaning
and possible application in the perceived ‘real’ world. When general validity and
agreement is within reach, certainty and facts are established. Meaning is not
discovered; rather, it is constructed and made transparent to the external third
person. Any observer can play a role in the creation of meaning. For example, a
person that will never be able to smell must construct the meaning, based on the
shared perception of others around him, that a loaf of bread fresh out of the oven
has a distinct smell and contributes to a shared experience in front of a bakery. A
research paradigm is being created by the researcher that does not necessarily fit
within a clearly defined framework, when considering the ontological perspective
as a hybrid between constrained idealism and cautious realism and combining it
with an epistemological perspective of constructionism. Constrained idealism
acknowledges the pursuit of defined ideals in urban design theory, pushed by
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philosophical concepts. These theoretical ideals play an important role in pushing
the existing boundaries of knowledge while also recognising their limitations when
translating them into practice. Cautious realism focuses on the possibilities and
impact of urban design practices as part of everyday life that can lead to solving
‘real world’ problems in a transformative and holistic manner. Ultimately, as
Gleeson (2014) suggested in the context of urban development, there is simply no
single optimal state that one should strive for; this explanation of the known and
identifiable approaches can be conceived as a void, allowing for clarity to emerge.

3.3 Research strategy
The research strategy is based on the non-reductionist elements of related theories
on public space and play, in which interdependencies of social encounter as a
mode of production, or in the context of alienation and separation can be revealed.
The relationship between play and urban social life in public spaces can be
described as dialectical. The dialectical relationship helps to formulate the
theoretical foundation of the framework and facilitates a way of understanding
public space through the window of play. Dynamic mechanisms, fundamentals of
reality and all matter of meaning manifest themselves through change, processes,
relations flow, movement and contradictions. Dialectics are a means to bring
contradictory appearing ideas together as a determining factor a relationship. They
engage directly with the ontological nature of space, but at the same time offer a
way of framing aspects by revealing tensions of the lived in cities and relating them
back to spatial structure in the nexus of practice, experience and representation
(Dovey, 2008). Dialectics offer a non-reductionist frame to an inquiry. Lefebvre’s
(1991b) spatial dialectics offer a suitable framework to understand the social
constructions between space and place in relation to everyday life. Lefebvre
realises the benefit of overcoming limitations of dualistic conceptions through
spatial dialectics
(Merrifield, 1993) as they are constrained by the immediacy of the lived in
phenomenology (Dovey, 2008). Spatial dialectics are based on dialectical
materialism which not only questions reductionist thinking but stands for Marx
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humanistic critique of alienation, ‘Entfremdung’, in human relations (Butler, 2012).
Dialectical materialism is a philosophy based on the scholarly writings of Karl Marx
and Friedrich Engels, along with Hegel’s approach to traditional materialism, that
considers the emergence of new qualities from the natural world to be part of
evolution (Thomas, 2008). The relationship between subjects (with all their
dynamics) is compared to the materialistic, isolated and static environment to
explain the experience. Lefebvre follows the Hegelian tradition by using dialectics
as a means of arguing contradictory ideas serving a determined element with their
relationship under the paradigm of divisions of labour, exposure of productive
activities and a specific product namely space as an alleged form of ‘reality’
(Lefebvre, 1991b). These include the moment of understanding (fixed forms
through definition), the moment of instability, where restrictedness of
determination comes to the fore, and the third moment, where speculation with a
positive rationality enables either a dissolution or subtle transition. However,
undetermined moments or moments of nothingness can be also a valid conclusion
(Maybee, 2016). For example, the question of social space and the politics of urban
life focuses on the understanding of space that reduces the separation or
alienation. At the same time, the spatial dialectics help to explain the spatial
relationships and connections between different aspects of space (Butler, 2012; De
Certeau, 1985; Dovey, 2008; Lefebvre, 1996; Ollman, 1990; Watkins, 2005). Stevens
(2003, 2007) acknowledges that the relationship between play and the city is a
difficult one to grasp, as it unifies but also contradicts spatial functions. He states
that “Play is at one and the same time a product of the process of everyday life, a
contradictor of that process, and a producer of it” (Stevens, 2007. p.23). Play is not
in opposition to everyday life but creates a dialectical relationship relating to
perception and interaction in public spaces based on desire (Stevens, 2007). The
ambiguous, unpredictable elements of urban social life, such as spontaneous forms
of play, including parkour or skateboarding, that override social order as part of
social life in the city, can be described as dialectical (Stevens, 2007). Thus, the
advantage of dialectics as a method is that it allows one to understand spaces
beyond phenomenological constraints through a non-reductionist approach.
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Overall, the research strategy shall enable a contribution to knowledge in two ways.
The first contribution is made by the production of knowledge through the
development of a framework based on empirical evidence through the application
of a mixed-methods approach. The analysis also involves a comparison between an
existing study of a public space in Canberra (the Canberra Backyard Experiment)
and the outcomes of the PLAY framework in Canberra. Unlike the present empirical
research, the objectives of the Canberra Backyard Experiment were to study the
social life of Garema Place in Canberra and to attract more people to Garema Place
through a public space pop-up intervention by making the space warmer, softer
and more family-friendly. Key lessons were extracted for future design outcomes.
However, both the Canberra Backyard Experiment and the case study using the
PLAY- framework have two elements in common: both are based on established
public space research methods, and both were deployed in the same site in
Canberra. A comparison of the two can thus highlight the differences between the
PLAY framework and established approaches to understanding a public space, along
with its qualities and dynamics.
The second contribution to knowledge stems from the lateral findings associated
with the data derived from the study of public spaces. The use of a second case
study site, which is also located in a mid-sized city centre but in a part of the world
with a distinctly different culture, allowing the PLAY framework to be validated and
corroborated. Furthermore, new knowledge can be created and may contribute
further to the development of theory on people’s activities in space based on the
data collected from both sites. The following section provides an account of the
logic underpinning the intended strategy in relation to methods and associated
with the data to enable contribution to knowledge.

Logic underpinning the research strategy in relation to methods
New knowledge can legitimately be created through methodologies that are
purposely designed for the development and testing of qualitative research
methods. This thesis uses a multiple case study approach to create new knowledge
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through a research strategy that directly relates to the study of established
methods in public space analysis.
For the purposes of this thesis, the adoption of a qualitative research strategy from
a social research perspective seems appropriate for the creation of new knowledge,
as it emphasises human activities in space (play). This approach has the benefit of
relying not only on text, but also on observational generated data that goes beyond
the purely quantitative to facilitate an understanding of the meaning of human
encounters in spaces with certain characteristics (Schwandt, 2015).
Methodology refers to the study of descriptions, justifications and explanations of
methods rather than the methods themselves (A. Kaplan, 2017). The term
‘methodology’ is loosely applied in various research disciplines including
anthropology and urban design, where even observation or focus groups are
referred to as methodologies (Carter & Little, 2007). Kaplan defined a
methodology28 as a means of analysing and describing different methods by:
“…throwing light on their limitations and resources, clarifying their

presuppositions and consequences, relating their potentialities to the
twilight zone at the frontier of knowledge. It is to venture generalizations
from the success of particular techniques, suggesting new applications,
and to unfold specific bearings of logical and metaphysical principles on
concrete problems, suggesting new formulations. It is to invite
speculation from science and practicality from philosophy. In sum, the
aim of methodology is to help us to understand, in the broadest possible
terms, not the products of scientific inquiry but the process itself” (A.
Kaplan, 2017, p. 23).
Established and recognised methodologies in relation to qualitative research
include grounded theory (Corbin, Strauss, & Strauss, 2014; B. G. Glaser & Strauss,
2012), action research (Kemmis & McTaggart, 2005), phenomenological or

28

A remark on methodology and logic: In relation to knowledge production, Kaplan is using the term ‘reconstructed logic’ to
refer to pathways of making sense of the applied logic in use, which is important to the understanding of methodology itself
(A. Kaplan, 2017).
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phenomenographic approaches (Moustakas, 1994; Valle, King, & Halling, 1989) and
case study approaches (Hays, 2004; Yin, 2009).
The overall research strategy in this thesis is designed around the recognised
methodological benefits of a multiple case study approach. The selected approach
has the benefit of being open to the testing and validation of frameworks even
during the experimentation process (Yin, 2009). The PLAY framework can be
consistently applied to all case study sites at which data has been collected to
support the overarching argument. It is also important to remain conscious of the
fact that the research question ‘What can play reveal about a public space?’
benefits from an exploration of, and generalisation from, several case studies
beyond a single culture. A framework that can respond to the environmental
conditions should be able to work in multiple cities with comparable urban
morphologies. Figure 3.1 illustrates the generic case study approach within the
urban design discipline.

Single case s

Generic case study approach in urban design
Conceptual context or narrative
Case study: City A

Case study: City B

Characteristics

Characteristics

Characteristics

Characteristics

Ca
Unit: City

Subunit:
Subunit
acupuncture
area in public
space

(Source: based on Yin (2009) authors illustration)

Figure 3.1: Generic case study approach in urban design (Source: author’s illustration, based on Yin, 2009)

The main reasons for choosing a case study approach include (Yin, 2009):
•

Ability to cope with technical distinctive situations that focus on a diversity
of variables and interest rather than only on data points;
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•

Reliance on multiple sources of evidence in which the needed data
converges in a triangulating fashion29;

•

Additional benefits from the prior development of theoretical propositions
to guide data collection and analysis.

Another benefit of the multiple case study approach is that it facilitates comparison
between the different cases. However, the volume of data generated through a
multiple case study approach may be difficult to handle. On the one hand, a
multiple case study approach allows each case to be considered a study by itself; if
one does not seek replication, contrasting situations can be more easily analysed
(Yin, 2009). On the other hand, a study with only two cases offers the option of
studying these cases in more depth and potentially revealing something that might
have remained hidden in ordinary cases (Flyvbjerg, 2006). However, it also exposes
a weakness that can be eliminated by progressively adding further case studies in
future. Furthermore, the researcher approaches the present research problem by
building on relevant pre-existing knowledge obtained from theories, concepts and
familiarity of the cultural code of Canberra, Australia and Potsdam, Germany. Both
cities are of medium size and located in high-income countries, with comparable
administrative functions and urban morphologies at the micro level that support a
comparative investigation. Pedestrian zones, public places and shared spaces are
connected and accessible. The overall thesis is divided into a conceptual part and
an explorative analysis through this multiple case study approach in Canberra and
in Potsdam, which is aimed at answering the overarching set of research questions.
(Chapters Four and Five will outline the spatial attributes of both cities further in
detail.) The two case studies are comparable with regard to their ability to facilitate
testing of the validity of the proposed framework. The results of the cases were
used to refine the PLAY framework, as well as to compare this framework to
established public life analysis methods (e.g. mapping, photography, direct
observation) and their capacity to reveal dynamics and social qualities in public
space.

29

In acknowledgement of the pluralistic nature of dealing with social research, the term ‘triangulation’ in the methodological
context refers to approaching situations from different points of view and with different methods (Blaikie, 1991).
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The study of methods can indeed support the generation of knowledge through the
development of novel frameworks. For the purposes of this thesis, ‘methods’ shall
be understood as defined techniques for gathering evidence or as the tools,
techniques and procedures of research (Schwandt, 2015). The following Figure 3.2
highlights the relationship between epistemology, methodology and methods in
the creation of new knowledge. The figure demonstrates that epistemology is able
to modify methodologies, as well as justify those methods that can produce the
data and analyses that become the basis of new knowledge, thereby justifying the
epistemological contribution (Carter & Little, 2007). Methods produce knowledge
through empirical evidence (data and analysis), a valid basis for knowledge that is
justified and evaluated against the epistemology. Three elements are marked in
yellow in order to highlight the area in which this research makes a contribution:
namely, through the combination of methods in the PLAY framework and the
application of an empirical focus in order to generate new knowledge.

Figure 3.2: Relationship between epistemology, methodology and methods in qualitative research, with an
emphasis on method, generating data with new knowledge as outcome (Source: Carter and Little (2007))

In summary, the research strategy as regards methods will emphasise the
development and testing of the PLAY framework, and therefore focuses on the
creation of new knowledge in relation to the study and application of various
established research methods in public space analysis by taking play into account.
The methodology, which is specifically designed for this purpose, involves adopting
a multiple case study approach to validate the PLAY framework. Since new
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knowledge is created not only through framework but also through data and
analysis, an explanation is required that discusses the logic of the research strategy.

Logic for the research strategy associated with the data on play in public
space
The research strategy linked to data and analysis on play activities in public spaces
is closely associated with an inductive research approach for the methods part, and
also includes elements of an abductive approach with respect to the lateral findings
derived from the data and analysis. The following section outlines the reasoning
behind this decision.
Existing literature indicates that general knowledge about the study of social life,
which includes everyday life in public spaces, is commonly generated through four
different approaches. First, the inductive approach aims to establish descriptions of
characteristics and patterns (Blaikie, 2007). This approach usually begins with the
collection of data on characteristics and/or patterns while producing descriptions
that relate these data to the research questions. Second, the deductive approach
aims to test several theories while eliminating the false ones (Blaikie, 2007). This
approach lends itself well to testing hypotheses by matching them with data. Third,
when adopting a retroductive approach, a researcher seeks to discover underlying
mechanisms or regularities and establishes which mechanism(s) provide(s) the best
explanation in that context (Blaikie, 2007). The fourth way to inquire about social
life in space is the abductive research approach, which does not reduce the
complexity of social life and the level of socially and environmentally determined
influences (Blaikie, 2007). Instead, this approach focuses on descriptions of
understandings of social life through the lens of the actors’ motives and actions
(Blaikie, 2007). This approach consequently seeks to discover everyday lay
concepts, meanings and motives and produce a technical account from these lay
accounts. The outcome of this approach usually involves developing a theory and
elaborating iteratively on this theory.
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The overall research design approach of this thesis is inductive (methods), but
contains a degree of inspiration from the abductive approach (lateral findings), as
the approach is open to unexpected outcomes that could contribute to the
development of a theory. The researcher is interested in the world created by the
actors’ activities in space through establishing descriptions of patterns and space
characteristics. The production of a scientific account of social life takes place
through the collection of data on characteristics (space) and patterns (play
activities). The lateral findings based on the data, which have been collected from
an outsider’s perspective, are thus subject to interpretation and open to the
possibility of either developing a theory or elaborating iteratively on the findings.
The researcher can gain knowledge about people’s ‘typical’ actions in space that
are usually hidden from the conscious eye in an unarticulated manner, in which the
people constantly modify social space through their actions (Blaikie, 2007). In this
case, for example, people’s ‘typical’ actions can be the most frequently occurring
play activities in space and take the form of hidden patterns (play as a spatial
practice). A conceptual understanding of space or a theory may emerge from the
observation of playful situations cumulatively from the spatial practice perspective.
Most research methods employed for the study of public life in public spaces
involve observation to a degree. Lynch stresses that the “observer himself should
play an active role in perceiving the world and have the power to change that image
to fit changing needs. An environment which is ordered in precise and final detail
may inhibit new patterns of activity” (1960, p. 6). In the context of this thesis, this
means that the researcher can gain valuable data with respect to the
environmental conditions (sensory perception) within the spaces in which the
activities (play) occur.
Data collected through an inductive research approach is useful for answering a set
of research questions. In this thesis, the research questions are as follows:
1. What is play in the context of public space?
2. How can play be made observable in public space?
3. What can play as a spatial practice reveal about public space?
4. How can the application of the PLAY framework advance the understanding
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of public space?
However, by simultaneously considering an abductive approach (limited to the
analysis and discussion on lateral findings), knowledge can be created not only
through the development of a framework based in empirical research, but also
through considering the data in light of a novel idea or theory.

3.4 Methodology overview
People’s actions are a result of conducive conditions and their intrinsic abilities on
an individual level, which translate into actualisation (Hawkins, 2011). The
perception of those actions can have an impact on others in the space. Play
activities in space can contribute in critical ways to the understanding of space
dynamics, as they provide insights into spatial experience that go far beyond wayfinding, as discussed by Lynch (1960). Previous work on play has indicated that the
concept can function as an indicator for place quality, recognising the diversity,
complexity and potential benefit of disorder and providing opportunities for
enriching experiences in space (Stevens, 2007). The methodology applied in this
thesis utilises a multiple case study approach (Yin, 2009) established around play as
a framework that can reveal the characteristics of a defined public space in sites
that provide a diverse range of experiences for their users.
The PLAY framework will be carefully tested; furthermore, both the findings and
the framework itself will be validated and corroborated. The methodology aims to
expand the nexus between urban design, public life and public space in cities, as
well as play considered as part of the human experience of space in a cohesive
manner. The research project is divided into four main stages: the building of the
PLAY framework; the comparison of data between the established public life
methods and the PLAY framework; the validation testing of the PLAY framework in
a city within a different culture; and, finally, a reflection on the findings and
contribution to knowledge in relation to the framework.
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Stage one: Building the PLAY framework
The first stage of the process began with the literature review, which defined play
and public space, along with the potential for the operationalisation of play in
public space as a form of spatial practice. Established and commonly used public
life research methods will be introduced below and their characteristics explained.
To facilitate easier comparison, each established method used for the Canberra
Backyard Experiment study will be outlined and followed by a discussion in relation
to the PLAY framework.
In Chapter Two, ‘play’ was defined as an activity that is observable in a space. This is
an essential precondition that enables the establishment of a conceptual
foundation for the PLAY framework. In addition, a methodological triangulation was
deployed and tested in the pilot phase before the full data collection for the
multiple case studies was carried out (Blaikie, 1991; Yeung, 1997); this was done in
order to overcome potential natural bias and to enhance validity while deploying a
single method. Overall, the testing of a range of different methods during the pilot
phase took place at the same sites used for the case studies. The lessons learned
from the PLAY framework pilot phase will be addressed later in this chapter, as they
helped to refine the PLAY framework further prior to the commencement of data
collection in the field.
The two case studies are based in Canberra, Australia, and in Potsdam, Germany.
This chapter discusses the theoretical approach behind the case studies, while
Chapter Four will address the selection criteria regarding the urban morphologies.
Furthermore, it is worthy of note that triangulation is only possible within the same
research paradigm (subtle realist/cautious idealist). If another researcher seeks to
replicate this approach, the ontological and epistemological perspective must be
consistent. As a result, this thesis will only test and deploy established methods in
urban design with regard to public space and public life. Stage one concludes with
the explanation of the data collection process for the PLAY framework. This stage
contributes to answering research questions one (‘What is play in the context of
public space?’) and two (‘How can play be made observable in public space?’).
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Stage two: Comparison of data derived from established methods and the
PLAY framework in the case study site of Canberra
Stage two of the methodology comprises three main elements. The first is the
introduction of the Canberra case study site. The selection criteria for the sites
include urban morphologies, such as those of public space, density, buildings,
places to walk (including user integration) and space impressions created at eye
level. The criteria form essential elements that are applied equally to the validation
of the sites.
The second element is the data presentation, which is structured in such a way that
findings from the mixed-method approach can be clearly distinguished from each
other. As noted above, one set of findings is derived from the Canberra Backyard
Experiment dataset (Street Furniture Australia, 2017), while another set of findings
originates from the PLAY framework dataset. It should be noted that the Canberra
Backyard Experiment data for the case study site in Canberra was made available to
the researcher by Street Furniture Australia, allowing the researcher to focus his
attention on data collection for the PLAY framework. The third element is the
comparison between the findings of the Canberra Backyard Experiment data and
the PLAY framework in relation to public spaces and their dynamics. This stage
contributes to answering research questions two (‘How can play be made
observable in public space?’) and three (‘What can play reveal about public
space?’).

Stage three: Corroboration of the PLAY framework in the case study sites in
Potsdam
The third stage of the overall methodology aims to contribute to the validation and
corroboration of the PLAY framework, along with an assessment of the overall
universality of the PLAY framework, in order to eliminate potential issues
associated with the framework and explore the level of adaptability of the
framework in an intercultural context with comparable urban morphologies. After
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the introduction of the case study in Potsdam, the data and findings will be outlined
in detail. A comparison of the PLAY framework with results from the Canberra case
study will aid in the validation of the PLAY framework. This stage contributes to
answering research questions three (‘What can play as a spatial practice reveal
about public space?’) and four (‘How can the application of the PLAY framework
advance the understanding of public space?’).

Stage four: Reflection on the PLAY framework findings and conclusion
The final stage provides a detailed examination and discussion of the differences
between not only the established methods and the PLAY framework (stage two),
but also the findings from the case study sites in Potsdam and Canberra (stage
three). A reflection on the PLAY framework will take place in relation to its potential
contribution to the field of urban analysis research; the framework will also be
compared with the conventional approaches to examining public spaces. This stage
of the methodology adopts an abductive research approach, enabling the
conditions for novel ideas to emerge. An overall conclusion will be presented that
addresses all research questions. The thesis concludes with a reflection on the aim
of the thesis and the prospects for further research on the topic. Figure 3.3 below
provides the overview of the aforementioned methodology for this qualitative
research project that supports the structural explanations above.
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Thesis Conclusion

Stage four: Reflections of the PLAY framework and lateral findings
Reflection of the PLAY-framework findings in comparison to established
methods and discussion of contribution to knowledge through creation of
the PLAY framework and lateral findings.

Address research questions one, two, three and four:
• Relate findings back to the usefulness of the approach
• Based on the analysis and discussion to suggest a way forward on the
possibilities of deployment the PLAY framework
• Reflection and prospects for future research on the topic

Address research question two, three and four:
• Corroborate the findings through a public space and behaviour setting in a
different culture

Address research question two and three:
• To deploy the proposed PLAY framework in the field
• Collect and describe the behaviour setting to create a capability based on
primary experience and data process
• Use results that help to understand public spaces differently

Address research question one and two:
• Create a point of reference for the development and testing of the novel
framework to enhance the understanding of public space and activity
• Develop an conceptual framework that can put play into operation
• Outline the case study approach and way of data collection

Rationale

Stage two

Stage three: Corroboration of the PLAY framework
Introduction of the Potsdam case: outline of background information of the
case study
Data presentation: The Potsdam case findings with the PLAY framework
Validation: Discussion and critical reflection in relation to the Canberra case.

Stage two: Comparison of data results between established methods on
public life (Canberra backyard experiment) and the PLAY framework
Introduction of the Canberra case: outline of background information of the
unit
Data presentation: The Canberra case findings deriving from established
public space method (the Canberra Backyard Experiment) and the PLAY
framework
Data comparison: Discussion of the findings from Canberra backyard
experiment and the PLAY framework

Literature review and Methodology chapter: Definition of public space, play,
established public space methods and development the PLAY framework
Case study and data process: Detailed explanation of the case study approach
and data collection process of the multiple case study approach. Selection
criteria for sites.

Stage one: Framing and building the PLAY framework

Method

Stage one
Stage three Stage four

Figure 3.3: Overview of research methodology (Source: author’s illustration)
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3.5 Established research methods for the study of public spaces
In order to create the PLAY framework, which aims at revealing dynamics in public
spaces, it is necessary to first understand both existing public space research
methods and how they have been previously applied in Canberra. Furthermore,
Lefebvre’s conceptual triad of space (Lefebvre, 1991b) will be explained in this
section. This conceptual triad functions as the conceptual anchor underpinning the
selection of methods that can provide data from three dimensions of a space
(conceived, perceived and lived space), and further explains how these can be
applied in the research method selection process.
What follows is an outline of the existing research methods that have been
successfully applied in the public space analysis of urban core areas; these shall be
referred to as ‘established approaches’. Each of these established approaches then
will be linked to the Canberra Backyard Experiment (Street Furniture Australia,
2017), a public life study that was carried out to facilitate an understanding of the
same public space that is subject to research in this thesis; this will be referred to as
the ‘Backyard Experiment’. The Backyard Experiment was a collaboration between
the ACT Government and the industry partner company Street Furniture Australia,
which undertook the study. Furthermore, a discussion of the potential each method
has to be an element of the PLAY framework is instrumental to answering research
question two: ‘How can a method practically contribute to the understanding of the
dynamic nature of a public space?’ Subsequently, Lefebvre’s conceptual triad of
space will be taken into consideration to explain the selection of the mixed-method
approach as part of the overall building process of the PLAY framework.

Conceptual anchor
In urban design, many studies of space focus on the extraordinary aspects of space
(e.g. vistas, object relations or urban form); as a consequence, aspects of the
ordinary and the everyday are usually lost in analysis. Research methods are
typically used to study one or two particular aspects of a space and are thus rarely
designed to collect information holistically. Furthermore, many current scholarly
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discussions on space only focus on a singular dimension of space (Watkins, 2005).
To overcome the limitations associated with gaining an understanding using only a
singular dimension in urban analysis, Henri Lefebvre offers a multidimensional
approach to the understanding of space. This approach, which Lefebvre refers to as
the conceptual triad of space, lends itself well to this thesis as it links space with the
experience of everyday human life in an urban context. Dovey (2008) highlights that
Lefebvre’s concept of space reconciles the lived and the everyday; furthermore, this
philosophical approach also functions as a basis for the ‘Ludic city’ theory (Stevens,
2007), in which the link between play and public space is successfully established.
Lefebvre suggests that spaces are socially produced and the result of an interplay
between three dimensions: the representations of space (conceptual or
conceived)30, the representational (lived) space31, and the spatial practice
(perceived) space32 (Lefebvre, 1991a, 1996; Lefebvre et al., 1996). Considered
together, all three aspects create the conceptual triad of space (Lefebvre, 1991b)33.
According to Lefebvre, the true contribution of the conceptual triad of space is that
“this paradigm apparently has the magic power to turn obscurity into transparency
and to move the ‘object’ out of the shadows into the light merely by articulating it”
(Lefebvre, 1991b, pp. 39 - 40). Thus, the conceptual triad of space shall function as

30

The representations of space (conceived space) reflect the abstract or professional understanding of space; in other words,
it is the space of thought and intellectual construction (Lefebvre, 1991). Scientists, planners, decision-makers or designers are
in a position to identify, distinguish and manipulate abstract spaces that will become the dominant mode of production in a
society. According to Lefebvre, abstract signs become evident through articulated and objectified expressions, including
factories, monuments and towers, or through codifications, such as plans, jargon and policies (Lefebvre, 1991).
31Depending on translation, also referred as ‘spaces of representation’. However, this thesis will consistently employ the term
‘representational space’, as used in the translation of Lefebvre’s book ‘The Production of Space’ (1991b) by Donald NicholsonSmith. Representational spaces (lived space) are directly connected to symbolic elements or images of space, revealing
insights about the space in the realm of memory
31 (Lefebvre, 1991). This is the often passively experienced space of the heart where ‘users’ and ‘inhabitants’ superimpose the
physical space (Lefebvre, 1991). Within the lived space, the imagination appropriates space and seeks to change it; therefore,
it is alive and embraces action and lived situations. This space tends to manifest in non-verbal signs and symbols, which can
be qualitative, dynamic and fluid. Lefebvre stresses that this space needs to play a substantial role in changing existing spatial
textures (Lefebvre, 1991).
Research into internal representations of space on nodes of cognitive map networks and their connection to paths has found
that cognitive elements are flexible and generalisable in relation to non-spatial realms and the spatial physical domain. This
has included a focus on both interpersonal (subject-to-subject) and physical variables (objects, with less of a design focus) (S.
Kaplan & Kaplan, 2009).
32 The spatial practice (perceived space) of a society generates that society’s space. It comprises a close association between
daily reality (routines) and urban reality, including places for leisure and work, and is full of contradictions, as it both
separates and connects places. The space is produced slowly and steady as it progressively appropriates through dialectical
interactions and tensions (Lefebvre, 1991). The space embraces production and reproduction and ensures the continuity of
performance, cohesion and spatial competence. Lefebvre also describes spatial practice as the central representation of the
body, while further suggesting that it reveals itself through the empirical decoding of space. This association can be cohesive,
but not necessarily coherent or logical (Lefebvre, 1991).
33 Lefebvre prioritises the lived and perceived space over the conceived space, but admits that the relational moments
between the spaces are never stable, as they display historically defined qualities, interconnections and attributes (Merrifield,
1993).
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a conceptual anchor underpinning the selection of methods that have the ability to
collect information about a space in three dimensions. Different methods are
suitable for each dimension. Admittedly, absent the experimental testing of
methods that reveal something of each dimension through empirical research, the
triad of space would remain entirely abstract. However, applying a conceptual
framework that brings all three dimensions together under one umbrella helps to
facilitate the understanding of a space.

Established methods
A useful starting point for the exploration of suitable methods is the work of
Gehl et al. (2013), in which the authors compiled a wide range of established
research methods that are useful for the study of public spaces in cities. The
established research methods that will be subject to interrogation include photo
documentation, the urban diary method, behaviour mapping and systematic
observation, mapping and interviews, four-minute walks, time-lapse photography
and video recording.

Photo documentation as a form of systematic observation
Use of photo documentation in established approaches
Studies of walking speed, movement patterns in residential neighbourhoods
through space syntax, or action research through pop-up interventions are some of
the most established methods of studying a public space. In terms of suitable
methods, Jan Gehl has used (for example) photo documentation to capture small
situations and opportunities that unfolded in front of his eyes (Gehl et al., 2013).
Through the use of qualitative data, the researcher can better discover potential
details of everyday life situations and the characteristics of certain types of
activities that would otherwise not receive conscious attention. The photographic
method has been further refined by taking advantage of cameras integrated into
smartphones to document built- form and the human interaction within the
context (Wolfe, 2016). Wolfe applied photo documentation to human interaction in
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public space settings, public squares and neighbourhoods. In addition to human
interaction in space, juxtaposition in relation to objects as well as environmental
conditions (including sun and shade) can be captured well using this method. Wolfe
recommends looking for distinctions that make it easier to perceive subtleties
through juxtapositions. Descriptions of the length of a photo documentation are
not precisely defined, but rather depend on what the researcher seeks to capture.
Furthermore, the quality of the description can vary depending on the knowledge
of the location, the equipment (e.g. camera), the vantage points and basic
composition selected, the lighting, and the subject matter that the photographer is
seeking to capture (Wolfe, 2016). Last but not least, Wolfe opines that people’s
behaviour is an important element of these studies, as this behaviour can reveal
information about the use and experience of a space at a certain time.

Use of photo documentation as a form of systematic observation in the Backyard
Experiment
When the Backyard Experiment in Canberra took place, photo documentation was
utilised as part of the report documentation in order to demonstrate and underpin
‘typical’ activities in the space (Street Furniture Australia, 2017). Photo
documentation helped to demonstrate conditions before and after implementation
of a space intervention, as well as to capture activities in motion. Objects in space
were captured, including security cameras, pavement and seating, to support and
construct the arguments presented in the public space analysis. In addition, the
photo documentation was used to capture the faces of people who participated in
the interviews to share their thoughts about the pop-up intervention. However, no
information about the equipment used in the field was provided.

Discussion of photo documentation as a form of systematic observation for PLAY
framework
In order to consider photography as a valid method for the PLAY framework, it is
necessary to briefly discuss the relevance of this established method.
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Photo documentation has been proven to be successful for observational research
on play (Bundy et al., 2017; Moore, 1986a; B. Shirtcliff, 2017; Stevens, 2007).
Photos of the environment (light/shade, weather conditions and situations of
human behaviours) provide a rich source of data for analysis. Furthermore, photo
documentation is often used to analyse and understand human perceptions, as
demonstrated in the Backyard Experiment. Taking historic images into
consideration, or contemplating objects in the space that have been there for a
very long time, tells us something about representations of space. Photos are also
useful ways to convey a message to an audience within a limited timeframe, and
can capture human emotions and responses in space (Wolfe, 2016). Human
activities can be validated by others and, if framed well, capture a spatial practice
or perceivable activities in public space. These objects or props can be a vehicle to
extract meaning for many everyday users; people can create a strong connection
with these objects even through passive interactions.
With respect to the development of the PLAY framework, photo documentation
can be useful to capture data about the perceived and lived space. The perception
of objects and human activity in space can provide evidence to support arguments
related to the temporary space production process. Furthermore, historic images
reveal something about lived experiences in the space and can also contribute to
the overall framing in terms of meaning and past space dynamics.

Urban diary method
Use of the urban diary method in established approaches
Deploying the urban diary method enables descriptive details of activities on the
street or in a public space to be captured. This method was successfully tested in a
neighbourhood in Melbourne, Australia in 1976 (Gehl et al., 2013) and has been
replicated many times since then. The urban diary captures elements such as age,
gender, and what happens in the spaces, and also provides insights into which
elements of the built environment are used for which different activities. Use of
this approach enables conclusive data to emerge if more than 24 hours is spent at
the selected sites. Studies of connections between the design of neighbourhood
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streets and the extent of activities in the public space have utilised the diary
method, capturing evidence of activities on the street and at the edge of footpaths.
The method has been successfully applied in combination with photos to support
direct observations from an outsider perspective. Scholars including Appleyard et
al. (1981), Benjamin (1997), Wolfe (2016), Carmona et al. (2010) have applied this
method in their respective research. Making note of patterns and capturing
experiential data on dynamic temporal sequences using the diary method allows
the observer to capture the kinaesthetic potential of a public space (Frederick,
2007). Wolfe (2016) introduced a very simple urban diary LENS34 method to explore
the experience of public spaces and to empower people by sharing their
perspective to see the ‘better’ city, while also making use of photography in
combination with the diary method.

Use of the urban diary method in the Backyard Experiment
The urban diary method has been used as a form of data collection in Garema
Place, which represents a missed opportunity to capture the full range of ‘typical’
behaviour settings and activities in relation to particular objects in space supported
by narratives. Instead, single photos were linked to quotes captured in what the
authors called ‘empathy’ interviews, which narrate and summarise findings in the
report (Street Furniture Australia, 2017).

Discussion of the urban diary method in the PLAY framework
Collecting qualitative supplementary data through urban diaries allows for the
systematic collection of information within a defined time period (Gehl et al., 2013).
Once the categories of play activities have been defined, short narratives or brief
descriptions can enhance the overall quality of data. For example, this might
include hand-drawn maps indicating where and when play activities took place, as

34

The LENS method – meaning Look, Explore, Narrate and Summarise – is a comprehensive diary method that empowers
people from the ‘bottom up’ and invites them to choose from several diary types, a starting and finishing point, their mode of
travel and the goals they set. It is a useful tool for exploring the sensory-based qualities of streets through images, drawings,
notes, and social media technology, allowing people to share the human dimension of their city with the world.
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well as lists or brief descriptions of people’s gender, age, and single instances of
their observed play activities, along with their conditions and situations. This
method is a useful means of capturing data on the perceived, conceived and lived
spaces (limited to the researcher) within the conceptual triad of space. For the
purposes of this thesis, the researcher tested the urban diary method during
daytime hours, which allowed for good visibility, between 7 am and 7.30 pm over
three full days in both cities (Canberra and Potsdam). The urban diary method is a
tool intended to provide assistance to the observer in capturing detailed and
supportive data in the moment of play observation (e.g. real time). For example, a
person makes a vocal or visual remark to another person associated with playful
movement. A note about the age, situation and content can help to describe the
situation. Ultimately the diary method can be utilised to create content related to
context in describing what the play activity in each case. After reviewing and
further refining the data, the method became a rich source of data that described
details of behaviour settings and play activities in space.

Behaviour mapping and interviews
Use of behaviour mapping and interviews in established approaches
Researchers such as Appleyard and Lintell (1972) studied traffic speeds in streets by
deploying the mapping method (environmental conditions) while also interviewing
space users to gain insights about their social relationships. This combination of
lived social experience with the urban form was the key theme of the study.
Building façades in the street were mapped and combined with the mapped
behaviour of residents, highlighting the social connections on the street level by
comparing results from streets with low and high volumes of traffic. Furthermore,
the interviews provided some indication of the depth of the residents’ social
relations, including details of friendships, acquaintances or common meeting
points. Furthermore, the graphical representation of quotes originating from
interviews on the maps represents a powerful way to convey environmental
conditions and people’s lived experiences (Gehl et al., 2013).
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Use of behaviour mapping and interviews in the Backyard Experiment
Empathic interviews with twelve people from all walks of life were carried out as
part of the Backyard Experiment by Street Furniture Australia. The aim was to
measure the expectations and attitudes of people in Garema Place before and after
the pop-up intervention (Street Furniture Australia, 2017). Photos were matched
with quotes from public space users to construct an argument pertaining to lived
experiences (lived space) before, during and after the intervention.

Discussion of behaviour mapping and interviews for the PLAY framework
The mapping method is used to convey research findings in a visually compelling
way by linking qualitative data regarding situational activities with that relating to
environmental conditions. Maps convey information about the conceived space,
such as land use patterns or the positioning of objects in space. They can also
incorporate representational drawings. The combination of maps with other data
from various established methods can assist in the capture and conveyance of
specific characteristics or findings.
Interviews also provide valuable insights into the lived experiences of the space; by
superimposing quotes over information about the environmental conditions, they
can reveal something about lived experiences in space and their dynamics.
Phenomenological research can greatly benefit from this technique, as it accesses
direct lived experiences and space perceptions from a user perspective. However,
applying this method would require an amendment to the research strategy such
that the researcher would become an ‘insider’, and shall be considered as a
limitation at this point in time. For the purposes of this thesis, interviews might
reveal additional information about past dynamics in space that carry a particular
meaning or value. However, the analysis of historical images that include play
activities can add value to a degree, as such analysis tells a visual story about the
spatial practice and space potential at a particular time.
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Four-minute walk
Use of the four-minute walk method in established approaches
Another method of capturing spatial experience, the four-minute walk method, was
first introduced by Bosselmann (1998). This method actively involves the
researcher: in brief, he/she walks a predetermined route on foot through the city,
capturing attributes of the built environment and perceptions of social life.
Bosselmann’s study included the repetition of short walks that took approximately
four minutes to complete (350 metres in length, across 14 different cities). The
objective was to determine how the perception of time varies between the
different cities while walking for the same number of minutes. For example,
Bosselmann found that walking a street in Venice took just as long as crossing one
public square in Rome (Gehl et al., 2013, p. 117). As a result, he introduced the
term ‘rhythmic spacing’, which connects visual experiences along the way with
spatial experiences (Bosselmann, 1998). However, one limitation of this method is
that it only focuses on the aesthetic qualities of urban form and takes advantage of
the researchers perception of the space; thus, it cannot adequately capture
different human experiences related to urban form in the space beyond the
researcher’s perspective while walking through a public space.

Use of the four-minute walk method in the Backyard Experiment
The four-minute walk method did not form part of the study in Garema Place.
Consequently, spatial characteristics such as ‘rhythmic spacing’ are missing from
the data, as are visual and spatial experiences from the researchers’ perspective.
Instead, the researchers utilised social media data generated by the users
themselves (drawn from Twitter, Facebook and Instagram) to capture the
experiences and perceptions of the space, which could reveal information beyond
the perspective of an external observer (Street Furniture Australia, 2017). This
represented a novel way to construct impressions of a place-making intervention
and diverts from the established methods in public space analysis.
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Discussion of the four-minute walk method for the PLAY framework
The process of accessing and mapping the perceptions of lived experiences through
the eyes of the researcher, and combining them with the conceptual
representation of spaces, is another way to capture space impressions and
experiences. Based on the richness of the ‘rhythmic’ space element, an ‘urban
acupuncture’35 area or site can be determined. There is the possibility of expanding
this method beyond capturing the ‘aesthetic’ qualities and exploring the
experiences associated with smell and noise within a four-minute walking radius.
Information will be collected about the space elements that make an experience
more or less memorable. The four-minute walk method can be used as part of the
PLAY framework as the first step in capturing space impressions (noise, smell, wind
and sun) and in creating an inventory of objects in space. The method is also useful
for defining the boundaries of the sites (a maximum four-minute walking radius).
The method of using self-generated social media data, as applied in the Backyard
Experiment, is not part of the PLAY framework at this stage, since the focus lies on
established methods. However, future research could expand into this dimension to
harness space perception if the framework aims to adopt a phenomenological or
affordance focus.
Time-lapse photography and video recording as a form of systematic observation
Use of time-lapse photography and video recording in established approaches
Time-lapse acts a functionally intermediate tool between photo and film. A series of
moving images can show or tell stories about brief social encounters as part of
people’s everyday life in public spaces. Research has successfully demonstrated the
use of time-lapse photography as a means of characterising situations in space and
connections in this perceived space. Whyte (1980) carefully iterated on situations
of social encounter in public spaces and combined them with in-depth descriptions.
He also stressed that the use of time-lapse photography requires a conditioned eye
towards a situation and its context; otherwise, the observer will be unable to

35

Acupuncture studies provide valuable insights into the space connections of a public space by focusing on the focal points
in the city. Representative public spaces, including public squares, shared spaces, intersections or pedestrian zones, are
selected and together provide a bigger picture of a defined problem (Gehl, Svarre, & Steenhard, 2013, p. 127).
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interpret (or may misinterpret) the images (Whyte, 1980). Unlike time-lapse
photos, film also has the ability to capture sounds, including birdsong, traffic noise,
human interactions and even wind. Furthermore, film has also the advantage of
providing assistance when classifying and verifying the type of play activity in space
in relation to circumstance and context.

Use of time-lapse photography and video recording in the Backyard Experiment
Time-lapse photography is the main data source of the Backyard Experiment. The
data was analysed to quantitatively determine the demographics of users, including
the number of social groups, children and dwellers in the space, as well as the
amount of foot traffic and associated activities (Street Furniture Australia, 2017).
Time-lapse sequences were used in the report to highlight how ‘typical’ situations
and activities occur in space. Video recording was used to create a film clip about
the place-making intervention, showcasing narrated perceptions of the space
before, during and after the experiment.

Discussion of time-lapse photography and video recording for the PLAY framework
The ability to capture data through time-lapse photography depends in part on the
skill level of the observer. The researchers who conducted the Backyard Experiment
collected a complete dataset extending over a full three days, originating from
time-lapse photography, for Garema Place in Canberra (Street Furniture Australia,
2017). The data included information about the total numbers of people passing
through a space at a defined point in time, as well as information about general
space appropriation obtained by categorising users in terms of gender,
approximate age and group constellation.
However, in the context of this thesis, the researcher needs to be able to categorise
play activities in space. Play can be a very brief occurrence and may easily escape
the unconditioned eye, requiring the researcher to develop a sensitivity toward
play as an activity. Unless trained within a pilot phase or test case, observation
using a time-lapse method would not be the most suitable approach for someone
who is operating at a beginner level. However, this weakness can be overcome to a
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substantial degree if the researcher chooses to make use of video recordings and
combines this method with time-lapse photography during the analysis process.
Video can also capture data that may potentially be missed during direct
observation. Further data derived from this method functions as a validation of the
agreed or shared perception of a play activity. The downside is that film recording
at a reasonable resolution requires a large amount of data storage, greater than
that required for time-lapse photography. A combination of both methods can
successfully advance the understanding of a public space. Film footage serves as a
back-up and receives a validity function. Time-lapse photography is a tool that
allows the researcher to generate both qualitative and quantitative data. By
targeting specific elements of play as part of the production of social spaces, or
through written descriptions, the researcher can determine the most frequent play
activities in a space, deconstruct single play activities and their space dynamics, as
well as analyse quantitative elements relating to the number of dwellers, social
group constellations and foot traffic. All of these strategies can be instrumental to
providing further depth and context regarding a play activity. This method reveals
information about the perceived space.

Rationale for selection of the mixed-method approach
Methods including photography, behaviour mapping, video, systematic
observation, urban diary and the mapping of public spaces allow a researcher to
focus on and to capture various aspects of human activities in space. The
contribution of established methods to advancing the understanding of life in
public space should not be contested, as these established methods are being
revisited due to their potential to reveal something about the space through one
type of activity in space – in short, play.
Each method has particular strengths and weaknesses in the context of play in
public space. In order to overcome some of these weaknesses, a mixed-method
approach might be the most effective way of creating the PLAY framework,
recognising that the diary method, photography, and video all lend themselves to
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capturing information. However, in order to comprehensively and systematically
approach the research and to understand public spaces differently, Lefebvre’s
conceptual triad of space shall also be applied to anchor the selection of suitable
methods from a conceptual basis.
It is now possible to reflect on the different research methods to ensure that the
resulting holistic approach, comprised of the three dimensions (perceived,
conceived and lived space) (Lefebvre, 1991b), can provide a more comprehensive
understanding of public space within urban analysis. Each method has the potential
to reveal data either from the perceived, conceived and lived spaces or from a
combination thereof. Consequently, a mixed-method approach using the diary
method, photography, and video lends itself to capturing information about each
aspect of the triad of space (Lefebvre, 1991b).
Perceived space: The urban diary method can capture descriptive qualitative
information about behaviour settings in association with the observable play
activity in space. The method is useful when drawing maps or making remarks
about the space during early observation in order to visualise specific play activities
in relation to objects or environmental conditions in space. This includes the
presence of billboards, permissible building heights or the enforcement of space
controls and associated human activities, such as playing hide and seek under a
billboard or drawing a sketch on the map of a place where skaters prefer to
congregate and ‘break out’ of existing behavioural routines. Furthermore, the
photo documentation method lends itself to capturing play in the perceived space
and can also be verified in conjunction with the urban diary method. Notes and
remarks on or even reflections of play activities can help to give a photo more
depth and context. Furthermore, behaviour mapping and systematic observation
from an outsider perspective only allows information to be captured in the
perceived space; the quality of the data increases when the researcher
preconditions him or herself to perceive play activities in space. Video recording is a
validation tool that can overcome any potential bias. Arguably, a natural bias is
prevalent; however, since the researcher is concerned with space dynamics rather
than the absolute accuracy of categorisation, this is acceptable.
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Lived space: Interviews, historic images, texts, symbols and recordings can allow the
researcher to make notes of past behaviours and memories. In particular, historic
images of play reveal something about subjective or collective memories and
provide insights into the space from another time. It might be useful to capture
notes that emerge within dialogues with and between space users from an
individual perspective of a lived space.
In this thesis the research questions are not requiring the analysis of the lived space
and therefore this aspect is positioned outside of the framework and has not been
considered. However, this aspect of the analysis could be further explored in future
studies. Furthermore, the thesis is focused on the spatial characteristics that play
produces, meaning that we are not interested if the activity happening in the
spaces is play or not, ultimately what matters is how others perceive the activity. If
other actors in space perceive certain activity in the place as play it does not matter
if the person performing this activity is actually playing or doing something else.
What matters is the temporal perceptual characteristic that this action produces in
space.
Conceived space: Photo documentation is one of the few methods that can be
exclusively used to reveal information about the conceived space. For example,
images of a land-use or master plan, design manuals, maps or policy documents can
address this space dimension and reveal insights about a public space. The fourminute walk method may also hold this potential, provided that the observer is
familiar with the abstract space and has the ability to conceive the space in this
particular way. Most of the methods (systematic observation through photo
documentation, video recording, time-lapse photography as well as behaviour
mapping, interviews, four-minute walk, urban diary method) and abstract mapping
of public spaces considered here can reveal more than one of Lefebvre’s space
dimensions. For example, the mixed method of mapping and interviews captures
data that allows one to understand both the conceived and lived space. Interviews
allow researchers to obtain insights about people’s subjective experience
(memories- lived space) of a space at a given time in relation to changes that occur
on an everyday-life basis, which can facilitate understanding of the space
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(perceived space). For example, a person might remark that when they were young,
they used to ride around in a specific area and play ball on the street, but that
today there are too many cars and the council imposes liability rules onto this
public space.
The four-minute walk method can also be applied to reveal information about
several dimensions. This method allows the researcher to familiarise
himself/herself with the place of observation. When walking for a defined length of
time through a space, playful elements and aspects of the built form will reveal
themselves to the conditioned eye. This method can be enhanced by combining it
with other methods, such as photo documentation, thereby allowing the researcher
to capture a façade, objects or people in space that have contributed to a change in
the perception of time in the space.
The use of time-lapse photography for qualitative data generation indicates that
sequencing is a practical way to deconstruct a play activity within the perceived
space. However, it also contains the potential to address the lived space
(interviews) and images of the perceived space at the time of its creation. First and
foremost, video functions as a way to capture environmental conditions (sun,
shade, noise and wind) at the very moment in time when the play activity is
perceived with a conscious eye. Time-lapse photography functions to quantitatively
determine the number of different play activities, social groupings, demographics,
number of dwellers and amount of foot traffic in a space. Overall, this method can
be strengthened by combining it with other methods such as the urban diary.
Furthermore, the use of video recording together with interviews can become a
product itself, revealing something about the intent and space conception of the
makers.
Table 3.1 provides an overview of the potentials of each established public space
method in relation to the anticipated density of data within the perceived,
conceived and lived space.
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Perceived space

Conceived space

Lived space

Photo documentation







Urban diary





Behaviour mapping






Mapping and interviews
Four- minute walk



Time-lapse and video






recording/ systematic
observation

Table 3.1: Established forms of public space study used to examine play activities within the conceptual triad of
space at a glance (Source: author’s illustration)

This discussion highlights the fact that using a mix of different methods rather than
selecting only one established method will enable information from all three spaces
to be revealed. Furthermore, a pilot study can enhance the conditioning of the
researcher’s eye before collecting datasets as part of the fieldwork component. For
example, the urban diary in combination with the photo documentation method is
a promising approach, as it offers consistent quality in capturing information about
the three space dimensions. Single methods alone may not necessarily provide the
depth required to make a conclusion about space dynamics through play, as these
rely only on the perception of the conditioned eye.
In conclusion, a framework for studying space production through play requires a
mixed-method approach. This research will employ systematic observation through
photo documentation, behaviour mapping and video to capture play in multiple
dimensions of space and to answer research questions three (‘What can play as a
spatial practice reveal about public space?’) and four (‘How can the application of
the PLAY framework advance the understanding of public space?’). However, it
should be noted that the interview method was only once tested during the pilot
phase and not further pursued after due to technical challenges which will be
outlined in section 3.7 of this chapter. Therefore, the lived space could only be
captured from the experience of the researcher, which creates an environment for
further research and possible expansion into methods used to study embodied
human experiences.
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3.6 PLAY framework
The literature gap (discussed in chapter 2) suggests that to date there is no
framework available to understand the full potential that public spaces hold by
focusing on non-functional uses, in this case play, of space from a spatial practice
perspective. The following section will explain the components and parameters of
the PLAY framework as the distinctive key contribution to knowledge of this thesis.
The framework is based on a research design that not just answers the set of
research questions but enables empirical approach to advance of our collective
understanding of specific public spaces with their qualities and their temporary
dynamics in urban core areas, of which other researchers can build upon.
The framework is comprised of three core components: Mapping, Exploration and
Play. A sequential application of the three component makes creates the formula,
which shall be called PLAY framework.

Mapping + Exploration + Play = PLAY framework

Based on the scanned literature, relevant theory and the comprehensive analysis
of established research methods in the field of urban analysis on public spaces, the
PLAY framework has been created and shall be put to test for the remaining part of
this thesis. However, before proceeding further a few detailed remarks on the
elements of the PLAY framework.

Phase 1: Mapping
The first phase focuses on design of a specific public space subject to investigation,
by unpacking the idealistic, theoretical, cognitive and abstract understanding of
space, which can be also understood as conceived space (Lefebvre, 1991b). The
drafting of the PLAY framework uses Lefebvre’s conceptual triad of space as a
theoretical foundation across all three analysis phases.
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During this phase the research is able to become familiar with the history and
context of the selected public space in terms of scanning key documents such as
plans, development strategies and accessibility, density, types of land use,
landscape plans, mobility patters, building heights. Together they create a rich base
line understanding of the context and development intentions from the municipal
perspective. The data collection during the initial phase of the framework takes
around one week. In terms of material, a laptop or stationary computer with good
internet access and relevant software is required.

Phase 2: Exploration
The second stage explores the potentiality of play in space; this partially explores
both the perceived space and the lived space (Lefebvre, 1991b), as it includes the
sensory experience of space from the researcher perspective alongside with traces
and history of the collective memory of the residents in space (e.g. memorials,
physical representations of special events). During this phase the researcher gets an
immersed experience of the place and commences the process of deploying
selected research methods. Conclusions drawn from the context analysis that
relate to the conceptual or abstract understanding of space can thus be validated
or rectified. Initially the researcher starts with a mindful five-minute walk through
the area of investigation. The benefit of the four-minute walking radius is that it
allows the researcher to limit the area for investigation, as suggested by Gehl et al.
(2013). By doing so the researcher uses photography and the urban diary methods
to document the experience in great detail. It should be noted that the focus of this
phase is on the physical environment and sensory perception (seeing, smelling,
hearing, touching) from an outsider perspective. Once all the data is collected, the
researcher analysis the environmental condition and generates additional maps,
which will create a bridge between the perceived space to the conceived space
during the time of investigation. Phase two takes up to 3 days or 21 hours in total,
which also allows time for the researcher to return to the site in order to
experience the space during different environmental conditions. In terms of
practical equipment, the researcher used a notebook, pen, camera, appropriate
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clothing and information sheets about the project (ethics) in case people of the
area commence an inquiry.

Phase 3: Play
The third stage refers to direct observation of play activities in space from an
outsider perspective; this again explores the perceived space and the lived space
(Lefebvre, 1991b). It should be noted that the lived space can only be limited
studies as the researcher approaches the analysis from an outsider perspective and
could only assess his own playful endeavours in the space. However, the third
phase takes an additional theory into consideration, the affordance theory (Gibson,
1979; Heft, 1989; Chemero, 2007), which will be explained in detail in chapter 3.8.
The theory is well established within play research community and can be very
useful for further research related to embodied experiences in public spaces. The
subject to subject relationship and object to subject relationship on micro level are
under investigation. With the aid of the play activities checklist (Appendix B), the
researcher commenced the behaviour mapping and systematic observation with a
range of different methods, including video recording, time-lapse photography,
photography and urban diary. This is the most labour intense part of the process
and takes up to one week, of which the research will be in the area for 10-13 hours
straight. A variation of different viewpoints is possible. All data collected in the
urban diary was transferred into the play activities checklist at the end of each day,
while the information is fresh. A range of different equipment including a Go-pro
camera, tripod, smart phone with suitable apps (noise measure, weather forecast,
scale measure) and more is need. Altogether, all three phases create the draft PLAY
framework (table 3.2). By formally acknowledging the ‘hypercomplexity’ of play and
public spaces in cities, the drafted PLAY framework can illuminate the full
possibilities a specific public space holds by investigating play as a spatial practice.
The next chapter section will introduce the case studies in which the PLAY
framework was piloted, tested and refined as well as further details about the data
collection process before the framework was fully applied in both cities.
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Table 3.2: PLAY framework at a glance (Source: author’s illustration)
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Mapping

Scanning and analysis of maps,
strategies and key documents of
the area under investigation

One week (35 hours)

Laptop + internet (word, ppt,
mapping software, photoshop)

Methods

Time parameter

Equipment

Henry Lefebvre (1991)
Triad of space
(Conceived space)

Phase 1

Framework
component

Supporting
theory

PLAY framework
Henry Lefebvre (1991)
Triad of space
(Perceived space)

Notebook, camera, appropriate clothing,
information sheets with general information
that a research project is in process

21 hours over 3 days (repletion, several
reoccurring visits)

Sensory immersion in the area of investigation;
analysis of physical objects in space such as
traces of play, history in relation to collective
memory.
Methods: Five Minute Walk, Photography,
Urban Diary

Exploration

Phase 2

*Lived space only from the perspective of the researcher

Henry Lefebvre (1991)
Triad of space
(Perceived and Lived space*)
&
Gibson (1950), Heft (1989) & Chemero (2003)
Affordance theory

1

Smart phone with following apps (scale measure, db and noise recording,
weather),
Go Pro camera on tripod (video with 6 battery sets + three memory cards (128
GB)
Camera, notebook, signs and information sheets with general information that
a research project is in process, appropriate clothing, snacks and drinks)

Seven days (10-13 hours a day)
The researcher should be familiar with the all play activity types before
undertaking systematic observation. It is recommended that all data is put into
the play activities spreadsheet at the end of each day.

** Comprehensive understanding of lived space only with possible additional
methods (e.g. interviews) and was not part of the final framework.

Behaviour mapping and systematic observation
Methods**: Video recording, Time- lapse, Photography, Urban Diary

Play

Phase 3

3.7 Selection criteria for case study sites
Cities have unique compositions and characteristics, including their climate,
topography and materials, as well as cultural aspects that impact human
experiences. The accumulation of these characteristics account for a built form that
retains a historical depth of social relations and patterns, giving rise to a social
meaning that changes over time and is based on these behaviour patterns (Stevens,
2007). When it comes to play, it has been confirmed that most people engage in
playful activities on pedestrian streets (Stevens, 2007). Naturally, these areas cater
for high volumes of people and contain a concentration of diverse activities (Whyte
(1980), making them suitable locations for observing play. Unlike Stevens, who
observed play using Lynch (1960) selection criteria of spatial morphologies,
comprising paths, boundaries (edges), thresholds and intersections, this research
explores an alternative approach that is grounded in urban morphologies from
research on social life in public spaces; specifically, those articulated by A. Jacobs
and Appleyard (1987), A. B. Jacobs (1995) and Whyte (1980). Creating and
maintaining an urban form that serves humans in a way that lasts over time enables
the development of scope and purpose (French, 1983). The following will outline
the approach taken to the selection process of the case study sites, which all sit
within the urban typology of a pedestrian zone in order to define the scope and
contextualisation of purpose.

Approach to case study site selection
Overall, there are two established approaches used to examine the qualities of
public space: area (size) studies and acupuncture (focus) studies (Gehl et al., 2013).
Area studies lend themselves to a better understanding of the context, highlight
places of interest, and are generally very extensive in cities with a centre larger
than one square kilometre (Gehl et al., 2013); for their part, acupuncture studies
are usually carried out in cities that have a larger centre. The inquiry is carried out
in a representative street or square and creates a coherent picture of typical
elements (Gehl et al., 2013). Ellin suggests that urban acupuncture can liberate the
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life force within a city; by honouring its DNA and qualities, the observer can connect
the dots and allow the city to thrive (Ellin, 2010).
Despite the city centre in Canberra and Potsdam being around 1- 1.5 square
kilometres in size, the framework will only be applied in a representative public
space (acupuncture), as the focus of the present thesis lies in the development and
testing of a framework rather than the carrying out of an extensive public space
study.
Apart from this approach, three established conceptual frameworks that have been
used to assess the site-specific space qualities of streets and public plazas function
as building blocks for the development of criteria to select the site.
The first framework, which identifies six physical criteria for determining the quality
of a great street, was developed by Appleyard and Jacobs (1987). These criteria
include user integration, public space, minimum density, liveability, buildings that
define the space rather than being set in space, and the existence of many rather
than fewer buildings. In the interests of practicality, these last two criteria will be
simplified and addressed together under a single criterion (‘buildings’). One
weakness of this framework is that these criteria focus on the street, rather than
specifically on a public place; furthermore, the definitions have been left open for
interpretation. More recently, the ‘buildings’ criterion in relation to public space
has been refined through a range of detailed measures related to buildings at eye
level (M. Glaser, van ‘t Hoff, Karssenberg, Laven, & van Teeflelen, 2012). These
include a variety of functions, transparent façades, the special character of
architecture, richness of material, vertical orientation of façades, well-functioning
‘hybrid zones’36, appropriate signage, flexibility in height (four metres), and
flexibility in land use with an overall focus on the small-scale. These transparent
façades can be also described as plinths, which are the ground floor parts of a
building. Regardless of whether these spaces are perceived as untidy or
aesthetically pleasing, they can contribute to the human experience in space
(Karssenberg & Laven, 2012). Plinths only make up 10 percent of a building, but

36

A hybrid zone is the transition space between public space and the edge of the public realm, flowing into the private space
(Karssenberg & Laven, 2012, pp. 10-12).
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comprise about 90 per cent of a building’s contribution to the human experience
(Karssenberg & Laven, 2012, p. 12). Figure 3.4 visualises where the hybrid zones are
located in relation to public space, where they form part of the larger public realm.
In these zones, shop-owners, leaseholders or residents can display objects in space,
offer goods and services, or easily set up places in which to sit and relax. These are
places where objects are highly individualised and assist in creating a variety of
engagement opportunities. At the same time, these spaces are subject to control
and regulation, as they are privately owned.

Figure 3.4: Spatial representation of hybrid zones (Source: Karssenberg and Laven (2012) p. 11)

The second framework was separately developed by A. B. Jacobs (1995). He
defined more ambiguous measures, including physical comfort, places to walk,
definition, complementarity, engagement opportunities at eye level, and good
maintenance. Jacobs does not specify or define these criteria in further detail;
however, unlike the first framework, this one includes good maintenance and
engagement opportunities at eye level. In particular, the incorporation of
opportunities for engagement at eye level reinforces the need to capture
information about the buildings. Physical comfort, definition and complementarity
are highly subjective and cannot be verified unless surveyed; therefore, these will
not be considered as selection criteria at this stage.
The third framework addresses social life in small urban spaces, especially in public
plazas, in the North American context (Whyte, 1980). Table 3.3 below provides a
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detailed overview of criteria pertaining to the qualities of spaces that support
social interactions and encounter in public plazas based on years of Whyte’s
research.
Criteria

Finding

Sitting space

People sit where places to sit on can be found – a prerequisite for social
quality. Seating height matters with age, and loose chairs offer variety and
choice. The ratio is not as relevant as the necessity for provision, which
impacts on other compositional provisions, including the flow of people,
placement of steps, trees, sunny spots, waste bins and wind tunnels.

Sun

Sunlight and warmth creates a social quality and is linked to time; thus, access
to sun should be provided. Warmth is good up to 32 degrees Celsius, after
which spots will be vacated. Cooler weather is also good if people can find a
comfortable spot.

Wind

People want ‘suntraps’ – spaces where there are minimal or no wind drafts.
In-between spaces and semi-outdoor environments featuring some sort of
protection offer social quality.

Trees

Trees contribute to microclimates with a cooling effect, which correlates with
the choice of sitting spot – this is usually under or next to a tree, which
provides the sense of enclosure and protection, similar to awnings or
umbrellas in cafés.

Water

Water features offer a social quality only if access is to them granted, giving
people a chance to interact with and feel the element. However, safety is
often a concern; therefore, a trusted environment needs to be created and
the feature needs to function well in operation. The noise generated by water
can be loud (up to 75 decibels) but is perceived as pleasant.

Food

Food attracts people, which in turn usually attracts more people. Instead of
spreading food facilities over a large area, a concentration of these facilities in
a confined space with shared seating allows conversation with strangers to
take place.

Street

The interface with the street is one of the fundamental key spaces in which
social interaction occurs. The level of success or failure will be determined
there; all other elements can be added.
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Street corners that are busy are home to brisk activity, especially when a
front-row position is possible. Through windows and signage, shops that offer
retail opportunities add another level of attraction.
The level of enjoyment is essential, indicating that secondary activities (rather
than the primary objective to shop) add much more to the monetary value of
an area that is stimulating to the senses.
Simulation of impulses, which derive from natural open spaces such as parks,
offer an invaluable ambiguity to movement.
Sightlines are relevant, as spaces that do not offer this quality tend to lack
people. Places should not be sunken into the ground, as people do not like to
be looked at from above.
Finally, places of the highest quality feature performance artists that enable
the creation of an audience.
Table 3.3:: Qualities of spaces that support social interactions in public plazas (Source: author’s illustration
based on Whyte (1980) p. 16-60).

One of Whyte’s criteria refers directly to the space typology of the street while
focusing on public plazas. Unlike the other frameworks, the strengths of Whyte’s
criteria are that they connect the environmental conditions with the human
experience in small-scale environments. Furthermore, also unlike the other
frameworks, he identifies food as an important criterion and links public plazas as
a typology of public space with the street.
A configured mix of all three frameworks might overcome some of the limitations
of each and enable the choice of a set of selection criteria that are conducive to
space qualities while allowing for rich human behaviours in pedestrianised public
spaces to occur.
Accordingly, based on the three frameworks, an assessment criteria framework
has been created that is conducive to studying social life in public space, regardless
of whether the space is a street or public place. Figure 3.5 summarises all three
main frameworks along with the seven criteria that will be utilised to select and
assess the sites in the case study. The principal criterion to consider for an area is
that it must prioritise pedestrians; subsequently, the test of the four-minute walk
method
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defines a radius to put play into operation. Walking the distance of four minutes
will allow the researcher to verify and address the seven criteria identified for the
purpose of this thesis.
These seven criteria are as follows: public space, density, buildings, places to walk,
space impression at eye level, maintenance, and wind and sun. Furthermore, the
criterion ‘buildings’ will need to address the variety of functions, vertical
orientation of façades, well-functioning hybrid zones, appropriate signage,
flexibility in height (up to four metres) and flexibility in land use. In this framework,
‘user integration’ has been merged together with ‘places to walk’, as the focus is
on people rather than technology (e.g. vehicles). Engagement opportunities at eye
level37 will focus on public space, including sitting space, food, water, trees and the
street, and will be expressed through the criterion ‘space impressions at eye level’.

37

Adult eye level from an outsider perspective.
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Figure 3.5: Assessment criteria framework to select sites in the case study (Source: author’s illustration, based

on A. Jacobs and Appleyard (1987), M. Glaser et al. (2012), A. B. Jacobs (1995), Whyte (1980)).
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Framework “Public space”:
Jacobs (1995)
• Physical comfort
• Places to walk
• Definition
• Complementarity
• Engagement opportunities of eye level
• Good maintenance

Framework “Small Urban Spaces”:
Whyte (1980)
• Sitting space
• Sun
• Wind
• Trees
• Water
• Food
• Street

Case study assessment framework with seven criteria:
• Public space
• Density
• Buildings (Variety of functions, vertical orientation of façades, well- functioning hybrid zones, appropriate signage, flexibility in height (four metres),
flexibility in land use)
• Places to walk (user integration)
• Engagement opportunities on eye level with an focus on public space will include sitting space, food, water, trees, street
à space impression on eye level
• Maintenance
• Wind and sun

Framework “Great street”:
Appleyard and Jacobs (1987)
• Public space
• Minimum density
• Liveability
• User integration
• Buildings:
- Buildings that define space
instead of being set in space
- Many rather than fewer
buildings
Sub framework ”City at eye level”
Glaser et al. (2012)
• Variety of functions
• Vertical orientation of façades
• Well- functioning hybrid zones
• Appropriate signage
• Flexibility in height (four metres)
• Flexibility in land use

All criteria respond to social values and the objectives of urban life while being
comprehensively addressed during the deconstruction of the space.

3.8 Process: Data collection and pilot testing phase
The main elements that form the foundation of the PLAY framework have now
been addressed: the classification (coding) of play activities in space (Chapter Two)
and established methods that hold the potential to reveal information about the
space through play (Chapter Three). The following section documents the process
of data collection in the field and also provides an account of the pilot testing
phase. The data collection process is divided into three phases: the preparation
phase, the collection phase, and the analysis phase in which the coding takes place.
For each site in the case studies, a precise, detailed coding and decoding matrix of
play activities was developed and tested as part of the pilot study, which was
undertaken prior to data collection.
The preparation phase includes a brief discourse on object-subject-related theory,
as most play researchers apply the affordance theory to understand playful
interaction at a micro level. The collection and analysis phase outlines the collection
process in detail and describes the spreadsheets developed for data analysis.
During the pilot testing phase, both this process and the associated spreadsheets
were initially applied and further refined before the PLAY framework was deployed
in the field to collect a full dataset. A reflection on the lessons learned from this
process will complete this section.

Preparation phase
Prior to undertaking the fieldwork, a spreadsheet (see Appendix B) was developed
by the author and refined over the length of the fieldwork. The spreadsheet
includes all classifications of the play activities. Each spreadsheet contains a cover
sheet that records the exact time, date and place of the inquiry in space. A map of
the area is used to indicate the place and direction in which the observation
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occurred. A separate table with the title ‘Human Behaviour’ is also included; the
purpose of this table is to act as a reminder to be open to these elements
throughout the fieldwork. The data captured was sufficiently precise and is aimed
at capturing the perceived essence of people’s behaviour setting in space from an
outsider perspective (Barker & Schoggen, 1973).
The spreadsheet table outlines the perceived dynamic changes and the dominant
size of groups captured throughout the observation phase, ranging from
individuals, small groups of two or three, mid-size groups (four to five individuals),
up to the group size of six or more. The researcher highlights the objects in space
that were perceived as most playful throughout the day of inquiry. The
configuration contains information about perceived in-/out-group constellations,
age combinations on site, and compositional changes. The category of ‘social
contagion’ reflects the essence of the spreading of play activity on the day. Most
intriguing and rich for the decoding phase is the last page of the spreadsheet,
where the researcher is requested to fill in remarks in relation to situations
connected to ‘subject-object’, ‘time-space’ and ‘subject-subject’ space-based
perceived play activities.
When studying the connection between subject and object through play, it is
noteworthy that most researchers tend to work with the affordance theory
originally developed by Gibson (1979), which is often used in a play context
(Fjørtoft, 2001; Hart, 1979; B. Shirtcliff, 2017). Gibson simply described the theory
as follows: the “affordances of the environment are what it offers the animal, what
it provides or furnishes, either for good or ill” (Gibson, 1979, p. 127). Here, the term
‘animal’ also includes humans and describes the relation between object and
subject. Gibson further notes that the environmental affordance cannot be reduced
to either an object or subject, as it links them and cuts across them both. Heft
(1989) further indicates that this theory originates from environmental properties
and considers a degree of relativity between the animal and its environment.
Furthermore, Chemero (2003) suggests that the relationship between object and
subject should include body scale and the subject’s ability to effectively engage
with the object; according to Chemero, environmental affordances “are relations
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between particular aspects of animals and particular aspects of situations”
(Chemero, 2003, p. 184). However, since affordances can only be perceived if there
is an animal or human present, Chemero (2003) goes on to suggest that affordances
give meaning to relationships, which correspond with the ability to perceive them.
In the context of this thesis, the ‘subject-object’ and ‘subject-subject’ relationships
that are studied as part of the decoding and coding or play activities are viewed
from an outsider perspective. Affordances, no matter whether object- or subjectrelated, are helpful in the research approach in order to prepare oneself for the
study of environments on a micro level, as it is known that these objects can matter
to an encounter. Overall, the preparation phase is important as it reveals the ‘thick’
data (which refers to a high amount of quantitative data) and ‘rich’ data (which is
quality data) on objects in space that hold the potential for play (Fusch & Ness,
2015). Considered together, these types of data can generate meaning, as they
receive a shared perception in space by people who engage with them. The
researcher can use these spaces as a starting point for behaviour or activity
mapping within the settings to capture the play activities.

Collection phase
During the data collection phase, information was captured about the gender and
age of people who displayed play activities. Gender is important, as evidence
suggests that a high percentage of females in a space indicates a higher level of
perceived safety (Elvik & Bjørnskau, 2005; Garrard, 2003). Short descriptions of
‘typical’ play activities in space were useful to deconstruct the activities during the
analysis phase. Furthermore, the timing of each noteworthy play activity in the
space was documented. The environmental conditions and related changes in
terms of weather, noise and smell were recorded and will be discussed in the
context of data collection under the final PLAY framework later in this chapter.
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Analysis phase
In order to appropriately code and decode the play activities observed on each day,
the research findings were summarised in the spreadsheet at the end of each field
inquiry. This forms part of the reflective process in that it allows for data capture
while the information is still ‘fresh’, in the sense that the data has not been
impacted by play activities observed on a previous day and is therefore generated
through the memories of the researcher’s lived experience. Depending on the
intensity of data collected, this can take up to three or four continuous hours,
which is time-consuming but necessary to gain a representative sample.
The information captured from the personal remarks in combination with the play
activities and behaviour settings quickly became the most useful element of the
coding and decoding process. Based on the research conducted by Whyte (1980) as
well as Barker and Schoggen (1973) on behaviour setting38, a separate table for
coding was generated. This was applied to a selection of play activities that
displayed a high level of richness and diversity in space. The locations in which
these activities took place were marked on printed maps. Each table included
criteria and associated qualitative descriptions of each play activity. Table 3.4
showcases one of these tables, where the researcher was required to fill in play
activity details, iterations on space/behaviour setting, the time of the play activity,
microclimate conditions (including wind/sun/trees/water), the objects, props or
features in the space related to the activity, the degree of self-congestion/selfcontagion/triangulation, and the implications for food and other economics of
space.

38

When researching the qualities of community life, Barker and Schoggen (1973) established the term ‘behaviour setting’,
which refers to the empirical information associated with a space as a result of types of behaviours; these can include a
person’s play displayed within the boundaries of a space. The personal behaviour is a result of an ongoing pattern of forces,
including their direction and strength, and personal properties, including the person’s disposition, intentions and skill, which
can lead to separation from the setting as long as the person behaves according to the resulting pattern of forces established
in space. Accordingly, when referring to the circumstances of play in the context of physical conditions, the term ‘behaviour
setting’ shall be applied in this thesis.
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Criteria

Description

Play activity in Potsdam

Vertigo: Girl runs around and catches bubbles, starting from the Brandenburger
Strasse, towards the square and around the bubble creator.

Space / behaviour setting

The activity took place in a vehicle-free space, with many pedestrians around. In

**

order to unfold, the activity required sufficient space for independent mobility and
stable weather conditions. Spectators witnessed the activity from coffee shops and
benches and were standing at the fringe of the square. The space was empty, but a
change in pavement (the mosaic) became the set-up point for the bubble creator.
He chose to set up in the direction of the pedestrian zone. The Brandenburger gate
provides an eye-pleasing setting for the activity.

Time

16th May 2017 3.04 pm – 3.06 pm / 2 minutes

Microclimate*

Given that the weather conditions were overcast, overshadowing was not relevant

(wind/sun/trees/water)

to the activity.

Objects/props/features*

Except the mosaic and the gate, material was required to create the bubbles. The
bubble creator temporarily consumed space in order to enable a temporary
production of space for the target group as well as the spectators.

Self-congestion
Social contagious/
triangulation*

The dynamic interaction of actors created a temporary space where social
cohesiveness could occur.
The activity enabled passive and active activities: passive spectators from the
outside dining areas, sitting on benches and standing around the fringe area, took
part through smiling, joking, stopping and watching while eating ice-cream. The
most active actors were children, however occasionally adults participated too.

Food and other economic

Gold coin donation-based activities by parents, to enable joyful activities for their

implication (retail)*

children.

Table 3.4: Exemplary play activity in space coding table *criteria based on Whyte (1980), The Social life of Small
Urban Spaces. ** criteria based on Barker (1973), Qualities of Community Life. (Source: author’s illustration)

One essential component of decoding these tables is the use of keyword searches,
which can highlight particular relevant play activity characteristics and provide
information about the space they produce. Qualitative iterations on play activities
in space assist in answering the research questions and help to contextualise
possibilities for play and space dynamics within urban design analysis.
Now that an overview of the data collection process has been provided, the next
task to be addressed is the pilot and data testing component of the process itself.
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3.9 Data collection with the PLAY framework
With the tested and completed PLAY framework available, this section addresses
the full data collection process, including details regarding the means of data
collection in relation to the externally generated public life study dataset from the
Canberra Backyard Experiment, the environmental conditions and ethics
implications. Prior to explaining details about the means of data collection, three
key learnings from Goffman (1989), who also carried out substantial direct
observation, have been taken into consideration to ensure a high-quality dataset.
First, regarding the data collection process, Goffman highlights that a researcher
who seeks to work through direct participant observation needs to be aware that
the activity will be mentally demanding. In this case, ‘demanding’ refers to the level
of concentration required over the period of time in which data is being collected
(Goffman, 1989). In the case of this thesis, concentration was required for up to ten
hours at a time. Second, during this phase, the researcher directly penetrates a
physical and ecological circle where people respond to their social situation
(Goffman, 1989). With this research design, one forces himself or herself into a
situation in which the researcher functions as a type of ‘witness’. By taking on the
witness role, one can see how people react in relation to what happens around
them and with them. Third, Goffman stresses that on the first day of fieldwork, the
researcher will see more than they will ever see again (Goffman, 1989). Data gets
more focused with time; unfortunately, the things one sees on the first day will
never appear again.
Based on Goffman’s three suggestions, a process has been created that kept the
amount of data within a workable scope. Figure 3.6 illustrates the approach to data
collection at all case study sites. In order to answer the research questions, early
testing at all sites was supported by comparison, reflection and revisions; this led to
the deployment of the PLAY framework in Canberra. The data collected in Canberra
was then compared with the findings derived from the external dataset (Backyard
Experiment) in Canberra. The PLAY framework was deployed in Potsdam to validate
the process and findings developed in Canberra. Finally, the results were discussed
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PLAY-framework data on Subunit:
Am Brandenburger Tor/
Brandenburger Strasse
Public space (pedestrian zone,
place and shared space)

Case study sites (in
Potsdam, Germany)

Results, critique and new theory
(optional)

Conclusion

PLAY-framework data on site in
Canberra:
Garema Place / Bunda Street
Public space (pedestrian zone,
place and shared space)

Validation

Comparison
of results

Case study site
(in Canberra, Australia)

Early pilot test
of the
framework in
both units

PLAY framework: Method design on
play with a multiple case study
approach

Research questions

Established public life dataset
(backyard experiment) in
Canberra:
Garema Place
Public space (place)

Comparison and
refinement

in light of the set of research questions, the process and the lateral findings that

originated from the data, which could be used to contribute to the emergence of a

new idea or theory.

Figure 3.6: Case study design approach for the concept of play in cities (Source: author’s illustration, adapted

from Yin, 2009)
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Dataset background information
The data collection process is designed to comply with the following rules
developed by Kleining and Witt (2000):
•

The researcher should be open to new concepts and change his/her
preconceptions if they are not supported by the data;

•

The focus of research is preliminary and may change during the research
process;

•

Data should be collected under the paradigm of maximum structural
variation of perspectives.

To answer the research questions, a range of different existing research methods
aimed at capturing data about play activities in public spaces have been discussed
earlier in this chapter. These research methods for the PLAY framework include
direct observation, time-lapse photography, photography, the urban diary method
and behaviour mapping. All of these can be applied within a multiple case study39
framework (Yin, 2009), as they will help to answer the research questions ‘What is
play in the context of public space?’ and ‘How can play be made observable in
public space?’.
In order to gain a representative sample size of the different play activities in space
that form part of the everyday life in the public places of interest, data for each
case study was collected for up to one full working week. In addition to the pilot
phase dataset, a total of three datasets were necessary to answer the overarching
set of research questions. The datasets for the site in Canberra derived from two
main sources. The first dataset, set A, was adopted from the external source
referred to as the ‘Backyard Experiment’ (Street Furniture Australia, 2017). The
data from the Canberra Backyard Experiment is based on a mix of established
research methods and one newer method (empathy interviews) and aimed to
analyse a public space; this links well to the research questions of the thesis and the
extent of knowledge produced through established methods. The location of the

39

The rationale and the selection criteria for the case study sites will be explained in more detail in Chapters Four and Five.
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Canberra Backyard Experiment is the same as the selected case study site in
Canberra.
The second dataset, set B, originates from the fieldwork and was collected by the
researcher as part of the deployment of the PLAY framework in Canberra, Australia.
The third dataset, set C, also originates from the fieldwork and was collected by the
researcher for the case study sites in Potsdam, Germany. This dataset only focused
on the deployment of the PLAY framework at the Brandenburger Tor and on two
sites on the Brandenburger Strasse. Information relating to the environmental
condition of dataset A is not available; however, for datasets B and C, this
information will be provided in the following section40.
It should be noted that, for the direct observations, the researcher set up the
technical equipment (see Appendix D) at strategic locations, including paths on
streets, edges and nodes where pedestrian zones and shared spaces meet. The
ethics section will address potential effects of attention related to the technical
equipment.

External case study data collection time: Set A
The data for the Canberra Backyard Experiment was collected over four days before
a place-making intervention and eight days during the place-making intervention.
For the purposes of this research, only the data from the first four days are of
interest, as the established methods reveal something about the space in an
everyday life context rather than being related to the intervention. The Street
Furniture Australia team collected this data over the period ranging from Thursday
13th October 2016 to Saturday 16th October 2016 (Street Furniture Australia, 2017,
p. 17). The visitors to the area were manually counted in one-hour blocks; the
quantity of people in the space was measured using a time-lapse camera
overlooking a section of Garema Place from a bird’s-eye perspective out of the
Garema Centre.

40

All three datasets cover the designated areas that met the selection criteria; these are highlighted in the upcoming chapters
when the Canberra and Potsdam units are introduced.
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Internal case study data collection time: Sets B and C
As the relevant research questions relate to direct observation, a shorter rather
than longer period of time was perceived to be sufficient for testing the framework.
The fieldwork was carried out in Canberra between the 27 th March and 8th April
2017 (set B) and in Potsdam between the 15th and 27th of May 2017 using the PLAY
framework (set C).
Carmona (2014) suggests distinctive timeframes for urban design research in public
spaces. These include early morning rush hours (between 7.30 – 9.30 am), mother
and toddler mornings (from 9.30 – 12.00 noon), lunchtime (between 12.00 – 2.00
pm), peaceful afternoons (with a range from 2.00 pm – 3.30 pm), ‘school's out’
(3.30 pm –5.50 pm), the post-work wind-down (between 5.30 pm – 7.30 pm), and
night life (from 7.30 pm – 11.00 pm).
The research study by Rowe and Lynch (2012) specifically explored and addressed
night-time leisure activities, with an emphasis on the changing dynamics of patterns
during the shift between work and play, in their case study of the city of Sydney,
Australia. Their study found that the shift towards more play enabled the
emergence of a night-time economy with a distinct culture. However, in order to
narrow the scope, this study is concerned only with day-time activities; accordingly,
data collection concluded no later than 7 pm, when the data storage units were full.
The data of play activities in space were recorded as video and documented in the
diary. After completion of the play activity matrix, all activities were categorised
and captured in a comprehensive spreadsheet, allowing the researcher to
specifically track individual play activities to within five minutes of their occurrence.
Carmona’s categorisation is instrumental to contextualising these timeframes
during the analysis and discussion presented in Chapters Five and Six of the present
thesis. However, it should be noted that not only the timing but also the
environmental conditions can be influencing factors when studying the social and
public life of public spaces.
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Environmental conditions
The environmental conditions outside are directly influenced by weather and
seasons. These conditions can favour activities at certain times during the day. For
example, research suggests that activity on streets in Copenhagen was high when
temperatures reached around 20 degrees Celsius (Gehl, 2013). Furthermore, in
order to be able to create datasets that are comparable between spaces in
different cities, conditions had to be conducive to outdoor activities in order to
allow for a wide variety of play activities. Table 3.5 presents the conditions in
Canberra and Potsdam at a glance. Throughout the fieldwork, both cities
experienced little wind and a noise level that ranged between 58-78 db, with many
shady and sunny spots. Sufficient data was collected on Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday for patterns in everyday life to emerge in the data, making it
unnecessary to collect data on Thursdays in both cities.

In brief, the datasets for the site in Canberra were derived from two main sources.
The first dataset, set A, was adopted from an external source, the ‘Backyard
Experiment’ by Street Furniture Australia (Street Furniture Australia, 2017). The
objective of the Canberra backyard experiment was to:
•

Study the social life of Garema Place in Canberra; and

•

Attract more people to Garema Place.

The second point was achieved through a pop-up place-making intervention by
making the space warmer, softer and more family-friendly. This was done on a
limited budget and over a short timeframe. Key lessons were extracted for future
design outcomes. The data from the Canberra backyard experiment was based on a
mix of established research methods and one newer method (empathy interviews)
to enable analysis of a public space, which links well to the research questions of
the thesis and the extent of knowledge produced through established methods.
The location of the Canberra Backyard Experiment is the same as one of the
selected case study sites.
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Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Canberra

27th March

28th March

5th April

n/a

31st

8th April

n/a

Date

2017

2017

2017

March

2017

2017
Weather

Partly

Mostly

Partly

conditions

cloudy

cloudy

cloudy

29 C max

27 C max

20 C max

15th May

16th May

17th May

2017

2017

2017

Potsdam
Date

n/a

Sunny
21 C max

Partly

n/a

cloudy
22 C max

n/a

12th May

27th May

21st May

2017 &

2017

2017

Sunny

Sunny

27 C max

21 C max

19th May
2017
Weather

Partly

Mostly

condition

cloudy

cloudy

21 C max

18 C max

Partly cloudy
25 C max

n/a

Partly
cloudy
22 C max
&
Sunny
28 C
max

Table 3.5: Weather conditions in Canberra and Potsdam at a glance (Source: author’s illustration)

If one was only seeking to study environmental conditions in isolation from human
activities in space, obtaining ethics approval would be comparatively easy.
However, undertaking research related to public life in a contemporary context
requires careful consideration of the potential impact and implications of the
research on the people that use these spaces in their everyday lives.

Ethics
The Ethics Committee of the University of Canberra granted approval for this
research on 20 July 2016 under the number 16-142. The approval is valid until 19
July 2019 (Appendix C).
Children are not specifically targeted, nor will they be engaged. Images showing
clear faces have been blurred. The researcher’s familiarity with the local cultures is
adequate, based dual citizenship and personal history in both cultures associated
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with work and lived experience in the selected countries. Cultural sensitivities will
be raised and addressed with partner institutions prior to the fieldwork.
The level of study envisaged does not reach into dedicated playgrounds or sports
fields, as observation took place in public spaces (street environments) only. To
ensure the best outcomes for this research, the opportunity to be accompanied
was welcomed whenever possible throughout the fieldwork. Furthermore, in order
to mitigate risk, the research activity remained at all times in the public realm and
in spaces with high visitor frequency. The equipment used during the fieldwork is
listed in Appendix D and did only draw attention on a few instances, when
participants approached the researcher inquiring about the nature of investigation.
However, it altered the physical setting and natural behaviour surprisingly little.
Signs and information flyer were part of the equipment set up to avoid and mitigate
ethical conflicts.

Signs
Posters in the respective languages indicated that a research investigation was in
progress and were publicly displayed (Appendix E). These signs only highlighted
that an observational research project was in process, but purposefully did not
explain the type of behaviour being observed, as this may have generated a bias
towards or against playful behaviour in the people observed.

Information flyers
Information flyers in the respective languages were available at all times during the
observation, so that interested people could obtain further details about the
research project (see Appendix F).

Consent form
A short consent form could have been handed out to the approached individuals or
groups to collect information about the history of the space and associated
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memories in people’s minds. This form would have been made available to the
participants as well as ‘experts’, local residents and people displaying play
behaviour, who were interviewed in their respective languages during the pilot
phase. However, this method was not further explored due to the sheer amount of
‘rich’ and ‘thick’ data accumulated at the time of field research through other
research methods (Appendix G).

Level of engagement
The interviewee remained anonymous at all times, unless expressly stated
otherwise. After or during each interview, the researcher ensured that the
interviewee had an opportunity to choose his or her level of participation in the
research project. These choices included whether to be formally named in the
study and whether to receive a copy of the outcomes.

Data corroboration and integrity
An integrated part of the methodology is the corroboration of procedures, with
tests of the validity and the reliability of the associated findings wherever possible.
This can be a difficult task when dealing with perceptions of human behaviour
during direct observation of people’s everyday life in public spaces. As Gehl et al.
(2013) suggest, conclusive patterns can emerge after 30 minutes of direct
observation. Unlike Gehl’s work, however, this research aimed to capture as much
accurate and representational data as possible over a period of one week. Patterns
emerged quickly while observing behaviour during the week, making comparisons
of space dynamics during weekdays and weekends much richer.

3.10 Summary
This chapter introduced five essential components of the thesis. The first
component addressed the qualitative research strategy and methodology using a
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partly inductive/abductive research approach with multiple case studies. Research
questions two (‘How can play be made observable in public space?’) and three
(‘What can play as a spatial practice reveal about public space?’) set the tone of the
content for the rest of the chapter. The methodology outlined the four-stage
approach designed to help answer these questions. After discussing established
methods utilised to study public space in cities in relation to play, comparing these
with the methods used in the Canberra Backyard Experiment, and discussing them
in light of their potential for inclusion in the PLAY framework, a conceptual tool
(triad of space) was introduced to enable a more holistic understanding of a public
space. The PLAY framework is a combination of capturing data through mapping,
exploration and the observation of play activities in a public space. The pilot testing
phase helped to further refine and remove the interview methods as part of the
approach which was applied in all case study sites in Canberra and Potsdam.
Furthermore, providing details about data collection and the ethical implications for
observational research in public space is necessary, not only to thoroughly
document the empirical process, but also to share the lessons learned from
undertaking such a process. These somewhat theoretical accounts of the research
approach and process constitute the foundation for the subsequent, more practical
part of the thesis. The following chapter will introduce the case study sites in
Canberra, present the findings on public space dynamics through play. and compare
the findings (collected through the PLAY framework) to the outcomes of the
established method (the Canberra Backyard Experiment).
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CHAPTER 4: Findings from PLAY
framework pilot testing
4.1 Introduction
This rather concise chapter focuses on the development process of the PLAY
framework within the case study sites. The chapter includes the lessons learned
from, the pilot testing process that was conducted prior to the collection of the
complete dataset for analysis. It complements chapter three and provides
additional depth to to the creation of the PLAY framework.

4.2 Pilot testing phase
Established methods of capturing data about public spaces have so far only been
able to partly address the nature and essence of the space in a concise manner (T.
Hall, 2003). Accordingly, in order to build a framework that captures the essence of
a space more holistically, the proposed framework was subjected to careful testing.
The established methods were combined and mixed in a way that could effectively
uncover dynamics in space through play: as a single overall type of activity that
reveals the potential of public spaces (Stevens, 2007). This approach can not only
advance the understanding of a public space, but also allows a researcher to
understand the shared reality of a place. Hence, it is necessary to carry out careful
piloting of different methods in a location, as well as to scope out limitations and
eliminate potential issues that could potentially corrupt the process of translating
theory into practice (or practice into theory).
A remark on the process of testing this conceptual approach to play activities in
practice: Field testing in the pilot study revealed the need for minor revisions and
resulted in some terms being consolidated or deleted to make them easier to
interpret within each category. For example, ‘losing weight’ is very open to
interpretation. Ultimately, in the context of this analysis, it translates to
jumping/twisting and jogging/running. Another example is that terms under the
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category vertigo are now listed as follows: bike racing when alone, bicycling,
jumping/twisting, skateboarding, riding a scooter, jogging/running, dancing, and
walking with aid. This process was continuously repeated with the categories of
simulation, chance and competition43. Furthermore, the pilot study also highlighted
that multiple play activities can occur at the same time, or within the same activity.
This complexity of variation or disorder in space creates a rich insight into people’s
different play activities. This has also been previously observed when unexpected
juxtapositions emerged during the process of categorising play activities (Stevens,
2007). Depending on the perception and interpretation skills of the observer with
an outsider perspective, this might translate into a natural bias for one activity over
another, as one might be simply be easier to determine than another. In order to
reduce this risk, it is recommended to capture activities on video to create the
possibility of external validation.

4.3 Locations of the pilot sites for data collection testing
The pilot sites in both case studies were selected on the basis of having similar
urban morphologies. These sites are pedestrian-dominated and allow for the
collection of rich and thick data due to the higher user density. Figures 4.1
(Canberra) and 4.2 (Potsdam) highlight the areas selected for pilot testing, which
were classified by the researcher as suitable for comparison based on the selection
criteria outlined at the previous section. Both pilot phases took place in Potsdam’s
city centre (pedestrian zone, square and around shared spaces) and in Canberra’s
city centre around Garema Place (square in the pedestrian zone and on Bunda
street as a shared space).
The preliminary site inspection as part of the pilot revealed and verified the area’s
suitability for research based on the local conditions at the time of study. The
selection of social life hotspots and vantage points are based on the four-minute
walk method (Bosselmann, 1998), which requires a walk through a section that is
easily accessible. Both locations were tested for data collection, and the position of
43

The criteria list shown in table 3.4 was used during the fieldwork and can be separately viewed in Appendix B of this thesis.
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the researcher in the field was reassessed to ensure the best possible conditions for
observation from several vantage points.
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Date: 26th April 2017
Place: Canberra, Australia

Figure 4.1: Canberra city centre and urban morphology (Source: author’s illustration, based on OpenStreetMap
by CARTO)
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Place: Canberra, Australia

Figure 4.2: Potsdam city centre and urban morphology (Source: author’s illustration, based on OpenStreetMap
by CARTO)
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A remark on the data collected during this phase: the dataset collected during the
two pilot phases was not used for the final thesis, but was useful to test the
equipment and the data collection process, as well as to facilitate reflection on the
effectiveness of the method mix at revealing information. Critical reflection is
helpful for refining the PLAY framework in order to eliminate potential issues.
Therefore, some of the lessons learned from the pilot testing phase shall be shared
below.

4.4 Lessons learned from testing
During the pilot testing phase, accessible public spaces for everyday life were
targeted. Different established methods were tested to capture play activities from
different vantage points. This testing took place in a way that was structured and
carefully designed. Figure 4.3 highlights the process applied to identify and test the
different established methods. The overview demonstrates how the methods were
subdivided into three research phases; this was necessary to properly stage the
testing process and avoid technical and practical issues, such as leaving the
equipment unattended while testing interviews. During the first phase, the
researcher focused on the built environment (objects) by testing methods of
photography, drawings and mapping the built form, urban landscapes, and props
and artefacts in space. The second phase focused on play activities in space;
accordingly, video recordings, urban diaries (notes), photography and time-lapse
photography were tested. The third phase tested semi-structured interviews with
the aid of recording devices.
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Figure 4.3: Pilot testing process for different methods of understanding space dynamics in space through play
(Source: author’s illustration)

On a more detailed level, the first phase was carried out in Canberra. The analysis
of the built form and environmental conditions of both sites during the time of
investigation included information on the visual audit, including the weather
conditions, smells, noise level and spatial dynamics of each street. The four-minute
walk method narrowed and defined the sites of the study in both cases and allowed
for the capture of distinct smells during different times of the day. In both cities,
activities before 7 am were minimal. Sound levels went up slightly during peak
hours (lunch time) but remained mostly consistent. When conditions were overcast
or rainy, most participants appeared to ‘rush through space’ rather than engage in
activities supportive of the enjoyment of a place. A spatial deconstruction44 of
situations (mapping method) where opportunistic play activities occurred was
found to be helpful to an understanding of the relationship between the conceived
qualities of a space and the perceivable ‘reality’ that held the potential for play.
The testing of the photo documentation was used to capture physical props
(objects) that could be used for play, along with traces of play (including graffiti,
skate marks on concrete or stickers on walls), with the initial idea of using these
44

Spatial deconstruction shall be referred to as the process of unpacking and describing the physical features, context and
environmental conditions at the time of the occurrence of play.
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areas as a starting point for observation. However, this approach proved to be
somewhat unhelpful, as most possibilities for play activities in space occurred
throughout the entire space.
During phase two, the diary method was tested by the researcher at both case
study sites (Canberra and Potsdam). Data about the timing, type and description of
play activities, including data about the social contagiousness and dynamics in
space, were collected. Collecting these types of information was found to be helpful
when categorising all the experiences in the Excel spreadsheet matrix at the end of
each day. The checklist was continuously refined through this process. (The
outcome can be found in Appendix B45 of this thesis.) Furthermore, different types
of play activities were quantified and then entered into a spreadsheet matrix,
resulting in large tables that were almost as complex as the concept of play itself.
The initial usefulness of those tables can be called into question to some extent, as
they only indicated what the most common types of play activities were and when
they occurred; perhaps new or additional research questions would be needed if
the quantitative aspects of space dynamics through play were to be subject to
further research. Concurrent to the diary method, the researcher trialled the video
method as well as time-lapse photography. Both methods require a positioning of
the camera in vantage points that do not disrupt the pedestrian flow or interfere
with people’s ‘natural behaviour’46.
During the test of phase three (semi-structured interviews), information about
personal experiences was collected by the researcher. However, this method will
likely remain an optional method in future47, as it was challenging to put into
operation. For example, if the researcher approached people that were playing in

45

A point worthy of note here is that some of the categories never or hardly occurred, while others occurred so often that the
space allocation in the matrix was insufficient. For the final version, the researcher had the opportunity to delete the types of
play that did not occur often enough. However, the categories were retained, as other cultures may engage in different
manifestations of play in space. Furthermore, the last page, on which subject-to-subject and subject-object experiences could
be described in detail, enabled rich data to be captured.
46
The camera should be positioned in such a way that it does not work against the sun and also meets the criteria to frame
the public space in line with the built form. One advantage is that the researcher can concentrate on the diary while the video
is running. The drawings of objects in space and small maps made during the observation phase will include information of
different traces and play props to support these images. The spatial deconstruction, as well as the analysis of the urban
morphology, is to be carried out using a systematic approach.
47 When a researcher chooses to engage with the users of a place, one must be careful, as their chosen language can be
interpreted in a misleading fashion. Interviews can capture a new dimension and provide additional information about a
given project. In addition to this concern, and due to the rich amount of data collected through direct observation,
deconstruction of space and place history, this component will be classified as optional.
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public space, the flow was disrupted, and participants would not necessarily
consciously associate the activity with play; therefore, the data would not be as
representative. B. Spencer (2013) did mention this as a possibility and questioned
the usefulness of this method for data collection. If a study chooses to investigate
the human experience in space rather than the space produced through an activity,
this might be a more appropriate method, and focus groups or interviews with
images of people playing might be a good alternative. Transcription, coding and
decoding of the interviews is also time-consuming, which is a considerable
disadvantage. During the second round of testing in Potsdam, the researcher also
amended the semi-structured interview method and shortened the questions so as
to gain thick data about the space through the lived experience of the interviewed
person. The approach of directly engaging with people that were playing (joining
the activity) was avoided; instead, random people on the street were approached.
Overall, Potsdam has a significantly higher number of tourists passing through the
space than Canberra, with many of them unable to recollect experience of the place
from their past memories as they were new to the area. The semi-structured
interviews can thus only be of limited use but can provide additional insights into
the lived space while offering more value within phenomenological research to
validate experiential relationships to objects in space, or to events that create a
special meaning for a subject or a group of subjects. Due to impracticalities
interviews became simply unfeasible and have not been taken into consideration as
part the final PLAY framework. A range of research studies are available that
examine experiences of particular types of play in space. Therefore, this thesis does
not explore the lived experience, beyond the observer experience in space.
However, this option was tested in the development phase.
In conclusion, it is advisable to remain as an outsider when studying the space
dynamics in the context of this thesis. Alternatively, the PLAY framework could be
further developed by using photos collected in the respective sites in space as a
conversation starter, or by exploring open-source social media data pertaining to
representational objects in space associated with play activities. Based on the
experience of testing in the field, the process was revisited in order to resolve some
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of the challenges that emerged. The next chapter will further add to the illustration
of the final data collection process with the PLAY framework in comparison to the
Canberra Backyard Experiment dataset (externally sourced).
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Chapter 5: Case study – Canberra
The researcher chooses to take advantage of his lived experience in relation to the
scope and purpose of two cities: namely, Potsdam, Germany and Canberra,
Australia. His qualified understanding of the cultural codes creates a natural
advantage for the verification of the PLAY framework. Consequently, the case study
sites are situated in both cities and will be introduced and analysed in Chapter 4
and Chapter 5. In addition to the site analysis through application of the PLAY
framework, there will be a comparison with the #Backyard Experiment study
findings in order to create ground for discussion on the research questions,
whether the PLAY framework does real reveal different information about space
patterns, dynamics and qualities people produce.

5.1 Context
The following section provides an overview of the socio-spatial facts at a city-wide
level in both case study sites. Canberra functions as the core case study site used to
test the PLAY framework, while Potsdam functions as a validation case study to
verify or rectify some of the findings in the Canberra case study. Potsdam will be
subject to more detailed interrogation in Chapter Five.
The city of Canberra is located 300 km inland, southeast of Australia’s eastern
seaboard at the foothills of the Brindabella National Park, which marks the
beginning of the Australian Alps (figure 5.1). Canberra is the national capital of
Australia, with its own territory, and is a planned city originally designed by Mario
Mahony and Walter Burley Griffin in 1911-13.
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Figure 5.1: Geolocation of the city of Canberra, Australia (Source: Google, 2017-not to scale)
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Figure 5.2: Canberra City Centre site (Source: author’s illustration, based on CartoDB)

Figure 5.2 shows two sites: Site A is located in Garema Place and forms part of City
Walk, while Site B is located on Bunda Street at the corner of Scotts Crossing and
Garema Place (laneway access).
Site A is genuinely free of vehicles unless a commercial entity or some temporary
event requires access for delivery. The area serves as a pedestrian zone. Most
shops have back access for delivery vehicles. The pedestrian area is highlighted in
yellow. Site B is classified as a shared way (shared space) with a vehicle speed limit
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of 20 km/h, where pedestrians have priority over vehicles. This section includes
direct access to the major shopping centre, known as Canberra Centre, and has two
additional entrances in Scotts Crossing as part of the wide under-path connecting
the two buildings on the second level. This section includes wide footpaths on both
sides of the street, supported by a raised curb that separates the footpath from the
street surface with on-road parking.

Public space
This section, which discusses the public space, provides an overview of the present
understanding of the space and its changes over time (Lefebvre, 1991b).
Canberra has several connected, pedestrianised areas in the heart of the city
centre, also known as Civic, that were consciously built into the grid. The 1962 plan
for the city centre’s development reflected significant elements of Griffin’s plan,
which supported human scale and pedestrian movement (National Capital
Development Commission, 1970b). Each larger block was internally pedestrianised,
but the plan remained only partly implemented. The north-eastern part of the city
centre contains a connected network for the movement of people that prioritises
them over vehicles. The area was originally developed as a pedestrian mall, entitled
‘City Walk’, by the National Capital Development Commission (NCDC) in the late
1960’s and opened in 1971. The city centre development plan from 1970-1980
considered tree planting along the edges in a rectangular shape in Garema Place to
frame the space, although this was never implemented (National Capital
Development Commission, 1970a). After the first ten years in operation, Garema
Place and City Walk received renewed attention by the NCDC, which proposed a
possible restaurant in the middle of Garema Place to replace the existing public
toilet (National Capital Development Commission, 1982). In addition, a new artwork
was also considered. The conceived design intended to place a greater emphasis on
the provision of outdoor areas for the exhibition of artworks (National Capital
Development Commission, 1982). This was initially implemented with the erection
of the ‘Father & Son’ sculpture by John Dowie, which is still an integral part of
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today’s Garema Place as part of a water feature. In 1996, the ACT Planning
Authority released another key document that touched on the development
direction of Garema Place from a quantitative and qualitative perspective,
emphasising and reinforcing the role of Civic locally, regionally, nationally and
internationally (ACT Planning Authority, 1996). The qualitative perspective focused
on patterns and relationships supporting a diverse community, as well as a layering
of the history and qualities grounded in the place, starting with an acknowledgment
of the contemporary Aboriginal community. The plan highlights that ‘Garema’
means ‘camp’ and ‘Bunda’ means ‘kangaroo’ in the local Indigenous language (ACT
Planning Authority, 1996). The document included information on the intensity of
business/social activities at the street level, indicating that Garema Place had active
frontages along all building façades. Most restaurants, gourmet outlets, takeaways,
kiosks, hawkers (food) and cafes were situated on the western side of Garema
Place. The opposite side contained mostly shops, and the Garema Centre contained
mostly clubs, bars, discos, game halls and a casino, as well as additional restaurants.
The report finds that “Garema Place at the historic core, exhibits a human scale,
natural microclimate, and inclusive character that should not be overwritten, but
seen as complimentary to large scale retail and service developments.” (ACT
Planning Authority, 1996, p. 3.47). Overall, the report stresses the importance of
place and the interaction between humans and major elements: these include
public places, streetscape, street furniture, outdoor commerce, stalls, hawkers,
outdoor eating, outdoor recreation/sports/fitness, public art, performance,
pavement art, graffiti, concerts, festivals, traditions, pedestrian movement, rallies,
protests, meetings, and spontaneous activities, including play. The planning and
design documents continue to emphasis these attributes, highlighting the unique
qualities and the enjoyment of the pedestrians as the key focus (Planning and Land
Management - Urban Services, 2001).
City Walk is the largest public space network in the city centre (and Canberra more
generally) that prioritises people and is generally not accessible to motorised
vehicles. Figure 5.3 presents the blueprint of the area and highlights the public
spaces in black.
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Within this area, Garema Place is the only public place in the area and connects City
Walk with Bunda Street, a shared space48. The adjoining streets north of Bunda
Street prioritise vehicle movement with a speed limit of 40 km/h.
The public space network consists of two space typologies, including the street in
form of a shared space (zone) and a pedestrian zone that is a converted street as
well as a public place. The shared space is curved, which does not enable any vistas
or view connections. One of the largest spaces is Garema Place, which is associated
with the public place, and its adjoining access street is pedestrian-friendly. This
space does not create or enhance any noteworthy vistas. The only prominent view
connection from the place is the government office on the southern side of Garema
Place. The space in front of the building is curved, which is consistent with this part
of the circular grid of the Canberra city centre (Civic) area.

Figure 5.3: Public space blueprint of Canberra’s city centre (Source: author’s illustration, based on ACTMAPi)

48

This street typology is based on the conceptual thinking of Hans Monderman, who stated that human behaviour in a traffic
situation can be more affected by the design of the built form than traditional traffic control specifications (Carmona, Tiesdell,
Heath, & Oc, 2010, p. 108). This context-driven design intervention prioritises people over vehicles and should theoretically
hold the potential for play. In shared street spaces, users will be accommodated on a single type of surface, followed by a
replacement of conventional signage, the removal of kerbs, line markings, and the separation of vehicles, cyclists and
pedestrians. Users need to negotiate a safe speed and course of action through the space. Shared streets have proven
effective in residential neighbourhoods and in high-traffic streets. Recent examples from the Netherlands and France have
proven that streets with up to 20,000 vehicles a day can be successfully converted. The concept has been demonstrated to
work based on the first trials, referred to as woonerven and home zones, which have been refined in recent years.
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Density
Overall, the population density of Canberra in 2012/13 was 450 per km2; this is
higher than all other Australian capital cities, which have an average of 380 people
per km2 (ACT-Government, 2011). It is noteworthy that in the Canberra or
Australian context, density is not very clearly defined and commonly only refers to
the dwelling yields of a residential population (Griffiths, 2009). The city centre,
referred to as ‘Civic’ in the statistics, experienced a significant growth in residential
density between 2005 and 2015. While the city centre was dominated by
commercial land use until recently, the residential density was low compared with
other parts of Canberra. This number increased to 2553.8 people per km2 in 2015
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2016), although the site does not have any
residential dwellings contributing to this figure. In relation to density in the built
forms, the conceived representation of space in Canberra captured by Google
showcases the three-dimensional understanding of Garema Place from a birds-eye
perspective. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the area from two different angles, providing
an additional perspective of the place.

N

Figure 5.4: Google 3D shot of Garema Place from the Australian Government Tax Department (Source: Google,
2017)
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N

Figure 5.5: Google 3D shot of Garema Place and Bunda Street from the Canberra Centre (Source:Google, 2017)

Buildings
The site offers a range of different building types that define the space as well as
being set in space. Overall, it appears that Garema Place is a space in transition. In
parts of the space, such as the area around the northern laneway of Garema Place,
buildings enhance the human-scale experience, while others add less to the
experience. However, the buildings do define the space to a degree. There is
consistency in the height of the older buildings (mostly all two- to four-storey
buildings) and a fine-grained mixture of different façades exists. Figure 5.6 presents
a 360-degree image of the façades in Garema Place.
The government office building, which has blue windows and a monotone white
façade over its entire front, does not create an environment that invites people to
actively engage. Here, there is no sense of mystery and level of intrigue prompting
people to explore small items that please the eye. Due to the presence of functional
solitary buildings, such as the tax office or the government office, the harmony of
the small-scale detailed façades is disrupted. Due to its position on the opposite
side of Garema Place where City Walk crosses, its impact is reduced. There is
another four-storey building on the corner of Garema Place and City Walk. This
façade is round, similar to the office building, but much smaller in scale. Due to its
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position behind a large tree and an oversized screen, the building remains hidden
from the eye.

Figure 5.6: 360-degree image of Garema Place and façades (Source: author’s illustration)

Flexibility in height and land use
On a perceived level, the building typology in the area ranges from many buildings
to fewer buildings, especially in the shopping mall that includes the Canberra
Centre and the Garema Centre. When exploring the area on foot, it appears that
most buildings in the vicinity are not as high as they are in other parts of the city
centre area. The buildings attract a wide range of users and offer commercial goods
and services. The building height varies and differs from the buildings across the
street towards Garema Place. The Garema Centre has only two levels and defines
the space towards Garema Place. The space in front of the Garema Centre towards
the Canberra Centre on Bunda Street has a different character and feel than all
other spaces around Garema Place. With the exception of the government office
(marked 3 on the map), the buildings that surround Garema Place containing site A
are larger in numbers and denser and richer in space in terms of their composition.
Most spaces around Garema Place are two-storey buildings that contain a variety of
small businesses, including bars and cafés.
Figure 5.7 shows the current building types surrounding the site. The Canberra
Centre is a dominant feature in the area where site B is located.
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Figure 5.7:Buildings in Canberra’s city centre (Source: author’s illustration, based on ACTMAPi)
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On a conceived level, Garema Place (highlighted in yellow) allows for conceived
building heights between 15 to 49 metres with a five-metre block frontage, as
indicated in figure 5.8 (ACT Planning and Land Authority, 8 July 2011). However, the
existing building heights vary greatly from the conceived policy document,
reflecting the older and newer building stock.

Figure 5.8: Permissible building heights in the City Walk area (Source: ACT Planning and Land Authority, 8 July
2011)
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The site has predominantly only one type of land use, which is the commercial CZ1
core zone (blue colour in figure 5.9). As outlined within the density section, this
only indicates that there is potential to increase social life in the centre by relaxing
some of the land use regulations.

land use types
Canberra City

Notes:

1: 2,000
DISCLAIMER
The map is a user generated static
output from an Internet mapping site
and is for reference only. Data layers
that appear on this map may or may
not be accurate, current or otherwise
reliable.

11-Jul-2017

Page 1 of 1

Figure 5.9: Land use in the City Centre area (Source: ACT Government, ACTmapi, generated on 11 July 2017)

Variety of functions
Despite the site only including commercial types of land use, there are a variety of
functions within the commercial landscape. When interrogating the conceived as
well as the perceived spaces, it becomes clear that there is a correlation between
the size of the lots and their conducive commercial use. Overall, the lot size matters
in support of a variety of different façade treatments, which can intrigue people
and enable them to experience something different at eye level. The fine-grained,
small scale lots offer a variety of different commercial functions, including
restaurants, bars, cafes and shops (orange colour in figure 5.10). However, buildings
with larger lot sizes also contain a variety of functions on the ground level
(government office building 180 and Garema Centre 70).
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Figure 5.10: Overview of lot sizes in Garema Place (Source: ACT Government, ACTmapi, generated on 11 July
2017)

Well-functioning hybrid zones
As indicated in the discussion of the assessment criteria, hybrid zones can impact
space dynamics, as they constitute boundaries between public space and these
privately managed spaces. A good indicator of functioning hybrid zones is the
number of active frontages and mix of building façades.
Figure 5.11 highlights in blue the active street frontages near sites A and B. Most
façades are currently active. Two areas outside of the area of investigation are
temporarily inactive due to construction, highlighted in orange (figure 5.11). The
building on the corner of Garema Place, City Walk towards Alinga Street, is inactive
at the ground level; however, the façade provides plenty of opportunity for
community art on a grassroots level, including graffiti, posters or charcoal drawings.
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Figure 5.11: Active facades Canberra city centre (Source: author’s illustration based on CartoDB)

The Garema centre, situated at the northern end of Garema Place, and the eightstorey government office building on the opposite side, have columns that create a
small arcade-like experience for the users (figure 5.12).
A semi-public ‘hybrid’ zone is created within the building enveloping the Canberra
Centre, Garema Centre and the government office building on the southwestern
edge of Garema Place. Figure 5.13 shows an exemplary part of the ‘hybrid’ zone in
front of the government office building. The arcade characteristics provide space
for outside dining and expansion space for the display of goods, while a footpath
runs through the middle.
Shop ownership can change; therefore, the impact on space changes with the
temporary elements in the ‘hybrid zones’. The commercial shop use in the area
includes food and beverages, bars, restaurants, clothing, second-hand decorations,
toys, an arts and crafts shop, and a pharmacy.
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Figure 5.12: Arcade characteristic in the government office building (Source: author’s illustration)

Figure 5.13: Arcade characteristic Garema Centre (Source: author’s illustration)

Some of the ‘hybrid’ zones work better than others. When situated under monofunctional façades such as the government office building, the human experience
can be minimised. By contrast, when placing seats or goods under the awnings
while providing a range of different façades, a different user experience is created.

Vertical orientation of façades
Most of the higher buildings in and around Garema Place orient their façades in
order to provide protection from the sun around the windows in symmetric monofunctional patterns. Most of the lower buildings (one to two storeys) provide a
horizontal orientation. Through the architectural feature of the arcade-type
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columns, the Garema Centre provides a vertical experience near the entrance
space, as illustrated in Figures 5.12 and 5.13.

Appropriate signage
Appropriate signage refers to advertisements on buildings outside of public space,
but within the public realm, which can impact on the overall human experience of
this urban space. This also includes wayfinding signage placed in strategic places
within the public space. Garema Place has one wayfinding sign featuring a map of
the area. There are no other wayfinding signs directing people to attractions or
other focal points.
While the façades at eye level, which include the many different shops, create an
intriguing mix of colours and shapes, the advisements attached to awnings add to
the colourful imagery and compensate for the unimaginative architectural façades.
The visual impact of the office building on the southern side (government office
building) has been already addressed under the building criterion; however, it
should be reinforced that at eye level, the impression that dominates is that of the
building set in space.

Places to walk (including user integration)
A centre that seeks to be considered as liveable needs to be accessible to the
widest possible range of users, integrated in a sensible way, provide safe
movement through the public space, and offer places to sit and rest.
The public space in which the site is located forms part of a larger movement
network that provides connectivity and flow.
According to Walk Score49, site A scores 98 out of 100 for daily activities, enabling
an environment where no vehicle use is necessary. While alternative public
transport options are available, the area receives an overall transit score rating of

49

Walk Score is a website service (www.walkscore.com) offering the rating of a specific geolocation in relation to access to
nearby goods and services as well as public transport.
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66 out of 100; this is due to the fact that the only public transport interchange is
located nearby and there is no direct stop in Bunda Street.
Figure 5.14 highlights the Walk Score information from the original source.

Figure 5.14: Walk Score rating for Garema Place, Canberra (Source: www.walkscore.com, accessed on 27th
March 2018)

Garema Place is predominantly accessible to pedestrians, with direct access and
connectivity to the main bus interchange, where public transport access is provided
through bus services. A tram service is currently being constructed that will connect
Civic to the residential areas to the north; these areas are highlighted in blue in
figure 5.15. The shared space (zone), which allows access and negotiation of the
right of way for pedestrians, bicycles and vehicles, also forms part of the larger
bicycle network in Canberra. The city cycle loop for bicycles runs through the
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shared zone in Bunda Street and also provides direct access to the pedestrian zone
and adjoining street (green colour in figure 5.15). Both Bunda Street and Garema
Place are pedestrian-friendly during the daytime and are highlighted in yellow in
figure 5.15.

Figure 5.15: Movement network, Canberra city centre (Source: author’s illustration based on ACTMAPi)

The public space is purposefully designed as a place for interaction, containing
different surfaces and pavement types, including a faux-cobblestone footpath with
painted patterns, a stone-mimicking pavement in grey, a faux-cobblestone footpath
in grey, a cobblestone-mimicking pavement in a reddish colour, and permeable
surfaces around trees. In addition, Garema Place contains a supersized chess board
pavement and a mosaic featuring Indigenous symbolism. The pattern mix of the
sealed surfaces is also demonstrated in figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16: Pavement types and patterns in Garema Place, Canberra (Source: author’s illustration)

The arrangement of the surface typology shows several distinct features, including:
-

Twelve square-shaped spots framing trees planted in the space with
permeable material;

-

Eight additional, rectangular permeable surface spots for trees are
symmetrically placed in City Walk (the pedestrian zone) in the southern
direction, as well as an arrangement of three permeable surfaces for trees
on the northern side of Garema Place;
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-

Five round shapes on the south-eastern side of Garema Place. Some of
these are coloured as part of a temporary place-making/activation initiative.

Furthermore, the older maroon-coloured (more worn) faux-cobblestone pavement
provides the canvas surface type for the entire space. It becomes evident as part of
the mapping that this type of surface connects all laneways and can intuitively
guide the walker through the well-connected area in four directions. The heart of
Garema Place contains a grey stone-mimicking pavement with lines cutting through
the shape in regular intervals, which becomes increasingly narrower towards the
centre of Garema Place.
When including the building on the northern side, the Garema Centre, the surface
pattern can be interpreted as a natural extension of the centre into the public
space. The centre is physically the lowest point of Garema Place, with a slope in and
out on two ends (the northern and southern sides). Both ends are framed by a set
of stairs, creating a setting for the oversized chessboard pavement (yellow) in the
middle of the square. Another distinct feature of the surface area is an Indigenous
mural artwork situated towards the southern end, placed in the middle of City Walk
at the front of the middle strip.

Space impressions at eye level
The following section will summarise the spatial characteristics in the public space
of the site from an outsider perspective at eye level. This includes permanent
objects, temporary objects, trees, water, food, maintenance, sun and wind. It
should be noted that all data originated from direct observation in real time by
from the researcher during the time of investigation.

Permanent objects in public space
Garema Place is a place featuring many objects, also referred to as props or
physical features (figure 5.17). The observer will quickly get the impression that this
is a ‘busy’ place where objects have been added and changed over time. The
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following description reflects the perception of the space through the eyes of an
observer from an outsider perspective during the fieldwork period of this thesis.
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Figure 5.17: Permanent objects in Garema Place and City Walk (Source: author’s illustration)
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The objects placed in Garema Place serve different functions: some, more than
others, are purpose-built infrastructure. Figure 5.17 provides visuals of all
permanent50 objects in space.
These objects include three different types of street lantern (type 1, type 2 with WiFi, and type 3), which vary in appearance and therefore do not complement each
other. The lanterns are evenly placed throughout the space and emphasise the
movement corridors and the place under the cluster of trees near the Garema
Centre during dark hours.
Two different types of poles with surveillance cameras are placed in strategic
positions (figure 5.17). Again, these do not necessarily complement each other.
Sometimes security cameras are also fixed to an existing street lantern.
Flag poles are placed on the thoroughfare between Garema Place and Bunda Street
on the north-easterly side. Flags change regular and complement each other,
similarly to the trees.
Infrastructure objects include fire hydrants, utility poles and two different types of
bollards, which have been installed over time. Bollard type U has the purpose of
keeping vehicles out of the area; however, the purpose of bollard type J in the heart
of City Walk is questionable, as the area is already vehicle-free.
Several free-standing objects are placed in Garema Place including a handrail
(object Q) near the stairs, a large screen structure (object O), and sculptures, which
will be explained in the engagement opportunity section. Five granite cubes that
frame the chessboard on the ground are places at the northern end of the stairs.
The chessboard is not in active use with no chess pieces available to the public.
Garema Place has five different permanent sculpture types accessible to the public.
Each one carries a unique symbolic representation; for example, a poetry sculpture
(object N in figure 5.17). The sign sculpture, the dog, and the pillow sculpture
provide additional opportunities for social engagement.

50

In the context of objects in space, ‘permanent’ means fixed objects in space that are consciously placed there to remain
unchanged, serving a function over a lasting period (years).
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The entire area has one wayfinding sign with an older map containing a very
abstract conceived representation of the space (figure 5.17). Garema Place provides
one functional public drinking fountain, which is situated on the southern end of
Garema Place towards City Walk.
Complementarity only exists between the same object type in relation to the date
of positioning it in space. Overall, through several design interventions over time,
the objects in space reflect this, creating an eclectic mix of objects from different
times. Some, including the screen and chessboard, have lost their intended
function.
Street furniture, such as garbage bins and benches (type 1, 2 and 3), complement
each other and are scatted around the area; both follow a logic along the intended
movement routes, as well as under trees, to enable a place function (figure 5.17).
The benches appear to be the latest addition to the objects in this public space.

Trees
The public spaces also include tree planting, consistent with Canberra’s unique
identity characteristic as the ‘capital in the bush’ (ACT-Government, 2012). The
trees provide shade and protection from the sun. The cluster of trees are placed
where the round surface shapes occur in figure 4.20, creating an island effect with
their green canopy. Other mature trees on the southern end and along City Walk
reinforce the street feel and provide comforting shade on hot summer days. During
the warmer months of the year, when these European tree species carry leaves,
they divert and camouflage the façades of the buildings to a good degree. The site
is surrounded by mature trees that provide shade and comfort to its users, as
shown in figure 5.18.
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Figure 5.18: Canberra’s city centre tree cover (Source: author’s illustration, based on ACTMAPi)

Temporary objects in public space
Apart from buildings in space, temporary objects provide additional opportunities
for engagement and social encounters within the sites in Garema Place and City
Walk. These objects can complement the land use type of the adjoining buildings.
Figure 5.19 highlights the four types of outdoor seating and dining options in the
space. Some of these structures are more temporary than others. For example, the
privatised parts of Garema Place have solid frame structures and create a boundary
effect between the commercial use of the public space. These include seating,
fences and covered areas, referred to as object II, GG and HH in figure 5.19. The
more temporary structures erected by café and bar owners are removed daily and
are usually located under the awnings of the buildings; these include seating, tables
and boards that create a temporary boundary, highlighted as object EE in figure
5.19, and usually occupy the access lanes to Garema Place. Other temporary and
easily removable objects include milk crates (object MM) for people to sit on or
carry content. These are usually located under the trees in the middle of Garema
Place or around the trees on the northern edge of Garema Place. Many commercial
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entities take advantage of the opportunity to place billboards (object FF) in the
middle of the laneways, in strategic positions near light poles, or along the major
pedestrian movement corridors. Planter boxes (object CC) are only located in the
outside sitting area of the ice cream shop on the edge that connects Bunda Street
with Garema Place. The occasional shopping trolley can be found in Garema Place
in either the early morning or evening hours, waiting to be collected (object SS).
In addition, natural temporary objects in space include seasonal droppings from
trees (figure 5.19).

Figure 5.19: Tree droppings in Garema Place (Source: author’s illustration)
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Figure 5.20: Temporary objects in Garema Place and City Walk (Source: author’s illustration)

Water
Water can be found in two typologies in Garema Place. Firstly, water is found in the
form of a drinking fountain, which has been highlighted under permanent objects in
space (object R highlighted in red in figure 5.20). The drinking fountain is placed on
the south-eastern end of Garema Place next to the main pedestrian thoroughfare,
allowing for high visibility and easy access.
Secondly, there is a water fountain (object G in figure 5.21) that allows the user to
sit on the edge and interact with the water. The artistic element of the fountain
contains a symbolic representation of a human bronze figure in the centre. The
shape of the foundation itself is a large square with black stone and metallic
blockers preventing skateboarders from making use of the surface. The water
fountain is placed on the edge of the north-west end of Garema Place and
surrounded by outdoor dining on two sides, leaving space for public access from
only the other two sides.
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Figure 5.21: Water fountain in Garema Place (Source: author’s illustration)

Food
Garema Place offers a range of different food and beverage choices. Cafés,
restaurants, coffee shops and bars occupy the northern end of Garema Place. The
Garema Centre provides spaces for outside dining at both ends on the ground level.
Along the main thoroughfare towards Bunda Street, fast food outlets and cafés
occupy the space under the awnings on both sides. The ice cream café on the
corner of Bunda Street and Garema Place, with its open street-facing counter
displaying various sorts of ice creams, is a very active space.
Bars attract people mostly during evening hours, while cafés attract people steadily
throughout the day with a decline in the evening. The fast food outlets and
restaurants peak in visitor numbers during mealtimes.

Food has also the characteristic of generating distinct smells, and in combination
with the total number of users, can impact the noise level of a place.
The noise level was measured daily at the beginning of and during the day. Most of
the time, the noise level ranged between 58- 78 decibels (dB), which is the range of
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conversational noise level from a metre’s distance (60 dB) up to a passenger vehicle
passing at 50 km/h from a 15-metre distance, or a vacuum cleaner (70 dB)
(Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety, 2014). Garbage disposal
trucks operate at an average of around 80 dB (Canadian Centre for Occupational
Health and Safety, 2014). Most noise in Garema Place is generated by people
talking, bird sounds, and the occasional delivery vehicle.

Unlike noise, food smell is difficult to quantify. However, the perception of different
smells was documented during the fieldwork; these can be described as partly
unpleasant in the early morning hours, when the place is starting to warm up and
the smell begins to rise from the garbage bins in the alleyways surrounding Garema
Place. Bars with outside dining usually smell like liquor, while the fast food outlets
in Garema Place are associated with the smell of fat. Otherwise, Garema Place and
Bunda Street do not have a distinct or attractive smell. However, it should be noted
that people publicly smoke cigarettes only on rare occasions.

Maintenance
Good maintenance is associated with the common perception of attractiveness by
adult users. Garema Place is a place that has experienced several design
interventions over the years. The pavements are cracked open and spot-fixed in
parts (figure 5.26). Different types of street furniture and infrastructure have been
introduced while disrupting the design intent, contributing to the perception of a
high degree of pragmatism in design choices and rationale. The area is covered in
bird droppings (figure 5.22), disappearing line markings (figure 5.22), empty
shopping carts and dysfunctional poles (figure 5.23), while stickers and small-scale
graffiti (figure 5.25) add to the impression of the area. However, the presence of
stickers and graffiti does not necessarily mean that the area is poorly maintained,
as such judgment is always subject to cultural context and the social norms of
distinct user groups.
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The large screen is not utilised, indicating that this is a design relic of a different
area (figure 5.24). Furthermore, despite the good condition of the chessboard
pavement, it is not operational as there are no chess pieces available for everyday
use.

Figure 5.22: Bird droppings and disappearing line markings (Source: author’s illustrations)

Figure 5.23: Shopping trolleys (Source: author’s illustration)
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Figure 5.24: Underutilised public screen (Source: author’s illustration)

Figure 5.25: Fire hydrant with graffiti, used as ashtray (Source: author’s illustration)
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Figure 5.26: Cracked pavement (Source: author’s illustration)

Wind and sun
Most buildings have awnings that provide protection from the elements, including
sun and rain, throughout all seasons. During the fieldwork and data collection
phase, there was very little wind in Garema Place. A mix of shady and sunny spots
created plenty of opportunity for users to find microclimates suited to their own
comfort. However, Bunda Street and the access lanes were overshadowed by the
tall buildings on the northern fringe of the site, which largely contributed to a wind
tunnel effect that carried the garbage bin smell from the laneways into the space.
The tree arrangement in the centre of Garema Place offered ideal conditions to sit
and rest as wind and sun conditions changed. As the trees lose their leaves during
the winter months, the seating receives more light.
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5.3 Play: Canberra site
Garema Place remains calm until 7 am, when people start to make their way to
work and begin to populate the space during weekdays. Lunchtime is the busiest
period during the week, while the visitor numbers on Friday afternoon (after work)
increase compared with other weekdays. During the weekend, the place remains
calm and mostly quiet. People populate the space more during daytime hours. On a
typical Saturday, more families and groups of people populate the space, but the
total number is less than during the week. No matter what day it is, most people
walk through the space.
Socially marginalised people begin to populate the space from 8.30 am onwards on
most days. Cafés and shops typically open between 8 – 9 am and remain open until
5 – 7 pm.

Play activities in space
Of those people that displayed play activities, the total number has been
categorised into vertigo, simulation, chance and competition. Over the course of
the week (Monday to Saturday), a pattern emerges that provides an indication of
the most common type of play activity, on which the selection of ‘typical’ play
activities is based. The following data originated from direct observation in real
time collected by the researcher during the time of investigation.

Vertigo
Vertigo manifests in different forms in space. The most common form of play
activity in the vertigo category is bicycling, with up to 140 instances in one day (see
table 5.1). Cycling rates were high on Monday and Tuesday, dropping off towards
the end of the week with a stable level during the weekend.
Other vertigo-associated play activities, such as skateboarding, jumping/twisting,
and jogging/running, occur frequently but in lower numbers. Walking with an aid
(such as a walking stick), using a scooter to move though the space, and even
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dancing also occurred (table 5.1). Play activities within the vertigo category
contribute to the use value of the space if they are carried out alone. For example,
cycling in a playful way, which refers to slow speed, not wearing a helmet
(perceived safety), riding without hands on the handlebars, or choosing to circle
around objects through the space all indicated joy. This activity has an intrinsic
value for the person, without the need to enact an exchange.

Vertigo Canberra
Walking aid
Dancing
Jogging/ running
Scooter
Skateboarding
Jumping/ twisting
Bicycling
Car/ bike racing if alone
0
Monday

20
Tuesday

40
Wednesday

60

80
Friday

100
Friday evening

120

140

160

Saturday

Table 5.1 Play activities with vertigo characteristics in Garema Place over the period of a week (Source: author’s
illustration)

Simulation
Simulation includes a large range of different manifestations that are observable in
space. In fact, not all activities listed in the table were observed during the time of
observation. Over the week-long period, the most common form of play activity in
space was people listening to music, with up to more than 200 instances on one
day. This activity was lower during the second half of the week and on the
weekend. The second most common form of simulation was playing with digital
devices, followed by affection and compassion. The use of digital devices was
unusually high on Tuesday. Affection and compassion included hugging, walking
hand in hand, kissing, and ‘making out’ in public. These rates were the highest
during the weekend, but spiked on Tuesday. Window shopping and shopping was
sighted equally as often and spiked on Tuesday and Saturday (table 5.2). Dog
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walking was generally low but increased during the weekend. Photography
happened more often during the week than on weekends, while daydreaming
occurred mostly on Friday.
Unlike vertigo, simulation offers more opportunities to engage in exchange value;
for example, the use of a digital device requires the ability to use data streaming
services. In this case, this service is provided free of charge to the user by the
government, although it is unknown to the researcher how many users were using
private telephony services. Other activities, such as window shopping or shopping,
are directly associated with an exchange value.

Simulation Canberra
Role play (cooking, hotessing, getting laid)
Backpacking
Collecting
Yoga/ Thai Chi
Toys
Digital device/ virtual reality
Dog walker/ other pet walker
Night out fun, festival, carnivals, mardi gras,…
Shopping/ windowshopping
Photography
Travel/ tourism
Reading/ writing
Watching films
Flower arranging/ handcraft/ woodwork/…
Art project
Listening to music
Daydreams/ Fantasy/ Imagination
Affection/ compassion
0
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

50

100

150

Friday

Friday evening

200

250

Saturday

Table 5.2: Play activities with simulation characteristics in Garema Place over the period of a week (Sources:
author’s illustration)
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Chance
Overall, chance as a category of play activity in space does not occur as frequently
as vertigo or simulation. However, play with objects in space happened between 20
to 53 times every day. This type of activity was also unusually high during the
weekend. Joking around, which is a consequence of people laughing out loud in
space in a social group context, was high on a Tuesday before dropping off towards
the end of the week. Again, this can happen anytime, and varied greatly between
seven and 42 times in the space. Other noteworthy play activities included
interacting with birds, birdwatching or animal play, speech play, playing music using
an instrument, magic tricks, or other artistic endeavours in space. Most of them
remained under ten sightings (table 5.3). Chance offers a use and exchange value to
people. Having the chance to share objects between different users provides
temporary opportunities.

Chance Canberra
Other: art signage, play on pavement
Lotteries
Playing voices
Playing music/ instrument
Magic tricks
Bars / taverns
Speech play
Play with objects
Gambling (card games)
Parties
Joking
Crosswords
Playing with birds/ bird watching / animal
0
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

10

20
Friday

30
Friday evening

40

50

60

Saturday

Table 5.3: Play activities with chance characteristics in Garema Place over the period of a week (Source: author’s
illustration).
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Competition
Competition is another characteristic of play activity in space. This category was
observed less than the other three activity categories.
Board games occurred only on one day, a Saturday, during an instance where
people played chess in a bar’s outside dining space. Activities such as ball games,
racing on a bike with others, or even ground games did happen, but with a
maximum of two occurrences in one day (table 5.4). The exchange value is
particularly high in competition, as the objective is to win and therefore receive
reward status.

Competition Canberra
Street luge
Drinking
Martial arts
Card games
Arm wrestling
Ground games
Board games
Ball games (soccer, cricket etc.)
Car/ bike racing
Collections
0
Monday

Tuesday

2
Wednesday

4

6

8

Friday

Friday evening

10

12

Saturday

Table 5.4: Play activities with competition characteristic in Garema Place over the period of a week (Source:
author’s illustration)

In conclusion, all instances of play activities in space illustrate that a wide range of
play does happen, and that Garema Place is more conducive to some activities than
others. Given the high quantity of vertigo and simulation and the small number of
competition activities observable in Garema Place, a focus on vertigo, simulation
and chance is most useful when interrogating data related to space dynamics
through play in Garema Place.
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Space dynamics
The number of different play activities in space alone does not reveal sufficient
information about the space but can be perceived as a good starting point for
interrogating the qualitative data based on the activities most frequently observed
in the space. The following section provides an overview of the emerging space
dynamics when using the PLAY framework, along with the two dominant types of
space dynamic. Based on the analysis of the most commonly recorded play
activities in space, 17 ‘typical’ play activities have been subject to further
interrogation in order to bridge the quantitative as well as qualitative divide in
urban analysis and to break through potential limitations associated with a
reductionist research approach. Each of the 17 situations were unpacked in light of
their commonalities and differences, as well as their behaviour settings and the
social space they temporarily create. Of these 17 situations, only three will be
analysed in detail, demonstrating the possibility of using play activity situations to
understand space and their contribution to the classification of the two dominant
space dynamics in which play activities occur. Furthermore, deep and rich data
pertaining to these three play activity cases will assist in answering the overarching
research question. Social groups and dynamics will be presented towards the end
of this section.

Types of space dynamics
There are two main types of human dynamics by which play contributes to the
understanding of space. The first is ‘demand on space’ play activities, which refers
to those play activities that take place for longer than a few seconds and for up to
16 or more minutes51. The second refers to ‘movement through space’ play
activities, that occur for under one minute as part of movement through the space.
Both types have something to offer and can help to provide insights regarding the
use and dynamics of the space. Play activities do not occur in a linear fashion but
are rather concurrent and non-linear. While this could be perceived as ambiguous,

51

The length of 16 minutes was determined through the observed play activity cases in Canberra.
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it also simultaneously confirms the unique capacity of play to advance the
understanding of space through its complex nature.
Based on the analysis of the most recorded play activities in space, 17 ‘typical’ play
activities in the Canberra case have been subject to further interrogation in order to
bridge the quantitative and qualitative divide in urban analysis and break through
potential limitations associated with a reductionist research approach. Figure 5.27
presents the cluster points of all typical ‘demand on space’ and some ‘movement
through space’ play activities, as well as the spaces in which they unfolded during
the period of observation. Most activities took place near permanent objects,
physical props or features, which includes trees, as these provide a place setting for
some play activities. Typical ‘demand on space’ play activities involved play on
objects or with loose temporary objects while using bench spaces with backrests
under or near the trees. Objects in space were used outside of their functional
design intent, such as the use of the stairs as a play setting or of the A-frame for
play itself (hide and seek). The combination of trees and seats form an important
space feature for ‘demand on space’ play activities. Furthermore, the light blue
bubbles in figure 5.27 highlight those play activities that took longer than ten
minutes and therefore made a strong ‘demand on space’. This only occurred
around the pillow sculpture, stairs, cubes, and the bench with backrest near the
cubes. Furthermore, the only bench where strong play activity took place during
the time of observation was facing the main pedestrian thoroughfare.
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Figure 5.27: Cluster points of all 17 ‘typical’ play activities in Garema Place and Bunda Street (Source: author’s
illustration)
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The following figure 5.28 shows the movement through space in which the
‘movement through space’ play activities occurred. These play activities are mostly
associated with the category of vertigo, when people use a bicycle, skateboard or
simply walk through the space. It is evident that the main thoroughfare is utilised
by people that seek to move between Bunda Street and City Walk, either towards
the main bus interchange or along the City Walk area. Often, play remains a brief
activity that requires more space when moving compared to a ‘demand on space’
play activity incorporating objects in space. However, objects can become a feature
even for a ‘movement through space’ play activity; for example, when cycling
around a pole or jumping down the stairs.

Figure 5.28: Movement patterns in Garema Place (Source: author’s illustration)

In spaces where ‘demand on space’ play activities meet ‘movement through space’
play activities, a special situation is created that allows play activities to unfold.
People choose to engage in ‘demand on space’ play activity under trees, on objects
where they can sit (stairs, cubes), or by engaging with a sculpture that offers a high
potential for interaction. All of these spaces are located slightly out of the way of
where most people seek to walk, offering the adventurer a setting with easy access
to movement if the activity comes to an end. When engaging in a ‘demand on
space’ play activity, the possibility of attracting participants that had previously
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engaged in ‘movement through space’ is created, regardless of whether they
played or not. The space in which loose ‘movement through space’ play activities
meet ‘demand on space’ play activities is the open space in heart of Garema Place
and along the shopfronts on the easterly side towards Bunda Street (figure 5.29).
The heart is the area where the chessboard pattern is located, for which the stairs
and cubes provide the frame.
Usually, younger adventurers (children and adolescents) did not necessarily follow
the main space patterns, as highlighted in play activity cases 11 and 17; this will be
discussed in detail when interrogating each individual play activity.

Figure 5.29: Movement and pavement styles in Garema Place (Source: author’s illustration)

Play activities at a glance
Table 5.5 (end of this section) provides an overview of 17 typical play activities that
occurred in Garema Place and Bunda Street. All activities were analysed and
categorised into play type, length of time, description of the space where the play
activities occurred, self-congestion and triangulation for information about the
social space, objects (permanent, temporary, loose), economic contribution
(indicator for exchange value). Of these 17 play activities in space, none of them
were associated with competition. In total, vertigo was listed 11 times, chance eight
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times and simulation 18 times; definition boundaries often became ambiguous as
the observed activity morphed from one category into another, or when activities
simply occurred simultaneously in different people in space. Vertigo and simulation
were the longest play activities in space (up to 16 minutes), while most others
elapsed for up to one minute. Play activities associated with sitting on a bench,
such as playing on digital devices, reading or speech play, took longer (averaging
around five minutes). Appendix H provides a breakdown of each individual play
activity.
Furthermore, the play activities took place in different locations in Garema Place.
As soon as a play activity changes from a movement through space to a place
contributing play activity, a cluster pattern begins to emerge around objects and
props in the space. An exception occurs in which the physicality of space is negated
when the play activity is associated with the use of digital devices. Activities
involving digital devices did not follow any obvious pattern, and could happen
anywhere in Garema Place.
Play activities associated with movement require more space and a high degree of
openness. There is an underlying assumption of escape as the consequence of a
previous activity, creating a time restriction on play activities; hence, most of these
play activities take place over less than one minute. While several objects in
Garema Place contribute to play, only a few of these are deterministic design
features for interaction: namely, the pillow sculpture (object P) and the poetry
sculpture (object N) were used for interaction. The water fountain (G) is less
accessible on two sides, and due to its position between two fences, loses its
potential for play. The poetry sculpture attracted only brief encounters (up to one
minute) but the pillow sculpture supported longer interactions. Other permanent
objects, including the stairs and cubes, are some of the most play-supporting
objects in the space.
Play activities were also sighted in a social context around the bike rails, as a child
climbed around them, or a light pole, which enabled a twisting (carousel function)
play activity. Social spaces were usually generated around benches under the trees
or along the stairs, as these created a seating setting for an informal stage in the
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heart of the space. The benches facing the main thoroughfare in Garema Place
were the most frequently used, as they enable an unobstructed view of shops and
passers-by. The seats under the trees were mostly used by groups or individuals.
Where possible, people chose to initiate play activities on benches that had a
backrest. Temporary objects in space became instrumental enablers for play
activities; these included drumsticks, balls, tree droppings, guitars, books, digital
devices, skateboards, shopping trolleys, and advertisement A-frames. Only a few of
these activities indicated a direct contribution to exchange value, namely play
activities 6, 12 and 14. In play activity 6, window shoppers and the possibility of
making a donation to a musician indicated exchange value. Around lunchtime,
when people sat down and played with their digital devices, take-away food was
often sighted (play activity 12). Furthermore, the children who participated in play
activity 14 held shopping bags, indicating that an exchange value had occurred just
before the activity was observed.
The most active play activities were in relation to human encounters and animal
engagement, such as speech play within a social group or engagement with other
people while someone played music in the space. However, most people engaged
only with their peers. Triangulation with strangers only occurred when the musician
played and when the adult male played with his dog by throwing a ball, which
created a situation in which other people wanted to throw the ball.
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Type

Vertigo,
Chance

Vertigo

Vertigo,
Simulatio
n

Vertigo,
Chance,
Simulatio
n

Simulatio
n

Vertigo,
Chance,
Simulatio
n

Vertigo,
Simulatio
n

Vertigo

Vertigo,
Simulatio
n

Chance,
Simulatio
n

Play activity

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 minute

2 minutes

2 minutes

1 minute

A - under 1
minute,
B - under 1
minute,
C - 16 minutes,
D - 3 minutes,
E - 10 minutes,
F - 1 minute,
G - 7 minutes

1 minute

A- 30 minutes
B, C- 2 minutes

1 minute

12 minutes

Under 1 minute

Time length

Free space in thoroughfare between Bunda Street
and Garema Place

middle space near stairs with the set of two cubes

Space with slopes and surface structure before
approaching a large empty space

Free unobstructed way with distinct surface
pattern

Objects in the centre of Garema Place near the
pillow sculpture around the stairs

An empty and obstacle free space with shade.

Objects near the edge in the heart of the space

Empty space with one light pole

Heart of the space (under trees, stairs and central
open space)

Empty space
thoroughfare and place activity

Space

Self- congestion between father and son

Not applicable

Self- congestion included the two friends

Not applicable

Triangulation between musician and audience,
male with dog and people interacting with the
dog.

The degree of social contagiousness affected
only the participating people (the couple)
holding hands while walking slowly through the
space.

Musician- no audience
Triangulation (between children and their
respected adult caretakers), socially contagious
between children seeking to engaging together,
couple holding hands

Social contagious only to adult watching the
child (mother)

Social contagious only to adult watching the
child (mother)

Self- congestion (bird catcher)

Self congestion/ triangulation

Temporary object (A- frame)

Permanent object (cube)

Loose object (skateboard)

Empty and obstacle free space with
pavement

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Contribution to guitar player
and window shoppers

Not applicable

Empty and obstacle free space with
pavement

Permanent object (cube, bench, pillow
sculpture, stairs, tree)
Loose and temporary object (drum stick,
guitar, ball, dog)

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Economic contribution

Permanent object (cubes, stairs, hand
rail)

Permanent object (light pole)

Permanent object (stairs, trees)

Permanent object (light pole)

Objects (temporary/ permanent)

Table 5.5: ‘Typical’ play activities in Garema Place at a glance over the next two pages (Source: author’s

illustration)
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Type

Chance,
Chance
and
Simulatio
n
Chance,
Simulatio
n

Simulatio
n,
Chance,
Simulatio
n,
Simulatio
n,
Simulatio
n,
Simulatio
n

Vertigo

Simulatio
n,
Vertigo

Vertigo,
Simulatio
n

Simulatio
n, Chance

Simulatio
n

Play activity

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

1 minute

2 minutes

1 minute

1 minute

All over the place

Heart of Garema Place, under tree next to bench
and sculpture

Heart of Garema Place from Bunda Street. As
soon as the space with the trees was in sight the
child started to run around objects in space

Threshold on footpath next to Canberra centre. A
raised kerb or edge of the window frame next to
the escalator is used for play.

Did rarely occur. Rarely two people walk
together while listening to music. Occasionally
adults stop in order to show or share something
on the device.

Took only place with adults, sibling was not
interested

Self-congestion with mother towards the end of
the activity

Self-congestion between two boys

Not applicable

Most people where sitting on their own (given
the amount of play with digital devices), The
couples interacted with each other but no
contagiousness occurred.

benches with back rest in shade under the trees
in the heart of Garema Place. The most popular
bench is facing the shopfront and main pedestrian
thoroughfare under the tree just next to the
sculpture arrangement.

A – 5 minutes
B- 5 minutes
C- 5 minutes
D- 11 minutes
E- 5 minutes
F- 5 minutes
G- 5 minutes

along the footpath on the edge of the centre,
before stopping, overlooking and crossing the
intersection with even surface

Social congestion within groups and
triangulation between photographer and group

Centre area of Garema Place under the tree
arrangement next to the main thoroughfare
linking Garema Place with Bunda street

A- 1 minute,
B- 1 minute
C- under 1
minute
D- 5 minutes

1 minute

Self congestion/ triangulation

Space

Time length

Temporary loose object (digital device
or sometimes pushing shopping trolley)

Permanent object (sculpture, surface
with slight slope around trees)
Temporary loose objects (tree
droppings)

Permanent objects (benches, trees,
stairs)

Permanent objects (Window frame and
kerb)

Loose object (skateboard)

Permanent objects (tree, benches people sit only on benches with
backrest)
Loose objects (digital device, book)

Permanent object (sculpture, tree,
bench)
Loose object (camera, digital device)

Objects (temporary/ permanent)

Not applicable unless made
use of wifi hotspot

Not applicable

Not applicable

Children carry shopping bag
indicating that a direct
contribution to retail was
made immediately before
activity occurred

Not applicable

Take away food

Not applicable

Economic contribution

Individual play activities
This section is concerned with demonstrating the dynamic possibilities of space
through the study of individual play. Based on the analysis of the most commonly
recorded play activities in space, 17 ‘typical’ play activities have been subject to
further interrogation in order to bridge the quantitative and qualitative divide in
urban analysis and to break through potential limitations associated with a
reductionist research approach. Of these 17 ‘typical’ play activity cases, three will
be analysed: namely, play activities 2, 6 and 10. Play activity 2 is classified as vertigo
that unfolded over an unusually long period of time. Play activity 6 unites vertigo,
chance and simulation, indicating that multiple layers can unfold simultaneously.
Finally, play activity 10 is a combination of chance and simulation evolving around
an object in space.

Play activity 2
Play activity 2: 31st March 2017, 6:48 pm – until 6:59 pm

1

2

3

4

Figure 5.30: Play activity 2 – child with female adult bicycling through Garema Place (Source: author’s
illustration)

This exemplar case is due to the notion of bicycle movement being a ‘movement
through space’ play activity symbolic of vertigo (figure 5.30). This play activity
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reveals its complexity in relation to space dynamics as the activity transforms from
‘movement through space’ into a ‘demand on space’ activity; in this way, bicycling
enables dynamic change that not only uses objects in space, but also adds to the
social production of space.
Furthermore, this activity is linked to several other concurrent temporary play
activities in space. Figure 5.31 shows an image in which several concurrent play
activities are highlighted in colour. These include bicycling, interacting with objects
by chance (pillow sculpture), standing and playing socially on digital devices
(simulation), as well as affection while walking through the space (simulation). This
confirms that play in space is a non-linear occurrence in space through which
multiple, individual and diverse play activities are simultaneously enabled.

Figure 5.31: Concurrent play activities in Garema Place (Source: author’s illustration)

The focus of the space deconstruction evolves around the play activity involving the
male child on a bicycle and the female adult, as highlighted in figure 5.30 and 5.32.
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Play activity 2: 31st March 2017, 6:48 pm – until 6:59 pm

1

2

3

4

Figure 5.32: Play activity 2 – male child with female adult bicycling through Garema Place – part two (Source:
author’s illustration)

The overall time length of this activity was over 12 minutes, which is unusually long
compared to other play instances observed during fieldwork. The dynamics in figure
5.32 highlight that the young male and his female adult caretaker cycle slowly to
move around the trees in circles, before spending most of the next 12 minutes
around the large empty space at the heart of Garema Place (figure 5.32). The first
sequence in figure 5.30 is clearly movement-related play involving the tree and
street furniture as play feature objects. Both adventurers arrived in the space from
Bunda Street and moved through the shady and sunny areas of the space. The boy
remains in the ‘movement through space’ play activity by using the stairs to jump
up and down, as well as other objects and people as obstacle parkour. The boy took
advantage of narrow points at which various degrees of difficulty could be
experienced. For example, the boy cycled up and down the stairs. The boy’s
perception of the crowd density in Garema Place regulated his cycling speed. Figure
5.33 shows the movements of the boy and the adult in space. The activity requires
space for movement as well as advantage points for place-related play activity.
The second part of the play activity is related to a ‘demand on space’ play activity.
The female adult (mother or carer identity) sits on her bike next to the main
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thoroughfare overlooking the place, while the boy cycles around the middle of the
space. This took place on the south-easterly side of the square, which is slightly
elevated while overlooking the open space where the boy played.
Here, the strongest confirmation of a ‘demand on space’ play activity is that she is
resting her foot on the cube object and balancing her bike, which she is sitting on.
During this phase of the play activity, a self-congestion occurs for the female, and
the boy experiences social triangulation with other strangers while cycling in loops
around them. There is also a passive audience relationship between the people on
benches, those on the pillow sculpture and the female, adding to the social
triangulation potential. The activity required space for movement as well as
advantage points to enable place-contributing play activity. In relation to the last
criterion, economic contribution, it can be concluded that there was no direct
contribution to the area indicating a use value of the space to the adventurers.

Figure 5.33: Behaviour setting of play activity 2 (Source: author’s illustration)
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Play activity 6
Play activity 6: 8th April 2017, 9:26 am – until 10:42 am
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Figure 5.34: Play activity 6 – mix of nine activities in space (Source: author’s illustration)

Due to its unique composition of nine concurrent activities, as shown in figure 5.34,
play activity 6 has been selected as one of the three cases. Play activity A includes
simulation by an adult couple engaging in window shopping and showing affection
as a ‘movement through space’. Activity B is associated with vertigo carried out by
an adult jogging/running, which is clearly a ‘movement through space’ activity.
Activity C, which is associated with chance, involves a male adult playing with a dog
and generating a demand on space. Activity D is a play activity within the category
of simulation, where a group of four comprising two children and two adults takes
pictures, creating a ‘demand on space’ play activity. Play activity E is also a
simulation and ‘demand on space’ play activity where an adult man is reading a
book. Unlike the previous play activities, activity F belongs to the category of
‘chance’, referring to a child playing with a permanent object, which is also a
‘demand on space’ activity. The entire play activity case is a combination of chance
and simulation. An older male is playing music with drumsticks and listening to
music, linked to play activity H. This play activity falls within the ‘chance’ category,
due to the young male playing music, and is also a ‘demand on space’ play
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activity52. Furthermore, play activity I is a simulation associated with ‘movement
through space’, where two adults display affection.
All activities took place in the heart of the space near the stairs, benches and pillow
sculpture. Few pedestrians were present in the space during this time. All activities
required sufficient space for independent mobility and stable weather conditions.
The space at the time was not too busy.
Activity A took place under the awnings near the edge, requiring a diversity of eyecatching items in shop windows and an undisrupted surface, and lasted less than
one minute. Activity B unfolded in a free undisrupted space under the awnings in
the thoroughfare and lasted less than one minute. Activity C made use of
permanent objects (stairs to sit on) and free space used to play with a dog by
throwing a ball (permanent object: stairs, loose objects: ball, dog). This happened
over 16 minutes in the public space. Activity D took place around the pillow
sculpture in the sun, also a permanent object, for three minutes. Activity E required
a bench in the sun and a book, as well as view over the free space (permanent
object); here, the male adult read the book for ten minutes. Activity F had a
vantage point higher up next to the pillow sculpture and required sun and an
undisrupted view over the free space (permanent object). This activity took place
for just over one minute.
Activity G involved an older male playing with drumsticks (noise) for seven minutes
in beat of the music, as well as people sitting on the stairs overlooking the musician
(activity H; loose object: drumsticks, permanent object: stairs). Activity I unfolded in
a free undisrupted space in the middle of pedestrian movement (thoroughfare).
A range of different objects supported the play activities, including permanent
objects (pillow sculpture, stairs, bench, tree, shop front, awnings), temporary loose
objects (ball, musical instruments, drumsticks, guitar), as well as an animal (dog).
The entire composition created interdependent dynamics and interactions with
heterogenic space characteristics. All participants were able to listen to the music

52

Play activity H has been analysed and described under Play activity 4a. In order to avoid any duplication, this activity shall
not be interrogated here.
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of play activity H, while play activity G supported the act through rhythm produced
on the participant’s own instrument. The objects such as the pillow sculpture,
bench and stairs created the audience setting for the musician under the tree. All of
the activities that were more transient in character took place either on the edge or
in the middle of the place. While Activity C did not take part in socially contagious
activities, it did engage other people. Activity D saw socialisation among
participants through a camera. Contributions to exchange value were possible in
relation to the musician (H) and shops (A). Figure 5.35 presents the different play
activities and movements in space.

Figure 5.35: Behaviour setting of play activity 6 (Source: author’s illustration)
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Play activity 10
Play activity 10: 28th March 2017, 3:00 pm – until 3:01 pm
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Figure 5.36: Play activity 10 – chance and simulation (Source: author’s illustration)

Play activity case 10 involves chance and simulation and is characterised as a
‘demand on space’ play activity. Two people and one object were involved in this
play activity. The adult male (perceived identity: father figure) engaged with the
male child using a temporary object (A-frame billboard) for imaginative or role-play
purposes. The adult male was playing ‘hide and seek’ in and around the object for
one minute. The place of the play activity is marked in figure 5.37, indicating the
position in front of a shop in the sun near a shady area.
As for the behaviour setting, the activity took place in the main thoroughfare
connecting Bunda Street with Garema Place near the shop that owned the A-frame
billboard, as shown in figure 5.36. Self-congestion applied to the two adventurers,
in that a situation that was perceived as joyful was created such that other passing
people became intrigued and looked over.
The male adult and child play with each other as passing people look over and
smile. This is a brief form of social contagiousness, but does not eventuate into a
physical action with the adventurers. The person in the orange shirt, as well as the
person in the white shirt, were walking faster with a presuming extrinsic motivation
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as part of their ordinary behaviour. No direct exchange value contribution was
made to the owners of the A-frame billboard.

Figure 5.37: Behaviour setting of play activity 10 (Source: author’s illustration)

Social groups
With the use of the diary method, the following information has been collected
over the complete length of the fieldwork in relation to the in-/outgroup
constellations, age combinations and compositional changes.

In-/out-group constellations
On the Monday, the majority of people observed were individuals, with a few
couples and small groups of up to three people, as well as a few groups of four to
five people. A few individual people made contact through wordplay with strangers,
based on the motive to engage in commercial activities (in these cases,
fundraising). Furthermore, a photoshoot took place in the middle of the space (near
the cubes under the trees), creating a subject-based space art project. On the
Tuesday, the majority of people observed were individuals, while many pairs,
mostly office workers, began to populate Garema Place around lunchtime; there
were also several groups of four or five people, mostly students or young labourers.
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Only three groups of six or more people were sighted during the period of
observation. Similar to the previous days, on the Wednesday, the majority were
individual people, with many pairs around lunchtime and a few larger groups. On
the Friday, the majority of people observed were individuals; however, there were
also an unusually high number of pairs in the afternoon between 5 – 7 pm, as well
as many groups of four and five. On Saturday, most people were in pairs, while
there were a few individuals in the early morning hours as well as many groups of
four.

Age combinations
The age combinations recorded through the diary methods provided very
consistent findings: mostly adults, along with a few children and families,
teenagers, and a few older people were identified during the time of observation
(see table 5.6).
Monday

mostly adults, a few families, students in the afternoon, a few older people

Tuesday

mostly adults, a few teenagers, a few children and families, a few older
people

Wednesday

mostly adults, many teenagers, a few children, a few older people

Friday

mostly adults, a few teenagers, a few children and families, a few older
people

Saturday

mostly adults, a few teenagers, more children and families, a few older
people

Table 5.6: Qualitative impression of age combinations in Garema Place over one week of observation (Source:
author’s illustration)

Compositional changes
Perceived qualitative changes in group composition were evident on Monday when
a part of Garema Place, the area under the tree next to the cubes, was temporarily
closed for an art project (i.e. photoshoot). On Wednesday afternoon, another art
project with live music, BBQ and a temporary graffiti wall organised by a youth
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organisation temporarily impacted the space dynamic in the southern part of
Garema Place along City Walk towards the Bus Interchange (figure 5.38, bottom
left). During the after-work hours on a Friday, the dynamic changed again as more
people walked more slowly and in groups through Garema Place. During Saturdays,
the atmosphere is much quieter and more relaxed, with an increased number of
people holding hands and walking slowly through the space. Concurrently, an art
project also took place but did not attract many people (figure 5.38, top left). A
child play activity took place further away from Garema Place but within City Walk,
which showcased some organised activation activities including a pop-up
intervention (figure 5.38, top right and middle bottom). Construction work also
commenced around trees, with a contractor vehicle parked in the space, which
changed the dynamic from relaxed to perceived intrusiveness. The space was also a
place for demonstration and riots, as shown in figure 5.38 (bottom right). These
took place in the heart of the place, as they required a form of stage and a large
open space to unfold.

Simulation – art installation with temporary objects and intervention on surface level during the weekend 8th April (Source:
authors illustration)

Simulation –awareness raising event during the week,
music playing and listening to music, dancing, BBQ for
young adolescents (Source: authors illustration)

Simulation- pop up intervention by the government
(Source: authors illustration)

Simulation, vertigo – imagination, costumes, photos,
tourism as part of a pop- up event for children play, art
on 8th April (Source: authors illustration)

Simulation and chance- play on pavement,
photography of a protest (Source: authors
illustration)

Figure 5.38: Other ‘demand on space’ play activities in Garema Place (Source: author’s illustration)

Space-/object-related qualitative observation
Noteworthy observations in relation to space and objects were recorded as part of
the checklist and summarised at the end of each day. Appendix G contains a table
that summarises the ‘typical’ examples of play in relation to space-subject-based,
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time-space-based and subject-to-subject-based play. This table provides an
additional verification measure linked to the selected 17 play activities discussed in
this chapter. The record of descriptions of other minor play activities echo these
findings, and also highlight that space-object play manifests more often than timespace or subject-to-subject-based play.

5.4 Findings from the Canberra Backyard Experiment
Movement activities
Overall, 97 percent of people (or 9393 people) walk through Garema Place and do
not stop there (Street Furniture Australia, 2017). This data, collected on Thursday
13th October 2016, indicates that most people pass through Garema Place around
lunchtime and during the early evening hours (after work). Over the four-day
period from Thursday 13th October to Saturday 16th October 2016, 27,530 people
were counted (Street Furniture Australia, 2017) as shown in figure 5.39.

Figure 5.39: Visitor numbers in Garema Place on 13th October 2016 (Source: #BackyardExperiment by Street
Furniture Australia (2017), p.7)

Dwelling activities
Of those visitors who engaged in a dwelling activity (i.e. those people who stayed in
the place), 98 percent were adults (Street Furniture Australia, 2017). Few families
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or older people stopped, and those who stopped did not stay long; see figure 5.40
below. However, of those who did spend time, there was a higher proportion of
marginalised people with an apparently low socio-economic background. Over the
period of four days from Thursday 13th October to Saturday 16th October 2016,
1049 people were observed undertaking a dwelling activity (Street Furniture
Australia, 2017).

Figure 5.40: People who dwelled in Garema Place on 13th October 2016 (Source: #BackyardExperiment by Street
Furniture Australia (2017), p.8)

Space dynamics
Type of activity

Figure 5.41: Dweller in Garema Place (Source: Street Furniture Australia, 2017, p. 24)

The report characterised many people in Garema Place as homeless and members
of the street community (figure 5.41). The study also found that the ratio of people
who sat by themselves compared to those who socialised was 3:7, or 72.2 percent
who socialised compared to 27.8 percent who sat alone (Street Furniture Australia,
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2017). During the week, there were 100 more people (228) alone in Garema Place
than there were on the weekend, while the amount of socialising people increased
slightly (by 16) on the weekends, from 335 to 351 people (appendix G).
Of those who were alone in Garema Place, around 54 percent used a mobile phone
device (Street Furniture Australia, 2017).

Social groups
Without further definition of friends, couples or families, the Street Furniture team
counted 201 friends; these included the street community, retirees and
professionals. Furthermore, 48 couples and 30 families with young children were
counted from Thursday 13th October to Saturday 16th October 2016 (Street
Furniture Australia, 2017). Overall, there was no difference between the week and
weekend rates of couples and families (appendix G). There were 13 fewer friends
observed on the weekend (see appendix G).
During this period, 32 children and 63 senior citizens were sighted in the space
(appendix G). Throughout the weekdays, there were more senior citizens (44
people) visiting Garema Place than there were on weekends (19 people), while the
number of children observed during the study period increased on weekends by 14
(from 9 to 23). Furthermore, the number of adults in the space on weekends was
slightly lower (appendix G).

Interviews
Empathy interviews with a few people across the lifespan and businesses nearby
yielded the following results (Street Furniture Australia, 2017, p. 30):
•

The bar manager stated that “There is a lot more families in other parts of
the city, like Glebe Park, but not so much around here.”

•

The café barista highlighted that “There’s not a lot of areas people can sit
down, relax, catch up with the day.”
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•

Emily, a younger member of the public, suggested, “I think some seats will
go missing. This is a hub for lots of interesting characters to hang out.”

Survey
A total of 84 people participated in a survey conducted by the ACT Government
associated with the #BackyardExperiment. The survey included three questions
relevant to this thesis. When asked ‘what don’t you like about Garema Place?’,
people responded that safety was a major concern (mentioned by 33 percent of
survey respondents). The colour and atmosphere were frequently referred to as
negative, while the charity workers asking for money were considered another
negative aspect of Garema Place (Street Furniture Australia, 2017). When asked
‘what would you like to see in Garema Place?’, survey participants outlined a broad
range of possible improvements, although a restriction on charity workers asking
for money was mentioned again. Furthermore, when asked ‘what other activities
would you like to see in Garema Place?’, a more uniform response was evoked from
participants: suggestions included better events, appropriate infrastructure that
supported change, food and drinks vendors (permanent and temporary),
entertainment in the form of music and dancers, as well as markets (permanent
and pop-up) (Street Furniture Australia, 2017).

5.5 Summary
This first part of this chapter set out the selection criteria for the case study site in
Canberra. The second part focused on the deployment of the PLAY framework,
which allowed for the collection of data that reveals information about the space in
three dimensions: namely, the perceived, conceived and lived space. The mapping
process summarised data that provides insights into the lived and conceived spaces
and even encompasses spatial changes and inconsistencies over time. Furthermore,
the exploration phase enabled a deeper understanding of contemporary spatial
representations through an inventory of the permanent and temporary elements of
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the perceived space during the time of observation. The play phase enabled the
large amount of data to be collected and quantified in order to reveal those play
activities that are commonly perceivable as part of everyday life and are also
somewhat prevalent and representative of the space. The analysis focused on
several play activity cases by deconstructing them and interrogating the data in
relation to the space that was temporarily produced.
The dynamics, social groups, in-/outgroup constellations, age combinations,
compositional changes and space-/object-related qualitative observations all
formed part of the analysis.
The third part of the chapter summarised the mixed-method data findings of the
Backyard Experiment study in Canberra. This study applied a stronger focus on
quantitative data, as well as on showcasing different aspects of and information
regarding the public space, including the total number of visitors, distinctions
between movement and dwelling activities, space dynamics, social groups,
interviews and survey findings. Overall, the findings of the Canberra Backyard
Experiment tell a different story about the public space than the PLAY framework.
The discussion chapter (Chapter 7) will further reflect on the findings in order to
answer the research question ‘What can play reveal about public space?’.
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Chapter 6: Case study – Potsdam
The following chapter aims to deploy the identical rationale of the PLAY framework
in a different cultural setting in order to corroborate and validate, and to facilitate
reflection on, the effectiveness of the framework itself. Furthermore, the results of
the PLAY framework in the Potsdam case study will be instrumental to the revealing
and discussion of space patterns, dynamics and qualities. In addition, a careful
comparison in the context of the Canberra case study is made possible by
maintaining the overall analytic structure and by approaching the results with
clarity; this facilitates challenging the purpose of the function, materials and
meaning of human encounters in these spaces.

6.1 Context
Similar to the previous chapter, the following section applies the same selection
criteria to the study sites in Potsdam. The overview of socio-spatial facts regarding
Potsdam on a city-wide scale builds context and highlights the consistency in the
approach of this single case study. Overall, Potsdam functions only as a
corroboration case study used to verify possible replication of the PLAY framework
in a different cultural context. Further the approach take can potentially to rectify
the framework based on a comparison with the findings in the Canberra case.
Furthermore, the information below follows the identical rationale and empirical
approach introduced at the beginning of the Canberra case, including the natural
and behavioural determinants.
The city of Potsdam is located in the eastern part of Germany, southwest of Berlin,
and is the capital city of the state of Brandenburg. Potsdam sits within the
agglomeration of Berlin, with an urban catchment of 4.5 million people. It belongs
to the European metropolitan regions of Berlin/Brandenburg (figure 6.1).
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Figure 6. 1: Geolocation of the city of Potsdam, Germany (Source: Google, 2017-not to scale)

The Potsdam city centre area was part of the second urban expansion, referred to
as the second ‘Barocke Stadterweiterung’, around the year 1733 (GfP, 2003); this is
also referred to as ‘Nördliche Innenstadt’. The area of interest is marked in red in
figure 6.2 below.

N
x

research site

Figure 6. 2: Potsdam city-centre area (Source: Google, 2017-not to scale)
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6.2 Mapping and exploration: Findings for the Potsdam sites

Title: Potsdam City Centre
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Figure 6.3: Potsdam city centre sites (Source: author’s illustration based on Carto DB)

There are three different study sites in Potsdam (figure 6.3). Site A is located in Am
Brandenburger Tor, while site B is situated on the corner of Hermann-Elflein Strasse
and Brandenburger Strasse. The third site, C, is located on the corner of
Lindenstrasse and Brandenburger Strasse. All spots are situated in pedestrianfriendly spaces. Brandenburger Strasse is the official pedestrian zone of the city. Am
Brandenburger Tor – to be more precise, the ‘Vorplatz am Brandenburer Tor’ – is a
public place or public square that borders the major road before continuing on and
submerging into the larger public square (Luisen Platz) just behind Brandenburger
Tor. The street runs down in the opposite direction into the Baßin Platz, which is
another public square and a green open space (figure 6.4). Each of these sites is
connected on two sides to streets that allow for vehicle movement up to 30 km/h.
Bicycles can move through the area, but need to be pushed between 9 am- 5 pm, as
this is when as pedestrians dominate the space. The intersection of Hermann-Elflein
Strasse and Brandenburger Strasse (site B) allows for vehicular access from the
northern side. In this case, the space is a shared space. The intersection of
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Lindenstrasse and Brandenburger Strasse (site C) has vehicle access provision from
the northern and from the southern direction, which makes it clearly a shared
space in which people negotiate their right of way with vehicles and bicycles. It
should be noted here that access is only granted for delivery vehicles to the shops;
there are, however, occasional breaches on the part of vehicles and motorcycles.

Figure 6.4: Blueprint of the movement network in Potsdam’s inner-city core (Source: author’s illustration)

Public space
Similar to the Canberra section, this case provides information about the sites to
facilitate a better understanding of the conceived and lived space, as well as its
changes over time (Lefebvre, 1991b).
Potsdam’s urban core is a highly accessible 30 km/h zone that provides movement
for all road users, including access to trams and buses. The Brandenburger Strasse
today is part of a larger public space network, as shown in figure 6.5. The street is
part of a larger grid pattern and runs in a linear fashion across the heart of the
urban core, with five intersections connecting two larger public squares and open
spaces at each end (east and west).
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Figure 6.5: Public space blueprint of Potsdam’s city centre (Source: author’s illustration, based on Digitaler
Gestaltplan)

Among the Potsdam population, Brandenburger Strasse is commonly referred to as
the ‘boulevard’ (Landeshauptstadt Potsdam, 2018a); this term has a long history, as
the street was established in 1733 and is over 750 metres long. Ernst Fidicin
described his impression of the area as follows: “Potsdam is something sweet, a
Biedermeier-style cosily coated country town with a flair of efficiency, which
understands its own nice properties too well and seeks to avoid exchanging them
for less nice ones. The swanky, American, and ubiquitous are rarely seen, while the
highest things (in the form of superfluous shop conversions, or modern giant
showcase windows from the eye-level perspective) are avoided.”53 (In-BerlinBrandenburg.com, 2018).
During the 19th century, Brandenburger Strasse developed into a well-established
busy street with ample commercial activity, where local family businesses
continued to trade until recently despite the impacts of the First and Second World
Wars and the socialistic times during the GDR period. During this latter period, the
name of the street changed from Brandenburger Strasse into Klement-GottwaldStraße in 1955, a change that was revoked after the fall of the Berlin wall in 1990

53

Translated by the author from: „Potsdam etwas von dem lieben, biedermeierisch-gemütlichen Anstrich des tüchtigen
Landstädtchens, das seine netten Eigenschaften zu gut kennt, um sie gegen weniger nette umtauschen zu wollen. Protziges,
Amerikanisches, Allerneuestes drängt sich hier nur selten und höchsten in Gestalt überflüssiger Ladenumbauten,
neuzeitlicher Riesenschaufenster ... den Blicken auf“.
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(Arlt, 1999). At the beginning of the 20th century, two large department stores
opened their doors to customers: the first of these, known as the Stadtpalais
Karstadt Centre today, was established in 1905 (figure 6.6), while the second, the
Kaufhaus Hirsch, was erected in 1910 (Landeshauptstadt Potsdam, 2018c). From
1975 to 1978, the street was subject to urban renewal and transformed into a
pedestrian zone (Landeshauptstadt Potsdam, 2018c). Figures 6.6 to 6.10 highlight
the morphological changes that occurred in Brandenburger Strasse between the
19th and 20th centuries.
Due to unaffordably high rents, one of the last traditional businesses closed in
2012, which resulted in the street earning a new nickname: ‘Broadway’ (In-BerlinBrandenburg.com, 2018).

Figure 6.6: Brandenburger Strasse with tram line before the erection of the department stores (Source:
http://potsdam-blog.de/wp-content/01_01Brandenburger_Strasse.jpg)

Figure 6.7: Brandenburger Strasse, Potsdam, with ‘Konsum-Kaufhaus’ open for traffic (Source: http//www.flickriver.com/photos/tumbalalaika/24300161989/)
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Figure 6.8: Brandenburger Strasse and ‘Konsum‘ Kaufhaus in the 1960s GDR (Source: unknown)

Figure 6.9: The pedestrian zone on Klement-Gottwald-Straße (Brandenburger Strasse) in the winter of 1978
(Source: Horst Sturm, Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-TD316-0301, 16th March 1978)

Figure 6.10: The pedestrian zone of Klement-Gottwald-Straße (Brandenburger Strasse) in 1978 after opening to
the public (Source: Hubert Link, Bundesarchiv, Bild 183- TD415-0025, 15th April 1978)
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Brandenburger Strasse features the Brandenburger Tor (gate), which is placed at
the Vorplatz near the Luisen Platz. The gate, erected shortly after the seven-year
war in 1770-71, was based on the idea of a triumphal gate for Friedrich the Great to
represent the great power of the Prussians in Europe at that time in history
(Landeshauptstadt Potsdam, 2018b). Based on concepts inspired by the triumph
gates of the Romans, Carl von Gontard and his apprentice Georg Christian Unger
designed the gate (Landeshauptstadt Potsdam, 2018b), which functioned as a
pathway to access the city. The Vorplatz (Am Brandenburger Tor) itself functioned
as a stage designed to emphasise the impressive architecture of the gate itself
(figure 6.11). During the 19th century, the side pathways were opened up and the
city wall taken down, resulting in an impression of the gate as a freestanding
structure in the middle of the public space (figure 6.12) (Landeshauptstadt
Potsdam, 2018b). The spatial composition around the gate remained consistent
until today (figure 6.13).

Figure 6.11: Brandenburger Tor at around 1865 (Source: Hermann Selle, Potsdam Museum- Forum für Kunst und
Geschichte)
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Figure 6.12: Historic image of Brandenburger Tor with Luisen Platz in the background (Source: Potsdam
Museum-Forum für Kunst und Geschichte)

Figure 6.13: Brandenburger Tor on 11 May 2017 (Source: author’s illustration)

Density
The area has a residential density of 13,345 people per km2 (Landeshauptstadt
Potsdam, 2017), and the building height remains consistent at between two and
three storeys. The area has limited free open space at the back of the building
blocks (GfP, 2003). The city centre is a heritage precinct and the urban renewal
process is near completion. Figures 6.14 to 6.16 show the three-dimensional
modelling of the three sites, simulating a bird’s-eye perspective in order to provide
an impression of the dimensions and relations between the form, density and
height of the buildings. The red roofs provide an indication of the richness of the
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buildings with heritage significance, as well as their consistent ‘Gestalt’ approach to
the precinct.

N

Figure 6.14: Google 3D shoot of Am Brandenburger Tor from the southern direction (Source: Google, 2017)

N

Figure 6.15: Google 3D shoot of Hermann-Elflein Strasse from the southern direction (Source: Google, 2017)
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Figure 6. 16: Google 3D shoot of Lindenstrasse from the southern direction (Source: Google, 2017)

Buildings
Site A contains a number of building types that define the space. One architectural
feature is consciously situated in the space and makes a strong contribution to the
sense of place, giving the site a unique identity. Figure 6.17 shows the view of the
adjoining buildings from Brandenburger Tor. A consistent height restriction applies
to the buildings, so that they do not exceed a height of two floors plus roof
expansion.
All buildings in sites A, B and C are located within a heritage precinct and must
comply with height, colour and façade contours (figures 6.17 to 6.19). The
composition of these buildings has remained largely the same since 1733, when the
precinct was first developed. Each façade has unique and distinct decorations and
ornaments, which contributes to an overall atmosphere that invites the observer to
discover the rich diversity along Brandenburger Strasse. At the opposite end of the
street, another solitary architectural structure features in the space. The
Propsteikirche Sankt Peter and Paul (a church) corresponds to the Brandenburer
Tor and harmonises the spatial relationship between the two ends of the street
with a boulevard character (see element C in figure 6.20). Figure 6.20 shows all
views when connected, along with the relationships between the sites, the
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architectural solitaires and the consistent block edge development style. Two
additional view connections impact the human scale experience of Brandenburger
Strasse. When diverting from the intersection of Hermann-Elflein Strasse and
Brandenburger Strasse towards the south, a very rich tapestry of heritage façades
can be seen on both sides; at the end of the view, the connection is highly visible to
the observer. Figure 6.20 highlights this impression under element D. At the
intersection of Lindenstrasse and Brandenburger Strasse another solitary
architectural feature, the Jäger Tor, catches the eye when viewed in the northern
direction (element B). The building composition along Herman-Elflein Strasse and
Lindenstrasse remains both consistent with and complementary to the buildings on
Brandenburger Strasse.

Figure 6.17: 180-degree image of site A (Source: author’s illustration))

Figure 6.18: 360-degree image of site B (Source: author’s illustration)

Figure 6.19: 360-degree image of site C (Source: author’s illustration)
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Figure 6.20: Potsdam City Centre view connections and axis (Source: author’s illustration)

Flexibility in height and land use
As indicated in the ‘buildings’ section, the area is a heritage precinct constrained by
strict regulations regarding the permissible height, architectural language and
features of the buildings. Only the two major department stores exceed these
general height restrictions; however, both of these buildings are situated outside of
the research sites and are therefore not subject to further interrogation.
The area is zoned as mixed land use, which refers to M1 zoning with an associated
GFZ54 of 0.8 – 1.6 (Landeshauptstadt Potsdam, 2013). Potsdam’s gazetted land use
plan describes the area as a central service area in accordance with small-scale
retail business concepts55 (figure 6.21). The site provides space for businesses and
shops on the ground level, with residential areas on the first and second floors.

54
55

GFZ is short for Geschossflächenzahl, which translates as ‘permissible building height’ in English.
Translated from the German: Zentraler Versorgungsbereich gemäß Einzelhandelskonzept.
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Figure 6.21: Excerpt of Potsdam’s land use plan; the area in brown refers to M 1. The circular symbol indicates a
central service area in accordance with the small-scale retail business concept (Source: Landeshauptstadt
Potsdam (2013)).

Variety of functions
The site includes a mix of residential living on the second and third floors, as well as
within the courtyards of each adjoining block. The small-scale retail businesses
encompass a wide variety, including bars, cafés, restaurants, retail and bakeries.
Figure 6.22 presents the distribution of restaurants, bars and cafés, as well as retail
spaces, museums and galleries. In the German context, bakeries receive a separate
mention, as they also function as social hubs in which local people meet early in the
mornings before work. In terms of spatial distribution within a four-minute walking
radius, all sites feature a nearby bakery, two of which are strategically located on
corner blocks. Retail shops stretch mostly along the mid-blocks on both sides of the
street, while restaurants and cafés frame the Am Brandenburger Tor (site A).
Museums and galleries are located off the main pedestrian street towards the
northern side of Brandenburger Strasse. It should be noted that all blocks are fairly
small, which contributes to a rich array of different experiences at eye level. This
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diversity of different façades and functions on the ground level enhances the
overall experience of the street.
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Figure 6.22: Variety of functions and building envelopes in Brandenburger Strasse, Potsdam (Source: author’s
illustration)

Well-functioning hybrid zones
The pedestrian zone is bustling with the shopfronts of small and larger commercial
vendors and retailers. Most shops are locally owned and operated. However, due to
increased rents, most premises are now being leased by large chains (Arlt, 1999).
Shops are located only on the ground floor area. During the field research phase,
two corners were temporarily inactive due to building works; in figure 6.23, the
active frontages are highlighted in blue and the inactive frontages in orange.
Brandenburger Strasse is largely free of semi-public hybrid zones; only around
restaurants, hotels, bars and cafés, which provide outdoor seating for their
customers, are hybrid zones in place. The hybrid zones are associated with cafés or
restaurants located on the northern side of Brandenburger Strasse are usually
busier, as they are situated on the side of the street that receives much more sun.
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Figure 6.23: Active façades Potsdam city centre (Source: author’s illustration based on CartoDB)

Vertical orientation of façades
The vertical orientation of the façades becomes evident as part of the decorative
ornaments of some buildings. For example, the hotels around site A feature
columns and different colours to simulate a distinct vertical orientation. The solitary
architectural features, including the gates and the church, further contribute to this
vertical orientation. However, most other buildings are doing the opposite and
focus on horizontal orientation, which contributes to a ‘tunnel’ effect between the
two solitary features that mark the beginning and the end of the street.

Appropriate signage
Two types of signs could be found in the study sites. The first type is wayfinding
signage. Blue and silver-looking poles at sites A and C indicated the directions to
major attractions in metres; other than these, no maps to complement the
wayfinding experience are on display. The second type is advertisement signage.
Due to strongly enforced heritage rules, however, businesses can only advertise
within clearly defined boundaries; these boundaries ensure that the signage does
not dominate the space and thus impact on the experience of the heritage-listed
façades. Furthermore, advertisement frames (A-frames and billboards) can only be
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found on the path, including the removeable showcase boxes and objects that
indicate products for purchase within the main pedestrian thoroughfare.

Places to walk (including user integration)
All three sites in Potsdam are located within a pedestrian-friendly area. Site A is
directly located in a public square around Brandenburger Tor. The pedestrian zone
around site B is unique, as a shared space meets a street with slow-moving traffic in
this location. This is also a shared space, as delivery vehicles access the pedestrian
zone; however, the movement flow of vehicles along their journey on HermannElflein Strasse is disrupted by bollards. Site C is also located in the pedestrian zone
and functions as a shared space during the early morning and evening hours. The
intersection at site C is much wider than that in B and provides a thoroughfare for
vehicles. Figure 6.24 shows that Brandenburger Strasse in the Potsdam City Centre,
with its Walk Score ranking of 96 out of 100, is classified as a ‘Walker’s Paradise’.
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Figure 6.24: Walk Score rating for Brandenburger Strasse, Potsdam (Source: www.walkscore.com, accessed on
12th May 2018)

A space that caters for its users should be an environment for all people (A. Jacobs
& Appleyard, 1987). Facilitating safe movement for the widest range of users
through and within a public space – which should include children, adults, women,
disadvantaged people and older people – enables good user integration. The sites
in Potsdam are barrier-free and accessible to all users. Figure 6.25 shows the
pedestrian-friendly areas in yellow. The area surrounds and penetrates through
Brandenburger Strasse, where all three sites are located. A dedicated bicycle route
runs along the northern street, parallel to Brandenburger Strasse, although many
cyclists use the pedestrian zone during the early morning hours until 9 am.
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A green spine that provides space for pedestrians and cyclists circles the inner city,
commencing in the west at Brandenburger Tor and curving around the city’s
northern edge. The large public square at the eastern end of Brandenburger Strasse
functions as a public marketplace; however, outside of market operation hours, the
space converts into a large carpark. Furthermore, the pedestrian zone does not run
through the entire length of Brandenburger Strasse, but rather discontinues only
one block before entering the marketplace.
The site is easily accessible by public transport, with two major forms of transport
(buses and trams) following routes on the southern and western edges of the inner
city. Three major bus and tram stops are located along the route.

Figure 6.25: Blueprint of movement network Potsdam (Source: author’s illustration based on Landeshauptstadt
Potsdam Digitaler Gestaltplan and Radverkehrskonzept)

All three sites feature similar patterns that encourage ‘movement through space’ in
designated areas, along with a few selected objects and spots for intimacy around
the edges. Figure 6.26 shows the daylight impression of site A, along with a
deconstruction of the different types of pavement. The site is wide and open with a
consistent red-hued cobblestone pavement. In front of the gate are several
demarcations for bicycles, bypassing the gate itself in the north-south direction.
The heart of the square contains a mosaic featuring the state’s coat of arms, with
two dates facing the direction of the gate. Around the edges, wide transitional
zones cater for pedestrians with different patterns, although there is no difference
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in curb height, which makes the entire space barrier-free. The footpath marking
frames the square in a U-shape before continuing along both sides of
Brandenburger Strasse. The surface of Brandenburger Strasse is made up of a
larger-sized type of cobblestone that is occasionally filled with red-hued asphalt.
The cobblestones on the footpath are grey with large granite plates in the middle.
These granite plates provide a more even surface than the cobblestones and
continuously flow along the edges into Brandenburger Strasse.

Figure 6.26: Pavement types in the public space of site A, Am Brandenburer Tor in Potsdam (Source: author’s
illustration)
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The pavement in Site B continues with a clear linear pattern style that is consistent
with the pavement structure of site A (figure 6.7). However, there is a distinct
difference between the pavement cobblestone pattern in Hermann-Elflein Strasse
compared to Brandenburger Strasse, indicating that Brandenburger Strasse (as well
as the intersection) serves a different function; in this case, catering for
pedestrians.

Figure 6.27: Pavement types in the public space of site B, Herman- Elflein Strasse and Brandenburger Strasse in
Potsdam (Source: author’s illustration)
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Site C, at Lindenstrasse and Brandenburger Strasse, shows a very consistent pattern
duplicated from Hermann-Elflein Strasse and Brandenburger Strasse (figure 6.28).
The same type of pavement and patterns have been applied in a linear fashion.
Again, compared to the pedestrian zone, the pavement pattern of Lindenstrasse is
different, indicating to the user that they are entering a different spatial
experience. Overall, the pavement pattern is very functional, linear and consistent
across all three sites.

Figure 6.28: Pavement types in public space of site C, Lindenstrasse and Brandenburger Strasse in Potsdam
(Source: author’s illustration)
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Space impressions at eye level
The following section summarises characteristics in the public space in Potsdam
from an outsider’s perspective at eye level. This includes the mapping and
deconstruction of permanent and temporary objects in space, as well as the trees,
water, food, maintenance, wind and sun at each site. Similar to the Canberra case
study, all data presented here originated from direct observation in real time
collected by the researcher during the time of investigation.

Permanent objects in public space
All three sites in Potsdam contain several types of objects in space. Overall, the
observer is given the impression of contrast and clear structure. The centre of each
site is object-free with no permanent objects. In the case of the Am Brandenburger
Tor, this creates an ambience that focuses attention towards the architectural
features in space (figure 6.29). Permanent objects are carefully placed around the
edges of the public space, indicating that these are the nominated spots for place
functions, while the wider and more open spaces are designed for moving through
space. These permanent objects include a wayfinding sign at the south-westerly
edge and a water fountain with a place for signage on the wall located on the
north-easterly edge towards Brandenburger Strasse. A row of flags is placed only on
the southern side of Brandenburger Strasse (currently advertising for museums).
Furthermore, an interactive Glockenspiel (bell play) clock sculpture is situated on
the south-easterly side of the square towards Brandenburger Strasse (opposite the
water fountain). The wall behind the sculpture also features a sign recounting the
story behind this object. Two types of wooden benches can be found in the square.
These benches, which have backrests, are located in front of the facades near the
sculptures facing towards the square. The other type of bench is located along the
edge of the pedestrian path pattern. Two bins frame the entrance situated towards
Brandenburger Strasse, and are placed right next to lanterns of type A with a single
light. The lanterns of type B, with a double light, are located along the opposite
edges of the square next to a bin and benches with no backrests overlooking the
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square. Only two trees are featured in this space. Overall, the space impression at
eye level as regards permanent objects is structured and open, seemingly
prioritising movement over place function at the centre, but consciously allowing
for place functions to unfold along the edges.

Figure 6.29: Permanent objects Am Brandenburger Tor and in Brandenburger Strasse, Potsdam (Source:
author’s illustration)
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Site B features a slight variation from the patterns of objects located at Am
Brandenburger Tor. Figure 6.30 highlights the consistency in the street furniture
style. However, bench type 1 (with backrests) differs from the benches with
backrests in site A, which are only situated on the southern edge at the intersection
of Hermann-Elflein Strasse and Brandenburger Strasse. Novel features include three
types of objects, namely bollards, bike rails and designated signs for advertisement.
The spatial arrangement of the permanent objects in space suggest that the main
movement thoroughfare runs along Brandenburger Strasse, with lanterns of type A
on both sides near the edges. Benches of type 2 have been placed on both sides,
just prior to arriving at the intersection from the direction of Am Brandenburger
Tor. Bicycle parking is located on Hermann-Elflein Strasse on all four corners with
variations in the number of structures. The bollards block the way south on
Hermann-Elflein Strasse, allowing delivery vehicles to access the space only from
the north.
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Figure 6.30: Permanent objects on Hermann-Elflein Strasse and Brandenburger Strasse, Potsdam (Source:
author’s illustration)

Site C, on the corner of Lindenstrasse and Brandenburger Strasse, differs again from
site B in terms of the arrangement of permanent objects in space. Figure 6.31
indicates that the area is host to objects including a mailbox, electricity box and
public telephone, in addition to the previous objects outlined in the description
above. The electricity box is located on the north-western corner of the
intersection, while the telephone box is situated on the south-western corner. The
placement of bollards also differs; these can be found on both sides of the
Lindenstrasse near the edges, protecting the bicycle parking spots from vehicles
and narrowing the street prior to its merging into Brandenburger Strasse. Vehicles
can access the street from both directions (north and south). Along Brandenburger
Strasse, the same logic of the object pattern and rhythm applies. The advertisement
sign is discrete and located near the main pedestrian thoroughfare on the
intersection’s south-western corner. Again, the intersection itself is free of objects
and benches, as places for rest are located on the edges.
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Figure 6.31: Permanent objects in Lindenstrasse and Brandenburger Strasse, Potsdam (Source: author’s
illustration)

Trees
Figure 6.32 depicts the trees in the centre of Potsdam, which shall be considered
separately, as they contribute to microclimates and provide shade for the users of
the space. Site A (Am Brandenburger Tor) contains only two mature trees placed at
two corners of the square: one is placed on the north-easterly edge, while the other
is located on the south-easterly edge. When approaching the space from the west
and passing under the gate, both trees contribute to the intimate character of the
edges, which act as a place for rest.
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In site B (Hermann-Elflein Strasse), trees were planted on all four corners, providing
shade for the people who seek to rest underneath them. Brandenburger Strasse
itself is completely free of trees.
Again, Site C differs from both previous sites. Trees not only frame the four corners,
but also continue along both sides of Lindenstrasse to the north and south, creating
a closed canopy effect along the Lindenstrasse in both directions.

Figure 6.32: Tree cover in Brandenburger Strasse within the area Potsdam (Source: author’s illustration)

Temporary objects in public space
Temporary objects in the Potsdam sites can be reduced to a few types: chairs,
tables and umbrellas for outside dining, seating and tables without umbrellas,
planter boxes, billboard A-frames, and construction fences (figure 6.33). Outside
dining-related objects are the dominant type of temporary objects in site A. The
spatial distribution shows that most objects are located on the outer rim, close to
the permanent objects, focusing on place function. This keeps the centre of the
square free for most of the time (figure 6.33). The water fountain (marked Q) is
completely surrounded by temporary objects, which makes access difficult for its
users. Furthermore, Brandenburger Strasse has more outside dining on the
northern edge; this might be explained by the prevalence of shade on the southern
side. The only outside seating on the southern side belongs to the bakery.
Billboards are also located near the edges around light poles, seating or flags,
ensuring that the main pedestrian thoroughfare remains free of obstacles.
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Figure 6.33: Temporary objects in Am Brandenburger Tor and Brandenburger Strasse, Potsdam (Source: author’s
illustration)

The situation in site B, at the intersection of Hermann-Elflein Strasse and
Brandenburger Strasse, is also different, with outside seating located only at the
front of the bakery and the restaurant (figure 6.34). Boxes containing goods are
also located at the front of the corner block on the south-western edge, creating an
environment in which ‘things’ can be explored. The two boxes that belong to the
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tea shop are directly located in the pedestrian thoroughfare, leaving only just
enough space for a vehicle to pass through if required. A shopping puppet is located
on the south-eastern edge, seeking to entice customers to enter the shop located in
Hermann-Elflein Strasse. The bakery has also provided additional temporary bike
rails directly in front of their entrance.

Figure 6.34: Temporary objects in Herrmann-Elflein Strasse and Brandenburger Strasse, Potsdam (Source:
author’s illustration)

Site C, again, is slightly different from the situation at the intersection in site B.
(figure 6.35). Three of the four edges of the intersection are activated. Both edges
on the northern side of Brandenburger Strasse offer outside dining in both
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directions, while planter boxes frame the outside seating area in front of the
bakery. Some A-frame billboards advertise for the restaurants and cafés just next to
their seating areas and close to the main thoroughfare. At the time of the study, a
temporary construction fence on the south-eastern side of the intersection
impacted the natural space dynamic. Furthermore, three shops on the southern
side offer outside boxes and displays of their goods, creating ‘sticky’ spots along the
pedestrian thoroughfare.

Figure 6.35: Temporary objects on Lindenstrasse and Brandenburger Strasse, Potsdam (Source: author’s
illustration)
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In conclusion, all temporary objects in space seem to be quite regulated, as none of
them blocks either the footpath, the main pedestrian thoroughfare or the
intersection. The edges seem to be allocated to place-contributing activities and
central spaces for movement. Figure 6.36, which provides an overview of the entire
area along Brandenburger Strasse, confirms the correlation between sun and
outside dining on the northern side of the pedestrian zone, as well as the place
contribution made by temporary objects along the edges of the square. The core
areas in all spaces have been left clear and uncluttered by any type of objects,
temporary or permanent.
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Figure 6.36: Site in Brandenburger Strasse with permanent and temporary objects in overview (Source: author’s
illustration)
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Water
The only water feature found in the study sites is located on the northern side of
site A and blocked by a temporary object from access by the wider public, both
visually and spatially (figure 6.37).

Figure 6.37: Water fountain Am Brandenburger Tor (Source: author’s illustration)

Food
Food is an important feature in all three sites in Potsdam; this is confirmed by the
spatial distribution of outside seating, as well as the location and density of
bakeries along the street. The bakers generated a distinct smell of freshly baked
goods, every morning and consistently throughout the day, so that a pleasant
aroma of fresh bread lingers in the space. Furthermore, 23 different opportunities
for outside dining and consumption exist within a four-minute walking radius.
Some of these cafés also offer shopfronts at which people can purchase fresh icecream. During the observational fieldwork, temperatures were warm and sunny, so
that these shopfronts attracted a large number of people. They are an indicator of
place and enjoyment.
The noise level was measured on a daily basis during the fieldwork period. Most of
the time, the noise level remained between 60 and 73 decibels (dB), which is the
range of conversational noise level. On occasions, when a delivery vehicle accessed
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the sites, the noise level increased to 83 decibels (dB). Furthermore, as also noted
above in the analysis for the Canberra sites, a garbage disposal truck entered the
site that operates at around 80 dB on average (Canadian Centre for Occupational
Health and Safety, 2014). In conclusion, most noise was generated by people
talking, walking or cycling past.

Maintenance
Adequate maintenance can ensure a comfortable and aesthetically pleasant
experience for the users of a public space, as determined by social norms within the
respective culture and user groups. Brandenburger Strasse is generally well
maintained, with very little litter to be found on the surface. Some stickers and
graffiti can be found on construction fences, as well as occasionally on buildings or
benches (figure 6.38). Missing or broken cobblestones in the street are regularly
filled in by the maintenance regime of the city council and replaced with asphalt in
the colour of the pavement (figure 6.39); presumably, this is due to budget
constraints, as the cobblestones are more expensive.

Figure 6.38: Stickers and graffiti in the Potsdam sites (Source: author’s illustration)
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Figure 6.39: Pavement in Brandenburger Strasse that has been filled in (Source: author’s illustration)

Wind and sun
The sites in Potsdam have a number of distinct attributes that influence the users
and the behaviour setting. As previously indicated, the majority of the outside
dining and seating areas are located on the northern side of Brandenburger Strasse,
as the buildings cast shadows that affect half of the street for half of the day. When
exploring the patterns of shadow on the ground, as shown in figure 6.40, it
becomes clear that the street offers two microclimate options in which people can
feel comfortable: namely, people can walk in either the shade or the sun. The trees
also provide additional shade, creating comfort for those who seek to spend time
there. Strong wind was mostly absent during the observation period, although the
open space in the Am Brandenburger square is windier than the street itself.
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Figure 6.40: Shade and sun effect in Brandenburger Strasse (Source: author’s illustration)

6.3 Play: Findings for the Potsdam sites
Brandenburger Strasse is a lively space from the early morning hours onwards.
People on bicycles begin to populate the space from around 7 am until 8 am, at
which point pedestrians and delivery vehicles increase in numbers. From this point
on, the space is lively until the evening hours, at around 5 pm, before becoming
quiet again. During the weekend, the place is busy from 10 am until 5 pm. It should
be noted here that most retail shops in Brandenburger Strasse are open during the
week from 9.30 am until 8 pm, while bakeries are generally open from 7 am until 7
pm during the week and on weekends. On a typical Saturday, many tourists and
larger groups explore the street space. Only one socially marginalised person, who
appeared familiar to the locals, was recorded during the observation. Bicycles are
formally allowed to cycle through the space between 8 pm and 10 am.
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Play activities in space
All people who displayed play activities in the space were recorded and divided into
four categories: namely, vertigo, simulation, change and competition. Throughout
the data collection phase, a pattern emerged that provided an indication of the
most common types of play activity. Similar to the Canberra case study, all data
presented here originated from direct observation in real time collected by the
researcher during the time of investigation.

Vertigo
Vertigo can manifest itself in various forms, including walking with an aid, dancing,
jogging/running, using a scooter, skateboarding, jumping/twisting, bicycling, or
car/bike racing if alone. Walking with an aid includes Nordic walking as well as
walking with a stick (figure 6.41). The most commonly observed form of vertigo
emerged consistently and over all days of the week as bicycling, with a frequency
that reached 202 cases on Saturday (table 6.1).
The cycling rates were high on most days compared to all other vertigo activities,
reaching their lowest number on Thursday with 114 counts. The second most
common form of vertigo play activity was jumping/twisting, followed very closely
by scootering and jogging/running. A few cases were recorded of people walking
with an aid, mostly a walking stick. Only a very few skateboarders were recorded,
while only on very few occasions was someone found to be bike racing. The space
offered a use value to most cyclists, as many either rode together with a friend,
chatting while cycling, listening to music, or rode freely in everyday clothing with no
helmet and occasionally without their hands on the handlebars. In no cases were
goods or services exchanged.
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Figure 6.41: Exemplar cases of walking with sticks (Source: author’s illustration)

Vertigo Potsdam
Walking aid
Dancing
Jogging/ running
Scooter
Skateboarding
Jumping/ twisting
Bicycling
Car/ bike racing if alone
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Table 6. 1 Play activities with vertigo characteristics in Brandenburger Strasse over the period of a week (Source:
author’s illustration)

Simulation
Simulation is a diverse category that includes a broad range of play activities, such
as yoga, backpacking, collecting, playing with digital devices, shopping/window
shopping, photography, art projects, listening to music, and displays of
affection/compassion (table 6.2). While not all of these activity types were
recorded in Potsdam, a selection of different types have emerged out of the data.
The most commonly perceived type of play in this category was
affection/compassion, which includes holding hands, kissing or hugging in public.
The level of this activity was generally higher during the weekend than on
weekdays, with up to 254 cases recorded on the Saturday. Despite window
shopping/shopping showing the highest total number of cases, with 361 cases
being observed on a Wednesday, this activity did not take place as frequently as
affection/compassion. Photography also appears to be a common form of
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simulation activity, peaking on a Saturday with 249 cases recorded. During the
week, however, this number varied greatly, from 25 cases on a Friday up to 173
cases on Thursday. Listening to music occurred at a very high frequency on a Friday,
with 84 cases, and remained stable at around the high 70s during most days of the
week before dropping off significantly on the weekend to 16 cases. Furthermore,
more dog walkers were recorded on weekends than during the week; overall,
however, the rate sat at an average of around 50 cases. Wednesday showed an
unusual decline in the number of dog walkers, with only 26 cases recorded. Playing
on digital devices/engaging with the virtual reality space occurred at a generally
higher during the week than on weekends, with 52 cases recorded on Monday and
the lowest point being reached on Saturday with eight cases. A few instances were
recorded where people backpacked, played with toys, wore a costume, read a
book, paper or novel, or were simply observed daydreaming or letting their mind
wander.
Simulation offers exchange value to its user as well as use value. The most evident
and clear form of exchange value is shopping, while the most ambiguous form is
fantasy or day-dreaming.
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Simulation Potsdam
Wedding
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Novels/ reading
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Flower arranging
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Listening to music
Imagination
Fantasy
Daydreams
Affection/ compassion
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Table 6.2: Play activities with simulation characteristics in Brandenburger Strasse over the period of a week
(Source: author’s illustration)
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Chance
Chance is a category of play that happens frequently in combination with another
play category in space. and includes a wide range of play activities such as lotteries,
playing with voices, music, magic tricks, bars/taverns, speech play, play with
objects, gambling, parties, joking, bird-watching, or playing with birds and other
animals (table 6.3). Some of these are more ambiguous than others.
Overall, joking around was the most frequently recorded play activity in this
category, with up to 134 cases on a Wednesday. It should be noted that joking
around is an activity that becomes perceivable to an outsider when larger groups
pass through space. Only on very rare occasions does a single person tell a joke, as
it usually requires an ‘audience’ or a listener. Joking around is therefore a good
indicator of joyful group dynamics in space. On the contrary, playing with voices can
occur whenever one is in space. Cases of playing with voices were recorded up to
45 times on a Wednesday, reaching their low point on a Sunday with only five
cases. Furthermore, a few people played with objects, including both permanent
objects and temporary loose objects such as sticks, leaves or tree droppings. The
highest frequency was recorded on a Saturday, with 20 cases; on some days, none
were recorded. Play with other animals, including birds and dogs, did happen at a
rate of up to seven cases in one day, but not as often as other activities. Speech
play and playing music did happen, but only on a few occasions during the data
collection period (this includes musicians on the street).
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Chance Potsdam
Other:
Lotteries
Playing voices
Playing music
Playing the piano
Magic tricks
Bars / taverns
Speech play
Play with objects
Gambling (card games)
Parties
Joking
Crosswords
Bird watching
Playing with birds/ animals
0
Monday

Tuesday

20

40

Wednesday

60
Thursday

80
Friday

100

120
Saturday

140

160

Sunday

Table 6.3: Play activities with chance characteristics in Brandenburger Strasse over the period of a week (Source:
author’s illustration)

Competition
Competition is a category that also occurred in the Potsdam case study, but had the
lowest number of recordings in total compared to the other categories.
Competition includes street luge, drinking, martial arts, card games, arm wrestling,
ground games, board games, ball games, car/bike racing if in a group, and collection
(table 6.4).
Ball games were the type of competition play activity with the highest number of
recorded cases (seven); however, this happened only rarely on other days during
the time of recording. Ground games, which include playing with pavement
structures or combinations with loose and temporary objects, happened up to six
times on the Saturday. During the week, one to two cases were usually recorded.
The only other type of competition recorded during the week was bike racing
between two children on the weekend.
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The recorded types of play in this category were usually not associated with
exchange value (rather than use value), as no goods or services were involved in the
execution process. However, competition can offer exchange value when the
games involved goods or deeds as a reward.

Competition Potsdam
Street luge
Drinking
Martial arts
Card games
Arm wrestling
Ground games
Board games
Ball games (soccer, cricket etc.)
Car/ bike racing
Collections
0
Monday

Tuesday

1
Wednesday

2

3
Thursday

4
Friday

5
Saturday

6

7

8

Sunday

Table 6.4: Play activities with competition characteristics in Brandenburger Strasse over the period of a week
(Source: author’s illustration)

In conclusion, all four categories of play occurred in Brandenburger Strasse,
indicating that the space is conducive to different types of play activities. Some of
the play activities within the respective categories occurred more than others.
Within the vertigo category, the most common form of play was bicycling, with a
very high total number. Brandenburger Strasse is also a place for
affection/compassion, window shopping/shopping and photography; all three types
of activity occurred most frequently within simulation. Listening to music and
playing on digital devices/with virtual reality did happen but was not as apparent as
the others.
Chance activities occurred mostly in association with joking around, which might
suggest that large groups of people were in the space at the time of recording.
Most other forms of chance were more ambiguous and recorded less often.
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Competition was the least frequent form of play in the sites but did occur in the
combination of loose objects or surfaces on the ground. The play activities for
which the highest numbers were recorded provide the starting point for the
interrogation of qualitative data in the search for the ‘typical’ play activities that
will be subjected to spatial deconstruction in order to gain a better understanding
of the space dynamics and the quality of the space.

Space dynamics
Structurally identical to the analysis of the space dynamics through play activities in
Canberra, the following section provides an overview of the emerging space
dynamics when using the PLAY framework and the two dominant types of space
dynamic. Based on the analysis of the most commonly recorded play activities in
space, 17 ‘typical’ play activities have been subject to further interrogation in order
to bridge the quantitative and qualitative divide in urban analysis and to break
through potential limitations associated with a reductionist research approach Of
these 17 situations, four will be analysed in detail. The reason for selecting those
cases is because they are covering the two most dominant space dynamic types in
which play activity occurs.This section discusses one more play activity situation
compared to the Canberra case study due to the length of the site in Potsdam.
Social groups and dynamics will be presented towards the end of this section.

Types of space dynamics
Similar to the Canberra case study, there are two distinguishable space dynamics
related to play activities in space. ‘Demand on space’ refers to play activities in
space that lasted for up to 16 or more minutes, as determined in the findings for
Canberra. Furthermore, ‘movement through space’ activities are those that unfold
for under one minute in space. The play activity cases presented in this section did
not necessarily occur in a linear fashion but happened at concurrent times and even
overlapped in terms of play categories.
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Figures 6.42, 6.45 and 6.48 summarise the cluster points of all typical ‘demand on
space’ activities and some of the ‘movement through space’ play activities that
were observed during the fieldwork. Due to the spatial arrangement of
Brandenburger Strasse and Brandenburger Tor, the three maps showcase the
emerging clusters of play activities in space. Play activities that ‘contributed to
place’ over a longer period of time have been highlighted in a lighter blue, while all
other activities are in darker blue.

Site A: Am Brandenburger Tor
Figure 6.42 shows the situation in Am Brandenburger Tor and clearly indicates four
distinct spatial dynamics. The first dynamic unfolds in front of the gate, where play
activities happen either underneath or directly in front of it, creating a stage-setting
atmosphere and a degree of protection to the back. The second space dynamic
unfolds in the free space in the middle of the square around the mosaic on the
ground. People seems to gravitate to this area, gaining an overview of the space
while also creating a space in which to be seen. Play activity 1A unfolded
deliberately there in order to draw on this spatial advantage (light blue) for over 36
minutes. The third type of space dynamic unfolded towards the southern edge. This
space demarcates the transition zone between the free open space and the more
intimate space where more ‘demand on space’ activities tend to happen. This area
also contains benches and a permanent object in space, with less outside dining
space from adjoining cafés, which makes it a true public space. It should be noted
that the entire pedestrian zone and the square contains no passive surveillance
cameras or free WIFI hotspots.
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Figure 6. 42: Cluster points of ‘typical’ play activities Am Brandenburger Tor (Source: author’s illustration)
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The fourth space dynamic relates directly to ‘movement through space’ activities,
indicating that people choose the most direct routes possible through the space
and that play unfolds as part of their journey through space. Figure 6.43 indicates
the dominant movement patterns through the space, showing the preferred
walking and cycling routes. Interestingly some users chose to cycle or walk around
objects such as the bench and light pole at the southern edge of the square.

Figure 6.43: Movement patterns Am Brandenburger Tor (Source: author’s illustration)

Furthermore, people either cycle along the demarcated route around the gate,
north and south bound, or along the main pedestrian thoroughfare from around
the gate, through the gate towards centre of Brandenburger Strasse and vice versa
(figure 6.44). The mosaic in the middle of the square demarcates a spot that is very
often crossed before the majority of space users enter or exit Brandenburger
Strasse.
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Figure 6.44: Movement and pavement styles Am Brandenburger Tor (Source: author’s illustration)

Site B: Brandenburger Strasse and Hermann-Elflein Strasse
The intersection of Brandenburger Strasse and Hermann-Elflein Strasse was home
to three distinct space dynamics. Figure 6.45 presents all cluster points of play
activities in this space. The light blue activity took around five minutes and was the
longest play activity recorded in this space. The first space dynamic refers to the
‘demand on space’ play activity on the bench with backrest located underneath a
tree (unlike the bench without backrest on the northern side) in the sun, which was
located off the main pedestrian thoroughfare but had a view of the pedestrian zone
and still sits within the vehicle-free space. All other ‘typical’ play activities took
place as part of ‘movement through space’. The second space dynamic involved
taking pictures through photography, i.e. people stopping in space to take a photo.
View connections and architectural built environment features become important
to this activity. People either stopped in the heart of the intersection to take photos
or clustered around the tree at the southwestern edge of the intersection. The third
space dynamic unfolded in relation to the play activity ‘window shopping’.
Adventurers stopped and strolled along the active shopfront. The retail display
carts placed outside, which displayed different types of tea in the middle of the
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walking thoroughfare, attracted a range of people, similar to the boxes on the
opposite side of the intersection on the southern side.

Figure 6.45: Cluster points of ‘typical’ play activities Brandenburger Strasse and Hermann-Elflein Strasse (Source:
author’s illustration)
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The predominant movement pattern through the space confirms the strategic
placement of the retail display carts to attract people (figure 6.46). The majority of
the pedestrian flow is along Brandenburger Strasse, with a few people crossing the
intersection from north to south and vice versa. Play activity 12 is a special case, as
it initially took place on the edge of the northern side next to a tree before moving
towards the middle of the intersection. However, there is also a correlation with
the ‘movement through space’ pattern, as the activity emerged out of this dynamic,
but temporarily contributed to place as it unfolded over three minutes and affected
several strangers and animal play behaviour.

Figure 6.46: Movement patterns on Brandenburger Strasse and Hermann-Elflein Strasse (Source: author’s
illustration)

When superimposing the layer of pavement patterns, it becomes clear that, similar
to site A, people behave mostly according to the designed pattern (figure 6.47). A
few cyclists chose to cycle along the edge and on the footpath pavement. This
pavement type was much smoother than the cobblestone pattern in the street.
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Figure 6.47: Movement and pavement styles Brandenburger Strasse and Hermann-Elflein Strasse (Source:
author’s illustration)

Site C: Brandenburger Strasse and Lindenstrasse
The intersection of Brandenburger Strasse and Lindenstrasse had a uniqueness to
it, as through the recording of one very long ‘demand on space’ (2 hour and 22
minutes) play activity, many others unfolded in front of the conditioned eye. This
also confirms that play activities in the Potsdam case do not unfold in a linear
fashion, but rather occur simultaneously, interrelating and contributing to each
other.
Three distinct space dynamics come to the fore in the behaviour setting, as shown
in a cluster in figure 6.48. The first space dynamic relates to ‘demand on space’
activities, as highlighted in light blue. Play activity 15 A is a temporary setup of
objects required for the musician to perform. The ‘stage’ was set up on the
southern side of the intersection, just out of the way of the main pedestrian
thoroughfare. This activity penetrated across the entire intersection and therefore
affected many other play activities in space to a degree. For example, 15 O, U, V, W
and S required seating in order to be able to listen to play activity 15 A. All of them
had a view connection to the musician; many of them sat on a bench in the sun or
in half-shade under a tree. Even the permanent objects of the electricity box and
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the temporary construction fence served as seating. In particular, the bench on the
north-western side was desirable, as people ate ice-cream from the small vendor in
the building behind it.
The second space dynamic refers to ‘movement through space’ and highlights that
even in these cases, people moved very slowly, played, listened to and engaged
with the musician. People walked, scooted or cycled very close to him and even
made donations. Other adventurers on bicycles stopped on the south-western edge
near the tree and listened to the musician. This corner was very active, as the shop
placed retail display carts outside, allowing people to engage in ‘window shopping’.
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Figure 6.48: Cluster points of ‘typical’ play activities in Brandenburger Strasse and Lindenstrasse (Source:
author’s illustration)

The movement pattern in figure 6.49 highlights that some people consciously
moved close to and past the retail display carts, but stayed further away from the
construction fence. The bakery on the north-eastern side also attracted people,
albeit less so for play purposes.

Figure 6.49: Movement patterns Brandenburger Strasse and Lindenstrasse (Source: author’s illustration)

The third type of space dynamic is related to ‘movement through space’, as people
either joked around while walking, took a few snapshots with their camera, held
hands, or played around with loose temporary objects (such as a stick) while
walking slowly through the space. Similar to the previous observations, the
movement was to a certain degree determined by the type and style of pavement.
People followed the intended pattern as shown in figure 6.50.
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Figure 6.50: Movement and pavement styles, Brandenburger Strasse and Lindenstrasse (Source: author’s
illustration)

Play activities at a glance
As with the Canberra case study, table 6.5 provides an overview of 17 ‘typical’ play
activities recorded in Am Brandenburger Tor and in Brandenburger Strasse in
Potsdam. All activities were analysed and categorised into play type, length of time,
description of space where play activity occurred, self-congestion and triangulation
to obtain information about the social space, objects (permanent, temporary,
loose), and economic contributions (indicator for exchange value), and then
summarised. Of these 17 play activities in space, only one of them was associated
with competition; vertigo was listed 16 times, chance 12 times and simulation 40
times. Similar to the Canberra case study, the definition boundaries became
ambiguous as the observed activity morphed from one category into another or
simply occurred twice at the same time across different people in space. Simulation
was the longest category of play within the selection of ‘typical play activities’ in
space (up to 2 hours 22 minutes), while most other play activities took up to one
minute. The longer play activities were associated with sitting on a bench, such as
playing on digital devices, playing music or street performances.
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The connection between the built environment and people’s play activities in space
became particularly evident when observing adventurers playing with their
cameras and taking pictures. The common motives were images of the view
connections to the permanent spatial architectonical features, including
Brandenburger Tor, the church, historic façades or the view axis. Some people
choose to take pictures of themselves in front of or in the middle of the spatial
features. Others engaged very actively in window shopping, indicating a close
relationship with the active façades of shops. Those shops on the southern side of
Brandenburger Strasse that offered temporary objects (retail display carts) and that
placed these either in front of or in the middle of the main thoroughfare generally
attracted more adventurers; people regularly took part in generating a value
exchange in these spots. Furthermore, opportunities for voluntary exchange value
unfolded through performances or the playing of music, which took place in either
large free spaces or next to the main pedestrian thoroughfares where people chose
to pass by. In some cases, architectural features such as Brandenburger Tor
functioned as a stage backdrop setting. In the heart of Brandenburger Strasse, a
performer chose to set up in the heart of the intersection, as they also wanted to
be seen. Edges and trees seemed to be conducive to play activities that ‘contribute
to place’ but are also closely linked to ‘movement through space’ activities, creating
an argument that most play emerges as a ‘movement through space’ and acquires
another quality when evolving into a ‘demand on space’ activity.
The permanent object of the bell play clock sculpture in Am Brandenburger Tor
attracted many people. This object was highly accessible and provided
opportunities to sit around it. The sculpture was nested on the southern edge, with
few adventurers overlooking the square towards the gate. The sun shone on this
spot for most of the day. On the opposite side (northern edge), there was a public
water feature and a bench available; however, due to the temporary outside
dining/seating area surrounding the sculpture and bench, the object was perceived
as inaccessible to the broader public. Activities such as showing
affection/compassion or using a bicycle also unfolded across the entire square and
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pedestrian zone. Children even walked and played with toys and loose objects
(sticks) along the way while moving through the space.
The combination of the ice-cream vendor, the public places to sit under a tree, and
the opportunity to enjoy a musician performing seemed to be a magical enabler for
play activities. None of these stage settings were purposefully designed for
performers, but rather led themselves to those activities. Social contagiousness
usually occurred in groups of people or when dog walkers met, at which point other
people stopped to enjoy the play activities of the dogs and the engagement
between the dog owners. The existence of sufficient free space to do this seemed
to be a relevant consideration.
Social triangulation occurred several times between adventurers, including a
situation in which people wanted to take a group picture and asked a stranger to
take it. In another instance, someone walked through the space and started
sneezing; another person in a group of people walking across the intersection
started a voice play, wishing him well. As the adult responded, laughter was created
across the group. Children, furthermore, seemed to be natural triangulators who
made friends quickly with other adventurers. For example, when playing
underneath the bell play clock sculpture, children engaged and played with each
other, while sitting on the ground playing with loose temporary objects (such as a
bottle) or chasing bubbles across the square. The bubble-chasing play activity was
so socially contagious that adults also began to catch bubbles while moving through
space. Others stopped and stood on the square or near the edge towards the
footpath, watching the activity unfold. When particular instances were perceived as
funny, the passers-by began to engage in voice play among themselves.
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Type

Vertigo,
Simulation,
Simulation,
Competition,
Chance,
Vertigo

Vertigo

Vertigo

Simulation
Simulation
Simulation

Play
activity

1

2

3

4

1 minute
1 minute
5 minutes

1 minute

1 minute

2 minutes
36 minutes

Time length

All activities took place in a vehicle free space, with a
few pedestrians around. In order to unfold, the activity A
required clear sight towards the gate. Photography as
well as the walking activity took place on the flat
pavement near the corner before the curb- line marking
the beginning of the square. Activity B took place near
the bench. The players were standing towards the
square with their back near the building. Activity C
unfolded underneath and around the permanent object
that has empty space within allows people to sit on.

The activity took place in a vehicle free space, with a few
pedestrians around. In order to unfold, the activity
required sufficient space for independent mobility. Child
moved through space with a preference for smooth
pavement near the corner over the cobble stones.

Except the mobility device (scooter) participants did not
require any external props

The activity took place in a vehicle free space, with many
pedestrians around. In order to unfold, the activity
required sufficient space for independent mobility and
stable weather conditions. Spectators witnessed the
activity from coffee shops, benches and were standing
at the fringe of the square. The space was empty, but a
change in
pavement (the mosaic) became the set up point for the
bubble creator. He chose to set up in the direction of the
pedestrian zone. The Brandenburger gate provides an
eye pleasing setback for the activity.

Space

The was little interaction between the
photographer at the time of picture taking, but
the couple walked slowly and interacted with
each other.
Both adults interacted a little once the activity
concluded, but self- congested the space for the
period of activity
Both children triangulated through play as
parents were standing on different spots not
interacting with each other. The activity was
social contagious as one child was proactive
starting the activity in which the other child
participated in.

The dynamic interaction between actors created
a temporary space where self- congestion could
occur between the participants only.

The dynamic interaction of actors created a
temporary space where self- congestion could
occur between the participants only. The
activity enabled a active activity available to
adults.

social contagiousness occurred. Children did not
know each other before and played with each
other (triangulation).

Self congestion/ triangulation

The Brandenburg gate (permanent object) was
the feature to enable the activity A and the
camera (digital device) as temporary loose
object. The activity B involved temporary loose
objects (digital devices) and activity C a
permanent object (bell sculpture).

The child used a mobility device (scooter) and
the children climbing used the sculpture as play
feature

Except the mobility device (scooter)
participants did not require any external props

mosaic on the ground and the gate as backdrop
setting, material was required to create the
bubbles.

Objects (temporary/ permanent)

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Donation based
activities by parents,
to enable joyful
activities for their
children.

Economic
contribution

Table 6.5: ‘Typical’ play activities in all spots in Brandenburger Strasse (Source: author’s illustration) on the next
five pages.
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Type

Simulation,
Chance

Simulation,
Chance,
Simulation

Simulation,
Chance

Simulation

Play
activity

5

6

7

8

1 minute

1 minute

31 minutes
1 minute

1 minute

Time length

The activity took place in a vehicle free space, with few
pedestrians around. In order to unfold, the activity
required the presence of stimulating shop fronts and
goods on display. Activity A: involved a female adult
walking slowly past and exploring offerings while passing.
The second person, a young female adult, stopped an
explored the window. The shop was still closed at that
time. Activity B: unfolded once the shop was open. Two
male adults engaged in window shopping and the third
person a female adult stopped in front of shopping box
and purchases goods after exploring offerings.

The activity took place in a vehicle free space, with few
pedestrians around. In order to unfold, the activity took
place in the middle of the square facing the gate and the
view connection of the street. A large group of tourist
enjoying a guided walking tour, talking with each other
and laughing (joking and playing voices.

The activity took place in a vehicle free space, with few
pedestrians around. In order to unfold, the activity took
place under shelter in the gate. The players were
positioned on the edge of the main thoroughfare with
clear sight towards the intersection and the square.
Couple stopped near the mosaic on the ground in the
middle of the square indicating that the activity required
free space to unfold.

The activity took place in a vehicle free space, with
pedestrians around. Most of them were slow moving and
resting. In order to unfold, the activity had clear sight
towards the gate and overlooked the square., however
this did not seem the bother too much the children. The
children choose an empty flat surface near the sculpture
and in an edge space of the square that frames the
situation.

Space

Self- congestion took place in front of the
windows and around the shopping box.
Part two: highlights the potential for social
contagiousness and self congestion within a
larger group engaging with temporary loose
objects in space (shopping box).

(permanent) shop windows, temporary
shopping boxes on the street

Just an empty space and architectural features
(gate and view connection), mosaic on the
ground. Loose objects (camera

Players enjoyed the
goods in the window
but did not engaged in
economic activities
unlike the other
activity where the
player made a
conscious choice to
purchase goods. Part
three shows that this
can effect larger
groups too, although
these young people
did not purchase any
goods.

The group had a guide
providing information
of the history of the
place (service delivery)
to the players.

Musicians ask for
inking contribution or
donation for there
service.

Loose material such as bubbles and equipment
to support the play activity.
Loose object (camera) and view connection
along the street.

There was interaction between the players
involved. Some people interacted but due to
poor weather condition at that time not many
people engaged for long (triangulation).
Self- congestion for a little bit when couple
stopped to take picture

The group (14 people) self congested the middle
of the square, social contagiousness happened
within the group of participants.

Not applicable

Loose material such as bottles supported the
play activity

There was much interaction between the
players involved. Some passive participants
watched them from benches and other sitting
opportunities such as the sculpture and café

Economic
contribution

Objects (temporary/ permanent)

Self congestion/ triangulation
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Type

Simulation

Simulation,
Simulation,
Simulation,
Simulation

Simulation,
Chance

Play
activity

9

10

11

Under 1 minute

Under 1 minute,
5 minutes,
Under 1 minute,
1 minute,
2 minutes

1 minute
2 minutes

Time length

No feature required (social activity only)

Bench with backrest, tree (permanent object),
digital devices (temporary loose elements)

Self- congestion took place in three cases. Social
contagiousness occurred between female
interacted in relation to the device.

All activities took place in a vehicle free space, with
many pedestrians around. The space was a
unobstructed free path to walk in the shade.
Female sitting on bench with backrest in the sun
facing the Brandenburger Strasse. Two young female
interact and walk whilst one is playing on device and
joking with the other in am unobstructed path next
to a A-frame
One female standing with her back next to the tree
facing the street, the other one just suddenly
stopped in the middle of the street and played
around on the device (unobstructed path in shade).
Adult male is in the middle of the street navigating
round shopping boxes and playing on his device in
the shade. The female plays on device in the lead up
to take pictures of the setting and another person.
She stands in the middle of the street facing the gate.
Self congestion occurred between the players
while walking.

View connections, architectural features, tree
(permanent) and temporary loose (camera)

Self- congestion took place for all except in play
activity.

The activity took place in a vehicle free space, with
few pedestrians around. The view connections
towards the gate, church and the façades of the
Hermann- Elflein Strasse south bound were relevant
including the architectural features.

The activity requires clear empty space but occurred
next to people while walking through the street. A
young male and female first start playing voices,
joking around before the male creates a mess of her
hair. Both are familiar with each other, which
indicates a form of affection combined with a fantasy
play.

Objects (temporary/ permanent)

Self congestion/ triangulation

Space

Not applicable

None unless provider
cost enabling play on
device (the area has
no free WIFI)

Not applicable

Economic
contribution
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Economic
contribution
Not applicable

Only indirect through
window shopping

Not applicable

Objects (temporary/ permanent)
Tree (permanent object) for dog owner

Window shopfront and flat surface structure.

Empty space with few people

Self congestion/ triangulation
The dog owners self- congested the space. Both
did not know each other and through the dogs
they were engaging in triangulation. The activity
was to a degree social contagious and other
people made an effort to observe what is
happening (audience).

Self- congestion applied

Only the tree joggers talked to each other while
running indicating that this activity was only selfcongested.

Space
The space was quite with not many people
around. The female A walked along the foot
path approaching the intersection before the
dog saw another dog approaching south bound
from Hermann- Elflein Strasse with another
female walker standing near the tree. Both
people and dogs started to chat on the edge of
the intersection off the footpath area. Another
mature male adult (activity C) walked past and
were briefly curious. Both dog owners kept
moving around during the play stage of the
dogs. Another mature female adult and a young
child approached the setting and stopped (D).
The child curiously is observing the activity
while the adult is standing next to it. The dog
owners progressively moved across the
intersection towards the bakery, while the dogs
are extremely playful.
The space was vehicle free with people around.
All activities took place in both directions. The
activities required shopping window to unfold,
needed an empty unobstructed view to gate.
Another one unfolded on the edge footpath
area as the surface there is less rough than in
the middle of the street. The cyclist swerved
around pedestrians to navigate his way through
space. He cycled in the shady area towards the
southern side of Brandenburger Strasse. A
cyclist stayed on the street but getting closer to
the shop front to see what is in there. He is
riding through space slowly in the sun towards
the gate on the northern side of the street.
The space was very empty as the activity took
place in early morning hours. A street cleaning
vehicle was busy cleaning the surfaces and
making a lot of noise. The three joggers were
running next to each other towards the gate
west bound. Furthermore the space was
obstacle free.

Time length

3 minutes

All under 1
minute

Under 1
minute

Type

Simulation, Chance

Vertigo, Simulation
Vertigo, Simulation,
Vertigo, Vertigo,
Simulation

Vertigo

Play
activity

12

13

14
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Type

Chance, Simulation,
Vertigo, Chance,
Simulation, Vertigo,
Simulation, Vertigo,
Vertigo, Vertigo,
Vertigo, Simulation,
Chance, Vertigo,
Simulation, Simulation,
Simulation, Simulation,
Vertigo, Simulation,
Simulation, Vertigo,
Simulation,
Simulation, Simulation,
Simulation, Simulation,
Chance

Simulation

Chance,
Simulation,
Chance,
Simulation,
Chance,
Simulation

Play
activity

15

16

17

All under 1
minute

All spaces were obstacle free in the pedestrian
friendly space. As all activities involved walking
they took place all over the Brandenburger
Strasse no matter if in the middle of the square
on the edge or on the footpath space.

All spaces where this was observed were free of
obstacles in a pedestrian environment without
vehicles. At some occasions many people were
around, unless the activity took place in early
morning hours. In all cases the play activity was
slow in movement. Activity B took place in the
intersection within the shady area of the tree
with a view to along the façades. Activity E
unfolded next to the tree on the edge of the
space. All other activities occurred while moving
through space.
Self- congestion only took place amongst the
players. The costume wearing adult created an
environment in the space for social
contagiousness as many strangers approached
him to take part in the activity. Triangulation
occurred among the players of activity C once
they received a (sword out balloon).

Some activities self- congested as they required
them not to move through space but rather
contribute to place. Social contagiousness was
not apparent, but many people choose to show
compassion and affection publicly. Triangulation
did not occur.

Loose temporary objects (balloons, toys)

Permanent objects (tree for shade or as back
drop)

Temporary loose objects (musician), sticks,
camera, bikes and permanent objects bench,
tree, electricity box, fence related objects to sit
on

Self- congestion happened for activity A, social
contagiousness through sound related to most
simulation activities that choose to stop in the
space. Triangulation occurred between the
musician and the audience when applauding,
saying something nice or purchasing CD or
making a donation.

The intersection allows for delivery vehicle to
move through. The movement of vehicles
affects the atmosphere and disrupts play.
The musician sets up in the shade on the
southern side of Brandenburger Strasse next to
the main thoroughfare in the heart of the
intersection. A large part of the people move
through space and listen to him while engaging
with the activity (vertigo). The other half finds
places to sit either on a bench in the sun or
shade, a place to stand on the edge (in front of
construction fence) or near a tree. Given that
people sit on electricity boxes and on
construction fence material indicated that not
enough seating is available. The free empty
space in the middle it crowed at times when
people stop to engage with the musician.

2 hour 22
minutes,
All vertigo
up to 1
minute,
Simulation
up to 5
minutes
and 10
minutes
when
sitting

Up to 1
minute

Objects (temporary/ permanent)

Self congestion/ triangulation

Space

Time
length

None except for one
activity as the person
in costume received a
donation for each
balloon act.

Not applicable

Some people purchase
ice cream, choose to
sit in the café in order
to listen to the
musician play jazz
music. Others make a
donation or purchase
a CD of the musician.

Economic
contribution

Play activity 1
Play activity 1: 16th May 2017 3.04 pm
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Figure 6.51: Play activity 1- female child catching bubbles in space (Source: author’s illustration)
Play activity 1 Part 2: 16th May 2017 3 pm - 3.36 pm
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Figure 6.52: Play activity 1 part 2 - chasing bubbles in space (Source: author’s illustration)

The first play activity in site A was a vertigo and simulation activity involving a
female child running around and chasing large bubbles (shown in figure 6.51 and
6.52 above). The child’s activity commenced from Brandenburger Strasse towards
the square before she approached the bubble creator (frame one in figure 6.51).
The activity took place in a vehicle-free space with many pedestrians around. In
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order to unfold, the activity required both sufficient space for independent mobility
and stable weather conditions. Spectators witnessed the activity from coffee shops,
from benches and while standing at the fringe of the square. Although the space
was empty, a change in pavement (the mosaic) became the setup point for the
bubble creator, who chose to set up in the direction of the pedestrian zone.
The Brandenburger gate provides an eye-pleasing background for the activity. The
girl engages in the activity for around two minutes in overcast weather conditions.
As she is progressively moving through space, this is predominantly a ‘movement
through space’ play activity (as shown in figure 6.53).
However, the second part of the overall activity focuses on the bubble creator and
a crowd of children who move around to catch bubbles (activity A and B).
Spectators enjoy the show (activity C), while passing people engage with the bubble
action (activity F) in figure 6.52. This is both a ‘contribution to place and ‘movement
through space’ play activity, as many people are stopping to watch while the
bubble creator carries out the activity for 36 minutes, creating an environment that
invites children to run around (figure 6.54). The second part covers all four
categories of play (simulation, competition, chance and vertigo): simulation,
because children engage in fantasy; chance, due to the fact that people joke around
and have the chance to become spectators; competition, among the children who
catches the most bubbles; and vertigo, as the children run after the bubbles.
Certain objects and features supported this activity, including the mosaic (as a
setup orientation point in the heart of the square), the gate (as a backdrop) and the
material required to create the bubbles in the first place. The bubble creator
temporarily consumed space in order to enable a temporary production of space
for the target group as well as the spectators. The dynamic interaction between the
actors created a temporary space where social contagiousness occurred. The
temporary nature of the interaction was based on the play activity of the bubble
creator.
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While the children were not previously known to each other, they spontaneously
played with each other (triangulation). This activity also enabled further passive and
active activities. Passive spectators from the outside dining areas, sitting on
benches and standing around the fringe area, took part through smiling, joking, and
stopping and watching while eating ice-cream. Furthermore, while the most active
actors were children, adults occasionally participated too; therefore, triangulation
occurred intergenerationally. In part two, activity E, the child was intrigued and
asked their parents to take part in the activity.
There was even an economic contribution made, as the bubble creating was a
donation-based activity, inviting parents to enable joyful activities for their children;
accordingly, this was an activity with both exchange value and use value.

Figure 6.53: Behaviour setting of play activity 1 part 1 (Source: author’s illustration)
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Figure 6.54: Behaviour setting of play activity 1 part 2 (Source: author’s illustration)

Play activity 9
Play activity 9: 17th May 2017 12.04 pm (A), 12.39 pm (B), 12.50 pm (C), 1.05 pm (D), 1.54 - 56 pm (E), 1.58 pm (F), 21st May 3.33 pm (G)
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Figure 6.55: Play activity 9 – photography in space (Source: author’s illustration)

Play activity 9 also took place in spot B and occupied the category of simulation
with photography (activity A- G), as shown in figure 6.55. Again, the place was a
vehicle-free space with few pedestrians around. The view connections towards the
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gate, church and the façades of Hermann-Elflein Strasse (southbound) were
relevant to the activity, which included the architectural features.
Activity A took place on the corner, near the shops facing south under the shade of
a tree. Activity B unfolded at the same place, but even closer to the tree. Activity C
happened in a southbound direction but was positioned further towards the middle
of the intersection. Activity D involved a person taking a photo while walking in the
middle of the street in an easterly direction (towards the church). Activity E
involved two adults, as a female took a picture of a male with the gate as the
backdrop. Activity F involved adults taking pictures, with the camera facing south,
under the tree; finally, activity G was slightly different, as a young male took a
‘selfie’ photo in the middle of the intersection, facing towards the gate.
All activities took under one minute to unfold, except for E, which took over two
minutes. The weather conditions were sunny and the activities took place in the
shade.
Figure 5.56 presents an overview of all positions, as well as the directions of the
images taken (in the form of arrows). All activities were a mixture of ‘movement
through space’ and ‘demand on space’, as the activity emerged out of movement
but caused the adventurers to stop for up to two minutes as they enjoyed the view.
The view connections were important spatial features, while the architectural
objects in space as well as the tree (permanent object) contributed to the setting.
All adventurers engaged with temporary loose objects, such as cameras, phones
with camera functions, and even a selfie stick. Self-congestion took place for all
except in activity D. No direct economic contribution was made.
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Figure 6.56: Behaviour setting of Play activity 9 (Source: author’s illustration)

Play activity 12
Play activity 12: 21st May 2017 9.50 am - 9.53 am
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Play activity 12: 21st May 2017 9.50 am - 9.53 am
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Figure 6.57: Play activity 12 – two dog walkers meet and joke around while the animals play (Source: author’s
illustration)

Play activity 12 took place on a weekend morning in spot B. It is categorised under
both simulation and chance, and involved two dog walkers meeting and playing
with the animals, as shown in figure 6.57.
The space was quiet with not many people around. The female (A) walked along the
footpath, approaching the intersection, before the dog saw another dog
approaching southbound from Hermann-Elflein Strasse and another female walker
standing near the tree. Both people started to chat at the edge of the intersection,
off the footpath area. Another mature male adult (activity C) walked past and
became briefly curious. Both dog owners continued to move around during the play
stage of the dogs. Another mature female adult and a young child approached the
setting and stopped (activity D). The child curiously observed the activity while the
adult stood next to it. The dog owners progressively moved across the intersection
towards the bakery, while the dogs remained extremely playful.
Despite the fact that all adventurers approached the space through ‘movement
through space’, the activity took around three minutes to unfold, making a ‘place
contribution’ as even other spectators approached the play activity (figure 6.58).
The weather conditions were sunny and the activity took place in the shade and
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sun. The only object that supported the activity was a tree (permanent object) for
one of the dog owners (B), as the animal sniffed around the tree. Both dog owners
self-congested the space and were unknown to each other. The scenario created an
environment for triangulation through the joyful dog play.
The activity was to a degree socially contagious, as other people made an effort to
observe what was happening (audience). No economic contribution was made
indicating a use value.

Figure 6.58: Behaviour setting of play activity 12 (Source: author’s illustration)

Play activity 15
Play activity 15: 19th May 2017 11.05 am – 1.30 pm
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Play activity 15: 19th May 2017 11.05 am – 1.30 pm
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Figure 6.59: Play activity 15 – musician and an interconnected mix of play activities in series (Source: author’s
illustration)
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Play activity 15 unfolded in site C, at Brandenburger Strasse and Lindenstrasse, in
an unprecedentedly revealing and complex way, with a total of 23 instances of play
observed (figure 6.59). The first instance is categorised as chance; here, activity A
involved a mature male adult setting up a temporary stage to play music for people
for the next 2 hours and 22 minutes. The second instance was one of simulation,
where activity B included two young females playing individually on a digital device
while walking through space (similar to play activity 10 C). The third case is
categorised as vertigo; here, activity C involved two females (one cycling and the
other one pushing her bike) making their way slowly through the space. The next
instance was one of chance, as activity D comprised one mature male adult and one
female adult joking around. The fifth instance was a simulation; activity E included
mature male adults stopping and listening to the music. The next four activities
were all instances of vertigo play. Activity F involved a female child scooting past
the musician, while activity G involved a female adult with a child in a seat on the
back of her bicycle cycling slowly through the space. Activity H featured two
children, one male and the other female, scooting and cycling through the space;
similarly, activity I included a young female child scooting through the space.
Activity J was a mix of simulation and chance in which a young male child played
with a stick (fantasy) while walking slowly through the space. Activity K was also a
mix, but between vertigo and simulation, where a female child was dancing and
listening to the music. Activity L was purely simulation and involved two mature
adults (male and female) engaging in tourism and reading a map. The next two play
activities were also simulation: activity M involved a mature male adult stopping
and listening to the music, while activity N featured a mature male adult sitting on a
bench and listening to the music. Play activity O could be categorised as both
vertigo and simulation and involved a young male adult balancing his bike and
listening to the music. Activity P, which was simulation only, featured a mature
adult couple (male and female) engaging with the musician and listening to the
music. Play activity Q was a mix of vertigo and simulation in which a mature male
adult pushed his bicycle and listened to the music. The next four instances were all
simulations: two young females sitting and listening to the music (activity R),
mature male adults taking pictures of the musician and playing on a digital device
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(activity S), male adults sitting on a bench and listening to the music (activity T), and
a couple (male and female) eating ice-cream and listening to the music (activity U).
Finally, play activity V was again a mix of simulation and chance and involved three
young males sitting on a utility box, eating ice cream and listening to the music.
The space and behaviour settings were equally complex in this instance, as the
intersection allows for delivery vehicles to move through. The movement of
vehicles affected the atmosphere and disrupted play, as shown in figure 6.59 (part
1).
The musician set up in the shade on the southern side of Brandenburger Strasse,
next to the main thoroughfare in the heart of the intersection, which is clearly a
‘demand on space’ play activity. A large proportion of the people moving through
the space listened to him while engaging with the play activity; these are all
‘movement through space’ play activities. The other half of the people found places
to sit, either on benches in the sun or shade, or a place to stand on the edge (in
front of the construction fence) or near a tree. Given that people were sitting on
utility boxes and construction fence material, this indicates that not enough seating
was available, making them all ‘demand on space’ play activities. The free empty
space in the middle became crowded at times when people stopped to engage with
the musician. Figure 5.60 summarises and illustrates all play activities.
As previously indicated, play activity A took over 2 hours and 22 minutes, including
a break. Figure 6.61 visualises the length in comparison to other observed musicplaying activities in the same space. All vertigo play activities took up to one
minute, while the simulation activities took up to five minutes. In one exceptional
case, the activity took ten minutes when taking place on a bench or somewhere to
sit.
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Figure 6.60: Behaviour setting of play activity 15 (Source: author’s illustration)
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Figure 6.61: Duration of the music play instances in the same place, a comparison between week and weekend
days (Source: author’s illustration)

The weather conditions were sunny and the activities took place in the shade and
sun. Objects, props and features included temporary loose objects (music
equipment), sticks, cameras, bikes and permanent objects, such as a bench, tree,
utility box and fence-related objects used to sit on.
Self- congestion occurred for activity A, while social contagiousness through sound
was related to most simulation activities of the participants who chose to stop in
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the space. Triangulation occurred between the musician and the audience when
the latter was applauding, conversing, purchasing a CD or making a donation.
Some people purchased ice cream or chose to sit in the café in order to listen to the
musician play jazz music, while others made donations or purchased a CD from the
musician, giving this play activity an exchange value.

6.4 Reflection and comparison of PLAY framework findings
The aim of deploying the PLAY framework in a distinct, culturally different urban
context is to validate the method’s approach and to explore the variations of space
dynamics between both case studies. Through the analysis in this chapter, it has
been demonstrated that the PLAY framework can be easily replicated in a different
city and in a different cultural setting. When interrogating the data pertaining to
the most common types of play, the space dynamics linked to play differed in terms
of the total number of occurrences and space reappropriations.
Conclusions through comparison of data between different case studies need to be
approached with a great deal of care, as settings can differ and vary in relation to
the built-environment morphologies, environmental conditions and culture.
However, given that the morphologies, history and environmental conditions noted
during the fieldwork are similar in this case study approach, a few conclusions can
be drawn. First, simulation occurred in all case study sites; however, the types of
dominant play activity varied between the cultures. For example, in Potsdam, many
more people engaged in compassion and affection than in Canberra. Furthermore,
many more people engaged in window shopping and strolling in Potsdam. In
Canberra, by contrast, many more people walked alone, played on their mobile
devices or listened to music in Garema Place. Competition remains the least
common play activity and occurred minimally in both cities as part of people’s
everyday life in public space. Within the category of ‘movement through space’ play
activities, bicycling remains the play activity with the highest number of
occurrences.
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It would appear that play activity is the catalyst for liveable public spaces and can
unfold best when the space is able to be enjoyed by everyone. For example, in both
Canberra and Potsdam, outside dining areas surrounded public infrastructure
(namely, a water fountain). Due to the enclosure and provision of this temporary
privatisation, play activity could not unfold its full potential; instead, the space
catered for a minority of users that are conditioned to be attracted to the
‘exchange value’ rather than ‘use value’ of a space. Furthermore, edges and
boundaries are particularly attractive spots for play. In both cases, people engage in
a variety of play activities in these areas, as they are ‘out of the way’ of the main
thoroughfare of human movement. ‘Seeing’ and ‘being seen’ plays an important
role for play in both areas of the case study. Large open spaces that meet clear
boundaries, as well as edges at which objects are carefully placed, enable stronger
dynamics and interrelations to emerge. Large empty spaces provide the ‘being
seen’ space for the activities. Ground features (various pavement structures or
mosaics) can also function as an indirect focus point for people to meet. Having an
architectural feature in the form of a unique solitary structure, or an ensemble of
buildings that offer both consistency and detailed variety so as to enable people’s
curiosity, can also be supportive of play activity. Street artists and musicians offer
the greatest benefit when it comes to the temporary transformation of a space, as
they tend to be active for the longest periods of time compared to the common
types of play, which usually occur in under one minute. If artistic endeavours unfold
in space, they are frequently located next to the main pedestrian flow.
Furthermore, when located in front of an attractive setting, they frequently become
the target of photography as another form of play. This type of non-deterministic
design enables an informal stage function. The existence of benches is also an
instrumental asset to the activity.
The presence of trees, in combination with benches that have backrests and a
direct view connection to the main pedestrian thoroughfares, is particularly
conducive to play. Attractive buildings, vistas and view connections further function
as supportive spatial elements that foster play activity through photography.
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Bakeries and ice-cream shops can be supportive of the creation of spaces that
attract a wide range of people and thereby achieve ‘demand on space’. These can
simply be referred to as ‘sticky’ spaces when situated near intersections that are
pedestrianised, feature nearby trees (which provide attractive microclimates,
including shade), and include the provision of public benches. Living beings (other
people, dogs and birds), loose elements (sticks, tree droppings, toys) and temporary
interventions (with temporary objects or artistic endeavours) offer the highest
quality of play. Permanent objects such as sculptures can also offer something
attractive to an adventurer. When sculptures offer multiple potential uses, such as
climbing, noise, sitting and movement, the affordance is higher, and more play
therefore occurs. In addition, maintenance plays an important role as a
precondition to the perception of safety and attractiveness to a large extent.
However, it should also be noted that spaces that are derelict, run-down or
otherwise poorly maintained are also attractive to certain user groups, in particular
adolescents. A few play activities (including play activity number 15 on two
occasions) involved adolescents appropriating spaces that met the category, which
included a construction fence and a utility box. Both the Canberra and Potsdam
spaces feature a variety of street artworks and informal messages conveyed by
stickers, posters or drawings. Objects that do not offer a high degree of affordance
are usually targeted first: these include light poles, technical infrastructure,
pavement, bins or other objects with a single deterministic function, such as the
large screen in Garema Place. In most cases, if vehicles were present, the play
activities would be interrupted and become quickly fragmented.
In conclusion, the PLAY framework does function even in an intercultural context.
The results can lead to an enhanced understanding of space dynamics through play,
as well as the identification of the ‘sticky’ elements of a liveable space for all.
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Chapter 7: Discussion
7.1 Introduction
This chapter brings together the findings from the development process of the PLAY
framework and the results of the case study, in light of the identified research
problem and as supported by the observations and literature review. Reflections on
the process, findings and the framework itself highlight the limitations of the
framework, but also reflect its unique capacity to facilitate a different
understanding of public space. The research questions are addressed beginning
with an overview of the set of research questions. Discussion of and iteration over
the results then create a canvas for further research and the development of future
theory using the PLAY framework.

7.2 What is play in the context of public space?
This question was addressed in Section 2.3, which provided an overview of various
definitions of play; these were useful for the development of the thesis-specific
definition of the concept, along with its observable dimension, play activities, and
their contribution to public spaces. This thesis created a common ground and
foundation for a mixed-method research approach to collecting empirical data on
play activities in space. When reviewing the literature on play, a wide range of
definitions was available; however, most of these referred back to only a small
range of scholars, such as Huizinga (1950/ 2014), Sutton-Smith (1997), Caillois
(1961), Henricks (2006) and (Gray, 2015). Each of these scholars has a background
in a different discipline, meaning that they established a definition suited to their
discipline. More specifically, Rawlinson and Guaralda (2011), B. Spencer (2013) and
Stevens (2007) proposed definitions of play that emerged in an urban design
context. All of these authors applied their concept to people of all ages. However,
Spencer had a particular focus on older people and the environment, and
Rawlinson and Guaralda focused on younger people, while it was Stevens who
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approached the topic with a genuine focus on space that accommodated all users.
This latter definition fit well with the purposes of this thesis, which is concerned
with play across all age groups. Furthermore, the framework-specific definition of
play activity has demonstrated its practicality not only through its consistent
application in both cities, but also by focusing on words in the definition that are
less ambiguous in association with the observational dimensions of play.
Accordingly, this research demonstrates how play can be operationalised within an
urban public space analysis context.
This definition then becomes a foundation that makes play observable in space, but
requires specific support and a shift in focus to do so, as the concept of play is
historically more closely associated with the perception of experiences rather than
space. For example, Carmona et al. (2010), E. T. Hall (1966), Gehl and Koch (1987),
and Lynch (1960) contributed to the collective foundation enabling research
approaches that link multiple sensory stimulations with perceptions and spatial
experiences of space. These works show that it is possible to understand space
through the observation of human behaviour and people’s subjective perceptions
of space. Stevens (2007) anchored his spatial exploration framework in Lynch’s
body of work, conducting research in several cities, and highlighting that play is not
only observable in cities but can also convey information about space and its
dynamics. Stevens deployed the concept of play on urban typologies, including
paths, intersections, boundaries, thresholds and props, in order to demonstrate
how the concept manifests itself. His general approach provides a framework that
employs play to enhance our understanding of various spaces, using descriptions of
the representative forms of play in different situations. Within this framework,
Stevens analysed play based on Caillois' (1961) four categories of play: namely,
vertigo, simulation, chance and competition.
However, this thesis aimed to complement Stevens’ work, not through framing
around urban typologies and manifestations of play in various places, but rather
through a focus on a specific place, enabling comparison of the PLAY framework’s
application in urban design analysis to established public life studies. In so doing, a
wide range of research methods in the established realm of urban design were
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considered in relation to play activities, and other classifications of play were also
reviewed. Gehl et al.’s (2013) approach to play as a category, which describes an
experience in space that contributes to the liveability of public spaces, was used as
the basis of this framework, and was also linked to Caillois' (1961) categories and
Sutton-Smith’s (1997) rhetorics and play activities. Gehl et al.’s approach is the
narrowest in terms of categorising play, followed by Caillois’ and then SuttonSmith’s; the latter’s discrete attributes of various types of play were themselves
categorised according to Caillois’ four categories, through which a clear
classification of play activities emerged. Furthermore, an acknowledgement of the
limitations of each approach could be made through the visual association of the
expansion of spheres. A sphere grows with enriching layers through combination
with each additional approach; these attributes or spheres can then continue to
grow, layer upon layer, as additional knowledge about refined play activities
emerges. The final outcome was a comprehensive application of theory that
translated into a detailed and refined framework. This framework, in turn, allows
for the classification of play specifically, while also directly associating play with
established research methods. Therefore, this definition of play was put to the test
and eventually found suitable to operationalising the visible aspects of the concept
of play. The next research question will address this operationalisation in detail.

7.3 How can play be made observable in public space?
This research question was addressed in Section 2.5 and 3.9 of this thesis. ‘Play’ is a
complex concept, meaning that its operationalisation is a challenge. Accordingly,
this thesis addressed that challenge by demonstrating that play can be
operationalised in space through careful piloting and testing in public spaces via
two different case studies.
The concept of play includes internal and hidden sides that can, but do not
necessarily, have an impact on the physicality of perceived reality. New knowledge
is produced only through the focus on those elements of play that are observable in
space. However, this needs to be recognised that as the concept of play
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encompasses a wider continuum that includes the experiential and internalised
aspects of play; the observable element of play is therefore described here as ‘play
activity’. However, this thesis was not focusing on play per se but on the qualitative
characteristics that play activity can produce in these spaces. These play activities
can be perceived and categorised by an observer from an outsider perspective. The
ability to categorise is determined by the conditioned eye of the observer at the
time when the observation occurs. However, a given observer may be trained or
untrained; they may be familiar with the working definition, or have a different
interpretation of the term ‘play’. The degree of play activities in the observed
subject can also vary, as subject must have the ability to play. The more skill
(extroversion) the adventurer has and displays in space, the easier it is to observe
the play activity. For example, children seem to be naturally more capable of play,
making it easier for an outsider to observe their play activity.
Play was made observable in the data collection phase through adopting several
methods, including video recordings, time-lapse photography, photography and a
diary method. The results, combined with the notes made as part of the diary
method, forms the basis for the transcription and categorisation process that was
conducted after each observation period, resulting in further refinement of the
matrix spreadsheet after the pilot phase had ended. This was also instrumental to
the coding and counting of play activity in the data collection phase. The framework
uses a system of classification that is comprehensive and supported by clear
descriptions of play activity types, which are brought together in a spreadsheet; this
allows for fast and clear distinctions between different activities in space. Because
of this, the results were more easily transferable to a quantitative analysis of play
activities in space. One limitation of making play visible in space is that this method
depends on the researcher’s skills and ability to make clear distinctions between
the different types of play activities and to categorise them correctly. One potential
way to validate these findings is to show recordings of each type of play activity to
an external audience and inquire as to their shared perception of the play activity
and its associated category. A further challenge arises when the play activity can fit
into multiple categories at the same time. For example, one person might be
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jumping (vertigo) and listening to music (simulation). This initially led to confusion
within the pilot phase, but could be mitigated as the research project progresses by
eliminating unclear and more ambiguous types of play that derived from theory,
consolidating similar types of play that emerged through systematic observation,
and consciously allowing for simultaneous mentioning. It should be reiterated here
that play activity is only one part of the entire concept of play, and that each
observation sits within the ‘conservative’ spectrum of play as a concept. Play
activity is associated with physicality and limited to actualities associated with the
essence of play. If studied in combination with non-physicality, it can potentially
offer an even larger contribution to public space.

7.4 What can play as a spatial practice reveal about public
space?
“On the basis of playing is built the whole of man’s experiential existence . . .
We experience life . . . in the exciting interweave of subjectivity and objective
observation” (Winnicott, 1971, p. 64)
This section responds to the findings presented in Chapters Four and Five in two
distinct ways. On one hand, this section compares the findings of this thesis with
the findings of an approach using an established method, the Canberra Backyard
Experiment; on the other hand, a validation of the framework is conducted through
a discussion of the objective and subjective observations of play activity brought
together from the study sites in Canberra and Potsdam.

Comparison of findings between PLAY framework and established methods
The Canberra Backyard Experiment concentrated its data collection in relation to
movement and dwelling activities and utilised a mixed-method approach. Timelapse photography, counts of behaviours, interviews and a survey were the
preferred methods. For example, movement was captured in a quantitative
manner, while the experience of dwellers was presented qualitatively. Overall, the
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approach revealed space information in relation to the use of space and the
difference between movement and dwelling activities. The report found that most
dwellers were homeless people and those belonging to the street community. The
qualitative interviews focused on capturing changes in space rather than everydaylife experiences of the space itself. Conclusions were drawn on the basis that the
majority of people moved through the space and that homeless people from the
‘street community’ populated the place during the daytime.
This method is effective in capturing the total number of users, and the counts from
time-lapse photography were comprehensive. However, limitations arose in
relation to the positioning of the camera, which captured only a fragment of the
place. Furthermore, interviews and social media data helped to provide insights
into the lived space, and therefore also constituted a benefit of the approach. The
findings also included social dynamics and the use of digital devices in a
quantitative manner.
Overall, the findings of the Backyard Experiment suggest that most people chose to
move through the space rather than remain in the space. The data collection is also
concise due to its being expressed in quantitative ways. Based on the small sample
size (three days only), the researchers made quick assumptions and generalisations
about the dynamics of the place. The everyday life experiences of the place were
only attractive to those who chose to spend time in Garema Place. The data did not
reveal insights regarding which existing objects facilitated social interaction or
enabled the right conditions for social encounters as part of people’s ongoing
everyday life experiences. The study also failed to address the urban form, place
history and the potential contribution of hybrid zones (with their active shopfronts)
towards public life.
Furthermore, the exploration of the area from an outsider perspective allowed the
researcher to respond to and elaborate on a discourse on the history, the lived
space (limited to the observer), and the perceived experience of the space with
conditioned eyes, nose and ears, making use of the diary method and photography.
Data derived from play activities was collected through behaviour mapping, timelapse photography, the diary method, and video recording from several vantage
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points over the one-week period. These play activities reflected a broad spectrum
of play, contributing to a comprehensive understanding of the place and its
dynamics.
The PLAY framework analysis includes both qualitative and quantitative data. The
quantitative data is limited to the prevailing type and category of play in the site,
which is instrumental to identifying ‘typical’ play activities of the place.
Furthermore, the qualitative iterations of the 17 ‘typical’ play activities provide indepth information regarding the duration of activities, the gender and age of
participants and their degree of engagement with objects, as well as the social
dimension that makes up part of people’s everyday lives.
The findings of the PLAY-data tell a different story about Garema Place than the
Canberra Backyard Experiment. Exploration of the associated space qualities, as
well as the possibilities for social encounters, reveal insights that go beyond the
quantitative; rather, they reveal another dimension of public space. The
deconstruction of each play activity, as well as the behaviour mapping in the
setting, also allows the researcher to draw a distinction between ‘movement
through space’ and ‘demand on space’ activities. The obvious finding is that play
activities can take both forms, as well as that play associated with movement
requires more free space than those who choose to spend time in the place. This
approach does not draw any distinctions between homeless users and other users
and instead focuses only on the distinctions between social groupings, gender and
age. Furthermore, the comparison between objects in space and the two types of
play (movement- or place-related) highlight that some objects create a setting for
longer place-conducive play activities. The pillow sculpture, in combination with the
stairs, benches and cubes that can also be engaged with, its proximity to a large
open space (partly shaded due to the mature tree cover), and its closeness to the
main pedestrian thoroughfare created a special place. Even the benches under the
tree arrangement, with their backrests facing the main thoroughfare, attract people
regularly. The combination of trees with places to sit supports engagement with
nature and encourages people to have social encounters that last longer than
would be the case if no trees were provided. A large open space transforms into a
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stage where the possibility for social encounter is high, as many people cross the
space, and temporary or loose objects can stimulate novel experiences. However,
other permanent, deterministically placed objects, including the large screen and
the chessboard, were not in use; the cubes and light poles currently offer more
opportunities for playful engagement than the screen structure. The placement of
the temporary outside dining areas must also be carefully considered, as the
opportunity to engage with the water fountain in Garema Place is minimised due to
its being surrounded by blockages from shop owners. Similar to the Canberra
Backyard Experiment, the data revealed something about mobile use and social
dynamics. Most people that displayed ‘movement through space’ play and engaged
in digital devices simulated their own alternative reality, resulting in very little or no
active interaction with the physical environment.
When comparing the tables at which most play activities happened and where
these took place over longer periods, three elements are key. Firstly, the
environment is perceived as safe for moving freely in space. Secondly, the
environment existing at the intersection between ‘movement through space’ and
permanent objects near a large open space or under trees is conducive to ‘demand
on space’ play activities. Thirdly, it is important not to underestimate the potential
of loose and temporary elements in space to facilitate play – this can encompass
various objects, including sticks, tree droppings, and digital devices – but these do
not substitute for engagement with living beings, either in the form of birds, dogs
or human beings.
It is important to note that these conclusions should not be generalised too quickly
and require careful verification and further framework testing to eliminate
potential errors. Furthermore, the culture of a place may contribute to a distinct
local identity. A verification of the framework in a different cultural context is
instrumental to highlighting consistencies in patterns and space characteristics, as
well as to questioning some of the findings outlined above.
As highlighted by the sheer amount of data presented above, the PLAY framework
does have some limitations. One distinct limitation is the amount of qualitative data
required to reveal something about the space empirically, although it reveals much
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more concise and detailed information about the space dynamics than the
Backyard Experiment. The benefit of using some data quantitatively is that it helps
to facilitate the understanding and order of play activities, and ultimately supports
a better understanding of the general use of a public space. A combination of
quantitative data (such as the overall number of people in the space) with the PLAY
framework provides a ‘thick’ data impression of what the space qualities might be
and where they dynamically unfold over time.
Upon reflection, the main recommendation based on the deployment of two
different approaches to studying public space is that they vary significantly. The
Backyard Experiment found that adding a mixture of art, seats, colour, lights and
green translates into more public life and longer-lasting activities in space (Street
Furniture Australia, 2017). Unlike the Backyard Experiment, the PLAY framework
revealed that the public space does have qualities that depend on user groups.
Adding more temporary objects to the space creates the possibility for a temporary
shift in perception and for triggering a shift in the place’s dynamics. However, in the
context of people’s everyday life, careful modifications that aim to improve the
quality of a place need to start with the study of people’s reappropriation to enable
a better understanding of the existing dynamics, space qualities, and human
encounters and play. For example, having an empty free space at the human scale
allows for many possibilities, while the spatial representation of intimate but
publicly accessible comfort spaces with clear thresholds, edges and borders creates
additional possibilities for social encounters. When many people have the
opportunity to engage on their terms and execute ownership of a place with less
barriers, the quality increases temporarily for a wide range of users.

Corroboration of the case study
Chapter six concludes with a reflection and a comparison of the PLAY framework
findings by confirming that the PLAY framework can be successfully deployed in a
distinct, culturally different urban context, which therefore validates the PLAY
framework. This is also new knowledge and further strengthens the case for the
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operationalisation of play in a different cultural context, as well as the
instrumentality of the PLAY framework in the wider context of urban space analysis.

Lateral findings
In addition to developing and testing the PLAY framework, this thesis has created
an environment for further iteration and discussion of the data collected and its
implications for existing theory. These novel ideas and conceptual approaches
constitute another contribution to the existing body of knowledge and could not
have emerged in the absence of the development of the PLAY framework. Of
course, the following ideas require further research that employs a deductive
approach; however, this will undoubtedly open other lines of inquiry. This section
commences with reflections on the value of space and play, followed by a
discussion on space, time and play, and finishes with a proposal for a novel idea
related to social space as a type of space production beyond physicality:
singulation.

The role and value of play
Unlike other activities, play challenges the boundaries established by rules in a nonthreatening way. Furthermore, play allows a person or a group to create a different
meaning regarding the deterministic function of an object. Play activities are a
means of understanding what is going on in a space without classifying and
separating people into different socio-economic groups, as was carried out in the
public space study of the Canberra Backyard Experiment. Everyone has the
capability to be playful in their lives, and various places can facilitate this activity;
these places typically offer a distinctive attractiveness to their users. When this
capability is reduced to engagement at the individual level, these activities can be
divided into two categories: play activity with an exchange value and play activity
with a use value.56 This dialectical distinction is key to an understanding of the role

56

The literature review theorises the value of space. The definitions of ‘use value’ and ‘exchange value’ can be accessed in the
glossary.
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of play for transfunctionality in spatial practice and its value, with all the associated
contradictions and tensions.57
On the one hand, both case study sites contain symbolic representations of nature
with use value, including natural elements in the form of landscaped trees and
planter boxes containing flower arrangements or other outdoor plants. Birds and
other animals such as dogs are present in the Canberra and Potsdam study sites. On
the other hand, representations of produced objects that facilitate exchange value
include land uses that occur not only temporarily or for a short period of time;
these include outside dining, retail display carts and markets.
The results of the study highlight the nature of temporary space production in
relation to use and exchange value.
Figure 7.1 features a large, dark blue space, which emerged after the process of
accumulating all 17 play activities that were subject to analysis. The round light blue
shapes refer to play activities that were categorised as ‘demand on space’ and took
place over a longer period of time. Together, the shapes indicate play activity
hotspots in Garema Place, Canberra during the observation period. When analysing
figure 7.1, it becomes clear that play happens in the heart of the public space and
even stretches across into the shared space of Bunda Street and along City Walk.
When temporary objects such as outside dining spaces are introduced (see e.g. II,
GG and EE), play emerges and evolves around them. Permanent objects, such as
the water fountain object G or the bike rails E near HH, mean that the space cannot
unfold its full potential for play, as objects that clearly support ‘exchange value’ (in
the form of chairs, benches and barriers) create an obstacle to play. Most ‘demand
on space’ play activities occur at a distance from spaces that provide for exchange
value and have an association with the representation of nature through trees. Play
that offers use value naturally tends to occur everywhere. However, those spaces
that separate space using temporary objects that are not designed with play in
mind and result in access restrictions do not offer the potential for play with
regards to diversity and intensity.

57

Lefebvre (1991b) suggests that the collective social practice in neo-capitalist cities favours ‘exchange value’ over ‘use value’.
He considered this to be a direct reflection of the anti-nature tendencies of modern society.
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Figure 7.1: Play activity hotspots in Canberra (Source: author’s illustration)
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The kinds of generalisation that are possible within a cross-cultural context can be
examined through a comparison with the results from the case study site in
Potsdam, Germany.
Figures 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 follow the same rationale and graphical representation as
for Canberra. Dark blue marks those spaces in which all 17 play activities occurred,
while the light blue spots indicate the play activities that took longest and made a
substantial place contribution. The results in site A in Potsdam indicate that play
happens across the entire space, but remains distant from the temporary outdoor
dining spaces such as BB and EE. Furthermore, the thresholds and boundary spaces
that are kept publicly accessible and have representational objects in place (such as
a sculpture and seating) benefit from ‘demand on space’ play activities that have
use value. However, play activity 1 A unfolded in the heart of the place and involved
an artist engaging in play for and with other people through the production of soap
bubbles (figure 7.2). A form of acknowledgement of his efforts originated from
people who made donations, suggesting that this play activity offers exchange
value as well as use value. The use value is generated through other people
observing the activity and deriving enjoyment from of it. Most observers stayed
further back from the play activity, towards the threshold, or sat in spaces that
catered for exchange value. Clearly, play activity 1 A seeks a space where the artist
can be and wants to be seen. The large, flat and empty space provides an ideal
stage for play and social encounter that offers both exchange and use value.
Another benefit of large open spaces is that they allow for play activity associated
with vertigo, such as running with a pet or chasing a bird, confirming the use value
of this public space.
Play activity 6 A, which unfolded under the Brandenburger Tor, involved two young
males playing music. Again, people making donations indicated that the
opportunity for exchange value was created. However, both activities did not make
this a requirement, allowing people to make the choice between exchange value
and use value.
Another tension in light of the exchange value and use value production of space
occurred around the sculpture (Q) on the north-easterly side of the square. The
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sculpture, in the form of a water fountain, was surrounded by temporary outside
dining furniture and thus not publicly accessible. No play was observed during
fieldwork in this place, suggesting that a dominance of exchange value does not
favour or attract paidia types of play.

Figure 7.2: Play activity hotspots in Potsdam in area A (Source: author’s illustration)
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Site B in Potsdam follows the same form of space value production (figure 7.3). A
broad range of play possibilities remains distant from spaces that are temporarily or
deterministically designed for exchange value, such as outside dining area EE or BB.
However, possibilities for play that allows for use and exchange value are higher in
spaces that are public and accessible by all. Even when temporary retail display
carts containing loose objects are provided, or boundaries with large shop windows
exist, these spaces can attract play that unites use and exchange value. Trees
function as a natural attractor for spaces that have use value. Many play activities
occurred under trees that created a canopy effect, providing shade and loose
elements to play with (such as tree droppings or sticks). The only ‘demand on
space’ play activities occurred on a bench in the sun, enabling the adventurer to
engage in simulation, and the space had a use value.
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Figure 7. 3: Play activity hotspots in Potsdam in area B (Source: author’s illustration)
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The hotspot in Potsdam’s site C saw several ‘demand on space’ play activities occur,
confirming the same observations in relation to distance between spaces that
deterministically cater for exchange value rather than allowing an inclusive
coexistence of spaces with use and exchange value (figure 7.4). Play activities 15 O,
W, U and V occurred in association with permanent objects, such as benches and an
electricity box. Some of the adventurers enjoyed eating ice-cream purchased from
the vendor in the window of the building behind the bench. This indicated that
even engagement in some form of exchange value in public space does not
necessarily compromise opportunities for spaces with exchange value and use
value. Those spaces that cater only for exchange value (such as BB and EE), which
predominantly take the form of cafés or bakeries, reduce the possibilities for play
to the greatest extent.
Even the boundary and the threshold around construction fence DD allows for
place-contributing play, as the space does not suggest a dominance of exchange
value over use value. For example, two young females (15 S) were sitting on the
foundation of the fence while listening to the musician (15 A) next to them. The
musician, through his artistic expression in the public space, enabled both values in
space temporarily.
Nature seemed to be supportive of spaces that had ‘demand on space’ play
activities, as many of them occurred under trees or near trees through shade.
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Figure 7.4: Play activity hotspots in Potsdam in area C (Source: author’s illustration)
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In conclusion, in places that cater to exchange value, play unfolds in limited and
reduced forms, such as wordplay, jokes, music, and joy through consumption of
resources and products. This can happen in combination with, or without much in
the way of, social encounters. These places attract adventurers who are
conditioned to perceive exchange value and exclude people who favour places that
offer use value. Places that are truly public and accessible incorporate natural
elements and feature infrastructure that benefits the widest possible range of
users; these are the spaces that not only offer use value, but also allow and support
exchange value. These spaces are inclusive and allow for the widest range of
possibilities for play.

Changing place and the temporary nature of play activities
As explained in Chapter Two, the theory suggests that public spaces can become a
space for play; therefore, the products in space stimulate users according to their
distinct capabilities to perceive, interpret and engage in play activities individually
in space. The social spaces generated through this type of product interpenetrate at
least one, if not all three, of the conceptual dimensions of the triad of space
(Lefebvre, 1991b), as introduced in Chapter Three. Furthermore, Lefebvre suggests
that play is a means of temporarily producing social spaces in which time is
distinguishable, but not separate, from space (Lefebvre, 1991b). Both space and
time contribute to the fabric of contemporary public life in urban areas. Through
social production in public life, the fabric changes by manipulation through
governmental policies, technology or social cultural norms.
Observation of play activities’ time based in space revealed the following
production of space dynamics. As touched on earlier in Chapters Five and Six, there
are two poles or types of play activity: ‘movement through space’ and ‘demand on
space’. A play activity being associated with one of these two types does not
necessarily imply that it has to be one or the other; a combination of the two or a
point on the spectrum between both are frequent occurrences, as illustrated in
figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.5: Two pole types of play activities in space and time (Source: author’s illustration)

Furthermore, ‘demand on space’ and ‘movement through space’ play activities do
not necessarily need to create social spaces; however, once the experience is
shared, it seems to matter more and adds to the social cohesion of the site. In order
to illustrate the space dynamic enabled through the distinction, two exemplar cases
are presented below.
The first example refers to those type of play activities that unfold very briefly (in
under or up to one minute). When considering the perceived quantity of play
activities in space, this is the most common type of play activity in both Canberra
and Potsdam, which indicates a cross- cultural consistency. ‘Movement through
space’ play activities occur across all four main categories of play, including vertigo,
simulation, chance and competition. Some play activities even temporarily produce
a social space. The case of play activity 11 (see figure 7.6 below) in site B (Potsdam)
illustrates that while moving through space, people (in this case, two young people)
can engage in simulation and chance, indicating a mix of fantasy, affection, joking
and voice play with each other while moving through the space.
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Play activity 11: 17th May 2017 2.27 pm

2

1

3

4

5

Figure 7.6: Play activity 11 in site B, Potsdam (Source: author’s illustration)

During the play activity, no physical objects in space were required to enable play.
The only spatial elements that supported the play activity were a free space and an
accessible path. The play activity is most evident in the perceived space, as the
conceived space includes regulation and government policies; these range from
limiting motorised vehicle access to the space, to allowing vendors to display goods
and services along the street or provide outside dining areas in sites. All together,
these elements contribute to a certain extent to the environmental conditions that
support the production of a social space for a brief moment in time. It should be
noted here that the lived space remains unexplored in this case, as the lasting
impact of the experience was not measured. Even if this space was measured, the
play activity would have needed to be interrupted and data collection thereby
disrupted. Movement through space’ play activities do not necessarily have the
same spatial demands or require similarly high levels of affordance compared to
‘demand on space’ play activity. Research related to pakouring, as a type of play
activity that requires high degree of affordance and skill can be in the movement
through space category (Rawlinson & Guaralda, 2011). Activity 11 highlights that
the production of a social space as part of people’s everyday life in public spaces
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can be perceived as a means of human reappropriation through the development
of a counter-space forged by ‘movement through space’ for a brief moment in time.
The second example highlights a ‘demand on space’ play activity (activity 2 in
Canberra), which took place for over 12 minutes and involved a boy and a female
adult. The boy cycled slowly around the trees in circles before spending the rest of
the time around the large empty space in the heart of Garema Place engaging in
vertigo play (see figure 7.7 below). Although this activity involved movement,
several indicators (including the length of the play activity, the sitting behaviour and
position of the female adult, and the watching audience) suggest that this play
activity contributes to place. Distinct objects in space temporarily become features
during this activity, such as the stairs, the cubes, the trees, and the open space at
the heart of Garema Place.

Play activity 2: 31st March 2017, 6:48 pm – until 6:59 pm

1

2

3

4

Figure 7.7: Play activity 2 in Garema Place, Canberra (Source: author’s illustration)

In addition, the activity generates a social space that involves the female adult, the
playing child, and the passive audience (including the male adult on the bench
overlooking the scene). The female smiles when looking over to the boy, and the
boy inherently seems to enjoy his activity on the bicycle. The production of this
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social space through joyful endeavour is associated with the perceived space, as
described above, and is also indirectly supported by the conceived space through
policies and regulations that enable a vehicle-free space and acceptance.
In conclusion, time plays an important role, as the longer an adventurer engages in
a play activity, the stronger their contribution to a place. However, with regards to
quantity, the majority of play activities that form part of people’s everyday life
experiences in public spaces occur only briefly (for under one minute) and place
little demand on the surrounding space.
Public spaces that lend themselves to ‘demand on space’ play activities are a useful
indicator of what spaces offer conducive conditions to make them ‘sticky’58. The
study of play using the PLAY framework can help to determine the dynamics of a
space that either caters or wishes to cater for space quality that meets higher
demands. Since play is always initiated by living beings (either animals or people), it
appears that if one follows life activities in space, the distinct environmental
qualities must be right for a particular user group. For example, this includes object
play, and relates to those objects that have higher affordances and are accessible in
public space. Time in the context of social spaces has a non-linear connection. Brief
moments of play are associated with ‘movement through space’ and longer
moments of play are associated with ‘demand on space’. An exemplar case
observed in Potsdam that illustrates this well involved a larger group of people
walking through the space, joking around or engaging in wordplay through
simulation. The potentiality in space was revealed in that the actuality, in the form
of a social space, was produced even under conditions of low demand quality. At
the same time, spaces produced in site conditions with a higher demand support
the potential for social spaces. These include comfort though shade, noise level,
smell, being visually appealing to users, low wind conditions, and being perceived
to be safe for free movement. These spaces often contain some type of
objects/props or features, such as a bench or something else to sit on.

58

The term ‘sticky’ was introduced on p.52, 202 and 242, referring to the creation of spaces that attract a wide range of
people and achieve ‘demand on space’.
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The next section explores the impacts of mobile and digital technology on
temporary space production. These results can contribute to a better
understanding of the distinct capabilities of a space, its general condition, and its
attractiveness to the different user groups who engage in related human activities
in them.

Social space and singulation
This section focuses on public life and play as a form of social encounter in public
spaces. The data has highlighted the need to address this matter separately, as
novel forms of space reappropriation appeared that have not been fully explored in
the context of public life analysis. The discussion of the empirical data on play
activities in space will be linked back to theory on social space and subsequently
interrogated. Consequently, a novel idea – ‘singulation’ – will be introduced in
order to open up a realm for further debate.
The PLAY framework recognises the complexity of human life in space and the
quality of social encounters for a user or group. Play activities, as a form of human
encounter, help to shed light on this issue and make space dynamics visible. Where
tensions in space emerge, spaces are being produced, consumed, wasted or
destroyed. Space settings in which a high density of ‘demand on space’ play
activities are observable indicate a distinct quality and facilitate a different user
experience than is the case for other places. The spatial arrangements of objects in
space facilitate the experiences and allow for the production of a variety of social
spaces.
Furthermore, an increased production of social spaces was observed in several
instances involving the play activity type of photography. People in a small social
group setting, usually in a pair, ask strangers to be part of their play activity by
inviting them to take a picture of them in front of an object or architectural feature,
such as the Brandenburger Tor. This is a process in which an external stimulus
enables a link between people and prompts strangers to talk to each other. Whyte
(1980) referred to this concept as triangulation. Spatial features that facilitated
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triangulation in Potsdam included the Brandenburger Tor, as well as vistas and view
connections to landmark buildings and heritage façades. Smaller objects were
subject to photography as well as triangulation. By contrast, the site in Canberra
was lacking in attractive architectural features; instead, more people chose to take
pictures with each other of smaller objects in space. Commonly, people took
images of themselves on and around sculptures, such as the ‘pillow’ sculpture or
the ‘poetry’ sculpture.
The case of play activity 15 in site C, Potsdam, highlighted that the musician drew
people in over time, such that the play activity functioned as a multiplier to others,
inviting them to share the space and thus temporarily change the dynamics of this
space. Public spaces that support the possibility of producing self-congested social
spaces with the aid of objects, either permanent (sculptures) or temporary
(performances with equipment), allow adventurers to contribute beyond
themselves.
In the case of photography, this type of play activity requires mass-produced
technology to unfold; however, it can also function as a vehicle for triangulation. On
the one hand, it seems to create distance if the adventurer is alone; on the other
hand, it can enable togetherness if the photography occurs in a social context. In
other cases, in which people engage alone in a play activity in public spaces through
playing on their mobile device or listening individually to music, this triangulation
does not occur so easily. This is a form of ‘public privatism’, in which people
withdraw from the public space in exchange for private non-physical space
(Hampton et al., 2010). The number of people engaging in this form of play activity
was high in Garema Place in Canberra when compared to Brandenburger Strasse in
Potsdam. Figure 6.8 illustrates this type of play activity, highlighting the minimal
demands in relation to the quality of space being created. Observation confirmed
that this type of play commonly occurs in association with movement through
space. People rarely stopped unless it was necessary to play on their digital device.
When listening to music, the space becomes a unique private space in which a
person does not reach out beyond themselves; social contagiousness rarely
occurred under these circumstances.
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Play activity type 17: everyday

Play activity type 17: everyday

Figure 7.8: Play activity 17 – Simulation through play in digital devices or listening to music (Source: author’s
illustration)

However, spaces that are conducive to ‘public privatism’, with a high number of
individual adventurers that do not interact with each other, indicate a condition
that has a low demand for public space quality. This type of symbolic play activity
interaction is an indicator of a human condition that reflects social norms and
impacts perceived safety in space. Arguably, this concept sits on the opposite end
of the spectrum from triangulation. When people withdraw from public interaction
through this type of play activity, the space is subject to ‘singulation’: a process by
which a person receives a stimulus from a privatised object without the necessity to
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actively engage with strangers or the surrounding space. This is a rather novel type
of temporary space dynamic, as related public space theories have often emerged
out of studies that predate the emergence of privatised mobile technology. While
the concept of ‘triangulation’ can be made visible through the PLAY framework in
space, due to the rise of privatised mobile technology, people’s behaviour in public
spaces today is enriched by another form of play activity in public spaces that also
impacts space dynamics. ‘Public privatism’, through this type of play activity,
produces spaces for ‘singulation’. This space concept helps to explains the
hypothesis that products in cities and the abstractions of space through images and
signs draw us further away from perceiving togetherness as a whole.

Reflection on hypothesis
The hypothesis of the present thesis was that the PLAY framework reveals certain
qualities and dynamics in public spaces that are produced by play activities. The
discussion in this chapter has shown that certain public space qualities are
conducive to a larger range of play activities, especially if the use value of a public
space is high and the space for exchange value is restricted. Furthermore, different
object arrangements – in particular, those that are related to sculptures or
opportunities to rest, or those with a higher degree of affordance and natural
design elements such as trees – indicate qualities conducive to play as part of
people’s everyday life in urban core areas. When reflecting on the dynamics of
space through the window of play, it becomes evident that whenever a space is
temporarily dominated by a user group, it creates a demand for appropriation59 in
opposition to prevailing activities. When a place is designed as a free open space, it
can temporarily accommodate a wide range of user groups and may even receive a
stage function. Object arrangements are conducive to play when they are placed
next to main thoroughfares and create an environment that facilitates looking at a
space in which something temporary might happen.

59

Domination is based on Lefebvre’s interpretation, which includes the transformation through technology such as vehicles
and related practices that can also reflect political power through military architecture and technical infrastructure such as
dams (Lefebvre, 1991, pp. 164-165). Lefebvre further stresses that the full meaning of the concept can only be understood
when comparing it to its opposite – namely, appropriation.
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Compared to established public life studies on public spaces, such as the Canberra
Backyard experiment, different qualities and dynamics were revealed by the PLAY
framework that are out of reach of a general public life study when taking a more
comprehensive approach to understanding a public space. In particular, the
combination of spatial history and the deconstruction of pavements and objects
highlighted where play manifests and where it takes place over longer time periods.
Last but not least, social forms of play in the physical realm or beyond the physical
domain require spaces that combine different and contradictory forms of spatial
representation, or even tensions and fragmentations of space at certain times;
thus, they cannot be deterministically associated with a clear set of elements and
can best be described as ‘hypercomplex’ (Dickhardt & Lauser, 2016, p. 75; Lefebvre,
1991b). The idea of singulation creates only a minimum demand on the space, but
indicates that a larger form of ideological or symbolic superstructure is at work that
has yet to be unpacked. However, the PLAY framework seems to be a practical
window through which to bring this type of activity to the fore and link it back to
the dynamics in the public space.

7.5 How can the application of the PLAY framework advance
the understanding of public space?
This question has been addressed across several chapters of this thesis, in particular
Sections 2.5, 3.7 and 3.8, as well as Chapters Five and Six more generally. The first
part of this section discusses the contribution of play as a framework in public
space research. The second part outlines methods suitable for the study of public
space through play, discussing how this can advance our understanding of dynamics
in public space. The combined discussion of both parts shall answer the research
question.
A framework is a tool that aims to resolve a problem through examining patterns
and regularities to reveal how social life, even on an individual level, is generated
and possible within a specific setting. Unlike methods, frameworks serve and aim to
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assist in the thinking process and understanding of an issue; in this case, a public
space.
First, usual approaches for studying social life in public spaces are undertaken
through mixed-methods approaches. Gehl (1968) differentiates human activities
into three categories, namely necessary, optional and social activities. However,
play is an optional activity that can both emerge out of a necessary activity or be a
social activity. The data in both case studies highlights that play can easily bridge
these categories and may offer an alternative approach to understanding the
dynamics of a public space.
Second, contemporary urban structures that are designed to create separation can
contribute to the impoverishment of social relations, as well as the degradation of
the socio-cultural life of a city (Mierzejewska, 2011). Out of these divisions arise
tensions that create a demand for new ways to bridge and engage with urban
structures (Sennett, 1990). Play as a spatial practice highlights that temporary
spaces override the spatial order and enable a different way of understanding
public spaces. Franck and Stevens (2013) research on the ‘looseness’ of space is
perhaps the most closely aligned with the conceptualisation of the spatial dynamics
that can be revealed in the city, in which design and regulation attempt to fixedly
predetermine appropriate activity. The findings of the thesis case study indicate
that public spaces that cater for a higher amount of use value embrace more
possibilities for play. Mierzejewska’s observation might contain some truth
regarding social relations, albeit from a play perspective (social need function), as it
overrides the social order but the activity still occurs in spaces that offer exchange
value. However, the data revealed that more possibilities for play are provided in
spaces in which use value is favoured.
Third, play escapes mundane everyday life (Franck & Stevens, 2013) and manifests
in different ‘elastic’ activities (Hespanhol, Carmela, Wu, Saunders, & Tomitsch,
2011; Rapoport & Rapoport, 1974) associated with play, including graffiti,
skateboarding, flash mobs, flâneuring, parkour, or other ‘sticky’ activities such as
playing music, artistic performances and installations.
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Fourth, positive interactions in public spaces can be made visible spatially,
experientially and socially and can enhance our understanding and the design
approaches applied to improve them (Simões Aelbrecht, 2010; Stevens, 2007).
Furthermore, play offers a positive outlook on life and acts as a mechanism that
challenges concepts such as separation in light of collective and self-development.
Fifth, play is a framework that addresses non-linear space complexities in a nonlinear fashion. Therefore, it adds to the understanding of the condition of everyday
life in public spaces, with an emphasis on reappropriation and its dynamics, which
include the non-physicality of social life to a certain degree.
Overall, these five arguments present a rationale in favour of the PLAY framework
and represent sufficient ground for using this framework to advance the
understanding of public spaces and their dynamics through the deployment of the
framework within the realm of public space research.
The PLAY framework has been developed and based on established research
methods used in public space research, as these are perceived to provide reliable
data about a public space. This thesis includes a comparison between the proposed
framework and the established methods used by an external third party for a public
space study that was carried out in one of the case study areas60; the established
public space method approach was part of the selection process for the PLAY
framework. The discussion of the benefits and limitations of each method has led
to an interrogation regarding their suitability for revealing information about the
perceived, conceived and lived space as theorised by Lefebvre (1991b). This process
is important, as it creates the link between play and space; it also identifies the
methods most suitable for public space research into play. A mixed-method
approach is the most useful when approaching the research problem, and has
resulted in a combination of mapping, exploration and play.
Mapping allows the researcher to gain an insight into the conceived space of a
defined site in a city; this includes a desktop review of the policies, plans and
historic sources that add to the abstract and symbolic understanding of a space. For
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Canberra, with the ‘Backyard Experiment’.
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example, symbolic representations of Garema Place meaning ‘camp’ or meeting
place, as well as permissible land use forms, infrastructure provisions and
regulations associated with operation hours, signage and lighting, have been
utilised for this thesis to implement the PLAY framework.
The exploration phase in this thesis has provided insights into the perceived space
obtained through graphical representations. Observations at eye level allow for a
deconstruction of temporary, as well as permanent, physical objects in public
spaces. It eventually became impractical, if not impossible, to separate the
potential space implications of play activities when narrating the observations. For
example, a structure can be abstractly represented in maps and graphics, but also
physically established in the space at the same time. For this reason, the mapping
and exploring of a site can be consolidated and systematically iterated upon. All five
criteria – public space, minimum density, buildings, places to walk (including user
integration) and space impressions at eye level – were addressed. This part of the
framework deals with the physical, object-based environment.
The second part of the framework deals with the human interaction or play
activities in public spaces of the site. Quantitative methods account for the most
prevalent types of play activity in space and were essential to determining the
selection process of ‘typical’ play activities at the site. Analysis through mapping
and qualitative iterations of each play activity case enabled the creation of two
types of space dynamics: ‘demand on space’ play activities and ‘movement through
space’ play activities. Furthermore, this study highlighted that play activities occur
concurrently and in a non-linear fashion. The categorisation of play activities as
being either ‘demand on space’ or ‘movement through space’ activities does not
indicate that either type of activity occurred, but rather provides a reference point
to facilitate better understanding of the observed activities. If one seeks to
eliminate any tendency towards reductionism, each play activity must be studied in
a standalone fashion. When combining these with the quantitative counts of play
activity, limited upscaling and categorisation is possible.
Information pertaining to social groups, which was related to in-/outgroup
constellation, age combinations and compositional changes, was similar to the
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findings of established methods. However, space and object relations through
qualitative observation help to determine what objects are particularly attractive to
people. Further information about spatial composition, allocated to the categories
of ‘space-object’ play activity, ‘subject-to-subject’ play activity and ‘time-space’
activity, also became evident.
Until 2003, the prevailing assumption was that “Lefebvre's laudable project to find a
bridge between experienced space, representation of space, and spaces of
representation has proven to be hard to put into operation empirically. The crucial
link between the construction of place in representation and at the level of everyday
experience has not been demonstrated” (T. Hall, 2003, p. 132; Miles, 2004, p. 113).
However, since that time, the potential of the conceptual triad of space has been
realised by a number of scholars, demonstrating its capacity to be framed and to
reveal space dynamics and space production (Dovey & Ristic, 2017; Manfredini et
al., 2017; Stevens, 2007). Despite of detailed interrogation of data about the
conceived and perceived space, this thesis does not explore the lived experience,
beyond the observer experience in space. Consequently, Henri Lefebvre’s full
conceptual triad of space can only be put into operation if methods could be
deployed in which the lived experience is captured. Yet further research is required
to expand and take additional methods that take embodied experiences into
consideration and reveal more information about the lived space.

7.6 Summary
There is a difference between the concepts of play and play activities. While the
concept of play lends itself to phenomenological research on perception (MerleauPonty, 2002; Norberg-Schulz, 1980), this thesis confirmed that play can be studied
in space from an outsider perspective in a way that helps us to understand public
spaces differently. In the context of public space studies, only the spectrum of play
that is associated with physicality can be made visible through observational
research. This discussion has highlighted that space dynamics can be studied by
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deploying the PLAY framework61 in a public space and thereby creating a different
insight into the understanding of public spaces compared to that obtained through
established public life research methods. Considering play as a form of spatial
practice and reappropriation that has the advantage of linking and bridging the
divide between necessary, optional and social activities in space. Five reasons for
implementing the proposed framework as an alternative method to other more
established research methods were discussed above to promote a better
understanding of place. A dialectical relationship emerged from the data analysis of
different play activities in space, suggesting a distinction between ‘movement
through space’ and ‘demand on space’ play activities. Furthermore, this allowed the
researcher to gain a deeper understanding of the general value of a public space
with respect to exchange and use value. Time plays an important role in space
dynamics, but cannot be separated from a play activity or the space it has
produced, suggesting that different spaces vary in demands for quality.
Nevertheless, the possibility for play occurs in all spaces; however, spaces that
accommodate the demands for quality attract play activities that generally take
more time. These qualities can be manipulated to further enhance possibilities for
social encounters.
Finally, the lateral findings indicate that places that accommodate and allow for the
production of social spaces allow not just for ‘triangulation’ or social encounters
with strangers, but also for the opposite through the concept of ‘singulation’. This
suggests a degree of disconnect from physicality. If one seeks to enhance the
understanding of a public space, the PLAY framework makes a significant
contribution to the whole.

61

See overview of the PLAY framework at a glance in table 3.2.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion
The aim of the thesis was to create new knowledge through empirical research
associated with the development and testing of the PLAY- framework on two
specific public spaces through the window of play as an informal and noninstrumental activity as well as a form of spatial practice.

8.1 Summary of findings
The four research questions of the thesis were as follows:
1. What is play in the context of public space?
2. How can play be made observable in public space?
3. What can play as a spatial practice reveal about public space?
4. How can the application of the PLAY framework advance the understanding
of public space?
Chapter Two defined public space, provided an overview of research related to
activities in space in public life studies, and answered research question one. This
chapter also included explanations of both the concept of play and the role of play
as an activity in making play observable in public space; this partly answered
research question two. Chapter Three, in particular Sections 3.8 and 3.9, and
Chapter Four contained further information to answer question two. Chapters Five
and Six outlined the findings of the PLAY framework for Canberra after the
framework was subject to piloting and refinement. After the introduction of the
selection criteria that informed the choice of site, Garema Place and parts of Bunda
Street became the subjects of the investigation. The specific criteria framework for
the case study sites included seven main selection criteria. The mapping part shed
light onto the conceived space through a historic discourse analysis of the literature
associated with the space; this included iterations on places to walk through (user
integration), buildings with several subcategories (flexibility in height and land use;
variety of functions; well-functioning hybrid zones; vertical orientation of façades;
appropriate signage), and density. Furthermore, the exploration of the area at eye
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level made it possible to deconstruct the spatial arrangements of objects and
distinguish between permanent and temporary objects in space. The criteria of
maintenance and engagement opportunities at eye level included food, water and
trees. Wind and sun were also addressed in the assessment before collecting data
on play. After deployment of the PLAY framework, the outcomes of an established
research approach to public space in Garema Place were introduced and then
compared. The ‘Backyard Experiment’ had an emphasis on quantitative data but
used a mixed-method approach. The results indicated that more people moved
through the space than spent time in it. However, the data did not sufficiently
reveal the dynamics in space relating to the permanent objects that facilitate social
encounters or enable conducive conditions as part of the everyday life experiences
of this place. The limitations of this experiment were evident, as urban form,
history and the contribution of hybrid zones to public life were not addressed.

Research question four was answered in Chapter Two and in Sections 3.6 and 3.8,
as well as within Chapters Five and Six. The PLAY framework provided a more
comprehensive assessment of the space, allowing for a much deeper understanding
of the public space and its dynamics. The mix method included a balance of
qualitative and quantitative data and revealed a hidden story that the Backyard
Experiment failed to address; for example, this story included aspects of how
people use this space for temporary play, their movement and environmental
conditions, and an in-depth mapping analysis of the place. The PLAY framework can
be instrumental in further exploring the understanding of a defined public space,
along with its dynamics and qualities, to an extent that goes deeper and further
than originally anticipated.
Chapter Six presented the corroboration case study. The Brandenburger Strasse in
the German city of Potsdam was chosen for this purpose. Despite the fact that the
general built form, environmental conditions, culture and history of the place differ
from those of Canberra, the PLAY framework functioned well and generated
results.
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The results showed a consistent observations, allowing conclusions to be drawn
regarding the production of spaces, their dynamics and the associated quality. For
example, high possibilities for play emerged on thresholds, at edges or in the
middle of free spaces, creating ‘sticky’ places where people spent time. Around
thresholds, trees, living beings such as dogs or birds, and objects such as public
benches or sculptures seemed to create opportunities for social encounter through
play. Informal play activities happened around objects such as electricity boxes or
construction fences, indicating that the function of these objects could change
dynamically over time. Fine-grained conditions of façades and the type of shops
that encourage window shopping or have temporary retail display carts outside on
display can also stimulate play. Furthermore, ice cream shops and bakeries add to
the ambience through smell, and if there are public benches nearby, these also
seem to attract people if the weather allows. These observations were consistent
with those made in Garema Place in Canberra; for example, street artwork and
informal messages are traces of play and are usually placed on objects with a low
affordance quality designed to serve a single purpose. If play occurred and vehicles
moved through the space, the dynamic changed, resulting in disruption of play
activities. However, a few cultural differences also became evident. Potsdam is a
city of great historic significance, attracting many international visitors who engage
in tourism as a form of play, while Canberra had less people engaging in this type of
play. The architectural features at the sites in Potsdam had more historic
significance and impacted on the overall experience, which became evident in the
amount of people flâneuring through the space and showing affection/compassion
(e.g. holding hands, walking very slowly and kissing in public). In Canberra, more
people engaged in individual play activities such as playing on mobile devices or
listening to music on private devices, creating less demand for the quality of the
place. In summary, the application of the PLAY framework to a different cultural
context has demonstrated the wider application of this framework.
Preferences for different types of play emerge due to cultural differences, creating
different demands on the space and therefore impacting on the quality of public
space. Play activities produce space dynamics and patterns, which were revealed
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consistently and contribute to a common quality. This quality is associated with
having open spaces on which to be seen (as a stage) or intimate spaces on the
thresholds and edges of public spaces. Often, there is a direct relationship between
thresholds and edges, as people passively participate in a play activity that requires
an open space to unfold. Intimate spaces can be points where environmental
conditions are perceived as conducive to play and supported through objects in
space, including trees and shade or interactive elements such sculptures. Objects
function as stimuli for social encounters, and depending on their arrangement, can
also contribute to play activities. Nevertheless, contact with living beings (such as
birds or dogs) or natural elements (such as trees or tree droppings) are most
conducive to environmental conditions that allow for meaningful encounters.

The discussion in Chapter Seven interrogated all findings in further detail and aimed
to answer both research questions one and two. The conclusion was drawn that
play can be observable in space to a degree, as one needs to distinguish between
the overarching concept of play and play as an activity. This thesis has
demonstrated that observing the space throughout the window of play activities
can provide additional information about the space character within dynamic
production of the public space. Those derive from people’s dynamics of everyday
life that are most often hidden or overlooked in the traditional research. Play has a
unique attribute, as it can bridge necessary, optional and social activities in space.
Furthermore, the thesis has corroborated that the PLAY framework functions across
different cultures and allows the researcher to reveal a hidden dynamic of everyday
life in public spaces. The thesis played out five reasons that provided a rationale
underpinning the added value of the framework in public space studies. A
dialectical relationship was found to be evident in all case study sites between
‘movement through space’ play activities and ‘demand on space’ play activities.
Movement-related play activity creates less demand on a space and requires less
quality to unfold, while place-related play activity reveals information about spaces
that creates more demand for quality. Furthermore, both types of activity can be
manipulated to create environmental conditions that contain the possibility of
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social encounters. A true public space offers more value to its users as it
accommodates spaces that allow for both use and exchange value. Spaces that are
temporarily privatised allow limited forms of play and therefore tend to support
exchange value. Time, furthermore, plays an important role but cannot be
separated from activities and the space they produce. A few types of play activity
were recorded that stimulated social encounters with strangers, while others did
the exact opposite.
The discussion chapter delivered more than anticipated and represents a valuable
contribution to knowledge. The chapter proved that the PLAY framework functions
and can reveal the hidden space dynamics of people’s everyday lives in a public
place.

8.2 Limitations, contributions and significance
Limitations
Overall, the research focus of the present thesis was on space and on how play may
reveal the social qualities of a particular space in the context of the production of a
space and spatial practice. Four substantial limitations became evident throughout
the research process.
First, one critical limitation of this research contribution is that play is an
intrinsically motivated activity, meaning that the researcher will be unable to truly
understand the full extent and nature of play unless he or she can access
information about what is really going on in the user’s inner self and the possibility
for an actualisation62. Further research in relation embodied play experiences may
add further value to the qualified discourse. Therefore, rather than gaining a
comprehensive understanding of the different human variables that impact the
concept of play in space, this thesis was only interested in public space in city
centres with a similar urban morphology. In other words, this thesis was less
concerned with a wider systems approach, as it would have been impossible to
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Based on personal discussion with Quentin Stevens on the 22nd November 2017 at the Play Symposium in Canberra.
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reflect and discuss all relevant variables in sufficient detail within the scope of a
PhD thesis. In addition, the specific focus of the thesis on the public space rather
than play itself, diminishes the relevance of fully understanding and capturing the
nature of play.
Second, the study findings of two spatially defined sites cannot be exactly
replicated with respect to circumstances, as these were uniquely bound to space
and time. Different events may have impacted on the space and new objects may
have been placed in the space since the observations took place; furthermore,
certain climatic conditions may vary. Furthermore, although the selection criteria
for the space typology were similar, environmental and biophilic components
(Beatley, 2011; Louv, 2008) such as bird life and different tree species always vary
in public spaces. As a result, this thesis can only iterate on the captured data that
was perceived at specific moments in time. In addition, established methods
involved an overall count of users, which the PLAY framework did not address.
From a qualitative social research perspective, it is worthwhile to further
interrogate play activities as part of the lateral findings to gain additional
insightful rich data that leads to emerging concepts related to embodied
experiences in space. However, this thesis primary aim was to collect empirical
data to test the PLAY framework in order to understand public space and generate
insights into spaces that play produced rather than the behaviour itself.
Third, as the observational research component was carried out from an outsider
perspective. However, aspects such as gender or whether people were wearing
bicycle helmets or other gadgets could be useful in future and may create a
subversive addition to the way behaviour in space is produced and consumed. For
the purposes of external validation and the classification of activity as play, all
observational data was video recorded.
Fourth, only specific times of day (ranging from 7 am to 7 pm) were subject to
investigation. The public spaces were filled with people during the day, which
allowed for rich data collection. Another limitation is the focus on specific sample
days (e.g. Monday, Tuesday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday) rather than analysing
every day of the week.
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Last but not least, play activities were required to be clearly defined and classified
so as to reduce the level of bias where possible; however, it should be noted that
the overall research focus is on the space quality produced by play activities rather
than the play activity itself. All spaces were free of purpose-built play equipment.

Contributions and significance
This research project contributes to knowledge in several ways:
Development of the empirical application of play as an activity to the analysis of
public spaces with a focus on spatial practice; Presenting concrete results derived
from the application of the PLAY framework to the analysis of public space in
Canberra and Potsdam. Ultimately, the knowledge derived from Canberra and
Potsdam can be applied to future context specific urban design and policy, as well
as used by governments and organisations interested in designing better public
spaces.

Framework for analysis contributions
The thesis proposed a novel framework that is based on established research
methods to analyse public spaces and explores an alternative approach to
understanding those spaces differently from a neo-Marxist theory perspective. This
alternative approach, referred to as the PLAY framework, is a combination of
several methods (including the urban diary method, behaviour mapping, drawings,
time-lapse recording and photography); this framework was then carefully tested
and refined in Canberra and Potsdam. The PLAY framework is a combination of
mapping (including abstract characteristics such as spatial analysis of the area and
the history of the space), exploration (in which the researcher explores the area at
perceived eye level and deploys a selection of methods to deconstruct the space
into permanent and temporary objects in space), and play as the lived element of
space (involving qualitative capture and analysis of play activities in the space with
the aid of photography and video recordings). Unlike established methods, this
PLAY framework does not just present quantitative data regarding the uses of the
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spaces and the time spent in them; instead, the PLAY framework has proven to be
suitable for revealing non-instrumental practices in public spaces that would
otherwise remain hidden or unnoticed. In order to enable the visibility of play as a
concept in space, it was necessary to develop a mechanism that could translate this
concept into an actually observable activity. A range of literature on the definition
of play was interrogated to determine its suitability for public space analysis. The
result was a framework for classifying play in space as play activity.
These non-instrumental forms of spatial practices (play activities) in space are
diverse, comprise a wide range of play activities, and produce complex dynamics.
Furthermore, they are themselves complex, as they produce spaces that create
temporary demands on the space, and over time have the potential to become a
product supported by permanent objects in space. The contributing factors to the
production of space can be revealed by analysing the space over time,
deconstructing the space elements and allowing the researcher to reveal some of
the underlying complexities in space. This should not be understood as a
mechanism to reduce the space and to simplify the production process via a
reductionist approach. The results of the PLAY framework indicated that this way of
analysing a space showcases the dynamic nature of public spaces and provides a
platform from which to counter the argument that contemporary and often empty
spaces are static.
In conclusion, the thesis contributes empirically to knowledge within the
development of a novel application of play-as-concept within public space analysis
that extends beyond the prevalent deterministic design paradigm for urban form
and function.

Outcome contributions
This research demonstrated how spaces can be produced and changed, based on a
detailed study of established public space study methods and the concept of play
in an urban design context. The non-reductive findings contributed to a reflective
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discussion concerning the value of space, as well as the relationship between time,
space and play.
The thesis created outcomes that lend themselves to further research that
theorises about the generalisability of space production. One example is the value
of space within an intercultural context through play, as discussed in chapter 6.4.
The data is comprehensive and conclusive on findings regarding public spaces,
revealing certain dynamics and qualities; this includes the distinction between
spaces in which play activities are classified as ‘movement through space’ and
‘demand on space’. The ‘demand on space’ play activities took place for longer than
a few seconds, up to 16 minutes or more, and have a ‘sticky’ characteristic; these
include performance art, buildering or playing music. The conceived maps depicting
hidden space dynamics thus become an alternative mechanism for understanding
the existing qualities of a place and identifying pathways to enhance case-specific
possibilities for social encounters. Maintaining a focus on play as a fun and joyful
activity creates an alternative way of conceiving a space compared to other
conceptual approaches that draw distinctions between necessary, optional and
social activities in space (Gehl et al., 2013). Alternatively, the PLAY framework offers
another mechanism for understanding the production of spaces not as a
consequence of necessary or optional activities, but rather as an actuality in space
that links the adventurer’s ability with his or her demands on a place. Firstly, this
demand enables a space quality that a user can enjoy in its temporary nature.
Secondly, applying neo-Marxist theory in relation to value creation through play as
a framework suggests that those public spaces that remain truly public and allow a
wide range of users to appropriate the space on their terms offer a very strong
value proposition, as they combine use and exchange value. While spaces that offer
use value provide inclusive opportunities for exchange value, the converse is not
true. Furthermore, despite the focus on space dynamics, a by-product linked to the
human condition in urban spaces was created through the novel concept of
‘singulation’, which emerged in this thesis. Play activities falling under this category
do not necessarily require other people to socialise with the adventurer in a place,
and still produce a space in which no outwardly directed contact is established;
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thus, they are the opposite of Whyte’s conception of ‘triangulation’, as discussed in
Section 7.4.
In summary, both of these knowledge contributions highlight the fact that social
spaces impact space functions in unforeseen ways.
The study of a public space using the PLAY framework allows a designer to
understand the space in a way that overrides social order and reaches out beyond
the materialistic dimension of public space. If urban designers truly aim to cater for
social need functions, there should be a demand for a framework of this kind,
which offers another layer of understanding of the space. The urban design
discipline has yet to fully appreciate the possibilities available to transform general
human conflict and its existence through experiences that create meaning by
fostering activities that serve life, permit the grasping of insights into the true
nature of our existence, and maximise possibilities for shared experiences.

Significance
The thesis makes an empirical contribution in the nexus of non-reductive, nonlinear understanding of non-functional and informal encounters in public spaces as
part of public life studies. The PLAY framework, as designed by the author, offers
nine key benefits listed as follows:
1. Developed an additional layer of understand quality and culture of the
public space, including temporary dynamics in space (high and low use),
environmental conditions (shade, weather, wind, smell) and noninstrumental activities as part of their daily lives (local culture).
2. Reveled additional characteristics and possibilities of a public space for
positive experiences (even unsocial) in a city centre by acknowledging their
specific context and history in order to potentially prevent ineffective design
interventions and enhances possibilities for quality human experiences.
3. Created awareness about the dominant play activities of adventurer in a
specific urban core area.
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4. Identifed objects/ props and spatial arrangements that work for people.
5. Assessed desire lines of people movement, obstacles, vistas, view
connections and meaningful symbolic representations.
6. Realised the potentials of plinths (ground floor level of buildings) and
economic implications.
7. Identified preferred elastic spaces where people meet and do spend time
apart of engaging in value exchange.
8. Learned about the role of trees and nature in a public space.
9. It is a practical tool for a range of disciplines such as urban design, planning
architecture, landscape architecture, ethnography, human geography and
urban sociology as it relies on qualified observation from an outsider
perspective.
Furthermore, PLAY frameworks makes a valuable contribution to the collective
knowledge in the field of public space. The thesis builds on the established
approaches and proven research methods developed and initially pioneered by
scholars such as Gehl and Koch (1987), Whyte (1980), Appleyard (1972) and Jacobs
(1995) in relation to public life in urban spaces. Given that this thesis explores the
interplay of human behaviour in cities, scholarly work such as Sommer (1969),
Sommer and Sommer (1997), Goffman (1961) and E. T. Hall (1966) became another
foundational element for this research project. Especially Stevens’ (2007) laudable
work on play and the city took centre stage. When exploring play as a type of
human behaviour and appropriation of space it should be acknowledged that there
are other valuable research contributions available, some of which have been
elaborated on in this thesis. This includes the work of Simões Aelbrecht (2010,
2018), Lofland (1989, 2017) and Rawlinson and Guaralda (2011, 2012). However, as
expressed on many occasions in the thesis the PLAY framework approaches play
from a spatial practice and is explored only established research methods applied
in public life studies. Therefore, it complements and synergises only to a degree
with research on embodied experiences in space as part of the play component in
the framework. Figure 7.1 visualises two aspects. First, the positioning of the PLAY
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framework in relation to existing research in the field of concern. Second, the
potential significance that the framework holds for research and urban analysis.
PLAY framework (Mews)

Informal and non- functional uses of public space (e.g.
play as a spatial practice)
(Stevens, 2007)

Informal and non-functional uses of public space and
embodied experience/ novel research methods
(Simões Aelbrecht, 2010, 2018; Lofland, 1989, 2017;
Rawlinson and Guaralda, 2011, 2012)

Thematically
overlapping
Behaviour research in urban spaces
e.g. Social encounter, perception & embodied experiences
(Sommer, 1969; Sommer and Sommer, 1997; Goffman, 1961; Hall, 1966)

Established approaches to study public life in public spaces
(Gehl and Koch, 1987; Whyte, 1980; Appleyard, 1972; Jacobs 1995)

Figure 8.1: Placement of PLAY framework in relation to other contributions in the research field (Source: author’s
illustration)

8.3 Future research
The following section outlines six recommendations for future research possibilities
in relation to the dynamics of public space and public space studies. These
recommendations have been divided into two categories: case-specific research
and theoretical research.

Case-specific research
The first recommendation relates to the existing raw dataset. Throughout the data
collection process, thick and rich data was collected, of which not all was eventually
used in the thesis; this enables further interrogation in future to facilitate
answering additional research questions related to experience, gender, age and
object play-based space patterns. If one sought to conceptually embed and ground
the theory in (for example) the affordance theory (Gibson, 1979), a
phenomenological investigation using the same dataset could shed light on object-
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to-subject relations in space, facilitating a better understanding of the
characteristics of symbolic interactions with objects. Furthermore, other research
methods (such as expert interviews, analysis of social media data or questionnaires)
could be added to the existing data in order to advance knowledge about the
impact of the concept of play in space overall, rather than focusing on play as an
activity.
The second recommendation suggests that the PLAY framework offers urban
designers a practical link between practice and analysis. For example, the outcomes
of the PLAY framework could be built in as add-ons to urban design policies in
Canberra or Potsdam that regulate public space and aim to renew or activate places
in specific areas in the city centre. This would support an improved understanding
of potential policy impacts and regulations, as well as the identification of effective
means of enabling (or preventing) meaningful social encounters among the widest
user group possible.

Theoretical research
The third recommendation for future research relates to the generalisability of the
findings in comparison with other public spaces in urban centres in which the PLAY
framework can be deployed. These cases could be located either in similar cultural
contexts with similar climate conditions, or consciously situated in different
cultures and climates as part of a larger research project on space dynamics and
public space qualities. This process would not only enrich the generalisability of the
findings, but could also further enhance the overall understanding of the dynamic
processes of space production and fragmentation, as well as the different human
conditions of public spaces.
The fourth recommendation relates to dialectics such as the concept of
‘singulation’ in contemporary cities outlined in the discussion (Section 7.4). This
concept may open up a separate line of enquiry into human activity in public space
by superimposing physicality through the nature of augmented reality, which
changes dynamics between public, semi- public and private spaces. The PLAY
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framework could function as a means of targeting activities that are conducive to
‘singulation’ and of answering research questions that impact less-advantaged user
groups, such as older people, children, adolescents, indigenous, the gender
marginalised, migrants, or those of lower socio-economic status. It could also open
up a space for further research related to digital devices and play in order to
explore the possibilities of reconnecting with strangers in order to enable
triangulation. Other dialectics that have been introduced in the thesis include: use
versus exchange value and movement through space versus demand on place. Each
dialectic could benefit of further research.
The fifth recommendation is a suggestion to further explore theory related to the
concepts of ‘sense of place’ and place identity as they pertain to play activities in
space and the framework, in line with the brief exploration in Section 3.6 of this
thesis.
The sixth recommendation is to further research on embodied play experiences
and exploration of introducing novel public life methods that particular focus on
the lived experience creates an inviting platform for further academic research.
In conclusion, the overall aim of this research was to develop and test the PLAY
framework, which allows researchers to comprehensively understand public spaces
in a different way. By gaining a deeper understanding of the concept of play across
all ages, as well as its potential to underpin a framework, this thesis set out to
advance our understanding of public space in comparison to established public life
studies and in relation to dynamics and place qualities that would otherwise not be
central to an investigation. This research addressed its aim and further resolved a
research problem associated with the empirical application of the framework to
understanding public space qualities in non-reductive and inclusive ways. The case
study findings revealed that the dynamics of public spaces respond differently to
space interventions that emphasise aesthetics, symbols and specific functions. This
understanding of space reappropriation allows urban designers not only to perceive
public spaces in a different light, but also to gain insights into existing space
qualities in a way that goes beyond deterministic classifications of users, such as
‘people of the street community’, or design for ‘aesthetics’.
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In summary, this thesis presents a framework for finding the seeds that enable
pathways offering the potential to make public spaces more enjoyable and ‘sticky’,
and does so by carefully enhancing the possibilities for discovering what makes us
human.
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Appendix A: Attributes of play activities
Vertigo
Sutton-Smith’s (1997) attributes of
play
Bicycling
Roller-skating
Losing weight
Dancing

Simulation
Sutton-Smith’s (1997) attributes of
play
Intimacy
Daydreaming
Fantasy/imagination
Listening to records/music
Art projects
Flower arranging
TV/Film
Novels, reading & writing
Travel tourism
Photography
Shopping
Handicrafts
Night out fun
Amusement parks
Pets
Computers
Halloween
Construction
Woodwork
Gardening
Toys
Yoga
Collecting

Mews’ attributes of play
Bike racing if alone
Bicycling
Jumping/twisting
Skateboarding
Scooter
Jogging/running
Dancing
Walking with aid
Swinging
See-sawing

Mews’ attributes of play
Affection/compassion (e.g. holding
hands, kissing)
Daydreaming (staring for a longer
period of time)
Fantasy/imagination/role-play (cooking,
hostessing, babysitting, getting laid)
Listening to music
Art projects
Flower arranging
Watching films
Novels/reading
Travel
Photography
Shopping/window shopping
Needlework/quilting
Night out fun
Festivals, carnivals, Mardi Gras etc.
Dog walker
Play on digital device/virtual reality
Costume
Construction
Woodwork
Gardening
Toys
Yoga/tai chi
Collecting
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Backpacking
Wedding

Chance
Sutton-Smith’s (1997) attributes of
play
Bird-watching
Crosswords
Joking
Parties
Gambling
Speech play
Bars/taverns
Magic
Playing the piano
Concerts/music
Playing voices
Lotteries

Competition
Sutton-Smith’s (1997) attributes of
play
Collections
Auto racing
Football/cricket
Board games
Arm wrestling
Card games
Martial arts
Drinking
Street luge

Backpacking
Wedding
Walking pets

Mews’ attributes of play
Bird-watching
Crosswords
Joking
Parties
Gambling
Speech play
Bars/taverns
Magic
Playing the piano
Playing music
Playing voices
Lotteries
Playing with objects

Mews’ attributes of play
Collections
Auto racing
Ball games (football/cricket/soccer etc.)
Board games
Arm wrestling
Card games
Martial arts
Drinking
Street luge
Ground games
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Appendix B: Checklist of play activities

Phase 2: Observational study
Date

Place

Time

Human behaviour setting
Group size

Individual

Small groups
(2 or 3)

Mid-size
group (4-5)

6 or
more

Play setting

Objects

Objects

Objects

Objects

Figurations

In-/Out-group constellations, age combinations on-site,
compositional changes

Social
contagion

Spread of play activity
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Vertigo
Scooter

Twisting/rotating

Car/bike
racing if alone

Skateboarding

Bicycling

Swinging

Dancing

See-sawing

Roller skating

Sliding

Losing weight/
jogging

Other

Walking
Others have been included in order to keep the option open to add new
types observed in the testing phase. After the testing phase, these options
can be readdressed.
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Simulation
Affection/
compassion

Antiquing

(Internet) →
virtual reality

Daydreams

Shopping (including
window shopping)

Reading and
writing

Fantasy (role
play)

Dog walkers

Toys

Imagination

Night out fun

Pets walking

Listening to
music

Festivals, carnivals,
Mardi Gras

Yoga/tai chi

Art projects

Costume

Collecting

Flower
arranging

Handcraft

Backpacking

Watching
films

Photography

Travel

Constructions

Role-play
(cooking,
hostessing,
babysitting,
getting laid)
Weddings

Woodwork

Gardening

Chance
Playing with
birds/animals

Speech play

Bird-watching

Bars/taverns

Crosswords

Magic tricks

Joking

Playing the piano

Parties

Playing music
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Gambling (card
games)

Playing with voices

Play with objects

Lotteries

Other:

Competition
Collections

Arm wrestling

Car/bike racing

Card games

Ball games (soccer,
cricket etc.)

Martial arts

Board games

Drinking

Ground games

Street luge

Remarks
Subject-object-space-based

Time-space-based

Subject-subject-space-based
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Appendix C: Ethics approval

20 July 2016

APPROVED - Project number 16-142

Mr Gregor Mews
Faculty of Arts & Design
University of Canberra
Canberra ACT 2601
Dear Gregor,
The Human Research Ethics Committee has considered your application to conduct research with human
subjects for the project titled The phenomena of play in cities.
Approval is granted until 19 July 2019.
The following general conditions apply to your approval.
These requirements are determined by University policy and the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in
Human Research (National Health and Medical Research Council, 2007).
Monitoring:

You must, in conjunction with your supervisor, assist the Committee to monitor the conduct of approved
research by completing and promptly returning project review forms, which will be sent to you at the end of
your project and, in the case of extended research, at least annually during the approval period.

Reporting
Adverse Events

You must, in conjunction with your supervisor, report any unexpected adverse events or complications that
occur anytime during the conduct of the research study or during the follow up period after the research.
Please refer these matters promptly to the HREC. Failure to do so may result in the withdrawal of the Ethics
approval.

Discontinuation
of research:
Extension of
approval:

You must, in conjunction with your supervisor, inform the Committee, giving reasons, if the research is not
conducted or is discontinued before the expected date of completion.

Retention and
storage of data:

University policy states that all research data must be stored securely, on University premises, for a minimum
of five years. You must ensure that all records are transferred to the University when the project is complete.

Contact details
and notification
of changes:

All email contact should use the UC email address. You should advise the Committee of any change of
address during or soon after the approval period including, if appropriate, email address(es).

If your project will not be complete by the expiry date stated above, you must apply in writing for extension of
approval. Application should be made before current approval expires; should specify a new completion date;
should include reasons for your request.

Yours sincerely
Human Research Ethics Committee

Hendryk Flaegel
Research Ethics & Integrity
Research Services
T (02) 6201
E
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Appendix D: Equipment
Depending on the objectives of a study, the size of the camera matters. Nonintrusive windows are helpful, as they do not disturb the natural behaviour in a
situation. Water- and shock-resistant GoPro sports cameras lend themselves easily
to capturing photos. If the observations will be ongoing without interruption for up
to 10 hours, the researcher may require four or five additional batteries, depending
on the size of the memory card in the camera and the battery life.

Practical weather- and shock-resistant equipment is needed for the pilot and the
fieldwork component. Figure X visualises the setup for the fieldwork without chair.
The following equipment was utilised during the pilot and fieldwork:
-

GoPro Hero 4 camera (with the capability to record high-resolution images
and film footage)

-

Five additional battery packs for the camera

-

Two MicroSD chip cards for the camera, each with 64GB of data storage

-

Camera tripod with appropriate camera fittings that allow for sound
recording

-

iPhone SE to control the GoPro camera remotely, as well as for app use
(including time, date, weather, space measurement, sound measurement in
decibels (dB), and photos, voice recorder)

-

Laptop and external hard drive for data storage (preferably 2TB)

-

Pens and four diary notebooks (white, no lines)

-

Posters and research explainers, including contact details for potentially
concerned participants (ethics requirement)

-

Scissors and tape for poster hanging

-

Assessment matrix spreadsheets (one for each day of fieldwork)

-

Suitcase for equipment

-

Clothing appropriate to climate conditions (e.g. hat, coat, sunglasses)

-

Camping chair (optional)

-

Water and snacks
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Equipment setup and diary type for fieldwork (Source: author’s illustration)
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Appendix D: Signage

Research Project in Process
Forschungsprojekt in
Durchführung
Dự án nghiên cứu trong quá
trình
As part of an research project observational studies in this
area will be carried out today.
Ein Forschungsprojekt führt heute in diesem öffentlichen
Raum Beobachtungstudien durch.
Là một phần của một dự án nghiên cứu nghiên cứu
quan sát trong khu vực này sẽ được thực hiện ngày
hôm nay.
-----Should you have any questions in relation to this research
project, please contact the researchers.
Für Fragen und Anmerkungen können Sie gern das
Forscherteam kontaktieren.
Nếu bạn có bất kỳ câu hỏi liên quan đến dự án nghiên
cứu này, xin vui lòng liên hệ với các nhà nghiên cứu.
www.cityplayresearch.wordpress.com
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Appendix E: Information flyer
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Appendix F: Consent form
German version

Einverständniserklärung
Ich wurde eben von dem Doktoranden Gregor Mews angesprochen und eingeladen an
einem Forschungsproject teilzunehmen. Der Untersuchungsschwerpunkt ist Spielverhalten
im öffentlichen Raum. Gern kann ich jederzeit eine Identifikation von Ihm verlangen und
sollte ich mich unwohl fühlen kann ich jederzeit meine Teilnahme ohne Begründung
abbrechen.
Er wird Daten von mir aufnehmen und Antworten notieren. Sollte ich Einwände dagegen
haben, kann ich diese jederzeit äußern.
Ich gebe hiermit mein Einverständnis, dass:
- Die gesammelten Informationen werden ausschließlich als Teil von
Forschungsprojekten an der Universität von Canberra genutzt werden.
- Die Daten werden auf einem sicheren Server gespeichert wobei die persönliche
Identifikation geheim gehalten wird. Alle Datensätze werden nach fünf Jahren
zerstört.
- Ich bin in der Lage an diesem Forschungsproject teilzunehmen und gestatte hiermit,
dass meine Daten für diesen Forschungszweck verwendet werden können.

Ich bestehe darauf, dass alle persönlichen Informationen geheim gehalten werden und
Pseudonyme auf allen Forschungsergebnissen verwendet werden.
Ja, bitte halten Sie meine Daten geheim

O

Nein, Sie dürfen meine wahre Identität verwenden

O

Name, Vorname des Teilnehmers

............................................................................

Unterschrift des Teilnehmers

............................................................................

Ort & Datum: ....................................................

Für weitere Fragen kann ich den Doktoranden gern kontaktiere:
Gregor H. Mews
Adjunct Professional Associate & PhD candidate
University of Canberra, Australia
Faculty of Arts and Design & Centre for Research and Action in Public Health
E:
W: www.canberra.edu.au
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English version

Research Consent Form

I have been approached based on my ‚playful behaviour’ as part of the observational study of people in open
and public spaces by the PhD researcher, Gregor Mews. I have been invited to ask and check his personal
identification. Should I feel uncomfortable at any point in time I am not required to proceed.
He may record and take notes of my answers. If I don’t want my experience to be captured I will let him know.
I understand that:
1. The information will only be used as part of a research project at the University of Canberra. It will not
be used for any other purpose.
2.

Data will be securely stored in such a manner that my identity will remain confidential. All data and
forms will be destroyed after five years.

3.

I am not aware of any condition that would prevent my participation, and I agree to participate in this
research.

I request that all personal identification to be kept private and pseudonyms used instead on all research
outcomes.
Yes, keep data private

O

Permission granted to identify with my real identity

O

Name of participant:
……………........…...................................................
Signature of participant: ..........................................................................
Place & Date:
...............................

For further question’s please contact the researcher
Gregor H. Mews
Adjunct Professional Associate & PhD candidate
University of Canberra, Australia
Faculty of Arts and Design & Centre for Research and Action in Public Health
E:
W: www.canberra.edu.au
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Appendix G: Time-lapse data for Garema Place

Source: Street Furniture Australia (2017, p. 37)
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Source: Street Furniture Australia (2017, p. 38)
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Source: Street Furniture Australia (2017, p. 39)
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Source: Street Furniture Australia (2017, p. 48)
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Activity A: vertigo- adult male wearing Lycra bicycling slowly through the space while riding in a gentle curve around the light pole.
Activity B: chance- male adult engages with bird, catches it and pets the crow before letting it go.
The activity took place in a vehicle free space, with many pedestrians around. In order to unfold, the activity required sufficient space
for independent mobility and stable weather conditions. Activity A: The space was empty and the cyclist rode through the middle of
Garema Place. He chose to set up in the direction of the pedestrian zone. This movement dominated activity did not added to the
place quality. Activity B took place in the same setting conditions with few people around giving him sufficient space to catch the bird.

27th

Given that the weather condition was sunny, covered by trees creating a puzzle pattern on islands of light on pavement.
An empty space with good surface quality and a light pole enable a temporary production of space for the cyclist (permanent object)
The activity did not enable related passive and active activities.

No contribution made.

Play activity in Canberra

Space / behaviour setting **

Time

Micro climate* (wind/ sun/ trees/ water)

Objects/ props/ features*

Self- congestion
Social contagious/ triangulation*

Food and other economic implication (retail)*

* criteria based on Whyte (1980). The Social life of Small Urban Spaces.
** criteria based on Barker (1973). Qualities of community life.

March 2017 9:56 am (under 1 minute both activities)

Description

Criteria

Play activity 1 in Garema Place

Appendix H: Play activities analysis in Garema Place
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Vertigo. Male child cycling together with female adult.

The activity took place in a vehicle free space, with many pedestrians around. In order to unfold, the activity required sufficient space
for independent mobility and stable weather conditions. The space was busy and boy cycled in loops around the trees, jumps over
permeable surface in a circle around the tree. He kept riding in circles on the empty space, while jumping up and down the stairs. The
adult female was watching him and laughing.

31st March 2017 6:48 pm – until 6:59 pm (12 minutes)
Given that the weather condition was sunny (evening hours), warm the activity required an empty free space with favourable light
conditions.
An empty space with good surface quality, stairs, trees, slopes and small obstacles (permanent objects)
The dynamic interaction of actors created a temporary space on his own. This movement dominated activity did added to the place
quality as female adult stopped and watched boy engaging with the space. Other passive spectators observed the happening enabling
secondary play activities such as simulation and chance.
No contribution made.

Play activity in Canberra

Space / behaviour setting **

Time

Micro climate* (wind/ sun/ trees/ water)

Objects/ props/ features*

Self- congestion
Social contagious/ triangulation*

Food and other economic implication (retail)*

* criteria based on Whyte (1980). The Social life of Small Urban Spaces.
** criteria based on Barker (1973). Qualities of community life.

Description

Criteria

Play activity 2 in Garema Place

349

Vertigo and simulation- male child playing with object.

The activity took place near the edge on the northwestern end in front of the water fountain with few pedestrians around including
the mother. In order to unfold, the activity required sufficient space for independent mobility and stable weather conditions. The
space was not busy and boy was running around the space.

8th April 2017, 10:50 am – until 10:51 am (1 minute)
Given that the weather condition was sunny (late morning hours) but cool.
An empty space to run around and a light pole for rotating and twisting around.
The dynamic interaction of the actor created a temporary space on his own and actively engaged with people surrounding the
activity. A female adult (presuming the mother) stopped and watched boy engaging with the object. Other passive spectators
(including the researcher) observed the happening. The boy actively used language to convey a message to the female adults (“Look
mum what I can do”) inviting her to take part in simulation of an alternative reality.
No contribution made.

Play activity in Canberra

Space / behaviour setting **

Time

Micro climate* (wind/ sun/ trees/ water)

Objects/ props/ features*

Self- congestion
Social contagious/ triangulation*

Food and other economic implication (retail)*

* criteria based on Whyte (1980). The Social life of Small Urban Spaces.
** criteria based on Barker (1973). Qualities of community life.

Description

Criteria

Play activity 3 in Garema Place

350

Vertigo, chance & simulation. Several concurrent play activities. Activity A: young male adult plays music with guitar (chance); activity
B: older person with child balancing (vertigo); activity C child role play with three adults (simulation)
The activity took place in the heart of the place, with few pedestrians around including the mother. In order to unfold, the activity
required sufficient space, activity B required a object, and stable weather conditions to have the chance to listen to music. The space
was quite, a few people walking around. Activity A took place in shade under the tree near pillow sculpture (audience setting with
seating).

8th April 2017, 10:19 am – until 10:21 am (2 minutes)
Given that the weather condition was sunny (late morning hours) but cool.
Activity A: tree and pillow sculpture, stairs and bench (seating opportunity for audience and shade) permanent objects. Activity B:
cubes for balancing and jumping (permanent object). Activity C: an empty space to run around, stairs and railing near stairs
(permanent object).
The dynamics were active creating plenty of opportunity for self- congestion (activity C and A) as well as social triangulation. Children
were the most active protagonist in the space. Activity B and C merged while child from C approached child from activity B. Both
activities B and C took place in a group setting with adults creating a temporary space on his own. Activity A: was creating the chance
to listen to music, unfortunately no audience for present for 30 minutes. The musician remained there the longest.
No contribution made.

Play activity in Canberra

Space / behaviour setting **

Time

Micro climate* (wind/ sun/ trees/ water)

Objects/ props/ features*

Self- congestion
Social contagious/ triangulation*

Food and other economic implication (retail)*

* criteria based on Whyte (1980). The Social life of Small Urban Spaces.
** criteria based on Barker (1973). Qualities of community life.

Description

Criteria

Play activity 4 in Garema Place

351

Simulation. Young adult couple holding hands, while transiting through the space.

The activity took place under the trees along a cross thoroughfare with few pedestrians around including the mother. In order to
unfold, the activity required sufficient space for independent mobility and stable weather conditions. The space was not busy and boy
was running around the space.

8th April 2017, 10:50 am – until 10:51 am (1 minute)
Given that the weather condition was sunny (late morning hours) but cool.
An empty and obstacle free space with shade.
The degree of social contagiousness affected only the participating people (the couple) holding hands while walking slowly through
the space.
No contribution made.

Play activity in Canberra

Space / behaviour setting **

Time

Micro climate* (wind/ sun/ trees/ water)

Objects/ props/ features*

Self- congestion
Social contagious/ triangulation*

Food and other economic implication (retail)*

* criteria based on Whyte (1980). The Social life of Small Urban Spaces.
** criteria based on Barker (1973). Qualities of community life.

Description

Criteria

Play activity 5 in Garema Place

352

This is composition of nine concurrent activity including activity A: simulation- adult couple window shopping and showing affection; activity B: vertigo- adult
jogging/ running; activity C: chance- male adult playing with dog; activity D: simulation- group of four comprised of two children and two adults taking pictures;
activity E: simulation- adult man reading a book; activity F: chance- child play with object; activity G: chance and simulation- older male playing music with drum
sticks and listening to music; activity H: chance- young male playing music; activity I: simulation- adult couple affection.
The activity took place in the heart of the place near the stairs, benches and pillow sculpture. Few pedestrians were present during that time in the space. All
activities required sufficient space for independent mobility and stable weather conditions. The space was not too busy.
Activity A: took place under the awnings near the edge requiring a diversity of eye catching items in shop windows and undisrupted surface for flow.
Activity B: free undisrupted space and flow under the awnings in the thoroughfare.
Activity C: stairs to sit on and free space to play with dog throwing a ball (permanent object- stairs, loose- object- ball, dog).
Activity D: pillow sculpture in the sun (permanent object).
Activity E: bench in the sun and a book with view over the free space (permanent object).
Activity F: vantage point higher up next to pillow sculpture, sun and undisrupted view over the free space (permanent object).
Activity G: older male playing with sticks (noise) in tact to the music, sitting on stairs overlooking to the musician (activity H) (loose- object – drum sticks,
permanent object- stairs)
Activity H: empty space under tree near pillow sculpture next to stairs (audience setting with seating) (permanent object- stairs and sculpture and loose- object
guitar).
Activity I: free undisrupted space in the middle for flow (thoroughfare).
8th April 2017, 9:26 am – until 10:42 am A (under 1 minute), B (under 1 minute), C (16 minutes), D (3 minutes), E (10 minutes), F (1 minute), G (7 minutes)
Given that the weather condition was sunny (late morning hours) but cool.
Permanent objects: Pillow sculpture, stairs, bench, tree, shop front, awnings
Temporary loose objects: ball, music instruments (drum- sticks, guitar)
Animals: dog

Play activity in Canberra

Space / behaviour setting **

Time

Micro climate* (wind/ sun/ trees/ water)

Objects/ props/ features*

Contribution were made to musician (H) and shops only passively with activity A.

*criteria based on Whyte (1980). The Social life of Small Urban Spaces. ** criteria based on Barker (1973). Qualities of community life.

Food and other economic implication (retail)*

Self- congestion
Social contagious/ triangulation*

The entire composition created interdepend dynamics and interactions. All participants were able to listen to the music of H while G was supporting the act with
rhythmic hit on his own instrument. The objects such as the pillow sculpture, bench and stairs created the audience setting for the musician under the tree. All
*criteria based on Whyte (1980). The Social life of Small Urbanactivities
Spaces. that were more transient in character took either place on the edge or in the middle of the place. Activity C did not take part in social contagious
** criteria based on Barker (1973). Qualities of community life.activities, but C did other people engaged with him. The activity D only socialised among each other through the camera.

Description

Criteria

Play activity 6 in Garema Place

353

Vertigo and simulation. Young female child in company of two female adults jumping and twisting on pavement next to adults while
walking through Garema Place.
The activity took place under the trees along a cross thoroughfare with few pedestrians around including the two adults. The activity
required free space to walk and a surface structure that encouraged the play activity to unfold. The space was perceived safe as the
child was able to walk independently from adults (no holding hands).

31st March 2017, 5:53 pm – until 5:54 pm (1 minute)
Given that the weather condition was stable but getting darker and slightly cooler (evening hours).
An empty and obstacle free space with pavement structure to facilitate the play activity.
The child just played on her own while walking not far off the adults.

No contribution made.

Play activity in Canberra

Space / behaviour setting **

Time

Micro climate* (wind/ sun/ trees/ water)

Objects/ props/ features*

Self- congestion
Social contagious/ triangulation*

Food and other economic implication (retail)*

* criteria based on Whyte (1980). The Social life of Small Urban Spaces.
** criteria based on Barker (1973). Qualities of community life.

Description

Criteria

Play activity 7 in Garema Place

354

Vertigo – two young male skateboarder teaching each other how to skate

Slowing moving through the space (thoroughfare) choosing a route that has differences in height (e.g. slopes and surface structure)
before approaching a large empty space to undertake lessons. The space was half shady and people were able to observe the
happenings.

31st March 2017, 5:49 pm – until 5:51 pm (2 minutes)
No wind, low standing sun (evening hours), half shade due to trees)
Different surface types (e.g. slope) but barrier free and even
Self- congestion included the two friends teaching and playing around with the skateboard.

No contribution made.

Play activity in Canberra

Space / behaviour setting **

Time

Micro climate* (wind/ sun/ trees/ water)

Objects/ props/ features*

Self- congestion
Social contagious/ triangulation*

Food and other economic implication (retail)*

* criteria based on Whyte (1980). The Social life of Small Urban Spaces.
** criteria based on Barker (1973). Qualities of community life.

Description

Criteria

Play activity 8 in Garema Place

355

Vertigo and simulation – a young girl climbs around on cube object. Moving slowly from one to the other and back (rock climbing).
Child was barefeet.
The activity unfolded around the middle space near stairs with the set of two cubes. The child was able to move independently and
freely around without adult supervision and experiment with the two objects (permanent object).

28th March 2017, 5:49 pm – until 5:51 pm (2 minutes)
Mostly cloudy with occasional sunny spots, no wind
Two cube seats, next to stairs (permanent objects)
The child was able to move independently and freely around but did not engage with other around.

No contribution made.

Play activity in Canberra

Space / behaviour setting **

Time

Micro climate* (wind/ sun/ trees/ water)

Objects/ props/ features*

Self- congestion
Social contagious/ triangulation*

Food and other economic implication (retail)*

* criteria based on Whyte (1980). The Social life of Small Urban Spaces.
** criteria based on Barker (1973). Qualities of community life.

Description

Criteria

Play activity 9 in Garema Place

356

Chance and simulation- Play with object and imagination or role play. Adult male (father) played with young male (child) hide and
seek in and around the object.
The activity took place in the main thoroughfare connecting Bunda Street with Garema Place near the shop (who own the A- frame
billboard).

28th March 2017, 3:00 pm – until 3:01 pm (1 minute)
Mostly cloudy with occasional sunny spots, no wind
Temporary object (A-frame- billboard)
Male adult and male child play with each other, passing people look over and smile (person in orange shirt & person in white shirt)

No contribution made.

Play activity in Canberra

Space / behaviour setting **

Time

Micro climate* (wind/ sun/ trees/ water)

Objects/ props/ features*

Self- congestion
Social contagious/ triangulation*

Food and other economic implication (retail)*

* criteria based on Whyte (1980). The Social life of Small Urban Spaces.
** criteria based on Barker (1973). Qualities of community life.

Description

Criteria

Play activity 10 in Garema Place

357

Activity A: chance- two adults and two children (male and female) explore sculpture (play with object, tourism); activity B: chance &
simulation- three adults explore sculpture (play with object, tourism) and take picture (photography); activity C: chance – male adult
stops and explores sculpture;
activity D: simulation – adult female plays on digital device while sitting on a bench
All activities took part in the centre area of Garema Place under the tree arrangement next to the main thoroughfare linking Garema
Place with Bunda street. The space was calm and vehicle free.
Activity A: social group that engaged with object from southern side briefly before moving slowly through the space (standing,
reading the signs and taking about it).
Activity B: similar behaviour in space even the direction approach of the sculpture, however male adult takes picture of sculpture with
the group in front of it.
Activity C: adult male stops in front of sculpture and reads up on it, same direction approach, before continuing his journey.
Activity D: A female adult sits on bench and play on her digital device.
28th March 2017, A) 2:16 pm (1 minute); B) 2:42 pm (1 minute) and C) 2:43 pm (under 1 minute) D) 2:16 pm (5 minutes)
Sunny but shady due to location under trees
Permanent objects: tree, bench, sculpture arrangement
Loose objects: digital device and camera
Activity A and B took place in a social group arrangement (different ages and nationalities) engage with object and themselves before
moving on.
C and D: no contagiousness occurred
No contribution made.

Play activity in Canberra

Space / behaviour setting **

Time

Micro climate* (wind/ sun/ trees/ water)

Objects/ props/ features*

Self- congestion
Social contagious/ triangulation*

Food and other economic implication (retail)*

* criteria based on Whyte (1980). The Social life of Small Urban Spaces.
** criteria based on Barker (1973). Qualities of community life.

Description

Criteria

Play activity 11 in Garema Place

358

A) simulation– adults male and female play on digital device on their own while sitting on bench, Chance - B) chance- speech play two
young male sitting on bench crossed legged off the ground, C) simulation– two individual male sit on separate benches playing on
their digital devices, D) simulation- single adult male sits on bench daydreams; E) simulation- young female listening to music eating a
snack while sitting on bench, activity F) simulation- young female reading/writing on bench, G) simulation- two people young male
and female sit on bench speech play with each other.
The area has a free Wifi hotspot.
People prefer benches with back rest in shade under the trees in the heart of Garema Place. Most of them sit on their own. The most
popular bench is facing the shopfront and main pedestrian thoroughfare under the tree just next to the sculpture arrangement.

28th March 2017, A) 12:27 pm B) 12:36 pm C) 1:33 pm D) 1:44 pm until 1:55 pm E) 1:57 pm F) 2:07 pm G) 2:56 pm (all around 5
minutes, except D) 11 minutes
Sunny, no wind, shady as it took place under trees
Permanent objects: tree, benches (people sit only on benches with backrest)
Loose objects: digital device, book
Most people where sitting on their own (given the amount of play with digital devices), The couples interacted with each other but no
contagiousness occurred.
Some people have take away food (around lunch time) which implies that a economical contribution was made.

Play activity in Canberra

Space / behaviour setting **

Time

Micro climate* (wind/ sun/ trees/ water)

Objects/ props/ features*

Self- congestion
Social contagious/ triangulation*

Food and other economic implication (retail)*

* criteria based on Whyte (1980). The Social life of Small Urban Spaces.
** criteria based on Barker (1973). Qualities of community life.

Description

Criteria

Play activity 12 in Garema Place

359

Vertigo- adult male skateboarding through space.

The space allows slow movement of vehicles and took place on the edge of the Canberra Centre, where a adult male skateboarder
crossed the shared space towards Garema Place. He skates along the footpath on the edge of the centre, before stopping and
overlooking the intersection. He takes his skateboard in the hand and walk is over indicating that vehicles interrupt play and it would
otherwise perceived as unsafe to skate. The surface was flat and even without any barriers. Bollards indicate and demarcate the safe
refuge for pedestrians.

27th March, 2:06 pm (1 minute)
Sunny but activity took place in shade moving into the sun
Loose object: skateboard
Did not occur

No contribution made.

Play activity in Canberra

Space / behaviour setting **

Time

Micro climate* (wind/ sun/ trees/ water)

Objects/ props/ features*

Self- congestion
Social contagious/ triangulation*

Food and other economic implication (retail)*

* criteria based on Whyte (1980). The Social life of Small Urban Spaces.
** criteria based on Barker (1973). Qualities of community life.

Description

Criteria

Play activity 13 in Bunda Street

360

Simulation and vertigo – two young males (boys) engage in imaginative play and jump around.

Play activity took place on the threshold of the Canberra centre. A raised kerb or edge of the window frame next to the escalator is
used for play, people choose to sit their too. In order to unfold, both children were waiting for adults to arrive and played for time in
the shade on the footpath area (refuge from the space where vehicle move through). The building overshadowed the space.

27th March, 2:55 pm – 2:56 pm (1 minute)
Sunny but activity took place in shade moving into the sun
Permanent object: window frame to facilitate the activity
Both children played with each other until adults arrived.

Children carry shopping bag indicating that a direct contribution to retail was made immediately before activity occurred

Play activity in Canberra

Space / behaviour setting **

Time

Micro climate* (wind/ sun/ trees/ water)

Objects/ props/ features*

Self- congestion
Social contagious/ triangulation*

Food and other economic implication (retail)*

* criteria based on Whyte (1980). The Social life of Small Urban Spaces.
** criteria based on Barker (1973). Qualities of community life.

Description

Criteria

Play activity 14 in Bunda Street

361

Vertigo, simulation- young male child in company with adult female runs and twists around and showing affection.

The female adult approached the heart of Garema Place from Bunda Street. As soon as the space with the trees was in sight the child
started to run around objects in space independently while the adult kept walking along the main thoroughfare towards south. The
child was running across the space past the trees into the open space and turned around before slowing down and kept walking with
adult female holding hands.

28th March 2017, 11.25 am until 11:26 am (1 minute)
Cloudy, no wind
Permanent objects: benches, trees, stairs
Only in relation to adult female while walking through space.

No contribution made.

Play activity in Canberra

Space / behaviour setting **

Time

Micro climate* (wind/ sun/ trees/ water)

Objects/ props/ features*

Self- congestion
Social contagious/ triangulation*

Food and other economic implication (retail)*

* criteria based on Whyte (1980). The Social life of Small Urban Spaces.
** criteria based on Barker (1973). Qualities of community life.

Description

Criteria

Play activity 15 in Garema Place

362

Simulation, chance – male child play with object and imagination of play, adults play on digital device and read map, tourism

The activity took place in the heart of Garema Place. The boy was part of adults (mother and father) and a sibling. All three were
sitting on bench or standing next to bench with back rest near the sculpture in the shade under the trees playing on digital device and
reading a map. Boy approached the uneven surface around trees independently and started to play with loose objects (tree
droppings) rolling them up and down the surface. Sibling sat on bench and choose to play with digital device on bench.

27th March 2017, 10:17 am until 10:19 am (2 minutes)
Sunny day, shady space, no wind
Permanent object: sculpture
Temporary loose objects: tree droppings
Surface with slight slope around trees
Took only place with adults, sibling was not interested.

Did not occur

Play activity in Canberra

Space / behaviour setting **

Time

Micro climate* (wind/ sun/ trees/ water)

Objects/ props/ features*

Self- congestion
Social contagious/ triangulation*

Food and other economic implication (retail)*

* criteria based on Whyte (1980). The Social life of Small Urban Spaces.
** criteria based on Barker (1973). Qualities of community life.

Description

Criteria

Play activity 16 in Garema Place

363

Simulation- listening to music and playing with digital device

Vehicle free flat surface, clear of obstacles along the main thoroughfares. Sometimes people stopped to play with digital device.
When this happened not particular patters emerged. Spaces where activity changed were completely determined by causes in the
non-physical domain within the digital space. People did rarely stop unless necessary to play on digital device. Listening to music
created a unique space which a person does not have to share.

Every day (1 minute as activity was transient)
Cloudy, sunny, shade, no wind, low noise level
Temporary loose object: digital device or sometimes pushing shopping trolley
Did rarely occur. Rarely two people walk together while listening to music. Occasionally adults stop in order to show or share
something on the device.
Did not occur unless made use of wifi hotspot

Play activity in Canberra

Space / behaviour setting **

Time

Micro climate* (wind/ sun/ trees/ water)

Objects/ props/ features*

Self- congestion
Social contagious/ triangulation*

Food and other economic implication (retail)*

* criteria based on Whyte (1980). The Social life of Small Urban Spaces.
** criteria based on Barker (1973). Qualities of community life.

Description

Criteria

Play activity 17 in Garema Place

Bicyclist playful riding without hand on
steering (Source: authors illustration)

Bicyclist playful riding while socializing with
walker through the space (Source: authors
illustration)

Man cycling in playful riding with his dog very slowly through the space (source:
authors illustration)
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Appendix J: Qualitative play dynamics at a glance
Play

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Friday

Saturday

27/03/2017 28/03/2017 05/04/2017

31/03/2017 08/04/2017

8am - 4pm

5 pm- 7 pm

8 am- 4 pm

3 pm- 6 pm

8 am- 3.30
pm

object

Most people
remain in their
internal space
(music or play on

based

mobile →
individual)

Space-

Cubes and pillow
are the main
object, or tractors
Loose element is
attractive for
children
Photoshoot had a
space impact with
tape blocking off
an area

Male stands in
the middle of
square and plays
on the phone
(8:49 am)
Woman listens to
her music and
dances along
while transiting
(8:53 am)
Male sits on stairs
and plays with
dog
Shopper stays
under awning
Female stands in
the middle of
square and plays
on phone (10:52
am)
Two older people
engage with
poetry sculpture
(11:02 am)
One female
engages with
poetry sculpture
Mother with child
looks at water
fountain
Man engages
with poetry
sculpture (two
minutes)
Dad plays with
child on poetry
sculpture (role
play → hide and
seek)
Grandpa plays
with child on
pillow sculpture
and takes pictures
Older female
engages with
poetry sculpture

Child plays with
stick while walking
with mother
Children play with
water feature
Pop-up stall with
BBQ+ wrap wall
between poles for
graffiti with
community
Tourist plays with
poetry sculpture
(average 10
seconds)

Mother and child

→ child plays
with water
fountain (5:41
pm) and loose
material
Three young
adults play on
stairs
Child with dad

→ children on
bench and
rotates/ climbs
over it

Child plays with
stick (4:20 pm)
around tree

Child free plays
with paper (5:53
pm)

Tourists take
picture of poetry
sculpture and each
other (4:41 pm)

Child on

Child plays on cubes
Two female adults
sit on cube, play
with a bag / one
puts over her head
and other laughs

pavement → red
dress
Child plays with
loose material /
walking with
mother free
range
Child plays on
stairs, dances
around
Child discovers
water fountain
Female plays with
poetry sculpture
(5 sec)

Chess adventurer
plays outside at
the pub
Children play on
water fountain
Quiet play set up
on bench near
beer café under
tree
Painter blocks
area off and
paints pavement
in different
colours
Grandpa takes
pictures of
grandma with
two children on
pillow sculpture
Dad plays
w/phone while
walking with
pram
Children love
water fountain;
unfortunately,
too high and
location-wise
displaced (limited
accessibility)
Person swings
bags while
walking
Two backpackers
check out poetry
sculpture (20 sec.
10:02 am)
Child hangs on
hand rail →
becomes play
equipment
Children interact
with poetry
sculpture (10 sec)
Pop-up art
project starts
around 12 noon

365

Tourist couple
engage with
poetry sculpture

Two older people
reading up on
poetry sculpture
(10:02 am)

Two men on
cubes for 30
minutes (1:24
pm)

Musician sets up
near pillow
sculpture under
tree

Female engages
with poetry
sculpture
Female engages
with poetry
sculpture and
took a picture

Children tend to
play on pillow
sculpture/cubes
and stairs while
walking through
with family

Family engages
with poetry
sculpture and
play around

One musician
walks off as music
is too loud for
others musician

Tourist takes
picture of poetry
sculpture
Father plays with
son and billboard
hide and seek

Child plays with
stick on bench
(11:30 am)
Family play on
pillow sculpture
and poetry
sculpture (15
sec.) / dad is on
phone
Two boys play
soccer with tree
droppings (11:40
am)

Timespace
based
play

10-second
engagement with
sculptures on
average

Benches are very
empty until
afternoon around
2 pm

Around 4 pm, very
quiet, and stall
packs up around
4.30 pm

If a musician
played something
than people
spend more time
there

Man having lunch
reading book for
30 minutes (1:55
pm)

Remains very quiet
4:45 pm – 5:23 pm

Group of lower
SES middle aged
adults sitting on
bench socialising
under tree

Benches trees
start filling up,
but many remain
on stairs and
pillows

A part of the
group splits up
and sits on the
milk trays

Musician, no
audience (10:24
am)

Boy cycles around
trees and down
the stairs in
circles for 10
minutes
practicing skills

Subjectsubject
based
play

Adult- child
interaction

Couple sitting on
bench holding
hand, she is
playing/ swinging
her feet (10:13
am)

People listening to
music and standing
in the middle of
square and many
sitting on stairs or
cubes or pillow

Two women
chatting, laughing
under tree (15
minutes 11:11
am)

Group of teenagers
play with
handshakes and
joke around

Older couple
holding hands
Larger groups of
students joke
around while
walking
Most children
walk freely
Couple playing
hand games

10:30 am: more
people start
walking through
space (more
couples and
families), 97%
walk through
Men with dog is
back, playing with
ball, and socially
contagious to
other people
interacting with
them sitting on
stairs near
chessboard
People sit on
those benches
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Family of four
children are not
allowed to play or
walk freely
Mother with child
not allowed to
play or walk
freely
Mother with child
walks, doesn’t
want to but must
Man sits on
bench staring into
oblivion (30
minutes)
Two people sit on
stairs, wordplay
Garbage bin and
poetry sculpture
seems to be
placed in the
thoroughfare →
pedestrian flow
disrupted

Female takes
pictures of people
All ages
hold
hands
(but
many
female
Asian
students
too)
Live rap
musician
(4:51
pm), no
audience
Man
plays
ball with
his dog
→ group
of
people
tune in
Child
dances
free
range
Female
on stall
dances
to rap
music

Female feeding
birds

that face most
people
Child intrigued by
dogs →
interaction
Second musician
comes to pillow
and starts playing
sticks to rhythm
of the other
players
40 % pairs
50 % individual
walkers
10 % families
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Vertigo and simulation: Part 1 – female child runs around and catches bubbles, starts from the Brandenburger Strasse towards the
square and around the bubble creator.
Simulation, competition, chance and vertigo: Part 2 - bubble creator and a crowd of children move around to catch bubbles (activity A,B)
, spectators enjoy the show (activity C) and passing people engage with bubble action (activity F).
The activity took place in a vehicle free space, with many pedestrians around. In order to unfold, the activity required sufficient space
for independent mobility and stable weather conditions. Spectators witnessed the activity from coffee shops, benches and were
standing at the fringe of the square. The space was empty, but a change in
pavement (the mosaic) became the set up point for the bubble creator. He chose to set up in the direction of the pedestrian zone. The
Brandenburger gate provides an eye pleasing setback for the activity.
16th May 2017 Part 1: 3.04 pm – 3.06 pm (2 minutes), Part 2: 3.00 pm – 3.36 pm (36 minutes)
Given that the weather condition was overcast- overshadowing was not relevant to the activity.
Except the mosaic and the gate, material was required to create the bubbles. The bubble creator temporary consumed space in order to
enable a temporary production of space for the target group as well as the spectators.
The dynamic interaction of actors created a temporary space where social contagiousness occurred. Children did not know each other
before and played with each other (triangulation).
The activity enabled passive and active activities: passive spectators from the outside dining areas, sitting on benches and standing
around the fringe area took part through smiling, joking, stopping watching while eating ice-cream. The most active actors were
children, however occasionally adults participated too therefore triangulation occurred intergenerational.
Part 2 E: child was intrigued and asked parents to take part in the activity.
Donation based activities by parents, to enable joyful activities for their children.

Play activity Potsdam

Space/ behavior setting**

Time

Micro climate* (wind/ sun/ trees/ water)

Objects/ props/ features*

Self- congestion
Social contagious/ triangulation*

Food and other economic implication (retail)*

* criteria based on Whyte (1980). The Social life of Small Urban Spaces.
** criteria based on Barker (1973). Qualities of community life.

Description

Criteria

Play activity 1 in Brandenburger Strasse (Am Brandenburger Tor)

Appendix K: Play activity analysis in Am Brandenburger Tor and
Brandenburger Strasse
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Vertigo: Two adults scooter over the square towards the pedestrian zone. While scootering both participants interacted with each other
and took part in window shopping.
The activity took place in a vehicle free space, with a few pedestrians around. In order to unfold, the activity required sufficient space
for independent mobility. Participants moved through space and preferred smooth pavement o the corner over the cobble stones.
16th May 2017 3.06 pm / 1 minute
Given that the weather condition was overcast- overshadowing was not relevant to the activity.
Except the mobility device (scooter) participants did not require any external props.
The dynamic interaction of actors created a temporary space where self-congestion could occur between the participants only. The
activity enabled a active activity available to adults.
none
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Play activity 2 in Brandenburger Strasse (Am Brandenburger Tor)
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Vertigo- Male child on scooter near the bell play in the pedestrian zone. While scootering the child looked towards the other children
playing on the sculpture and interacting with each other. Decided to ride in circles around the space.
The activity took place in a vehicle free space, with a few pedestrians around. In order to unfold, the activity required sufficient space
for independent mobility. Child moved through space with a preference for smooth pavement near the corner over the cobble stones.
12th May 2017 4.29 pm / 1 minute
The weather condition was sunny and warm. The child cycled in the sun and the sculpture was positioned in the sun.
The child used a mobility device (scooter) and the children climbing used the sculpture as play feature.
The dynamic interaction between actors created a temporary space where self- congestion could occur between the participants only.
none
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Play activity 3 in Brandenburger Strasse (Am Brandenburger Tor)
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Simulation - Concurrent two adults took pictures/ tourism of the Brandenburg Gate and moved very slowly through the space (activity
A).
Simulation – Two young adult make play on their digital devices (activity B).
Simulation and chance – two children play with object and play imaginary role play (activity C).
All activities took place in a vehicle free space, with a few pedestrians around. In order to unfold, the activity A required clear sight
towards the gate. Photography as well as the walking activity took place on the flat pavement near the corner before the curb- line
marking the beginning of the square. Activity B took place near the bench. The players were standing towards the square with their back
near the building. Activity C unfolded underneath and around the permanent object that has empty space within allows people to sit on.
12th May 2017 4.29 pm / A and B around 1 minute, C around 5 minutes
The weather condition was sunny and warm. The adults stayed in the sun near the sculpture and stopped for the picture. There was very
little wind and the tree had no particular relevance.
The Brandenburg gate (permanent object) was the feature to enable the activity A and the camera (digital device) as temporary loose
object. The activity B involved temporary loose objects (digital devices) and activity C a permanent object (bell sculpture).
Activity A: The was little interaction between the photographer at the time of picture taking, but the couple walked slowly and
interacted with each other
Activity B: both adults interacted a little once the activity concluded, but self- congested the space for the period of activity
Activity C: Both children triangulated through play as parents were standing on different spots not interacting with each other. The
activity was social contagious as one child was proactive starting the activity in which the other child participated in.
none
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Play activity 4 in Brandenburger Strasse (Am Brandenburger Tor)
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Simulation and Chance- Three children engaged in free play with loose material on flat surface of the square.

The activity took place in a vehicle free space, with pedestrians around. Most of them were slow moving and resting. In order to
unfold, the activity had clear sight towards the gate and overlooked the square., however this did not seem the bother too much the
children. The children choose an empty flat surface near the sculpture and in an edge space of the square that frames the situation.
12th May 2017 4.29 pm / 1 minute
The weather condition was sunny and warm. The children stayed in half shady conditions. The shade was created by the tree cover
and provides the option of cooling down with very little wind.
Loose material such as bottles supported the play activity.
There was much interaction between the players involved. Some passive participants watched them from benches and other sitting
opportunities such as the sculpture and café.
none
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Play activity 5 in Brandenburger Strasse (Am Brandenburger Tor)
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Simulation and Chance- Two male adolescents play music (activity A)
Simulation - adult couple takes pictures of the street and engages in tourism (activity B)
Activity A: The activity took place in a vehicle free space, with few pedestrians around. In order to unfold, the activity took place
under shelter in the gate. The players were positioned on the edge of the main thoroughfare with clear sight towards the
intersection and the square.
Activity B: couple stopped near the mosaic on the ground in the middle of the square indicating that the activity required free space
to unfold.
16th May 2017 2.17 pm – 2.48 pm / 31 minutes (activity A), 2:17 pm 1 minute (activity B)
The weather condition was overcast and partly rainy with a light breeze.
Activity A: Loose material such music instrument and equipment to support the play activity
Activity B: loose object (camera) and view connection along the street
Activity A: There was interaction between the players involved. Some people interacted but due to poor weather condition at that
time not many people engaged for long (triangulation).
Activity B: Self- congestion for a little bit when couple stopped to take picture
Activity A: musicians asked for in-kind contribution or donation for there service
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Play activity 6 in Brandenburger Strasse (Am Brandenburger Tor)

374

Simulation and Chance- joking around, playing voices and tourism, photography

The activity took place in a vehicle free space, with few pedestrians around. In order to unfold, the activity took place in the middle
of the square facing the gate and the view connection of the street. A large group of tourist enjoying a guided walking tour, talking
with each other and laughing (joking and playing voices)
16th May 2017 2.17 pm – 2.56 pm (1 minute)
The weather condition was overcast and partly rainy with a light breeze.
Just an empty space and architectural features (gate and view connection), mosaic on the ground. Loose objects (camera)
The group (14 people) self congested the middle of the square, social contagiousness happened within the group of participants.
The group had a guide providing information of the history of the place (service delivery) to the players.
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Play activity 7 in Brandenburger Strasse (Am Brandenburger Tor)
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Simulation- window shopping and shopping.

The activity took place in a vehicle free space, with few pedestrians around. In order to unfold, the activity required the presence of
stimulating shop fronts and goods on display. Activity A: involved a female adult walking slowly past and exploring offerings while
passing. The second person, a young female adult, stopped an explored the window. The shop was still closed at that time. Activity B:
unfolded once the shop was open. Two male adults engaged in window shopping and the third person a female adult stopped in
front of shopping box and purchases goods after exploring offerings.
17th May 2017 9.44 am (activity A) – 10.04 am (activity B) both around 1 minute
The weather condition was sunny and took place in the shade.
(permanent) shop windows, temporary shopping boxes on the street
Self- congestion took place in front of the windows and around the shopping box.
Part two: highlights the potential for social contagiousness and self congestion within a larger group engaging with temporary loose
objects in space (shopping box).
Activity A: players enjoyed the goods in the window but did not engaged in economic activities unlike activity B where the player
made a conscious choice to purchase goods. Part three shows that this can effect larger groups too, although these young people did
not purchase any goods.
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Play activity 8 in Brandenburger Strasse (intersection Hermann- Elflein Strasse)
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Simulation-photography (activity A- G)

The activity took place in a vehicle free space, with few pedestrians around. The view connections towards the gate, church and the
façades of the Hermann- Elflein Strasse south bound were relevant including the architectural features.
Activity A: took place on the edge near shops towards south under the shade of the tree
Activity B: same place but even closer to the tree
Activity C: south bound picture but positioned further in the middle
Activity D: photo while walking in the middle towards east (church)
Activity E: two adults the female takes a picture of a male with the gate in the backdrop.
Activity F: adult takes picture southbound under the tree.
Activity G: a Selfie- photo in the middle of the intersections towards the gate
17th May 2017 12.04 pm (A), 12.39 pm (B), 12.50 pm (C), 1.05 pm (D), 1.54 - 56 pm (E), 1.58 pm (F), 21st May 3.33 pm (G) all under
one minute except E over 2 minutes.
The weather condition was sunny and took place in the shade.
View connections, architectural features, tree (permanent) and temporary loose (camera)
Self- congestion took place for all except in activity D.
none
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Play activity 9 in Brandenburger Strasse (intersection Hermann- Elflein Strasse)
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Simulation - young male (A) listening to music and play on device,
Simulation and chance - young female (C) playing on digital device and joke around
Simulation - playing on digital device (activity B and E), young female (B), two female one mature adult and one young female (D),
Simulation- playing on device and photography - one mature male and mature female (E)
All activities took place in a vehicle free space, with many pedestrians around.
Activity A: in order to unfold, the space was a unobstructed free path to walk in the shade.
Activity B: female sitting on bench with backrest in the sun facing the Brandenburger Strasse
Activity C: two young female interact and walk whilst one is playing on device and joking with the other in am unobstructed path
next to a A-frame
Activity D: one female standing with her back next to the tree facing the street, the other one just suddenly stopped in the middle of
the street and played around on the device (unobstructed path in shade).
Activity E: adult male is in the middle of the street navigating round shopping boxes and playing on his device in the shade. The
female plays on device in the lead up to take pictures of the setting and another person. She stands in the middle of the street facing
the gate.
17th May 2017 1.12 pm (A) under 1 minute, 1.41 pm (B) for 5 minutes, 1.25 pm (C) under 1 minute, 1.45 pm (D) 1 minute , 1.55 pm
(E) male under one minute, female 2 minutes.
The weather condition was sunny and took place in the shade and in the sun.
Bench with backrest, tree (permanent object), digital devices (temporary loose elements)
Self- congestion took place for activity B, D and E for female. Social contagiousness occurred in activity C as both female interacted in
relation to the device.
none unless provider cost enabling play on device (the area has no free WIFI)
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Play activity 10 in Brandenburger Strasse (intersection Hermann- Elflein Strasse)
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Simulation and chance- a mix of fantasy, affection, joking and playing voices

The activity requires clear empty space but occurred next to people while walking through the street. A young male and female first
start playing voices, joking around before the male creates a mess of her hair. Both are familiar with each other, which indicates a
form of affection combined with a fantasy play.
17th May 2017 2.27 pm (under 1 minute)
The weather condition was sunny and took place in the shade and sun.
No feature required (social activity only)
Self congestion occurred between the players while walking.
none
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Play activity 11 in Brandenburger Strasse (intersection Hermann- Elflein Strasse)
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Simulation and chance – two dog walkers meet and play with animals

The space was quite with not many people around. The female A walked along the foot path approaching the intersection before the
dog saw another dog approaching south bound from Hermann- Elflein Strasse with another female walker standing near the tree.
Both people and dogs started to chat on the edge of the intersection off the footpath area. Another mature male adult (activity C)
walked past and were briefly curious. Both dog owners kept moving around during the play stage of the dogs. Another mature
female adult and a young child approached the setting and stopped (D). The child curiously is observing the activity while the adult is
standing next to it. The dog owners progressively moved across the intersection towards the bakery, while the dogs are extremely
playful.
21st May 2017 9.50 am - 9.53 am (3 minutes)
The weather condition was sunny and took place in the shade and sun.
Tree (permanent object) for dog owner (B)
The dog owners self- congested the space. Both did not know each other and through the dogs they were engaging in triangulation.
The activity was to a degree social contagious and other people made an effort to observe what is happening (audience).
none
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Play activity 12 in Brandenburger Strasse (intersection Hermann- Elflein Strasse)
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Vertigo and simulation – activity A male adult daydreaming while balancing a bike, activity B- female adult window shopping while
balancing a bike
Vertigo and simulation- activity (C) female adult pushing a bike through space with a child sitting behind the handle bar playing
fantasy bike riding.
Vertigo – activity (D) young male adult riding a bike standing up slowly through space
Vertigo and simulation – activity (E) adult male riding a bike slowly while window shopping
The space was vehicle free with people around. All activities took place in both directions. Activity A, B and C can be associated with
cycling but the adult players were walking.
Activity A: required shopping window to unfold.
Activity B: needed an empty unobstructed view to gate.
Activity C: unfolded on the edge footpath area as the surface there is less rough than in the middle of the street.
Activity D: the cyclist swerved around pedestrians to navigate his way through space. He cycled in the shady area towards the
southern side of Brandenburger Strasse.
Activity E: cyclist stayed on the street but getting closer to the shop front to see what is in there. He is riding through space slowly in
the sun towards the gate on the northern side of the street.
17th May 2017 2.38 pm (A,B), 3.36 pm (C), 3.57 pm (D), 21st May 2017 2.14 pm (E), all under 1 minute
The weather condition was sunny and took place in the shade and sun.
Window shopfront for activity A,C and E. Flat surface structure for C.
Self- congestion applies for activity A and B.
Only indirect through window shopping
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Play activity 13 in Brandenburger Strasse (intersection Hermann- Elflein Strasse)

381

Vertigo – three male adult jogging through the space

The space was very empty as the activity took place in early morning hours. A street cleaning vehicle was busy cleaning the surfaces
and making a lot of noise. The three joggers were running next to each other towards the gate west bound. Furthermore the space
was obstacle free.
27th May 2017 7.48 am (under 1 minute)
The weather condition was sunny and took place in the sun.
Empty space with few people
Only the tree joggers talked to each other while running indicating that this activity was only self- congested.
none
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Play activity 14 in Brandenburger Strasse (intersection Lindenstrasse)

382

Description
Chance – activity A a mature male adult set up temporary stage and plays music for people.
Simulation – activity B two young female play individually on digital device while walking through space
Vertigo – activity C two female one cycling the other one pushing her bike making her way slowly through space
Chance – activity D one mature male adult and one female adult joke around
Simulation – activity E mature male adults stops and listens to music
Vertigo – activity F female child scooters past
Vertigo – activity G female adult with child in the back cycles slowly through space
Vertigo- activity H two children one male the other female scooter and cycle through space
Vertigo – activity I young female child scooters through space
Simulation and chance – activity J young male child plays with stick (fantasy) while walking slowly through space
Vertigo and simulation – activity K female child dancing and listening to music
Simulation – activity L two mature adults (male and female) tourism and reading a map
Simulation – activity M mature male adult stops and listens to music
Simulation – activity N mature male adult sits on bench and listens to music
Vertigo and simulation – activity O young male adult balances his bike and listens to music
Simulation – activity P mature adult couple (male and female) engage with musician and listen to music
Vertigo and simulation -activity Q mature male adult pushes his bicycle and listens to music
Simulation- activity R two young female sit and listen to music
Simulation – activity S mature male adult takes picture of musician and plays on device
Simulation –activity T male adults sit on bench listen to music
Simulation – activity U a couple (male and female) eat ice-cream and listens to music
Simulation and chance – three young males siting on electricity box eat ice cream and listen to music
The intersection allows for delivery vehicle to move through. The movement of vehicles affects the atmosphere and disrupts play.
The musician sets up in the shade on the southern side of Brandenburger Strasse next to the main thoroughfare in the heart of the
intersection. A large part of the people move through space and listen to him while engaging with the activity (vertigo). The other
half finds places to sit either on a bench in the sun or shade, a place to stand on the edge (in front of construction fence) or near a
tree. Given that people sit on electricity boxes and on construction fence material indicated that not enough seating is available. The
free empty space in the middle is crowed at times when people stop to engage with the musician.

Criteria

Play activity Potsdam
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Play activity 15 in Brandenburger Strasse (intersection Lindenstrasse)

383

19th May 2017 11.05 am – 1.30 pm activity A (2 hours and 22 minutes), all vertigo up to 1 minute, and simulation up to 5 minutes (10
minutes when taking place on a bench or somewhere to sit)
The weather condition was sunny and took place in the shade and sun.
Temporary loose objects (musician), sticks, camera, bikes and permanent objects bench, tree, electricity box, fence related objects
to sit on
Self- congestion happened for activity A, social contagiousness through sound related to most simulation activities that choose to
stop in the space. Triangulation occurred between the musician and the audience when applauding, saying something nice or
purchasing CD or making a donation.
Some people purchase ice cream, choose to sit in the café in order to listen to the musician play jazz music. Others make a donation
or purchase a CD of the musician.
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Simulation- affection/ compassion in all activities:
Activity A – adult male and female holding hands while walking with young male
Activity B - young adult couple (male and female) kissing
Activity C – female adult walks hand in hand with child
Activity D – young adult couple hold hands while walking slowly
Activity E – adult couple hold each other in the arms and hug each other
Activity F - mature adult couple walk hand in hand slowly
Activity G - mature couple (male and female) hold hands while walking slowly
All spaces where this was observed were free of obstacles in a pedestrian environment without vehicles. At some occasions many
people were around, unless the activity took place in early morning hours. In all cases the play activity was slow in movement.
Activity B took place in the intersection within the shady area of the tree with a view to along the façades. Activity E unfolded next to
the tree on the edge of the space. All other activities occurred while moving through space.
27th May 2017 10.05 am (A), 2.49 pm (B), 17th May 11.31 am (C), 19th May 11.18 am (D), 1.11 pm (E,F), 21st May 9.08 am all around 1
minute or under when associated with walking through space
The weather condition was sunny and took place in the shade and sun.
Permanent objects (tree for shade or as back drop)
Activity B and E self- congested as both activities required them not to move through space but rather contribute to place. Social
contagiousness was not apparent, but many people choose to show compassion and affection publicly. Triangulation did not occur.
none
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Play activity 16: Brandenburger Strasse on all intersections and Am Brandenburger Tor
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Chance – activity A play with object (scooter) while walking (child with female adult)
Simulation and chance –activity B play with toy while walking (child with female adult)
Simulation and chance – activity C costume and play with object (balloons) becoming toys (male adult and group of children), fantasy
and role play
Simulation- activity D play with toy while walking (female child)
All spaces were obstacle free in the pedestrian friendly space. As all activities involved walking they took place all over the
Brandenburger Strasse no matter if in the middle of the square on the edge or on the footpath space.

27th May 2017 10.16 am (A), 10.30 am (B), 3.04 pm (C), 17th May 1.46 pm (D) all under 1 minute
The weather condition was sunny and took place in the shade and sun.
Loose temporary objects (balloons, toys)
Self- congestion only took place amongst the players. The costume wearing adult created an environment in the space for social
contagiousness as many strangers approached him to take part in the activity. Triangulation occurred among the players of activity C
once they received a (sword out balloon).
None except for activity C as the person in costume received a donation for each balloon act
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Play activity 17: Brandenburger Strasse on all intersections and Am Brandenburger Tor

